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IABSTRACT
A Translation and Historical Commentary of Ceorge Akropolites' History
Ruth Juliana }Aacrides
Qeorge Akropolites' History, the major contemporary Creek
source for the period of the Latin occupation of Constantinople
(120z+.-1261), has been available to historians in the reliable
edition by A. Heisenberg for three quarters of a century. As
the text does not preerit problems, the work has been used free-
ly. However, no systematic study of the History as a whole has
been undertaken. This has led, at times, to an improper under-
standing of the	 words. But, even more serious, the
lack of a study has stood in the way of f orinu].ating ideas about
Byzantine historiography. Questions such as, the sources availa-
ble to the author, sources the author made use of, varying methods
of narration in different authors, reasons for discrepancies in
accounts, must be raised and answered for each author. The coinmen-
tary attempts to answer these questions for Akrôpolites' History.
Since Akropolites is, for many events, our sole source, his
account cannot be checked against others for verification, How-
ever, in the many cases where it is possible to compare his narra-
tive with that of other sources, it is found to be admirably re-
liable and precise. Apart from drawing on his personal knowledge
of events he observed or participated in during his lifetime, Akro-
polites makes use of written and oral sources. He carefully gives
credit to other when his source is an eyewitness. However, sur-
prisingly, his written sources for events before his lifetime, are
not to be found in the work of his predecessor, a History which
overlaps his by a few years, but in material which does not survive
but would seem to have been availab]e to him as an administrative
official at court. Not only did his career make him privy to such
•information, but it also affected the attitudes expressed in his
History. Therefore, knowledge of Akropolite& family background. and
cursus honorum is fundamental to an understanding of the History.
The Introduction provides a description of the Akropolites family,
established in Constantinople at least from the tenth century, and
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INTRODUCTION
At first glance, George Akropolites' Ihstor,r would not seem
to be one of those sources which needs analysis and criticism be-
fore it reveals its message. Akropolites' Greek and A. Heisen-
berg's reliable edition help to make it accessible. Indeed,
historians have taken the Histor y for granted because of its re-
lative simplicity of language and expression vis a vis the works
of other Byzantine historians. 1 The result of this attitude to
the text is that material is taken from it at random, while no
study of the History has been made.
Yet, even with an author like Akropolites mistakes and mis-
conceptions can arise from taking material out of context. Fur-
thermore, this process of extraction prevents one from coming to,an
understanding of Akropolites' methods, in particular, and Byzantine
historiography, in general. The work must be examined as a whole
before it is possible to evaluate the author's use of language.
Comparison with other contemporary writers gives a basis from which
to judge differences in methods of narration. A study of earlier
and later authors dealing with the same events provides information
about sources and their use. It is only when this work has been
done for individual authors that conclusions can be drawn about
Byzantine historiography.
Likewise, little attention has been given to the author himself.
Heisenberg, in his edition of the History, provided a brief outline of
Akropolites' career by way of introduction, and. this is still the only
biography of the man. However, since the publication of the edition,
(1) On this subject see E. Kriaias, 'Diglossie des derniers siecles
do Byzance:Naissance de la litterature neo-hellenique', Proceedings
of the XIIIth International Conrress of Byzantine Studies (London,
i637286.	 - _________ _______
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material has become available which can contribute to a more
precise and fuB. picture of the Akropolites family and George
himself. The following introductory pages are offered as a




Most scholarly discussion of the Akropollta]. has centred
on George and his son Constantine, the two members of the family
who had literary interests. Because of the attention devoted to
these men and also because references to other Akropolitai are
few and far between, the family gives the impression of having
emerged from obscurity in the thirteenth century with George --
the orphaned reugee who succeeded at Nicaea. D.M. Nicol and D.
Polemis have contributed to our knowledge of the family but in their
work they have concentrated on Akropolitai living in the thirteenth
century and later. 1 The fam1ys origins have not been explored;
therefore, George Akropolites' ancestry has still to be examined.
However, it is possible to rectify this omission by piecing together
scattered references to the family found in documents, narrative
sources, and on seals. The discussion of the family which follows,
and the prosopographical list appended to it, can provide a context
in which to study and assess George Akropolites' career.
In 1905, S. Lampros discovered the oldest member of the
Akropolitea family (no. 1) in a source dated to the tenth century.
The editor of the text had failed to recognise in the word	 &xpo-
a proper name, mistaking it for a reference to an anony-
mous inhabitant of the acropolis of Constantinople. 2 This, the first
known mention of an Akropolites, associates the man with the capital
city, since the passage in which the name occurs concerns a house in
Constantinople belonging to him. One might therefore claim a Constan-
(1) For prosopographies of the family which have appeared to date see
D.M. Nicol, 'Constantine Akropolites, A Prosopographical Note',DOP 29
(1965),2k9-256; D. Polemis, Doukai, 82-8k; E. Trapp, W.Rainer,H.-V.
Beyer, Prosoi,opraphisches Lexikon der Palaiologenzeit,I,1 (Vienna,
1976), kB-5o.
(2) E.Bekker, ed., Georrii Codini Excerpta, 23,12-13:
	 otxo ...öv-
;ep XCtI	 &xpoi ?.Crqc . See 4so S. Lampros,'
OVOI.LO..	 NH 2 (19o5j, 159.
1L5
tinopolitan origin for the family although this must remain a
conjecture in the absence of further evidence. Certainly later
members of the family resided in the capital.
Up to now this reference to an Akropolites living in the
tenth century was the only evidence for the family's existence at
that early date. However, an unpublished, lead seal in the Durnbarton
Oaks Collection confirms that the family was already established by
the tenth century (no.2). The seal's owner - whose Christian name
cannot be read because of damage to the seal - held dignities asso-
ciating him with the Emperor's honour guard. He also held the title
of chartoularios tou stratiotikou. He was, therefore, a civil func-
tionary whose duties included the drafting of documents for the sekre-
ton , or office to which he was attached.1
The prOfessional activities of this tenth century official are
comparable to those carried out by later Akropolitai. It would seem
that he performed functions similar to Nicholas Akropolites' (no. 3),
chartouJ.arios tou stratiotikou 1ogothetou, living in the second half
of the eleventh century, and Michael Akropolites' (no. 6), megas
chartoularios tou genikou logothetou, in the mid-twelfth century.
These men had positions in the civil administration, with duties en-
tailing paper work for the various bureaux to which they zere assigned.
There is further evidence, afforded by an unpublished lead seal,
of an Akropolites (no. 7) who held a somewhat different, and perhaps
higher 1
 position than those mentioned above. The seal refers to him
as kensor and rathalassites; as such he would have been in charge of
maritime trade in the port of Constantinople, with judiciary functions,
However, by the twelfth century, the date which has been assigned to
this seal, the responsibilities of a parathalassites were even more
extensive. He was at the head of a service ( xpc'tov 't? ex)
(1) See N. Oikonomids, Les Listes, 309-310.
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which was in control of navigation in Byzantine waters. 1 The duties
of Michael Akropolites as parathalassites, therefore, also fall within
the administrative sphere.
These are the members of the family living in the tenth through
the twelfth centuries for whom titles are known. On the basis of these
cases the family could be described as an administrative one. Indeed,
the only member of the family who exercised any military functions was
George (no. 9) who acted as praitor very briefly. 2 It remains to be
seen whether George's father (no. 8) falls into this pattern of a civil
functionary.
The little known about the man derives from George's History in
which he refers to his parents without naming them and gives some in-
dication as to hi8 father's position in Constantinople. He appears to
have been directly involved with the Latins in some capacity for George
says that his father was 'very much in their power' because of his large
expenses and their generosity to him. 3 He then goes on to say that his
father had a large 	 around him. It is impossible to know
whether this refers to a staff of household servants in his father's
employ(and, therefore, to the cause of his large expenses) or to his
staff as a functionary in the Latin admlnistration.k Theodore II Las-
karis, in his encomium for George, speaks of the latter's ancestry as
sviC	 , 'noble', and George himself relates a conversation he had
with the Emperor John Batatzes in which the Emperor described his family
as 1ECPt(pO.Vlj ' ' distinguished'. These words are too vague in them -
(1)See H. Ahrweiler, 'Fonctionnaires et Bureaux Maritimes Byzauce',REB
19 (1961), 250-252; P. Lemerle, 'Notes sur l'administration byzantineT
la veille de la l ife croisade d'apras deux documents inedits des archives
de Lavra', PEB 19 (1961), 268.
() s	 bc,lo, 28.
(3)History, ed. Heisenberg, k6,i5-18.
() Soe the two other passages where Akropolites uses the word
	 ip.caCa.(91,l-2;1k2,7),




selves, especially in the contexts in which they are found, for one
to draw conclusions. However, given the administrative positions
held by earliei members of the family and the fact that George was
accepted at the court of Ni.caea and was educated there at the Emperor's
expense, 1 one might conclude that his father was a prominent man, either
because he had private resources or because of his function, or both.
Seen against this background, George Akropolite' career, 2 with
its chancery-related duties and its culmination in the office of meas
logothetes, a position he held for over twenty years, contains elements
inherited from ancestors, as well as something new which places it out-
side the family tradition. The Emperor's patronage of his education
and the subsequent official positions he enjoyed must to some degree
have been made possible by his family's reputation. Certainly there are
many examples of men who fifled administrative positions in Nicaea, them-
selves descendents of civil functionaries under the Angeloi: Tornikes,
Mesopotarnites and Alyates, to name but three.3
Therefore, the nature of George's professional position at Nicaea
and later in Constantinople was not unusual, given his family background.
Rather, it is the degree of success he attained in his career which places
him somewhat outside or above the rest of the family. The element which
he introduced into the family's history and which changed its status was
the marriage he contracted with a relation of Michael Palaiologos, the
future Emperor Michael VIII, himself related to former Emperors.k George
Akropolites became the Emperor's Kmbros.5
 Although this word describes
(i) A. Heisenberg, Opera II, 19, 29-32.	 I
(2) See below,-2 , for the details of his career.
(3) Tor the careers of these men and their backgrounds see the commentary
on9O,20-Z! ; 91,3-5 ; also, N. Angold, Byzantine Government, 71-72.
(k) On Michael's family see the note on. 814.,1-5.
(5) MM,III,96.
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the relationship of the men only in general terms 1
 and therefore does
not make it possible to determine the woman's precise relationship
to Michael Palaiologos, it is certain that George's marriage brought
with it distinct social advantages. Before this marriage the Akropoli-
tai may have been described as 	 'evi'j but they would have owed this
•	 name to their reputation as an administrative family. 2
 After George's




George's marriage undoubtedly contributed to his prestige, his
prosperity and, therefore, to the legacy he left his children. Towards
the end of his life he spent a large sum of money in restoring the church
of the Anastasia in Constantinople which he bequeathed to his son. 4
 Like
his father, Constantine contracted a marriage with a notable family and
held the title of megas logothetes, thus continuing the family tradition
of administrative service to Emperors.
Thus the Akropolitai, a family of civil administrators going back
to the tenth century, did become more prominent in the thirteenth century
with George Akropolites. But his career should no longer be seen without
reference to the Akropolitai who lived before him.
(i) Garnbros implies a relationship brought about by marriage to a female
relation, a daughter, sister, niece, or granddaughter. See St. Binon,
'A propos d'un prostagrna indit d'Andronic III Pale'ologue', BZ 38 (1938),146.
(2) See Angold, Byzantine Government, 72, for the example of Alyates.
(3) For a discussion of the meaning of	 see A. Laiou, 'The Byzan-
tine Aristocracy in the Palaeologan Period: A Story of Arrested Develop-.
ment', Viator'k (1973), 132 ff.; also 139-140 for the career of N.kephoros
Choumnoc, a case sinaar to Airopolites'. See also I. Sevenko, Etudessur
la Polnigue entre Theodore Metochite et Nicephore Choumnos (Brusse1s,l),
7, and note 1, on the subject of these 'mixed' marriages.
(4) I. ev'enko described George's work of restoration as a 'major act of
patronage': 'Societ and Intellectual Lire in the Fourteenth Century',
Actes du XIVe Congres International des etudes byzantines I (Bucharest,
1971),90. According to an account of George's expenses given by his son
Constantine, George had to reduce his son's inheritance by 4,500 no"usmata
because of the strain of the enterprise on his resources. Within one year
16,000 nomismata (=c. 48 kilos of gold) were spent on the restoration.
See Constantine Akropolites,AôyoC, ed. Delehaye, Arialecta Bo11andana 51
(1?33),280282.	 other indications of George's wealth see the JjCt?y,15 ,20-22 and commentary on the passage.
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Prosopopraphy
1. N. Akropolites: A source of the tenth century 1 refers to the home
of an Akropolites located in the Constantinianae quarter of Constan- -
2
tinople, to the west of the acropolis. This is the earliest reference
3
to the name in a written source.
2. N. (...ios) Akropolites: He is known only from an unpublished seal
in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection (accession number 58.106.26119), dated
to the tenth century or reasons of epigraphy. The seal reads ...
aita[eaptw xcLt &]it ¶o [ xpvco'tp ] ,ixXCvov , [xcx.t] xc..-
[pou] Xa.p [A) 'r[ofl apcv [w3 'r Exo] xp[o]oXC'r[r].
This man should perhaps be identified with no. 1.
3. Nicholas Akropolites: An imperial act (pittakon) of io88, granting the
island of Patmos to a monk of Latros, bears the signature of Nicholas
Akropolites, chartoularios tou stratiotikou logothetou, a title which
suggosta that he was in charge of documents and records of a financial
bureau. 6 He also held the dignity of epxC .7
(1)T. Preger, Scriptores originum Constantinopolitanarum II (Leipzig,1907),
150,1-2. For the date of this wo2k see G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica I,
k71.
(2)K, Janin, Constantinople Byzantine (Paris, 196k), 2nd eth., 305,359,372.
(3)H. floritz (	 Zunamen bel den byzantinischen Historikern und Chronisten
II (Landshut, 1BSY 36) interprets the name Akropolites as 'inhabitant of
the fortress', an etymology supported by a cryptic reference to George Akro-.
polites made by the Emper,or Theodore II in a letter to hs f'iend eor
Mouzalon: O ).L	 4) O,(t ¶L.V&C 1tOXtO'tQ,t	 Va.XASO)C CLXpO?&(A).
See Epistulae, ed. Festa, 251,19."20; also commentary on 13 0,20-1 . For
another etymology of the name, likewise alluded to by Theodore II, see
note on 131,7-9.
(11). See Plate 1, figs. la, lb. For the dignities of imperial soatharios
and	 tou chrysotriklinou see N. 0ikonomids, Lea Listes, 297-298,299.
For the chartoularios tou stratiotikou see now R. Guilland, 'Le Chartulaire
et le grand chartulaire', Revue des 4tudes sud-est europens 9 (1971), +o5-
11-10.
(5)MM, VI,50.
(6) Guilland, o. cit., 1110.
(7) See 0ikonomids, Lea listes2%..
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k. Maria Akropolitissa Known from an unpublished lead seal in. the
Shaw Collection which attributes the court dignity of kouropalatissa
to her. 1 The seal has been dated to the eleventh century for epigraphi-
cal reasons. Her husband, the kouroalates, cannot be identified.
5. Gregory Akropolites: A monk, the addressee of a letter from Michael
Glykas (12th century).2
6. Michael Akropolites: A. sea]. of the megas cnartoularios tou genikou
logothetou bearing the name Michael Akropolites has been at±ributed to
a man of the same name mentioned in two documents of the mid-twelfth
century (llk8; llkk or 1l59). He was responsible for drawing up the
documents and/or registering them with the appropriate sekreton.
7. Michael Akropo].ites: An unpublished lead seal in the Shaw Collection
attests to a Michael Akropolites kensor and parathalassites (Plate 1,
figs. 2a, 2b) whom Laurent has identified with Michael Akropolites (no.6).5
If this identification is correct, the titles on this seal represent a
(1)This sea]. is recorded in V. Laurent's unpublished Shaw catalogue, no.
257(accession ho. 1019), a copy of which is in the library of the Assump-.
tionist Fathers in Paris and another at Dumba.rton Oaks, Washington, D.C.
See also Polemis, Doukai, 8k.
(2) Migne, PG clviii, col. 817; G. Mikragiannanites, ' KXoyo xpoypcIq
xwôô. xupxoc5 '.4.yCct "AvvflC ', EEBS 29 (1959), 155.
(3)V. Laurent, Les Sceaux byzantins du Me'daillier Vatican (Vatican, 1962),
70-71.
(k) ChrysolLull of the Emperor Manuel (iik8) : cIXC xct	 w3ev ?v orc
'wv x6XXv 'rô 'o 'Axpo7co7.C'roD MycX (f. Lairnros, '0
Ia.'r)p ¶ot MavouX Kovvo, NH 13 (l9lb'), 32 • i-rostaas of
the Emperor Manuel (111i4 or 1159): 	 ¶O 'XCi., M.xañx
(L. Petit, 'Le inonastere de Notre Dame de Piti', jUetin4. 1!institut
arche'ologigue russe Constantino ple 6 (l900-1901),33).
(5) See Laurent's discussion. of the seal in Les Sceaux byzantins du
Mc1ai11ier Vatican, 70-72..
	
idem, unpublished Shaw catalogue, no. 62k.
The basis for the identification seems to be the similarity in names and
the epigraphy of the seal.
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different, more advanced stage in the man's career.1
8. N. Akropolites: All that is known about George Akropolites' father
derives from the History where George makes some comments about his
father's position in Constantinople.2 It is not likely that George's
father can be identified with Michael Akropolites (nos. 6,?) or with
the monk Gregory (no. 5) since the difference in their dates is too
great. His father died in Latin-held Constantinople in c. l235.
Nothing at all is known about George's mother. George may have
4been the only child of their marriage.
9. George Akropolites: Born in Constantinople in l2l7, he went to
the court of the Laskarids in Asia Minor at the age of sixteen,6duririg
the reign of John Doukas Batatzes. He was educated there and worked as
a gra'imatIkos until the reign of Theodore II Laskaris when, it appears,
he received his first titled office. 7 George returned to the capital
in 1261 where he taught, performed the duties of a mepas logothetes, and
wrote his History.
(1) For his functions see the discussion above, 15-16 ; see also N.
Oikonomids, .Les Listes, 321, 325; idem., Travaux et MJnoires 6 (1976),
133 and note	 H. Ahrweiler, 'Fonctionnaires et Bureaux Ma.ritimes
Byzance', PEB 19 (1961), 246-250.
(2)See the History, XXIX, the commentary on the passage, and above 16-17.
(3) Htstory, 46,23-47,2.
(4)George refers to 'tlu't. who surrounded his father and prevented his
leaving Constantinople (Ei.ctory, 46,18-19). However, the children
may have been part of his staff of servants and not his own offspring.
See above 16-17
(5) The date of his birth is calculated from a reference to his age in. the
History. See 63,22 and commentary on 62 ,23-63,4. . See also Heisenberg,
'Prolegomena', Qtera II, iv, note 2.
(6) History, 46,12-13.
(7)For an analysis of the stages of his career see 26-4.2. Brief
sketches of his life are to be found iii Heisenberg, 'Prolegomena', Opera II,
iii-xiii; G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, I, 266-268; Trapp, Prosopogra-
phisches Lexikon, no. 518, pp. k8-49.
George's marriage to Eudokia, 1 a relative of Michael Palaiologos,
took place before 1256.2 They had two sons, 3 Constantine (no. 10) and
Meichisedek (no. ii): they do not appear to have had any daughters.
George died in 1282.'f
10. Constantine Akropolites: The elder of George Akropolites' sono,5
born in the 1250's, 6 he followed in his father's footsteps with regard
to career and literary interests. He held the titles of loiothete tou
penikou and meas lo r othetes under Andronikos II and was a prolific
writer.7 However, he differed markedly from his father in his attitude
Ci) Her name is known from Constantine Akropolites ( J.c5yot
	
, ed. Delehaye,
Analecta Bollandiana 51 (1933), 282. S.Kougeas ( Bavvc Mav'r.-
1 (19k9), 61-7k), unaware of this reference to her name, tried to show
that Maria Doukaina Akropolitissa, mentioned in a document of 1351, was
George's wife. Polemis (Doukai, 83, note k), in an attempt to reconcile
Kougeas' opinion with Constantine's statement, suggested that Eudokia is
the monastic name of Maria. But this is unlikely since monastic names, as
a rule, begin with the same letter as the person's secular name. On this
see, fr example J.F.	 note in Anecdota Nova (Paris, i8kk), 2k.
(2) .Akropolites accompanied the Emperor Theodore II on campaign in the
spring of 1256 (History, 12k, 25 ff.) and was captured and imprisoned by
!:ichae]. IT Komnenos Doukas during that campaign (150 , 21-2k). Michael
Palaiologos sent an ambassador to Michael II in 1259 requesting Akropolites'
release , in response to the pleas of Akropolites' wife (16k, 16-21).
Therefore, Akropolites was married before he left on campaign in 1256 and
so, also before Michael Palaiologos came to the throne. For Eudokia see
supra, 17-18
(3) From certain statements made by Constantine Akropolites, it appears
that George at one time had more than two children. See the Myo(	 , ed.
Delehaye, 280, 37: 7pQYr&OXO ¶O') ¶153V UC()V ; 281, 1-2:
	
ILOt,
cC puroevst itXcCw 'Zv 7.Xcv cC' xxflpov ôovat. eo5Xryo.
It is known that George also had a godson, a Georgian called George who
was brought up with Constantine and educated with him; he later became
a monk (Gregory). See cod. Ambros. H. 8i Sup. 216 : ' HXxc'r c pZ
7tpô izwrpbC O p.ot, xcil &öcXcp, o V61JJi2	 LOU ¶OCJ2 Xct'4i
ycyovC, Oc.o'rpc 6 ysvv1csr., ... ('fl x 'roe eF.coU XO) f3ait-.
C'to eC i.ôv XoiG0etC •... Perhaps he is one o± the children
Constantine refers to in his AoyoC
(k) See Pachymeres, I, 521, 10-18 and below 28
(5) Constantine Akropolites, Ayo , ed. Delehaye, 280-281.
(6) See S. Kourouses, EEBS ki (197k), 338-339, for calculations concerning
his age.
(7) See D.M. Nicol, DOP 29 (1965), 2k9-256, for a biography of the man
and a list of his writings, both published and unpublished; also, Trapp,
Prosoorrarhisches Lexikon, no. 520, p. k9.
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toward the Emperor's religious policies.1
Constantine married Maria Komnene Tornikina2
 by whom he had six
children3 : Theodora (no. 15); an unnamed daughter who married Alexios
Philanthropenos;kanother unnamed daughter who married the son of John
II Kornnenos of Trebizond; 5 three unnamed eons: one who died at the age
of fourteen; 6
 another, perhaps John (no. 16), and another, perhaps
Andronikos (no. 17). Constantine mentions grandchildren in his will.7
At least one grandchild, Michael, the son of Philanthropenos and Con-
stantine's daughter, 8
 is known. Constantine died between 1321 and 132k.9
11. Nelchisedek Akropo].ites: George Akropolites' son, the monk Melchise-
dek, abbot of the monastery '' (LV Côwv , was among the supporters of
Plulanthropenos, the husband of his niece, in hi revolt against Andro-
nikos II in 1296 in Asia Minor. 10
 It is quite probable that Meichisedek
(1)See Constantine's staternent to this effect in
	
a.0ixi	 ed N,, Tre,ieX'rCov 'C 'Ic'opi.xfC ,cat 'EOvo7oyx?1C 'E'cc.peCa	 EXX.-
k (1892), k8.
(2)D.N. Nicol, DOP 29 (1965), 250-251. See Kourouses' argument for a
date of 1278/9 for their marriage: EEBS ki (197k), 339. See also no. 1k.
(3)D.M. Nicol (cp. çt., 253) states that Constantine had two daughters
and one son but it is clear from Constantine's unpublished correspondence
that 1e had three sons: cod. ,Ambxos. H. 81 Sup,, 293 r:	 cCvrc &t?pee
LO tyycXt..o. tcpt 'ro	 Toviot, iccôô	 ppcvo, tpw'rou XcpOv-¶oc 7tpô 'v	 xwov xc	 ''a','rôv ppcvo. ( y&p icp'co' &
cvcew	 ptv	 yovev)
(k) Nicol,	 .	 2k9-250.
((5) Ibid., 253.
(6) Ibid., 250. Cod. Ambrosianus H. 81 Sup., f. 285 r-v: 	 yp	 p-
¶OC ¶ciV tcLCOWV IXcL ¶?IC	 LC ';3rv	 O'1Lt O(. CIÔOX0C ...
xe'ro itpô 5pa.C.
(7)EOlX,ed. Treu,	 X'cC0v k (1892), 50.
(8) For Michaelsee Planoudes' letter to Philanthropenos, ed. N. Treu,
?Iaximi Monachi Planudis Epistulae (Breslau, 1890), 172-179; also S. Kourou-
se, avouñx rM	 eL'a	 (Athens
1972), 206-212.
(9)Nicol, op. cit., 253. Constantine is mentioned as present at the trial
of Andronikos III in April 1321: Kantakouzenos I, 67i68; U.V. Bosch, Kaiser
Andronikos III. Palaio10
	 (Amsterdam, 1965), 17.
(io) Pachymeres II, 21k, 11-13. The monastery 'uv Za.vC&v has not been
located. See also Nicol, op. cit., 2k9-250.
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is the monastic name of Manuel .Akropolites (no. 12). Meichisedek
died in 1296, leaving Constantine the only surviving son of George.
12. Manuel Akropolites: He is a signatory of the toos of 1285 against
John Bokko and bears the title it rG5v yovc'ruv lxi that document as
2
well as in another synodal act of 1277.
13. Leo Akropolites: An imperial pittakion of 1293 addresses the doux
of the theme of Serres and Strymon, Leo Akropolites, with reference to
the property rights o the monastery of Vatopedi.3
ik. Maria Doukaina Akropolitissa: A reference to her is made in the
patriarchal document of 1351 which mentions the property in the Pharxari
district of Constantinople which she, her son-in-law Demetrios Kontoste-
kphanos and her unnamed daughter sold. She should probably be identified
with Constantine Akropolites' wife, Maria Komnene Tornikina.5
.15. Theodora Doukaina Akropolitissa: She is mentioned in a note in cod.
Vat. gr. 307 (r. 228 v) where her marriage to Dernetrios Komnenos Konto-
6.
stephanos is recorded. Since a patriarchal document of 1351 states that
(1)Cod. Ambrosianus H. 81 Sup., 289 r: 'ceevrpc&tc. 'v va pot. xat
p.vov &ôcAcpv	 aeov. In the same letter Constantine mentions the
earthquake of 1 June 1296 (1. 288v-289r), also described by Pachymeres,
II, 233, 9-11.
(2) V. Laurent, 'Lea S.gnataires du second synode des l3lakhernes',
D 26 (1927), 1L1.8. J. Darrouzs, Recherches sur 2 OIKIA de
1'i1ise byzantine (Paris, 1970), 532,533. Trapp, Prosooraphisches
Lexikon , no. 522, pp. L1.9_5o.
(3)For the text of the pittakion see M. Gouda ,'B av'c.xô, yypocpc 'flc
']:spa' Mov	 Bato,eôCo,' EEBS 3 (1926), 132-133. Dölger, Reesten
no. 2181. See also L. Maksimovid, Vizantijsk, Provintsijska tzprava, 67,
for a discussion of Leo's duties as doux.
(k) MM, I, 312; Polemis, Doukai, 838'I.
(5) See above 23 and note 2;. also no. 15.
(6) Bybliothecae 4postolicae Vaticanae Codices Vaticani Graeci, edd.. I.
Mercati, F. de' Cavalieri, I (Rome, 1923), '56. Polemis, Doukai, Bk.
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Demetrios Komnenos Kontostephanos was Maria Doukaina Akropolitissa's
son-in-law (see no. 1k), Theodora must be the daughter of Maria.
Constantine Akropolites is known to have had a daughter Theodora
to whom he left all his worldly possessions. 1 Thus the Theodora
Doukaina Akropolitissa of the Vatican note is probably his daughter.
2She was still alive in 1351.
16. John Komnenos Akropolites: His marriage to a Theodora Doukaina
Philanthropene is noted in cod. Vat. gr. 307, along with the wedding
of Theodora Doukaina Akropo].itissa (no. is).3 it is likely that 'John
and Theodora are siblings and children of Constantine Akropolites.k
17. Andronikos Akropolites: A letter of Michael Gabras is addressed
to this man (c. 1322) who is otherwise unattested. He could have
been a son of Constantine Akropolites (no. 10).
MOOXT ,' ed. Treu, ACX'tCov k (1892), k8. L. Deubner, ed.,
Kosmas und Damian (Leipzig-Berlin, 1907), 198-199: I thank Dr. Michael
Angold for this reference.
(2) That she was alive at that date can be inferred from the fact
that the patriarchal document of 1351 does not refer to her as
as it does with respect to her mother and husband.
(3) See above, 24..
(k) Polemis, Doukai, 84.
(5) See G. Patouros, Die Briefe des Michael Gabras (Vienna, 1973), I,
129; II, 450. Trapp, ProsoDograDhlsches Lexikon, no. 517, p. 48.
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Career
It was at the ace of seventeen that George Akropolites chose
to continue his education and thus effectively decided upon a civil
career rather than a military one. 1 At Nicaea, as earlier in Con-
stantinople, the education of a civil servant was of concern to the
Emperor. John III Batatzes, to whose court Akropolites travelled
from Constantinople in 1233,2 took measures to ensure that his future
officials receive adequate and proper training. Akropolites was one of
a celebrated class of five who continued their studies wider the patron-
age of the Emperor.3
During the Emperor John's reign Akropolites was engaged in three
activities which he was to perform throughout his career, both in Nicaea
and Constantinople; teaching, drafting of documents, and travelling in
an ambassadorial capacity. Theodore II Laskaris, the son of the Emperor
John, was Akropolites' first student, it seems. Knowledge of Akropolites'
teach:yig duties derives from the Historykand from an encomium by Theodore
in honour of his teacher.5 According to the latter source, Akropolites
taught mathematics and logic. 6 No precise date can be set for his
teaching duties, although the 12O's, before Akropolites left Asia Minor
(i) History, XXXII.
(2) For the date, see the commentary on XXIX.
(3) The number of students in the group is constantly referred to in
the sources: History, XXXII; Theodore II Laskaris, Encomium, ed. Marko..
poulos, EEBS 36 (198), p. 115, 135-136; Nikephoros Blemmydes, Curriculum
vitae, ed, Hisenberg, 29,7-9; idem., letter to the Patriarch Manuel,
pistulae, ed. Festa, 328, 92. One wonders whether they were not the first
group of students officially placed in the hands of instructors by an
Emperor at Nicaea.
(k) History, 131, 3-7.
(5) See the edit ion of the encomiuzn by Markopoulos, _oD.clt., 110-118.
Theodore also refers to Akropolites as his teacher in letters to his friend
Mouzalon: Epistulae, ed. Festa, XXXIV:23k, 3-k; XXXVI: 235, 1-2.
(6) Encomiuin, ed. Markopoulos,op. cit., p.117, 210-212; History, 131,3-8.
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to accompany the Emperor on campaign -- when Theodore was in his
twenties -- would seem a plausible time. 1 Akropolites himself has
this to say of the experience, 'I ... suffered much at the hands of
his father for his sake.' 2 This may be an exaggerated statement in
defence of his devotion to Theodore or, what would be more interesting,
an indication of the Emperor John's exacting nature with regard to his
son's education.
In 12k6, afte:' the Emperor John acquired enormous territorial
gains in the Rhodope region and Macedonia, Akropolites was put in charge
of drafting imperial letters for each of the new territories. Akropo-
lites' mention of this work is his first reference to his chancery
duties.3 It is possible too that his part in a delegation to Michael II
Komnenos Doukas in 1252 was related to his work as a drafter of the
treaty which was concluded on that occasion.k
What may have been Akropolites' first ambassadorial trip is
mentioned in a letter by Theodore II to Akropolites in which he refers
to the latter's journey to Constantinople. 5 Theodore speaks of Akropo-
lites' duties in the Latin-held city as those of a 'mediator'. 6 Un-i
fortunately it is not possible to date this trip nor to relate it to
an event known from other sources. However, 125+ can certainly be set
Ci) Markopoulos (EEBS 36 (1968), 106-107) dates Akropolites' assumption
of teaching duties to iak6, citing the encomium (p. 115, 160-161) as
evidence. However, there is nothing in any source to support this date.
It is certain that the teaching, the edition of Theodore's letters made
by Akropolites, and Theodore's encomium in gratitude to his teacher all
date to before 125k, the year of	 accession to the throne, and
possibly to before 1252, since Akropolites was not in Asia Itinor for long
from 1252-125k. See the History 92,6(in Thessaly, 1252); 97,8-9(at
Philippi, 1253); 101,19-21(return to Asia Minor, winter of 1253/k).
(2) History, 131,3-k.
(3) History, 79, 1-7.
(Lf) History, 92,3-8.
(5) Enistulae, ed. Festa, XXXIV:l09,5-9:
	 ?	 opeCa tt 'v Kuvo'civ-¶Cvov.
(6) . cit., 109, 5-9: o, scidav.
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as a terminus ante guem.1
Akropolites continued to be responsible for the drafting of
documents und'er Theodore li, 2 although most of his time was taken
up by the Enperor's military campaigns against the Bulgarians. Akro-
polites was travelling in Macedonia and Thrace with the Emperor at
least from 1256 and did not return to Asia Minor until some time after
Theodore's death (1258) and Michael Palaiologos' accession to the
throne (1259). In the course of his second Bulgarian campaign, Theodore
II named Akropolites praitor,3 thus making him the only member of his
family to hold a military position. Either he was not particularly
well-suited to his duties or he was particularly unfortunate for he was
unable to prevent the enemy from taking the territory in his charge.
He himself was imprisoned for several years.
His release from prison was negotiated by Michael VIII early n
his reign. Akropolites' activities under this, the third and last ruler
he served are fairly well known; letters, documents and the narrative
account of George Pachymeres are our sources.
Under Michael VIII Akropolites was sent on ambassadorial missions,
the first to Bulgaria in the winter of 126O-1261 and the last to Trebi-
zond shortly before his death in 1282.6 However, his most celebrated dip-.
lomatic mission was to Lyons (127k), as part of a three-man delegation
whose purpose it was to declare an end to the schism between the cnurches.
There, as the only lay envoy of Michael VIII, he swore to accept the
primacy of the Roman church and he pledged obedience to it on his own
Ci) The letter was written before Theodore's accession to the throne. See
Ho,isenberg, 'Prolegomena', Opera II, viii, note 1; Ch. Astruc, Travaux et
Memoires 1 (1965), 397.
(2) History,LxIII, esp. 130, 6-12.
(3) History, 139, 13-1k.
(k) LXVIII;Lxx;LxxII.
(5) History, 175,26-176,9.
(6) Pachyrneres, I, 521,10-18.
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behalf and that of the Emperor.1
In Constantinople after 1261 Akropolites continued to exercise
responsibility for the drafting of documents, as can be inferred from
his signature on a chrysobull of 1277 for Chilandar. 2 As a member of
the senate he assisted in judging cases brought before the imperial
tribunal and the patriarchal synod.3
Akropolites teaching activities are also attested for this
period although the actual details -- where he taught and for what
length of time -- are difficult to ascertain. George of Cyprus, later
Patriarch Gregory (1283-1289), his student (the only one known by name),
refers to him with highly adulatory words both in an oration he ad,dressed
to the Emperor Mlchaelk and in his autobiography. 5 In his oration he
gives the impression that Akropolites single-handedly saved learning
from extinction. 6 He claims that the Emperor Michael released Akropolites
(1) Pachymeres I, 38k,1O-17 and U.; 397,19-398,5. For the Latin text of
Akropolites' statement see Lampros, NH 11 (191k), 119, 3 ff. • See now
K. Setton, The Papacy arid the Levant I, 112-119; esp. 117. D.M. Nicol,
'The Greeks and the Union of the Churches: The Preliminaries to the Second
Council of Lyons, 1261-127k', Medieval Studies (Dublin, 1961), k5k-480;
D.J. Geanakoplos, 'Bonaventura, the Two Mendicant Orders, and the Greeks
at the Council of Lyons (127k)', Studies in Church History XIII (Oxford,
1976), 183-211. See also Wirth, Regesten, nos. 2006,2008.
(2) Actes de Chilandar, ed. L. Petit, VV 17 (1910), suppi. 1 18-19
D8lger, Pegten, no. 2031. Note that the formula ô2. 'O	 C'5iOU
\.oyoe&cou £pCou 'ro 'AxpooXCtou does not necessarily iriply
that he acted as mesazon. It does, however, show that he was responsible
for the proper execution of the document, see Angold, Byzantine Govern-
ment, 156-158 ; Guilland, P.EB 29 (1971), 102; F. D5lger-Karayanopu.los,
Byzantinische Urkundenlehre, 37-38.
(3) Pachymeres I, 38k, 15-16; 376,18-377,10. See the letter ascribed to
Akropolites in which he mentions his judicial duties: Opera II, 67,9;
66,20-21. Angold, Byzantine Government, 72-7k.
(k) Migne, PG CXLII, cols. 380 D-381 A. The oration is dated to 1270-1272;
see J. Verpeaux, Nicphore Chournnos (Paris, 1959), 35 and note 3.
(5) J.F. Boissonade, Anecdota graeca I (Paris, 1829), 352-353; see now
W. Lameere, La Tradition Manuscrite de la Correspondance de Grgoire de
Chypre (Brusse.ls, Rome, 1937), 185, 5 if. .
	 -
(6) PG CXLII, 381 A-B.
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from his public duties in order to make this possible.1 Akropolites
p
taught George of Cyprus and others, who are not named,	 logic
and rhetoric, and he explained Aristotle, Euclid and Nicomachus to
them. George also says that Akropolites set his students essays
to exercise their skill in rhetoric.2
However, apart from mentioning the curriculum he does not give
specifics as, for instance, the number of students, or the place of
instruction. Indeed, the picture of education after 1261 which George
of Cyprus gives would seem to be largely encomiastic, designed to flatter
the Emperor ar4 Akropolites who may well have been in the audience when
the oration was delivered. Certainly his expansive statement that Akro-
polites alone saved 'the seeds and sparks of learning',3 makes one suspect
that this is the case. But there is iore evidence for instruction in
Constantinople after 1261 which must be considered before a decision
can be reached concerning Akropolites' role as an educator.
Pachymeres relates a request which the Patriarch Germanos made
of the Emperor Michael to appoint his protege', the monk Manuel Holobo-
los to teach. The Patriarch is claimed to have said,'the riegas logo-
thetes, Geore Akropolites, had been giving lessons by your command a
long time, Emperor, and h is worn out now; it is necessary to appoint
If
others, not least of all men of the church.' According to Pachytneres,
the Emperor assented to the Patriarch's appeal and appointed Holobolos
srhetors C 1-rcp) , providing both teacher and pupils with an incorie.5
(1) Autobiography, ed. Laineere, 185,10-11: VC'flcL 'tGSv &np.ocCwv cppowrC-
Owv.
(2) Autobiography, ed. Lameere, 185,12-27. Compare this with what he
taught Theodore II Laskaris: voetv 'rt.vc.L ¶& pav 	 pyavxat xcLt
cz.exo.rc &icoOeCcoi, xae	 ôCôco ( Encom.um for George
Akropolites, ed. Markopoulos, EEBS 36 (1968), p. 117, 209-210).
(3) PG CXLII, 381 A.
( Li) Pachymeres I, 283,7-16.
(5) Pachymeres I, 283,16-28k,15.
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Ilolobolos was apparently assigned to teach in the school of the
I
oranotropheion, attached to the church of St. Paul. His appoint-
ment can be dated to 1265/1266 since Germanos was Patriarch only for
those years.2
Once it has been established that Holobolos taught from the
mid-sixties of the thirteenth century, the question arises whether
he relieved Akropolites of his teaching duties or merely assisted
him. The words of the Patriarch -- 'Akropolitea has been giving
lessons •.. a long time .... it is necessary to appoint 	 -
give the impression that Holobolos was intended to replace Akropoli-
tee. If this is so, Akropolites would have been teaching only four
to five years at most (1261-1265/6), hardly enough time to have
accomplished much in the way of teaching, one would have thought.
However, George of Cyprus provides evidence that Akropolites
did continue to teach. In his autobiography he states that he was
twenty-six when he went to study with Akropolites. 3
 Since he was borp
in 12k1/2, he would have begun his studies in 1267/8, at least one
year after Holobolos' appointment.
Although Akropolites and Holobolos would appear to have taught
at the same time, certain differences can be discerned in their teach-
ing careers. From Pachymeres account it can be ascertained that Holo-.
los' appointment, like that of Akropolites, was made by the Emperor.
Ci) The school of the orphanotropheion was refounded by Alexios I; see
R. Browning, 'The Patriarchal School at Constantinople in the Twe.Lfth
Century', B 32 (1962), 17 k-177; Anna Comnena, Alexiade, ed. and trans.
Leib, III, 217-218.; Fuchs, Die hheren Schulen, 57.
(2) See V. Laurent, 'La Chronologie', 1k3-lkk, for the date of his
patriarchate.
(3) Autobiography, ed. Lameere, 187,18-20.
(k) See 3. Darrouzs, Dictionnaire de S piritualit VI (Paris, 1965),
cole. 922-923; H.-G. Beck, Kirche und Tneologische Literatur, 685.
George of Cyprus says he was 17 'izhen he left Cyprus for Asia Minor
(Autobiography, 179,19; 181,1-2). The 3ourney took six months (i81,25).
He then spent some time following the army in its preparations for the
siege at Galata (183,k-5). Since these preparations lasted several
months (see note' below'on 175,2-k), Gregory must have been at least 18
by the time of the siege (1260), which gives him a birthdate of 12LF2.
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However, Holobolos, a monk, was given the title of rhetor upon his
appointment, a title belonging to the ecclesiastical hierarchy.1
If Akropolites was given a title in connection with his teaching
duties, it is not known. 	 irthermore, Pachyeres indicates that
Holobolos was assigned to the school of the orphanotropheion at St.
Paul's. There is no indication of Akropolites' place of instruction;
it does not appear to have been the orphanotropheiori.2
A further dishnction in the teaching careers of the men can be
drawn with respect to the level at which they gave instruction. The
testimony of Constantine Akropolites, George's son, is valuable on
this subject. '
 In an unpublished oration for St. Euplos he states that
he studied. his enkyk].ios, or general education, 3 at the church of
Saints Peter and Paul.4
 This church was St. Paul's to which the orphano-
5
tropheion was attached. A child usually studied at the enkyklios level
from the ages of io/ii - 17/18.6 Constantine would have been following
(i) The len'mata of Holobolos' orations addressed.to Michael VIII attri-
bute the titIof frfrccop 'cGSv nyc6pcv to him; see Treu, 51, 78. Forthis reason, among others, the orations should be redated. from 1261 to
1265/1266 or later. - Note that although Holobolos held. an ecclesias-
tical title and taught at St. Paul' s, it is not correct to see in the
school at St. Paul's a Patriarchal institution.
(2) It canrot be inferred from the Pachymeres passage that Akropolites
also taught at the orphanotro,,heion.
(3) For the enkyklios, secondary orgeneral'education, see r note on
the History, 46, 14, and references.
(4) cod. Ambrosianus H. 81 Sup., i^ 5v-46:	 yp ¶o.	 xô ).VcL ye
covô	 cp'+) ¶V yxt3xXov tcpcv'rncYct, 'cZv pv eecwv itoc-
'róXwv rr'rpoi, 'cc xat flct5Xo... 'c xX1a, 'ce'cCc.,.x&itt
xôyoi,C xa2 ica.toeCq. oi.XXt'copa spct'v v35?iaa..
(5) See R. Janin, La Ge'ographie Eccle'siastique 	 l'Empire byzantin,
III (Paris, 1969, 2nd edn., 399-400; R. Browning, B 32 (1962), 174-5.
(6) Lemerle, Le Premier Humanisrne Byzantin, 100 and. references; George
Akropolites was 16 when he completed his enkyklios; see the History, 46,
13-13.
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this course of instruction in the mid to late 1260's. 1 Therefore, it
can be assun1edthat the enkyklios was being taught at St. Paul's at
that time, a period when Holobolos is known to have instructed there.
Although Holobolos does not appear to have taught Constantine Akropo-
lites, 2 there is some indication that he was giving instruction at the
enkyklios level.
Again, Constantine Akropolites is the source. In a letter in
which he mourns the death of a certain iwto ('v	 Xociv ?)
he says that the deceased had studied 'with the famous Holobolos and,
after him, with my father in higher studies'. 3 This statement implies
a division of labour between the teachers. The hpatos studied with
Holobolos and then graduated to Akropolites' tuition. If Akropolites
gave instruction in 'higher studies', Holobolos presumably instructed
at a lower level. Since George Akropolites himself uses the expression
'higher studies' to refer to his education beyond, or after, the enkyk-
lios, 1 one might infer that Holobolos was instructing at the enkyklios
level.5
(1) The exact date of Constantine's birth is difficult to ascertain but
see Kourouses' convincing arguments for a date of 1250-1255: EEBS 41 (1974),
338-340, esp. 340, note 1.
(2) Constantine does not address Holobolos as ôt.6th3xQ.Xo' in any letter,
published or unpublished, nor does he give any other indication that Rob-
bolos taught him.
(3) Kourouses, EEBS 41 (1941), 337, note 2: cod. Ambr. H 81 sup. 1. 318 r:
4ycLc o'ro &rpctq...xcLt itap'ot t& 'flC a.öcOoewC tcöcC-
co...'rorC sp âopvot. ¶GSv 1cp'fi63v cocpotC curfcv6p.voC
'0Xof3c Xc 	¶6 4L ¶C cvpt p.e'r. ¶o'rov cp	 opot.0
(4) History, 49,6-9, 49,23. Lemerle (Le Premier Humanisme, 100-101)
states that the expression {)rT1X&rcpa	 wca. often refers to the
enkyklios which is 'higher education' in the sense that it goes beyond
elementary education. However, his examples are from a period much earli-
er than the thirteenth century.
(5) Another indication that Holobo].os was teaching subjects of the enkyk-
bios can perhp.s be seen in the fact that the school at St. Paul's is
called (p pia xeuoI.Lvwv oxoXljv (Pachymeros I, 284,6) and 	 CttöCU
'rfpt.oV...'CV ypoxZV (Anna Komnena, III, 217, 29).
	
ypc.'ct.xfi
was one of the subjects of the enkyklios and was even used as a synonym
for the enkyklios by George Akropolites (History,k6,1k-15); see also Lemerle
op. cit, 101. However, it is not certain that this is the sense in which
ypLaxopVwv and
	
(pL'X5V should be taken.
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Although the actual subjects taught by Akropolites and. Holobo].o
may not have differed, 1 they would have been presented at various levels
of coriplexitr and difficulty, depending on the age of the student.
The age division between a student of the enkyklios and one continui-
ing to higher education was about 17.2 George of Cyprus says that he
was 26 when be began his studies with Akropolites and he was the youngest
in the class at that. 3 Admittedlythe advanced age o± Akropolites' stu-.
dents is striking and perhaps reflects the fact that they had not been
able to study at an earlier age because no instruction was available to
them. However, their ages would also seem to be an indication that
they were studying at an advanced level that is, beyond the enkyklios.
Therefore, on the basis of the little evidence available, one can
perhaps draw the following conclusions about education in the capital
shortly after 1261. Holobolos taught at a secondary level in the orpha-.
notropheion of St. Paul's from 1265/6; Akropolites gave instruction in
'higher studies', perhaps from 1261 but certainly by 1265/6, in an un-
designated place in Constantinople. Of course Akropolites and Holobolos
may not have been alone in giving instruction but theirs are the only
official appointments known 5and they can be seen. in the broader context
(1) A great deal of confusion exists in terminology, caused by the lack o±
precision in the sources. Hoizever, I infer that the subjects taught at the
enkyklios level and at the 'higher' level may have been similax from the
following example: Blemmydes says he studied his enkyklios at Nicaea; he
later states that the subjects he studied at Nicaea were rhetoric and poetry
(Curriculum vitae 1 6,26-27; 55,8-9). Akropolites says that he studied these
same subjects, poetry and rhetoric, when he went on to higher stuaies after
his enkyklios education (History, 1f9,6-50,3.
(2) History, 1+9,6_23; Lemerle, LePremier Hunanisr'e Byzantin , 100.
(3) Autobiography, ed.Lameere, 185.
(k) It would be incorrect to speak of an institution, such as a university.
(5) If Constantine Akropolites did not study with HoloboloS at the or phano-
troiheion (see above 32-3& refs) tnen there must have been at least one
other person teaching there in the late 1260's. It is certain that George
Akropolites did not teach his son since Constantine says that he th1. not
see his father every day when he was studying his enkyklios; see
ed. De].ehaye, Analecta Bollandiana 51 (1933), 281, o-d.
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of Michael Viii's programme of restoration in the capital after its
recovery.
The Patriarch Germanos' statement is more understandable in
the light of the evidence presented above. For, if Akropolites
alone had been responsible for all levels of instruction before
Holobolos' appointment, ho would surely have been 'worn out' 1 and
in need of help by 1265/1266. Likewise, George of Cyprus' eulogis-
tic phrase about Akropolites' role in the revival of education takec
on a significanco and validity. It can now be affirmed that his state-
rnent was not designed purely to flatter but was indeed based on fact.
The evidence indicates that Akropolites taught alone for four to five
years and even after that length of time was responsible for nztruc-
ting at an advanced level. Unfortunately, the names and numbers of
lus students are not known and, therefore, his influence as a teacher
cannot be adequately assessed. Nor do we know how long he taught.
However, by the early 1270's his name appears again in coimection
with various administrative duties and activities. This is per^ps an
indication that he had returned to the public duties from which the
Emperor Michael had released him years earlier to free him for teaching.2
Akropolites' duties and functions have been described so far on
the whole without reference to the titles he had or the sta8es by which
he climbed to the highest office he held, that of megas logothetes. The
fact that he attained to this position is well-known; however, the story
of his cursus honorum is not.
(i) The Patriarch's statement has been interpreted as meaning tnat
Akropolites was tired because he had grown old. See Treu,BZ 3 (1896),
3; Darrouzs, Pecherches sur les OIKIA do l'E rlise byzantine
(Paris, 1970), 110. The Patriarch's statement would truly be suspect
if this interpretation of 8itOXCXcLp.XS were correct since Akropolites
was only in his Lf0 t s in the 1260's.
(2) Gregory says he was 33 when he ended his studies (ed. Larieere, 187,18-
20). If he began to study with Akropolites in 1267/8 (see above 31),
he would have ended in 127k/5. However, it is not certain that Akropolites
was his teacher for that entire period.
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'Swift' and	 the words which have been used. to
characteriso Akropolites' career. 1
 He is thought to have held three
titles, megas logariastes (c. 1239), logthetes tou jenikou (c.1246),
and megas logothetes Cc. 1255), the first title at the age of twenty-
two, six years after his arrival in Asia Ninor; the last, from the e. reign
of Theodore II Laskaris, twenty-seven years before his death.2
On what evidence are these titles ascribed to Akropolites?
Certainly not on anything Akropolites himself says. He mentions
only the title of praitor which was a tenporary appointment made on
campaign. It is from documents and Pachymeres' narrative that Akropo-
lites' title of megas logothetes is known. But for the other two tibles
there is absolutely no evidence apart from the ascript ions to two poems.
A poem on the death of the Empress Eirene (c.1t9)3 which bears
the lemma o'rCoi, 'roZ eyXou ?.oyc.pc.Gro was first attributed to
Akropolites bf Hesenberg who included it in his edition of the author's
minor works.I However, the name of the poet does not appear in the title.
The attribution of the poem to Akropolites is based on a con3eotured simi-
larity in language in these verses and in another poem attributed to his
authorship. The entire argument for attribution r.sts on the presence
of the word 'EO, Eden, in both works. 5 Although the new editor of
the verses for Eirene, Hbrandner, criticised the weakness of Hesenbergs
argu.nt, he ajcepted his conclusions on the authorship without himself
providing any more compelling argument. 6
Ci) IL Guilland, 'Les Logothtes', REB 29 (1971), 10k.
(2) Guilland, JOB, 18 (1969), 112; idem, PEE 29 (1971), 10k; Angold,
Byzantine Government, 164, 206; Trapp, Prosopogra phisches Lexikon, 1+8.
(3) For the date of her death see the note on 6k,1-5.
(1+) Opera II, xv and pp. 3-6.
(5) Opera II, xv and p. 6, 116; p. 7, 117.
(6) W. Hrandner, B]? 1+ (1972), 96-98.
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But there is more .against this attribution than for it.
First, in no other source is .Akropolites called riepas logariastes.
The letthrs of Theodore II Lazkaris to Akropolites, written before
his accession to the throne in 125k, as well as letters addressed to
others, never refer to Akropolites in any other way than aoqó', p6-
Cocpo . This is also true of Theodore II's encomium of Akropolites.2
Second, although Aicropolites knew the Empress Eirene personally3 and.
could have been asked to write the poem upon her death, it is highly
unlikely that at the age of twenty-two he would have held the title of
megas logariastes, an important financial office in the twelfth century.'
Only one megas logariastes is attested for Nicaea, Demetrios Karykes, a
man who was greatly esteemed for his learning5 and was often ond in the
company of the Emperor and the Empress. 6 He could have been the author
of the verses.
Thus, although Akropolites almost certainly did not hold the title
of meas logariastes he must have had some title during the reign of the
Emperor John Batatzes. As mentioned above, he served this Emperor by
drafting Q.znperial documents and accompanied him on campaign. It has
been argued that Akropolites held the title of logothetes tou genikou
when he was in charge of drafting letters to newly-acquired cities and
towns (1211.6) 7. Again., the only reference to Akropolites as logothetes
(i) Eixi.stulae, ed. Festa, 67-116; p. 35,9-10.
(2) Markopoulos, EEBS,36 (1968), 110.
(3) See the History, XXXIX.
(k) Guilland, JOB 18 (1969), 108-113; Oikonomidbs, Travaux et Yoires
6 (1976), io-i7T.
(5) Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, 55,15-18 ; Angold, Byzantine Government,
206. He is not included in Guilland's list of megaloi logariastai (JOB 18
(1969), 112.	 -
(6) Blernmydes, Curriculum vitae, 55,11-15.
(7) Histo, 79,1-7; Heisenberg, Qpera II, vii; Angold, Byzantine Govern-
ment, 16k.
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tou renikou is the lemma of a poem written for an icon of the Theo-
tokos on behalf of Nicholas Kaloeidas. 1 This lemma does mention
Akropolites' name, 2 unlike the verses for Eirene. But the poem
does not provide any clues for its dating. Therefore, those who
have stated that Aicropolites was logothetes ton enikou in iak6,
the date at which he was engaged in chancery duties, have no evi-
dence on which to base this assertion.
In fact, Akropolites tells us what he was called at that time.
He says that after the death of Dernetrios Tornikes (12k6), the Emperor
used in his service fpO4Lc1frXot	 VWVLO	 and then names four
men of whom he was one.3 As I have argued in the commentary (91, 2),
the word &vcvup.oC has the meaning of	 'undistinguished',
with the specific sense of 'untitled'. Akropolites would not have
used this word to refer to himself or his fellow colleagues if they
did indeed hold titles.
Therefore, Akropolites was certainly a grammatikos under the
Emperor John. Akropolites' functions, as we know them, during this
Emperor's reign, are in keeping with the duties of a secretary or
grammatikos. Grammatikoi were highly regarded at Nicaea, as can be
inferred from the correspondence of the Ernperr Theodore II with
p'ammatikoi to whom he addressed scholarly questions as well as matters
of busjness.k
(1) Heisenberg, Opera II, 6-7. Only one Nicholas Kaloeidas is known to
me, a signatory of a document of 1216, voiu,x6c itóXew 'Epou: MM,
VI, 176. For members of this large family see Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 157-
158; Angold, Byzantine Governrent, 269,278.
(2) 1. Bostagno-N. Fosta, Codici rreci Laurenziani mono noti , Studi
Italioni di Filologia Classica II (169+); Cod. Laur. S. Marco, 303:
o'rCot, 'roe Xoyo0&ou '5v ysvx63v xvpo r <cwpyCou?> 'ro5
'AxpotoXC'r<ou>.
(3) History, 91,1-5.
(k) See Angold, Byzartine Government, i6 and note 97.
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But, if Akropolites was a grammatikos in 12k6 and later,
when did he hold the title of logoti'tes tou enikou, a title
winch he does seem to have held evn though the evidence for this
is meagre? 1 I believe it can be shown that .Akropolites most pro-
bably received his first titled office, perhaps that of logothe-
tes tou genikou, in the reign of Theodore II; until that time he
was a graririatikos.
Akropolites himself is the source for his first title. He
describes the occasion on which Theodore II encamped at Lampsakos,
upon returning from his first Bulgarian campaign (1 255), and re-
warded his men with dignities and offices. Akropolites complains
that the men who were given titles at that time were unworthy and
so he was distressed to be associated with them. But associated
he was for, explains Akropolites, 'the Emperor changed my name too
and did not allow 'Ah.ropolites' to be pronounced without an addition'.2
I understand this passage to mean that AIcropolites received his first
official title on this occasion. There is of course the possible
interpretation of 1XXOI.'()OC...'rO3voI.LcL (12k,17) as 'he changed my
title' but the phrase OX ELQCV & Vt,LW 'AxpctoXCv xairovo-
p.dcoea,, indicates that something was added to his nane for the first
time. The 'addition' could perhaps have been an honorific such as V-
aOcpO or	 but these epithets had been attached to Akropo-
lites' name carlier; they appear in Theo&re 	 correspondeice
dating to the period before his accession.3 Or perhaps the
was a word denoting Akropolites' relationship to the ruler, such as
oikeios or adeiphos, but this is unlikely because Akropolites is nowhere
(1) See above 37-38 and 38, note 2.
(2) History, 12k,i-i8; esp. 17-18.
(3) Eoistulae, ed. Festa, 36,9; Encomiurnf'Akropo1ites by Theodoze II,
ed. Markopoulos, EEBS 36 (1968), 110,3.
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attested with these epithets and also because the titles which Theo-
dore bestowed on. other men at the time were not in this category.
If my interpretation of the above quoted passage is correct,
Akropolites would have received his first title of office in 1255.
Ip to that time he may have been called a 6LôcGXaXO' , as tutor
to Theodore II, and a gramriatikos, as secretary in the Emperor John's
chancery, but neither of these were titles in the court hierarchy.
Since we know of only two such titles which Akropolites held in his
lifetime -- those of logothetes tou genikou and megas logothetes --
it would seem that he recoved that of logothetes tou genikou in 1255.
In that case, his highest title, that of megas loj'othetes was yet to be
bestowed on him. Although it is generally assumed that Akropolites was
given this title in 1255,1 and continued to hold it for the next 26 years
under the following Emperor, Michael VIII, this assumption is based on
the idea that Akropolites had already held other titles, such as mer'as
1oariastes and logothetes tou genikou. However, given the argunentset
forth above, it may be proposed that Akropolites was not made megas go-
thetes until the reign of Michael VIII Palaiologos.
In the course of the expedition of 1256, which set out from Asia
Minor a few months after Theodore II bestowed titles on Akropolites and
others, Akropolites was imprisoned by Michael Komnenos Doukas. He was
released from prison in 1259 by the troops of Michael Palaiologos, then
the reigning Emperor. Michael VIII is known to have bestowed titles on
various men upon their return from the battle of Pelagonia in the suzmer/
tumn of 1259.2 Akropolites could have received the title of negas logo-
thetes at that time or, at any rate, upon his return from prison. It
is unlikely that Akropolites could have served Michael VIII for 23
years all the while holding a title which had been bestowed on him by
Theodore II. Such a situation is particularly unthinkable when one con-
siders the Emperors involved.
(1) Guilland, REI3 29 (1971), 104; Angold, fant1ne C-cvernrnt, i64.
(2) History, 172,24-173,18.
It remains to see how Akropolites' activities were related. to
the two titled offices he is known to have held, logothetes 'tou geni-
kou and. negas logothetes.
Previous to 1204. the title of logothetes tou genikou was asso-
ciated. with financial duties; its holder was originally in charge of
the genikon or public treasury, 1
 Akropolites is the only attested.
logothetes tou genikou at Nicaea2
 and there are no indications that
he had any duties connected. with the fisc. By the fourteenth century,
the time of wxiting of Pseudo—Kodinos, this logothetes' function was
unknown.3
 Therefore, the specific function attached. to this title in
the thirteenth century is difficult to discover.
However, a certain pattern can be discerned in the career3 of
three men of the mid—thirteenth, early fourteenth centuries which may
p
help to understand the function of the logothetes tou genikou: George
Akropolites, Theodore MoUZalon, and. Theodore 1etochites. Each of these
men was given the title of logothetes
	 genikou before that of me.gas
logothetes, the highest title they held. 1+
 Furthermore, there is no
easily discernible difference in their functions as logothetes tou geni-
kou and megas logothetes. As mentioned earlier, Ceorge A1a'opolite per-
formed the same functions throughout his career; these were chancery and
ambassadorial duties. This is likewise true of the other men cited. It
would seem,then, that the fiscal functions formerly connected. with the
title of logothetes tou genikou had become divorced from it in the course
of the thirteenth century, if not earlier. Further, the title appears to
have become a rung on the ladder to the position of megas 1ogothetes.
(i) See N. 0ikonomids, Les Listes, 313-311+.
(2) uilland, REB 29 (1 971), 20-24..
(3) Traite' des Offices, ed. Verpeaux, 176, 15-16.
(4) $.ee the biographical sketches of these men by Guilland, REB 29 (1971),
104.—I 13.
4-2
The office of megas loothetes likewise underwent a trans-
formation in this period and came to involve the duties which are
attributed t o holders of the title by Pseud.o-Kod.inos in the four-
teenth century. According to the latter, the megas logothetes was
responsible for imperial prostagmata and chrysobulls for foreign
powers. 1 In general, he was in charge of foreign affairs. It is
precisely this function which Akropolites is known to have fulfilled,
while his predecessor at Nicaea, John Strategopoulos, had judicial
powers and. even his own court, as did. hQlders of the title in the
twelfth century. 2 George Akropolites, then, can be said to be the
first iregas logothetes to fulfil the function of a 'minister of foreign
affairs', a function by which the megaloi logothetai of the fourteenth
century were known.
On the basis of the suggestions made above Akropolites' revised









(1)Trait des Offices, ed. Verpeaux, 174-,1-7; I. evenico Etudes sur la
Polthague entre Thore Ytochite et Nicphore ousnnos Brussels, i9),
6-7, note L..
(2) 1M, IV, 290-295; Guilland., BEE 29 (197-1), 104.; Angold, Byzantine
Coverrm'ent, 14.9, 166-167, 170 and. note 111. For previous holders of this
title, see Oikonomis, Travaux et ]mo1res 6 (1976), 132-133 and note 2+2;
P. Lemerle, 'Notes sur 1' administration byzantine . la veille de la Die
croisade d'aprs deux documents inSdits des archives do Lavra',
	 19
(1961), 263-264
.. - It is true that Akropolites exercised. judicial
powers in Constantinople after 1261 but these powers seem to have been
his by virtue of his membership in the senate and not to have been connec-
ted with his office of megas logothetes; see Angold, Byzantine Covernment,
72-73, 167, and P-P!, 29.
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Minor Works
George Akropolites' writings cover a range of subjects, both
secular and religious. The works of a religious or theological nature
outnumber the others but this may be a result of the loss of manu-
scripts and not a reflection of the author's interests. Certainly,
all of Akropolites' written work does not survive; he himself men-
tions two pieces, prayers for the entry into Constantinople in 1261,
and an oration in honour of Michael VIII, which are not otherwise
known. It is always possible, however, that these works are extant
in some manuscript collection but have been catalogued incorrectly,
or not at all.
Of the few secular pieces by Akropolites which we have, the earli-
est is his funeral oration for the Emperor John Batatzes (125k). A
comparison of the themes and. language of the funeral oration, addressed
to the senate, 1
 and Akropolites' comments on the Emperor, expressed in
his History, reveals some Interesting differences 2
 which can be attri-
buted to their respective genres. 3
 The verses for the tomb of the Empress
Eirene(c.1239), ascribed to Akropolites' authorship first by Heisenberg
and. now by their new editor, Hörandner, should no longer be attributed to
him, for reasons I have given elsewhere.k
Apart from Aicropolites' prefatory verses to the edition of Theo-
dore's letters for which he was responsible, there are no other wrtten
works addressed to, or in honour of, Theodore II, to whom Akropolites
was a tutor and advisor. It is particularly disappointing that none of
Akropolites' letters to the Emperor seems to have survived. The only
(1) Heisenberg, Opera II, 1k, 1:
	 ycpouaCa. ; See M. Angold,
Byzantine Govrnrrent, 73-7k.
(2) See the commentary on 103,19-23; iOif,1O-18.
(3) Michael Pse].los specifically states that he varied the contents of
his works to suit the genre: Chronoraphie, ed. and trans. E. 1enaud (Paris)
1926), 129,6-130,7.
(k) See above 36-37.
letter by Akropolites which we have is addressed to the seba3tokrator
John Tornikes; in it Akropolites mentions his teaching duties in Con-
stantinople after 1261.
Didactic works which could have been inspired by Akropolites'
teaching duties are also scarce. The sixteenth century copy of a
Lexicon attributed to him may be the only work of this kind.
Writings of a religious nature by Akropolites were in some
cases, commissioned as can be ascertained fron Akropolites' re-
marks in the texts of these pieces. 1 It was the educated man's ex-
pertise in skilful expression which was sought after in such cases.
Certainly the tracts on the Procession of the Holy Spirit and the in-
terpretation of a work by Gregory Nazianzenos have as much to do with
the use of logic as they do with theology. Other pieces may have been
written in connection with Akropolites' participation in the Council of
Lyons, although there is nothing in the works themselves to substantiate
this hypothesis.
George's encomium for St. George, mentioned by his son Constantine
in a letter bu not known to have survived until now, is perhaps the
only surprise in the catalogue of his minor works. It is not possible
to know whether he wrote more in this genre for which Constantine is
2famous.
•	 The following list contains additions to and subtractions from
the works published by A. Heisenberg (Opera ii).
(i) Heisenberg, O pera II, p. 7, 15-16; p. 70, 5-18.
(2) On this see D.M. Nicol, DOP 29 (1965), 249, 254-256.
(3) For reviews of th.s volwie see K. Praechter in BZ 13 (1904), 521_
531; K. Horna, 'Analekten zur byzantinischen Literatur', Jahresbericht
des K.K. othienr-ymnasium in Wien fUr das Schuljahr l90k/19O5(Venna,
5), 17-2S S. Bases, 'Tciv
	 rccy.ov 'Qo7coXCv	 op0wir.x5vFitC'pOJ ', Bm,av'rC 2 912) 45	 Cb. Charit9jiides,
xpvx, 'Eo'ciovxPi	 'izs'rilpt	 000çr,c,x1	 xoX'°




(1) Verses for an icon of the Theotokos (Heisenberg, 6-7): Written
c. 1255 C?). See above 37.,.3	 for a discussion of the poem.
(2) Prefatory verses written for Akropolites' edition of Theodore
II'S letters (Eeisenberg, 7-9): The edition is thought to have been
made c. 1230_1252.1 Theodore II's encomium of Akropolites, thanking
him for the edition, echoes certain phrases which appear in Akropoli-
tes' metrical preface.2
(3) Epitaphios3 for the Emperor John Batatzes (Heisenberg, 12-29):
See the commentary on 103,19-23; 1014.,10-18.
(k) Two tracts on the ?rocesslon of the Holy Spirit (Heisenberg, 30-
66): If the lemma is to be be1ieved, these were written while Akropo-
lites was in prison in Arta (1257-1259). In these works he argues
against the use of the fihiogue formula.5
(5) Letter to John Tornikes (Heisenberg, 67-69): Written after 1261,
6
it is the only letter by Akropolites which survives.
(1) For the date see A. Heisenberg's review of E pistulae, ed. Festa, in
BZ 9 (1900), 213-21k; also, A. Markopoulos, EEI3S 36 (1963), 107 and note 3.
(2) A. llarkopoulos, oo. cit., 110, k-5; 111, 39; 116, 185-186.
(3) For analyses of the epitaphios see V. Valdenberg, 'Notes sur
l'oraison fun'ebre de G. Acropolite', BZ 30 (1929-1930), 91-95; K.
Praechter, 'Zur Geschichte der Regenwunderlegende in byzantinischenZeit,
BZ 1k ( 1905), 258-259; idem., 'Antikes in der Grabrede des Georgios Akropo-
hites auf Johannes Dukas', BZ 1k (1905), k79-k91.
(k) ODera II, 30: X6yo xat AcvtCvwv, ypacpst	 6'tc vÔGC.	 TV.
(5) See H.-6. Beck, Kirche und Theologische Lteratur in Byzantinischen
Reich (Munich, 1959), 675. For a different point of view on the tracts see
now D.J. Geanakoplos, 'Bonaventura, the Two Mendicant Orders, and the Greeks
at the Council of Lyons (127k)', Studies in Church History XIII (Oxford,
1976), 19k.
(6) See K. Praechter, BZ 13 (190k), 527, who gives reasons in support of
Heisenberg's attribution of the letter to Akropohites. For John Tornikes,
doux of the Thrakesion in 1258, see MM, IV, 73-7k.
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(6) An interpretation C P1VC0 ) of Gregory Nazianzenos' Or. XXIX
(HeLsenberg, 70-80): This work, addressed to a member of the ecole-
siastical hierarchy, 1 was written late in Akropolitea' life. He refers
to Bleinmydes as	 which makes the terminus post quem for the work
C. 1272. 2
(7) Encomium of the Apostles Peter and Paul (Heisenberg, 81-111):
Heisenberg enigmatically dates the encomium to 127k, the time of
Akropolites' trip to che council of Lyons, and claims that Akropolites
wrote it for Marinos, Archbishop of Eboli.3 These statements appear
to be without foundation.k
Unpublished Works
Encomiuxn of St. George: In a letter written in response to a request
made by a friend, Constantine Akropolites mentions hi father's enco-
miuin of St. George and says that it is not available to him. 5
 This work
can be identified with a manuscript in the Lavra monastery.6
(i) Opera II, 70,5-6: acvc p.o, xecp&i.
(2) . cit., 71,2. For the date of Blemmydes' death, sziortly after
the visit paid him by the Patriarch Joseph, see Pachymerea I, 339,12-
34.2,15; also, V. Laurent, Re gestes, no. 1391. For a discussion of the
contents of the work see J. Drseke, 'Neuplatonischea in des Gregorios
von Nazianz Trinitiltslehre', BZ 15 (1906), 156-158.
(3) Heisenberg, 'Prolegomena', Opera II, xxi.
(4.) See D.J. Geanakoplos, Studies in Church History XIII (1976), 193-19k,
who suggests that Akropolites may have written the work on his return to
Constantinople in order to support the unionist policy among the Greeks.
(5)Epistula 96, ed. Delehaye, Analecta Bollandiana 51 (1933), 27k-275.
(6) Spyridon of Laura - S. Eustratiades, Catalogue of the Greek Ianuscrpts
in the Library o± the Laura on Mount Athos (Cambridge, 1925), k6_1r7, no'
339 (1303), f. 213 r: TofcyXou ?oyo6oi. rccpyCoa. 'co
	 xpoto?.Ccoi.,
xcu.ov xa.t .ap'pt,ov ¶O &yCoi	 yXO.Lcp'upOC rcpyCov.
14.7
Lost \iorks
Ci) Thirteen prayers, written for the entry into Constantinople on
15 August 1261: See the commentary on 186, 7-17; 186, 18-28.
(2) An oration for the Emperor Michael VIII Palaiologos: In his
History, Akropolites says that he zrote an oration in honour of the
Emperor in which he put forth the suggestion that Michael's son An-
dronikos should be proclaimed Emperor along with his father. See
the commentary on 188, 19-28; 188,28-29; 189,5-8.
Works of uncertain attribution
(1) Verses for the tomb of the Empress Eirene Komnene (Heisenberg,
3-6): Written c. 1239. See the argument above	 3637	 against
the attribution of these verses to George Akropolites. 1 For a nw
edition, with commentary, see W. H3randner, BF k (1972), 88-98.
(2) Sticheron for Holy Saturday (Heisenberg, 9-11): Heisenberg
assumed that this was a work by Akropolites because of the ler'ma which
reads: joOv itap. 'co xpo
	 eyXou ?.oyoOou ¶O 'AxpotoXC-
i;ot.
K. Praechter has suggested that the stichoron is by Constantine
Akropolites,2
 an attribution which also meets the description of the
lemma. However, a sixteenth century manuscript in the British Museum
3
attributes the verses to Nikephoros Blemmydes and so the authorship is
open to question.
(1)Doubts about Heisenberg's attribivion were expressed by Praechter, BZ
13 (190k), 526 and K. Horna, 'Analekten', Jahresbericht desKK Sohienyrr'-
nasiur in Wien f1r das Schulahr 1904.11905, iS.
(2) Praechter, BZ 13 (1904.), 526-527.
3) Sec Heisenbog, Orera II, 9, critical apparatus.
(3) Lexicon in political verse: A manuscript of the sixteenth
century in the Bib1iothque Nationale, Paris (suppi. Cr. 1089, ff.
131, line 9 - 131 v) attributes this work to GeorCe Akropolites.
The same lexi< on is found in another manuscript but without the
name of an author attached to it.1
/(1)Cta1ogue des manuscrits grecs, Le Supplement Grec, edd. C. Astruc -
M.L. Concasty, III, 3 (Paris, 1960), 209; E. Miller,'Lexiques grecs
ine'dits,' Annuaire de 1 'Association des tudes grecques 8 (187k), 253.
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The History
The History of George Akropolites, the work for which he is
best known, survives in fourteen manuscripts, the greater number of
which date to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 1 A. Heisenberg's
edition of 1903 is based on the thirteen manuscripts known to him, of
which the oldest is a thirteenth century codex2 containing the h.s-
torical works of Manasses, Niketas Choniates and Kinnanios. 3 However,
as recently as 1976, another manuscript came to light in England which
was unknown to editors of the text. The manuscript, which was part of
the Sir Thomas Phillipps Collection, dates to the early fourteenth cen-
tury. Thus, it is perhaps the second oldest copy of the History This
manuscript was described in Sothebys sales catalogue5 as containing
'variants from the text printed by A. Heisenberg'. iotsovcr, on cldser
Ci) For a discussion of the manuscript tradition of the text see Heisen-
berg's preparatory studies for his edition: 'Studien zur Textgeschicite
des Georgios Akropolites', Prograrvi des kri. humanistischen Gyrrncums zu
Landau (189k), 5-55; 'Zwei wiedergefundene Handschriften des Georgios
Akropolites', Eranos 2 (1897), 117-12k; 'Studien zu Georgios Akropolites',
Sitzunsberichte der K8nil. baver-Akaderne der 'Jissenschaften der philo-
sophisch-philologischen Classe (1899), kb3-557; 'Analecta', Programn des
K. Luitpold-Gymnasius in tiUnchon (190l)-:'Pro1egomena', Georii Acr000-
lithe Opera I (Leipzig, 1903), iii-xxiv.
(2) The oldest survivng copy of the lh3tory, a thirteenth century manu-
script (cod. Vat. gr. 163), was incorrectly dated to the fourtoenth cen-
tury by Heisenberg: 'Prolegomena', Opera I, iv see G. Moravaik, Byzantino-
turcica I, 266, and J.-L. van Dieten, Nicetae Ohoniatae Historia, xxiii.
(3) John Chortasmenos, notary of the Patriarchate in the fourteenth cen-
tury, owned the manuscript. See van Dieten, Qp. çt., rn.
(k) The manuscript, dated to the first half of the fourteenth century by
the watermark, was auctioned at Sothebys on 28 June 1976. It is now in
the hands of a London bookseller.
(5) Sotheby's catalogue, Bibliotheca Philli pnica (28 June 1976), no. 3865.
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examination the only variants noticed were found to be scriba]. errors
and not to constitute a different textual tradition from tho already
established one. Therefore, the edition by Heisenberg, which includes 	 *
a shorter version of the History, floCiia Xpovrxv 'HLvcX ,
written after Akropo].ites' lifetime, 1
 as well as additions to the
History, extracted from the work ascribed to Theodore Skoutariotes,2'
still stands as a reliable and trustworthy work.3
The History, which begins and ends with events in Constantinople
and covers the period 1203-1261, is a political history of the so-called
Empire of Nicaea and as such constitutes the only contemporary narrative
Greek source for that period. The work overlaps the histories of Niketas
Choniates aid George Pachymeres who deal in greater detail with the first
and last three years covered by Akropolites. Although the History has been
characterised as ob3ective and reliablek and this 3udgement is generally
accepted, little attention has been directed to the method of its coriposi-
tion, its sources, its accuracy and, above all, the attitudes expressed in
it. A study of these problems can contribute to a more accurate assess-
ment of the historical value of the work.
Akropolites' narrative begins some fourteen years before he was born
and relates the events of another sixteen years during which time the author
was growing up in Constantinople and had not yet gone to Asia Ilinor. For
(1) Heisenberg, Opera I, 193-27k, and	 xix-ocii; idem., Sitzunr'sbericite
der K3nigl. bayer-Akademie der Wissenschaften, 5kk-557.
(2) Additamenta ad. Georgii Acronolitae Historiam in r'or I, ed. A. Heisen-
borg, 277-302. See infra 55-61 for a discussion of Skoutariotes' History.
3) See Ch. Charitonides, ' 	 Kpvrt.x1', 'E o'rtovc,,d 'Ecc'n1-
Xoocpx	 xoM1 I (Thessalonike, 19'/), 8-7, or a
review of the edition; also, K. 'aechter in BZ 13 (190k), 1 80 l90. A
Toubner reprint of Heisenberg's edition, with an introduction and correc-
tions by P. Wirth, is in press.
(k) See G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica I, 266; N. lorga, 'M'daillonz d'
lu.stoiro litte'raire byzantine', 3 2 (1925), 286-287; 1.Icrurnbacher, Geschichte
dr'r Byzantinischon Littoratur,28b-288; M.E. Colonna, Gli Storici Bizantini. dal
IV al XV Sccolo (Naples, 1956),l-3; M. Andreova, Ocherki, 12-13; A. Gardner,
The Ickarids, 282 ff.
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these thirty years (1203_1233)1 Akropolitos was obviously dependent on
a source or sources for his material. It is generally assumed that
Choniates' History was his source. This idea can be shown to be mis-
conceived and without any basis, although it is true that Choniates'
History may have been available to Akropolites, both in Asia Minor and
in Constantinople, where Akropolitea most probably wrote his History.2
Thanks to J.-L. van Dieten, Choniates' movements after 120k and
the stages in the writing of his History can be ascertained precisely.
It is apparent that the historian continued and revised the work at
Nicaea where he lived the last years of his life, writing orations at
the court of Theodore I Laskaris.3 Therefore, a version of his History
should have been available to Akropolites in Asia Minor. Furthermore,
a firm terriinus ante guem can be given for the existence of the Chonia-
tes History in Constantinople: 1391, the year in which Chortasmenos
bought a manuscript containing the History, cod. Vat. gr. 163 (13th cen-
tury).4 Of course this date is nearly one hundred years after the death
of Akropolites and does not prove that the manuscript :as in Constant mo-
pie at the time of his writing. Hotever, it is probable that a version
of the History was in Constantinople by 1206, if not a fee, years after
1261.
Ci) i.e., pp. 4k7 of the Hemsenberg edition of the History.
(2) Unfortunately, there is no means of assigning a precise date to the
writing of the History. However, the fact that it is written from the
point of view of the victorious party (Nmcaea v.s. Epiros/Thessaly) would
seem to indicate that it was set down in uriting after 1261 in Constanti-
nople. The incomplete state of the work could be used as an argurr.int in
favour of a late date for its composition, i.e., close to Akropolmtes'
death in 1282. See Heisenberg's comments on the way the History ends:mn
zu Georgios Akropolites', 465. Likewise, another mnaicatmon of
a late date might be the lack of revision evident in passages where Akro-
polites says he has mentioned something already and he has not. See, e.g.
29,5-6; 131k, 10-12; 157,21-22 and notes on those passages.
(3) J.L. van Dieten, Nicetae CThoniatae Hmstoria, ZO1X and ff.; idezn, 'Noch
emnmal 1ber Niketas Choniates BZ 57 (ik), 302-328.
(4) See 49	 note 2.
(5) This is the opinion of J.-L. van Dieten, expressed in a letter to me
(December 1974). See also H. Gr'goire,'Un contmnuateur du Constantmn Ia
nasses et sa source', Mlanges Schiumberger I CParms,1924),272-281, esp.
280.
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Choniates' History, then, would seem to have been available to
Akropolites. In any case, Akropolites is likely to have known of it.
Yet his Histry shows no trace of his having used Choniates' work.
This is obvious from a comparison of the passages in which both
authors deal with the same events. In these, there are no points of
contact, either in general conception of the presentatioxt of material
or on specific points. A striking example is the date of the fall of
Constantinople; Akropolites is off by one year. This kind of error
betrays a dependence on memory or hearsay rather than on a written
source. 1 Other equally striking differences in accounts can be seen
in the authors' handling of the events leading to the conquest of the
capital by the Latin.s and in their descriptions of Isaac II's Bulgarian
campaign of 1190.2 Since Choniates' History is the only known contempo..
rary narrative account which deals with the early period Akropolites
covers and yet does not appear to have influenced Akropolites' account
of events, we can only conclude that he employed another or other
written accounts which have not survived. 3 However, the possibility
that he was dependent on oral accounts cannot be excluded.
Although Akropolites' functions as a diplomat and drafter of
imperial documents gave him access to official documents and first-
hand information, it is nowhere apparent in his History that he is para-
phrasing or quoting an official document or speech. However, it should
(1) See the History, 7,22-2k and commentary on that passage.
(2) See the commentary on pp. 4-8 of the Histy and on 19,23-20,7.
(3) There as evidence from other sources of narrative accounts which
were available to contemporaries but have not survived: Anna Komnena,
Alexiade, III, 175-176; Eustathios, Oration for Manuel Komnenos, ed. Wj3.L
Tafel, Eustathii Onuscula (Frankfurt, 1832), 207,41-42; 210. An oration
by Euthymios Tornikes refers to letters sent by the Emperor Isaac II while n
campaign to his functionaries and dignitaries in Constantinople to inform
them of the outcome of the campaign; see J. Darrouzs, REB 26 (1968), 100-
101, and notes 9 and 1O.Letters of this sort may have been Aropolites'soe
for events before hs lifetime; see the commentary on X e. 17,16 and P. Wirth
Die Sprachiache Situation in dem Umrissenen Zeitalter', XVeConrès Inter.
national d'Etudes byzantines, Papports et Co-Paports (Athens, 1976), 36.
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be pointed out that the lacc of surviving documents makes substan-
tiation or negation of this statement difficult. Also, neither
Akropolites' diplomatic mission to Constantinople during the reign
of the Emperor John Batatzes, 1 nor his imprisonment in Arta for two
years seems to have contributed in any obvious way to the narrative
of his History.
The reliability and accuracy of his account can be ascertained
in cases where other contemporary sources survive. On the whole,
discrepancies, where they exist, are not great. 2 In recording an
event at which he was not present, or describing something he did
not know about personally, he is careful to point out that he has
his information from others who were eyewitnesses. 3 He is least
accurate and informed concerning Latin affairs. This is clear from
his narration of events which took place before and during his life-
time.
As I have tried to show in the commentary, Akropolites' relia-
bility extends to his attribution of personal titles which he makes
appropriate to the time of the event he is describing and not to the
time of his own writing. Thus, Akropolites says of Nikephoros Tar-
chaneiotes that he was eni tes trapezes at the time of the event he is
recounting but that he became mgaa doniestikos later. 5
 He is like-
wise historically accurate about the title of Despot ascribed to the
Doge Dandolo, 6
 that of King of Thessalonike given to Boniface of Mont-
(1) See supra , 27-28 and refs.
(2) See on 85, 11-22 andXLVIII.
(3) See, e.g., 153, 9-10, 17-18. AkropoJ.ites was in prison in Arta at
the time.
(k) See the commentary on, e.g., 13, 7-10; kk,21-25; kk,25-)5,3; 85,11-22;86,2k-87,k.
(5) Fistory, 55, 15-17.
(6) See note on 13, 7-10.
p514.
ferrat, 1 and the epithet of Megas Komnenos ascribed to Alexios Koranonos
2
of Trebizond.
While it is not possible to identify a written source for the
History, the work itself served as a source for four later writers
of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. They are,
respectively , the anonymous author of the Zvoijr Xpovx, a
history from the creation of the world to 1261 published by K.N.
Sathas,	 whose aithor was identified by Heisenberg as Theodore
Skoutariotes, Metropolitan of Cyzicus; 3 the monk Ephraim, whose
verse chronicle covers the Roman and Byzantine Empires to 1261;
Nikephoros Gregoras whose history deals with the years l2Ok-1359;5
the Metropolitan of Monernbasia, Makarios Melissenos, whose work is
6
attributed to George Sphrantzes.
(1) History, 13, 11-1k.
(2) History, 12, 13-17. See also the case of the title of Despot
ascribed to Michael II Korrinenos Doukas: 88, 15-17.
(3) K.N. Sathas, ''3i	 vor.' Xpovx ', Meoc vxft Bo-
VIII (Paris, 189k). See below 55-58 for a discussion of tins
attribution. Skoutariotes is known for his liorary of books, wide-ranging
in sub3ect • See N.G. Wilson, 'Books and Readers in Byzantiun', Byzantine
Books and Bookr'ien, Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium, 1971 (Washington, D.C., 1975),
8, who lists Marc.gr. k50 (Photio' Bibliotheca), Par. gr. 123k (works by
the Choniates brothers), Par. gr. 17k1 (Aristotle's works, et alia).
(1+) Chronoraphia, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, i8ko). See Ioravcsik, Byantino-
turcica I, 256-257; Heisenberg, 'Prolegomena', Opera I, xvii. For a dis-.
cussion of Ephraim's sources and his methods as a writer see now 0. Lampsi-
dis, Beitre zum yzantinischen Chronisten Ephraern und seiner Chronik 29;
k2-51.
(5) Historia, ed. L. Schopen (Bonn, 1829). See now the translation and
commentary by J.-L. van Dieten, Nikephoros Gregoras, Rhorasche Geschichte,
esp. kl-k2 for Gregora use of Akropolites' History; oravcsik, yzantino-
turcica, I, ki.
(6) Georgios Sphrantzes Mernorii lkOl-lk?7, ed. V. Grecu (Bucharest,1966).
V. Grecu, 'Georgios Sphrantzes', BS 26 (1965), 67-68. See also the cornmen-
tary on Akropolites' prooimion, I.
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Although it is evident that Eph.raim, Gregoras and Melissenos,
or Pseudo-Sphrantzes as he is called, are indebted to Akropolites'
History, their debt is not as obvious as that of the author of the
Synopsis who is considered a plagiarist and paraphraser of Akropolites'
work. Heisenberg, did however recognise tne independent value of the
Synosis as a source for the period covered by Akropolites' History and
published the additions to the History as a supplement to his edition of
that work. 1 But h did not there record a great many variants which
exist2 nor did he note the passages where the author of the Synopsis
failed to include statements contained in Akropolites' work. These
omissions result in an incomplete assessment of the nature of the
Synopsis and of the relationship of this work with Akropolites' His-_
tory. Identification of the author of the Synopsis and knowledge of
his career can lead to an understanding of the differences which exist
between his work and that of Akropolites, his source.
Heisenberg's attribution of the authorship of the Synopsis to
Theodore Skoutariotes is based on two pieces of evidence: a sixteenth
century note in a manuscript (cod. Athous 3758) by an abbot of the
monastery of Dionysiou, saying that Theodore of Cyzicus wrote a chronicle
which starts with the creation of the world and ends with the reign of
Michael Palaiologos; a note in a manuscript which contains the Synop-
sis (cod. Marc. k07) claiming	 3CXo 1'joc KuCxot Ocoôcpov,
uX xwrnwvou.
(i) Additamenta in Opera I, 277-302.
(2) A list of differences was published in Heisenberg's 'Studien zu
Georgios Akropolite&, Sitzunsberichte der K5nig].. bayer-Akader'ie der
senschaften (1899), 516-526.
(3) See Heisenberg t s review of Sathas' edition of the SynoDsis in BZ
5 (1896), 182-185; idem , 'Analecta', Prorarnm des K. Luto1d-Gy'inasius
in 1'nchon (1901), J^I6.
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Further evidence for the identification of the author of the
Synousis can be found in the few autobiographical insertions :hich it
• contains. In one such passage the author claims that his knowledge of
a particular event derives from the Patriarch Arsenios. 1 Elsewhere he
says that he was a friend of the same Patriarch and was his companion
night and day.2 These references would seem to indicate that the author
was a member of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Furthermore, certain de-
tails he gives in hs account of Theodore II's campaign of 1256 which are
not found in Akropolites' History, indicate that he was present and was
perhaps part of the Patriarch's entourage which had. assembled in Thessa-
lonike for the wedding of Theodore II's daughter to the son of Michael II
Komnenos Doukas. 3 That the Patriarch performed the wedding is known only
4.
from the author of the Syno psis but his presence in Thessalonike is
corroborated by two other sources, an unpublished letter (1256) of the
Metropolitan of Thessalonike, Manuel Disypatos, and an act (1257) of
6
Mt. Athos, both of which	 state that the Patriarch had with l.irn a
(1) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 534., 18-19; Hoisenberg, Additarenta, no. 51, p.
296.
(2) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 54.9, 28 ff. ; Heisenberg, Additamenta, no.
p. 301, 1 if.
p
(3) For the differences in the accounts see the Hlstorl, LXI and pp. 132,
30-134. ,6. Additar enta, no. 4.2, p. 293; no. 4.3; nos. Lfk-4.7, . 29k;
nos. 4.8-4.9, p. 295.
(4.) Additaenta, no. 4.6, p. 29k; Synosis, ed. Sathas, 527, 6.
(5) V. Laurent, Peestes, no. 1332, pp. 137-139. Parts of the letter are
published by Laurent in 'Le Pape Alexandre IV (l254.-l261) et l'i>npire de
Nice', EO 34. (1935), 26-55. See the commrnentary on 139,25-14.0,2.
(6) P. Lemerle, Actes de Kutlurus (Paris, 194.6), pp. 37-4.0.
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number of bishops. The specificity and. precision with regard to
dates which the author of the Synopsis adds to Akropolitest account
indicates that he was present. 1 Since he claimed to know the Patri-
arch well it would not be surprising if he were a member of the party
which accompanied Arsenios from Asia Minor to Thessalonike.
The autobiographical information given by the author of the
Synopsis indicates an ecclesiastical affiliation for the author which
is in keeping with what is known of Theodore Skoutariotes.
The first documents pertaining to his career date to 1270. By an
horismos of that year the Emperor Michael Palaiologos conferred the
office of dikaiophylax on the &t ¶65v öcwv and deacon Theodore
Skoutariotes. 2 In the same month and year the Emperor sent a prostagra
to the Patriarch confirming the appointment. 3 The prostama gives the
impression that there was some difficulty in the church hierarchy over
Skoutariotes' appointment. ' Can one presume that the difficulty lay in
Skoutariotes' pro-.Arsenite affiliations up to the time of his appointment
Sometime after 1277 Skoutariotes was made Metropolitan of Cyzicus.
The Emperor Michael VIII conferred the honorary title of hypertirnos on
him as Metropolitan of Cyzicus and ordained that he should have all the
attendant honours.5 As Metropolitan, Theodore went on an embassy to the
Ci) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 525, 2-5 = Heisenberg, Addita'ienta no.
Synopsis, 526, 22-23; 526, 27-28 = Additamenta, no. .; Synoisis, 529,
9-10. See Heisenberg's 'Studien zu Georgios Akropolites', Sitzungsberichte
der K8nicl. bayer-Akaderiie der 'dissenschaften (1899), 526-527.
(2) lIM, V, 21f6-2k7; Dlger, Reresten, no. 1972.
(3) MM, V, 2k7-2k8; DBlger, Pegesten, no. 1973.
() See J. Darrouzs, Recherches sur los OIICIA de l'Eglse byzanfine
(Paris, 1970), 109.
(5) For the orosta gr,a see MN, V, 2Lf8_2k9. The editors assigned a date of
inter l275-l22 to this undated document but the terranus nost aueri rust
be altered to 1277/8 because Skoutariotes was dikaopnylax in 1277, and not
Metropolitan, according to a synodal list of that year. See Darrouzdz, .
532.
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papal curia which was sent y Michael VIII. 1 He kept his position until
1282, when he was deposed by a synod which met in the church of the
Blachernai after Michael Viii's death. It was the Itrsexutes present
at the synodal meeting who were particularly keen to see him deposed.2
Thus, although the ecclesiastical careers of Skoutariotes and
the author of tho Synopsis would seem to be a point in favour of
ascribing the authorship of the Synopsis to Skottariotes, the fact that
Skoutariotes appears to have prospered as an anti-Arsenite makes it
difficult to attribute an obviously pro-Arsenite work to him. How-
ever, Skoutariotes may have written the Synopsis after his deposition
in 1282 when he would have been free to express his feelings on th sub-
ject without putting himself in a difficult position. Likewise, it is
possible that Skoutariotes wrote the Synopsis at this late date in his
life in an effort to redeem himself in the eyes of the Arsenites. In any
case, the closing words of the author of the Synopsis indicate that it is
the work of a man advanced in age.3
The plausibility of Heisenberg's identification of Skoutariotes with
the author of the $yno psis is weakened by the facts of Skoutarlotes t
 career --
something which escaped Heisenberg's attention. 4
 However, the Synopsis
(1) The embassy is generally dated to 1277 (see W. Norden, Das Pasttum
und Byzanz (Berlin, 1903), 578) but Michael Viii's letter to the Pope,
announcing the embassy, is undated. In this letter Nichael refers to
Skoutariotes as Metroolite Kisicensi Y pertimo et exarcho totius Elisponti
Theodoro: J. Gay, ed., Les Rgistres de Nicolas III, Supplement (Paris,
1938), 77. See suira p.57 note 5.
(2) Pachymeres, II, 52, 5-54,12 ; esp. 52, 5-11; 53,7-54,9.
(3) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 555, 25-556,3:
	
ot 6 xa.t O	 'ô yipc
XcLt ¶ô	 LcL vapx...&X xo.t	 XStP...X1.V'fl'C2C(. ip 	 'rv ypap1v,
(k)Heisenberg's attributi.on was questioned by A.P. xCadan who does not,
however, bring new material to bear on the problem. See 'serpti Skilitsi'
Izvestiià na Instituta za Istorifà(=Bulletin de 1'Institut d'Histoire)1k-l5
(1964), 529-530. Because the attribution is ginerally accepted (see Mora y
-osik, Byzantinoturcica II, 526-528), to avoid confusion, I have referred to
Skoutariotes whenever quoting the Synopsis in the commentary.
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remains a valuable source in its own right. The differences which
exist between the Synosis and Akropolites' History, which are of
three kinds, are important in themselves and constitute the contri-
butions of an independent source and not of a mere paraphraser. First,
there are the minor differences of language or expression. The author
of the Synopsis is in these cases less archaising than Akropolites.
For example, while Akropolites calls John Kantakouzenos 	 keras-
ratos, the Synopsis calls him a pinicernes, the more colloquial name for
the same title. 1 Where Akropolites says that the Emperor's 'pyramids'
were lost in a campaign, the Synoosis calls them kalyptras, again the
more common, general, name for the headpieces.2
Secondly, there are the substantive differences arising from an
unidentified source which the author of the Synot'zis used aid. whose
information he added to Akropolites' account. This supplementary
material obviously does not derive from first-hand knowledge since the
events narrated or described predate the
	 lifeti'ne. For example,
it is the author of the Synopsis uho supplies the information that Leo
Sgouros was given the title of Despot by Alezios III upon Sgouros'
marriage to the Emperor's daughter. 3 Choniates' History, a work on which
the Synopsis is also dependent, does not contain this information even
though Choniates was a contemporary of the event. The source for this
and other additions to Akropolites' account remains unknown.
In other cases, differences are the result of the author's first-
hand knowledge. See, for instance, the long eulogy of the Emperor Thco-.
dore II Laskaris which the author of the Synopsis adds to Akropolites'
(1)History, 86, 8-9; Synorsis, ed. Sathas, 499, 9-10.
(2)See the commentary on 19,23-24.
(3)See on 13,16-22.
(4)See also on V1,5-9; 13,7-10. All such differences in the tuo authors
are noted in the commentary. The Synopsis contains valuable,uniquc infer-
mat ion for earlier periods as well. See P. Charains' comments on the_Synop-.
sis' account of the'origins'of the First Crusadc:'Byzantium, the tlest and
the Origin of the First Crusade', B 19 (1949), 31.
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account and which finishes with the statement that the author knew the
Emperor and therefore had personal experience of his intelligence and
charm. 1
 Also, it is obvious that the additions to the account of the
Bulgarian campaign of 1256 are those of an eye-witness; they are the
precise chronological details of the sort which only a participator
could have made.2
Of no less importance in understanding the nature of the relation-
ship of Akropolites' account and the Synopsis are the oriissions from
Akropolites' work whch the author of the Synopsis has made. These
passages are mainly those which are favourable to Michael Palaiologos3
and those which are hostile or unfavourable to the Emperor Theodore
The Synopsis, while omitting negative comments on the Laskarid Emperors
adds long eulogistic passages of the Emperor John ]3atatzes and his son
Theodore II which are not to be found in Akropolites.5
Thus, even though the authorship of the Synopsi3 cannot be doter-
mined beyond any doubt, it is clear that it is the work of a person who
knew the Emperor Tneodore II and the Patriarch Arsenios and approved of
both men. Furthermore, the pro-Arsenite and pro-Laskarid sentiments of
the author of the Synopsis find echoes in the Encomium of the Emperor
(i) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 535,20-536,12.
(2) See the commentary on 126,25; 126,29-127,1.	 Laurent is
wrong to discount the account of the Synopsis with respect to this cam-
paign; see E0 314. (1935), k2 ., note 1.
(3) See Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 1+97, 25-26; 527, 28-528,1 and compare with
the History, 8k, k-6; 136,26 ff., for the passages favourable to Michael
Palaiologos which the Synopsis omits.
(1+. ) e.g. the History, )05, 1-17; 11+4, 25-1k5,8; 155,16-156,18; SynoDsls,
ed. Sathas, 509, 12-15; 531, 18-19; 537,8-27.
(5) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 506, 6-509,f 1; 535, 5-536,12; Heisenberg,
Additamenta, no. 33, pp. 28k-288; no. 52, pp. 296-298.
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John Batatzes written in the fourteenth century1 and in the unpublished
Encomiurn of Arsenios, included among the collection of works written and
owned by Philotheos, Metropolitan of Selymbria (floruit 1365_1389).2
Of particular interest is the passage concerning the election of Arsenios
to the Patriarchate which only the Synopsis and the Encomium of Arsenios
describe as having been conducted by choosing random readings from the
Bible. These accounts thus give God credit for the Patriarch's election
while Akropolites presents the sa"ne events as the last-minute thought of
the Emperor Theodore who was pressed for ti'ne. 3 The Encomiuzn may have
had. as its source the Synopsis or the two works may have taken the story
of the election from pro-Arsenite literature in circulation. In any
event, the authors of these works represent a body of opinion of an en-
tirely contrary nature to that expressed by Akropoln.tes whose partisan-
ship for Michael Palaiologos dominates his account.
Akropolites served the Emperor Michael VIII, to whom he was related.
by marriage, for twenty years as meras logothetes. It was the troops of
this Emperor who freed Akropolites from his imprisonment in Arta. In
addition, it is probably from thie Emperor that Akropolites received the
title of iregaslogothetes upon his return to Asia Minor from Epiros.4
Akropolites had many ties binding him to Michael VIII and therefore had
many reasons to act as the loyal servant of the Emperor, whether at Lyons
(1) For the Encomiuni see A. Heisenberg, 'iser Johannes Batatzes der
Barmherzige', BZ 1k (1905), 160-233. See also the commentary ot 103,16-19.
(2) cod. Patmiacus 366, fl. +3O v - 43k. S.G. llercati conjectured that
the Encomiurn was by Philotheos, but without seeing the manuscript: 'No-
tizie di Demetrio e Procoro Cidone', Studi eTesti 56 (1931), 246-248.
See also H.-G. Beck, Kirche und Theologische Literatur im Byzantinischen
Reich (Munich, 1959), 776-777.
(3) Srnoosis, ed. Sathas, 509, 23-512,2; Heisenberg, Additarrenta, no. 35,
pp. 28-291; cod. Patmiacus 366, 1. 14.33v
(4) For these events in his career see supra, 40.
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where he swore obedience to the Pope in his own name and the Emporor's,
or at Constantinople, where he presumably wrote the story of the years
1203-1261.
Akropolites' commitment to Michael VIII is obvious in the History
almost from the first mention of him. Both Michael and his father
Andronikos receive high praise there, in contrast to the treatment which
the author of the Synop	 accords to them. 1 •One of the longest and
most detailed accouncs in the History is that which deals with Michael's
trial at Philippi in 1253. Akropolitos' account conveys the impression
that the Emperor John Batatzes was acting irrationally and without cause
in bringing charges against Michael to trial. He claims that everyone
else - officials, generals, soldiers and senate - was sympathetic
to Michael.2 The account of the Synopsis is drariatically short with
gard to the whole episode,3 while Akropolites uses hin account as a stage
on which to exhibit Michael's wit, intelligence, popularity, as well as
the absurdity of bringing him to trial. He likewise uses his narration of
Michael's flight to the Turks as an opportunity to put into the mo.th
of the Turks the sentiment that it was obvious from Michael's appearance
and character that he was a man fit to rule. 4 The Synopsis is silent on
this point.5
The treatment of Michael Palaiologos in the History is in sharp
contrast to the indifferent and sometimes hostile treatment Akropolites
gives the Emperors John Batatzes and Theodore II to whom he was indebted
for his education and advancement in his career. It cannot be denied
(i) See the Hitory, 83, 18-22; 84, 4-6; L)and contrast with the Synopsis,
ed. Sathas, 497, 20-21; 497, 25-26; 503, 4-504,13.
(2) History,L, esp. 98, 21- 100,1.
(3) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 503, 4-504, 13.
(4) History, 136, 28-137,1. See also on 159,19-160,3 and 175,2-k, passa-
ges in which Akropolites' account differs from others and appears to give
an untruthful version of events in order to present Michael Palaiologos in
the best possible light.
(5) Synopsis, ed. Sathas, 527,28-528,1.
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that Akropolites held an important position under Theodore, often
acting as advisor and confidant, 1 Yet Akropolites dwells on the
humiliating scene of his disagreement with Theodore u. 2 Of his
father, John Batatzes, he has little of the encoru.astic to say,
although his affection and respect for the Empress Eirene, l3atatzcs'
wife, is evident. One might well wonder whether it is not her blood
relationship to Michael Palaiologos which is the source of inspiration
for the attention she is given.3
Finally, Akropolites, far from caring to protect the rights of
the young John Iv, son of Theodore II, went to the extreme of writing
an oration in which he suggested the co-proclamation of Michael's son
Andronikos as Emperor in 1261. It is of interest to note that this
idea did not find favour at the time 1 even among those who had re-
ceived benefits from Michael since his elevation to the throne in 1259.
Was it to mitigate the effect of the stories of	 çn circtla-
ting at the time about the Emperor that Akropolites wrote the History in
such a way as to glorify Michael and detract from his predecessors? Or
was it to disengage himself from association with the imperial family
under whom he had prospered? Undoubtedly both reasons had a part to
play in the composition of the History.
Another distinctive and equally characteristic aspect of the
History, apart from its portrayal of Michael Palaiologos, is its
'Nicaean' based and biased viewpoint. The Empire set up with its
capital at Nicaea during the Latin occupation of Constantinople was
guardian of the imperial and ecclesiastic traditions of Byzantium.
The loyal sub3ects of the Emperors crowned at Nicaea were C? p.ato..
(i) History, 133, 2k-31.
(2) History,LXIII, pp. 127-133.
(3) See the History, 38,3-5; 52, 13-15; 62, 19-Gk,5 and cor.mentary on
62,19-23.
6)
Others, who failed to recognise the sovereignty of these rulers, were
not. This is especially true of the Komneno-Doukas family in Epiros
and Thossaly,	 chief rivals. Striking in this respect are
Akropolites' statements about Theodore Komnenos Doukas, crowned in
Thessalonike in 1227.1 'He was by nature unsuited to the institu-
tions of iriperial power' (3k, 8-9). He knew nothing of imperial
customs. In contrast are the actions of the Emperor John Batatzea
whose every move is imperial:
	 apcaxucwcvo
(89,12). Theodore Komnenos Doukas and his family were considered
enemies of the Roman Empire,
	 iZv 'PctaCwv &px
(89, 8-10) and 'rebels' (1k5, 1). When the Emperor John succeeded
in taking Thessalonike from them in 12k6, Akropolites comments that
the city had finally become sub3ect to the Ronians'for those who
ruled her were enemies of the Romans' (83, 12-1k).
No narrative source survives to speak for the 'others', the
Romans who had ceased to be considered Romans because of their in-
dependence from Nicaea in political and ecclesiastical matters. How-
ever, strangely enough it is a sub3ect of the E'riperors at Nicaea uho
acts as an apologist for these enemies of the Eripire of Nicaea: the
monk Nikephoros B].emmydes. Both in his autobiography, written in thern
1260's in Ephesos for the benefit of the monks of his monastery, 2
 and
in a letter to the Patriarch Manuel at Nicaea, written in the 12k0's,3
Blemmydes gives the opinion which is not to be found anywhere else in
the surviving works of the subjects of the Empire of Nicaea. He clairs
(i) For this date see now H. Bees-Sepherles, Byzantinisch-Neugriechiscne
JahrbUcher 21 (1971-1976), 272-279.
(2) Curriculum vitae, ed. Heisenberg, leri'na on pp. 1 and 52 for the date
of its composition.
(3) Eoistulae, ed. Festa, 325-329; esp. 329, 113-117.
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that the Komneno-Doukal of Epiros/Thesealy and Leo Gabalas, ruler
in Rhodes, did not have to obey the orders of the Emperor becauce
they did not hold their power from him but were 'independent and
self-elected'. 1 One wonders how rrany people agreed with Blemmydes.
However, it must also be borne in mind that Blemmydes was free
to express these opinions in his autobiography, a private work. He
was not dependent on the court for his livelihood. He had built his
monastery near Ephesos with money inherited from his parents.2
Secure in his own place of refuge, free from the interference of
outside authorities, he did not need to sell his favours or talents
at court. His student, Akropolites, on the other hand, depended on
the establishment for his living. Akropolites was characterised. in
his own time as a man who gave everything to the	 and, less
charitably, as a man 'neglectful in matters of consciencei.k But
could he afford to be otherwise?
(1) Curriculu'n vitae, ed. Heisenberg, 36, 16-19; 62, 11-18.
(2) g. cit., 'Prolegomena', xx; p. 71, 25-31; pp. 72-73. Pachy'neres,
I, 3k1, 17-3k2,6.
(3) Constantine .Akropolites, 1Oxr, ecj. Treu,	 ?t2^. '1C
'IcY'opt.x	 xat 'Eevo?.oyxfl c 'EccttpcCc '	 EXXôo	 j.
(1892), uS.
('+) Pachymeres, I, 316, 2
-5: çs x	 c?p.vwC 'v c	 vcCôiiac.v
xov,ti..
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A Note on the Translation arid. Commentary
The translation is based. on Heisenberg's text of the
History and maintains the editor's divisions into sections;
however, in some cases new paragraphs have been introduced
for the sake of clarity. Likewise, references in the coinmen-
tary are to the page and. line of the Heisenbez'g text.
On the whole, the commentary is intended to serve the
following purposes: (i) to give basic reference information
(2) to discuss passages which are unclear (3) to dicuss
passages which have not been dealt with adequately in secon-
d.ary works, either because they have been misunderstood or
overlooked (ii.) to establish Akropolites value as a historian
by comparison with other sources.
A word. about the spelling of Greek names. In general I
have tried. to render proper names and technical terms as literally
as possible. However, when a proper name is familiar I have used
the English or Latinized. form, e.g., Theodore, Nicaea, Cyzicus.
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The History of George .kropolites
I. Those who wrote before us defined the usefuJ.xiess of history and we
can only repeat what they had. to say[ on the subject]. For what more
novel significance might we find, than so many men who have written
history and have expounded the general value of history in their works?
But perhaps we should set forth in our history what is supplementary to
theirs and is worth saying in the matter at hand.. This is because there
are new events before us which no one has ever set forth in writing, whc8e
utility also happens to lie in their novelty and which people are aware of
but which indiscriminate talk does not present truthfully.
Each man who has written about our history has taken a different start-
ing point. For some began with the creation of the world, others started
from some [othex)notable beginning, either [the Empire] of he Persians,
the Greeks or the Rornans or some other people, each or adjusting his compo-
sition to suit his own end. Our work will no less be executed in this
manner. But what happened from the beginning of the creation of the world
has been set forth often and by many, even though it goes without saying that
most of those' who write about imperial affairs, territorial exchanges, fac-
tion of cities, eruption of wars, captivities, victories, defeat and. all
other things which happen in our world, have contradicted each other. For
since these things are complex and. perhaps are not understood. even by their
very agents, the attainment of the truth in all matters is unlikely to be
realised by its investigators. From which, rather, what is known by common
report should be taken into account by the writer if he is not disposed. to
do an injustice to the truth as those who adulterate obols with base metal
ox' even try to counterfeit them. The writer should write neither with a
view to pleasing nor maligning but neither because of hatred nor goodwill
'but for the sake of history alone and so the actions of certain persons,
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whether good or baa, might be transmitted. and not left to the depths
of oblivion which is the product of time. Then let our beginning be
the conquest of Constantinople, a city so famous and renowned. to all
that there is not one people which has not heard. of it.
II. When Alexios Koznnenos, brother of the former Emperor Isaac
(both were named. Angelos), held. sway over the Romans, men set out
against ConstantinopiF from Italy. The reason was the following.
The above mentioned Alexios deposed. his brother Isaac and blinded.
him and ruled the Roman Empire from that day on. Isaac by his first
wife had. a son who was then a young man. Unable to tolerate the mal-
treatment suffered. by his father, he contrived. to escape and. made for
Rome, where he threw himself at the feet of the Bishop, entreating him
to avenge his father. At that time it happened. that a great number of
Italians were assembling, some from Italy, others from the Empire of the
Pranks, and. yet others from Venice and. elsewhere. They gathered. wt h the
excuse of going to free 3erusalem, where the Lord's tomb lies. The man who
who called them together was the Bishop of the Elder Rome and., as I said.,
it was to him that Isaac' a son appealed on behalf of his father' a imperial
rights. The Pope, put in a difficult position by the boyts requests, arid
especially by his promises, for these were large, handed him over to the
leaders of the armies so that, deviating from their proposal, they might
establish him on the throne inherited. from his father for which he would
reimburse them whatever expenses they incurred. on the way to, and while
delayed at, Constantinople. Therefore they set sail in galleys and
freighters, making a successtul journey with the help of favourable winds.
p
When they had dropped. anchor at Constantinople, they presented the boy
to the people there, proclaiming the injustice and the orders of the
Bishop of Rome on this account. For a while there were statements from
both sides and violent fights on shoe but no agreements of any kind
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resulted. from the exchange of embassies. For the Emperor Alexios
shrank from such negotiations and., indeed, despaired of the people
in the city who were inclining to turmoil and infected, with the
*
spirit of revolt. Abandoning everything, he fled. willy-nilly
saying, according to those who heard. him, 'David's salvation was in
**flight' and taking with him his wife and. a considerable sum of
money from the imperial treasury.
III. When he had. left Constantinople the inhabitants sent ambassadors
to the Italians so that Isaac's son, Alexios, who was supposedly the
cause of their aggression, might be brought into the city and. be pro-
claimed. Emperor. The boy was accordingly brought into the city, on the
basis of the agreements he had. made previously with the Italians who
were restoring him to the throne, and was proclaimed Emperor by all
the people. The citizens and the Italians were thereafter seemingly
at peace with each other but the Italians demanded the fulfilment of
the promises and. I payment of]the expenses while the inhabitants of
the city, considering the sum to be beyond measure, affirmed thit they
bould. not give so much money to the Italians. Then there was agitation
in the city concerning this matter. 'or Alexios' father, Isaac Angelos
- he was still alive, although he died shortly thereafter, before the
conquest of Constantinople - gave the opinion that a collection should
be made of the holy vessels as a first payment on the debts owed. to the
Italians and that the rest of the money should 'be taken from the imperial
treasury and the residents of the city. In the midst of disputes and
mutual exchanges of embassy, Alexios, Isaac's son, was killed by the man
he had. appointed protovestiarios, Alexios Doukas. The inhabitants of the
city, finding some fault in him, called him Mourtzouphlos. So this Alexios
* Ii. ), 1f'5.
Kings I, 19. 18:AcL1)tô cpurc XQ.t oCeT.
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Mourtzouphlos was proclaimed. Emperor by the citizens. The Italiars,
enraged all the more by such a state of affairs, felt implacable
hatred for the Constantinopolitaxis. In addition, another decision
was made by the citizens which was not worthy of praise. For the
magnates and. some of the officials agreed to expel those Latins who
were residents of Constantinople so as not to have them plotting with-
in. Several thousand. deserted to the enemy, having first assured the
citizens with irrevocabLe oaths that they would. never meditate treachery
against them but, should. the situation arise, would. died alone with them
as men of indigenous and native stock. And. yet, they did. not carry con-
viction for they delivered. their wives and. children to be taken to'safe
places. When they left, they were of great assistance to the enemy since
they were many in number and. well-informed, about what was going on,
IV. Forty days later Constantinople was conquered. by these men. It was
the twelfth of April in the six thousandth seven hundredth and eleventh
year [1203) since the creation of the world. They anchored by the city
in May of the tenth year [1 20 but the sack took place eleven months later.
The greatest and. most renowned. city was captured., they say, when one or
two men leapt onto the wall from a ladder propped against the mast of a
large freighter. All that happened to the city would. be a matter for long
discussion and would not be appropriate to the point of my subject. At
any rate, everyone can imagine what misfortunes befell the captured. city -
murders of men and. enslavement of women, plundering, destruction of homes,
and all the other things which are wrought by the sword. When the Italians
became masters' of the city, surging forth as from a vantage point, they
overran the whole west and no small part of the east as well. First they
conquered the western territories and. all fled. before them as if driven by
*
some god-sent affliction.
* Hdt. 7, 18: cpeop1 ¶...eCcL'V'O.
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V. The Emperor Alexios Angelos, whom the narrative reported. as having
fled. from Constantinople, reached. the area of Philippoupolis and. when
he was not admitted. by the ithabitants he went to the area of Mosynou-
polls and took up residence there. AJ.exios Doukas, who had killed
Isaac's son, wished to effect a marriage alliance with him [Alexios
Angelos ] and took to wife Eudokia, the youngest of his EA.lexios']
daughters, at the tin when he killed. Isaac's son. He[A]sxios] had
three daughters. The eldest, called Eirene, he betrothed to AJ.exios
Palaiologos, to whom he gave the honour of Despot; however, he died.
before the concuest of Constantinople. His second daughter, Anna, he
gave in marriage to Theodore Laskaris. Eudokia was his third. daughter's
name. Her father had married her to the Kra]. of Serbia some time ago.
But the latter, so they said, detected. some fault in her and. sent her
back to her father, and. would. not change his mind.. It was she whom
Alexios Douka took, deserting his own wife. When Constantinople was
captured. by the Italians, he also fled. from there, taking with him his
wife Eudokia. JJpon learning that his father—in—law, the Empem r Alexios,
was residing in 1vosynoupolis, he went to him with confidence. But Alexios
Angelos loathed him for many reasons, not least on account of his daughter.
However, he received Alexios wearing the face of a welcoming father—in—law,
prepared a bath and. bid. him to bathe with his daughter. When Alexios was
in the bath the servants of the Emperor Alexios burst in and gouged out
his eyes on the spot. Those who were there said that the daughter, standing
by the window of the bathing—room, showered. her father with insults and. that
he, in turn, reproached. her for shameful and. licentious love. £Lexios Doukas,
*
now blind, wandered about the region of Mosynoupolis, passing through like
**
a vagrant. The Emperor Alexios left from there and. went to the region of
Thessalonike. When the 1talianz set out from Constantinople and arrived at
Mosynoupolis, they found Alexios Doukas Mourtzouphlos there and. took him to
Constantinople. To punish him for the crime which has been mentioned., the
Sophocles, Oe&tpus Tyrranus, 1029
Sophocles, Oehpus Coloneus, 1096.
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one he had. committed. against the son of the &lperOr Isaac, they zen-
tenced him to a precipitous death. Taking him up to the highest
column, called. the Tauros, they hurled him down. Such was his end.
Meanwhile, the Emperor Alexios arrived in Theszalonike.
p
VT. When the Italians became masters of the city, they gave free
license to those of its inhabitants who preferred to remain an be
under their control, to do so, and. to those vo wished to leave, to
go unhindered wherever they desired.. Therefore the notables left,
some open3y, others secretly. Theodore Laskaris had already left
with his wife Anna. The narrative above disclosed. that he was the
son—in—law of the Emperor Alexios and. had been given the honour of
Despot by him.' To resume, he left with his wife and children - he
had three daughters, the eldest named Eirene, the second., Maria, and.
the third, Eudokia - and. arrived at the city of Nicaea where he
appealed to the Nioaeans to admit him into the city and. to acknow-
ledge him as their lord.. But they would not have him. Then he en-
treated. them, persistently asking them, to admit his wife at least,
but he barely won their cooperation in this. Leaving his wife in Ni-
caea, he went about the surrounding area, Prousa and the vicinity, so
that he might subject thes[places]and rule them as Emperor in the place
of his father—in—law A.lexios. And, indeed., he succeeded. But, in the
meantime, he visited. the xu.ler of the 'ersians, an acguaintance of his,
with whom he formed. an
 alliance and aocomplished his aim.
VII. Two years had. passed and Laskaris was recognised by everyone as
Despot, when an assembly of the notables and the select men of the church
was held. in Nicaea. They deliberated, as to how the Despot Theodore might
be proclaimed Emperor. But no Patriarch was present, for John Kamateros,
who graced. the patriarchal throne when the 'taJ.ians conquered. Constantinople,
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had gone to Didymoteichon and taken up residence there. I'hen summoned
by Laskaris and the chera he refused to go to them, making his resig-
nation in writing. lhchael Autoreianos was therefore elected Patriarch,
a learrAed. man, well-,ersed. in all literature, both ChI.istian and pagan.
He crowned the Despot Theodore with the imperial diadem.
When Laskaris had. been proclaimed. Emperor, he took tighter control
of affairs and was involved in much hard fighting. For the Italians,
p
having crossed over to the east, subjected most of it, The entire thein
of Opsikion and Aigaion, and Atramyttion itself became Italian possessions.
Earls and Aulonia, Poimanenon and. tentiana as far as Lopadion recogn.sed.
the Italians as masters, but so also did. all of Thynia up to Nicomedia.
The Emperor Theodore was therefore greatly distressed. But he was just
as much under pressure from Romaris. For in the confusion of the conquest
of Constantinople there happened to be governors here arid there or mag-
nates who made the territory they had under thorn their own iealm, oithor
by their own initiative or because they were summoned to the defence of
the land by its inhabitants. For example, Theodore, whom they called by
the name Morotheodoros, had. the city of Philadelphia in his power; an-
other man, Sabbas by name, lord.ed. it over the town of Sampson and. the
places near it. David, brother of the Alexios who ruled !rebizond and
who was called G-rand. Komnenos, held. sway over all Paphiagonia. They were
grandsons of the Emperor ndronikos, children of his son Manuel. Conse-
quently, the situation caused. the Emperor Theodore a great deal of diffi-
culty. However, he easily prevailed. over Morotheod.oros and Sabbas and
thereafter ruled confidently over all Kelbianon, Philadelphia, the Maian-
der and. Neokastra.





VIII. But let my account pause hero for it proposes to tell what
happened to the Emperor Alexios and all that had. taken place in the
west. As I related, the Emperor Alexios arrived in Thessalonike and
was welcomed. by his sister—in—law, a Hungarian woman who had married
the Emperor Isaac after his wife' a death. Th e who saw her said she
was very beautiful. Now when the Latins had. divided. the Byzantine
Empire into many lots and Baldwin of Flanders was proclaimed. Emperor,
the Doge of Venice, who was also personally associated, received not
a srnIl share and. was honoured. with the title of Despot to have a quar-
ter and half a quarter of the whole which the Franks acquired. SLnce
the Marquis borer a notable part in the alliance, he was honoured. by
Baldwin of Flanders as King of Thessalonike and. took to wife Maria of
Hungary, who had. formerly been married. to the Emperor Isaac. As I said,
the Emperor A1xio was welcomed. by her. But a short tine later he was
caught plottiig by the people there and. was expelled with his wife and.
daughter Eudokia. Arriving in Corinth he joined her in marriage to the
ruler of the place, Sgouros. This Sgouros had taken the law into hi
own hands after the conquest of Constantinople and. ruled over Corinth
and the surrounding lands as did. others elsewhere. He [ Alcxios] had.
spent a short time there when he learned from soira men that it was ab3u
to be captured and fled. As he was malc.ng his way to his first cousin
Michael, ho happened upon some Lmbards who took him captive. Michael
at that time held. sway over a part of Old Epiros and was giving trouble
to the Italians who had. reached that region. He was effective ruler o
this territory for he governed loannina and Arta and as far as Naupaktos.
To resuim, when the Emperor Alexios was captured by the Lombards he and
his wife were ransomed by Michael, who gave their captors much gold.
*Hdt. 1, 155: 7CPThQ.	 .cpxov'.
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After the Emperor Alexios had. been with Wichae]. a short time, he
determined, to go to the Sultan of Iconium, Iathatines by name, for
he was well-acquainted, with him. He had. escaped. from the hands of
his brother A.zatines, then ruler of the ]usliins, and had. fled, to
Constantinople where he was welcomed, by the Emperor Alexios who
baptized. him and adopted. him as a son. He accompanied. the Emperor
Alexios on his flight frcxn Constantinople. Not long after a man
approached him and. secretiy informed him of his brother' s death. He
{ lathatines] left with him, dressed. in rags, and. when he had made
himself known to his followers, he was acclaimed rur of the Persians.
He proved. to be of service to the Emperor Theodore, at a time when he
was hard-pressed, giving him military assistance and negotiating for
peace. For he regarded the Empress Anna a sister.
IX. The Emperor Alexios made every effort to reach him [ the Sultan].
For he could. not bear the thought of going near the Emperor, his son-
in-law Theodore. And. so, taking provisions, he left 1ichael's terri-
tory and with the help of a favourable wind, came to anchor at the city
of Attaleia. He was welcomed. most warxnLy by the Sultan. Now the Em-
peror Theodore was living in Nicaea and an embassy caine to him from
the Sultan, announcing the arrival of the Emperor, his father-in-law,
and. accusing him of having unjustly seized. another man' a Empire. The
Emperor was troubled by these words and quite frightened. For the Sul-
tan was using the Emperor Alexios as an excuse; his real aim wan to over-
run, to plunder, or even to subdue the whole of the Roman territory. As
the saying goes, [ the outcome of] the affair hung in the balance for
the Emperor Theodore. He assembled his men and. asked them whether they
would. stand. by him or his father-in-law, the Emperor Alexios. They an-
swered. in a shout, as of one mind, that they would either live or &Le
*	 • 10. 173; Hdt. 6,11: 7CI..	 U P O	 L'C.L
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with him. Then the Emperor, taking heart at the words of his subjects,
left Nicaea, accompanied by the Sultan's ambassador. He reached the
city of Philadelphia with all speed. The Sultan, setting out, took
the Emperor Alexios with him as a figure-head and made an attack on
Antioch. Th15 city guards th.e approach to the Maiander. It was his
aim to get control of it. To this end, he set up siege towers and be-
sieged the city and indeed it was on the point of falling. This was
just what the Emperor Theodore feared for it was a fact that if the
Sultan got control	 the city nothing would prevent him from sub-
duing the whole of the Roman territory. Trusting in the fortunes of
war, or rather, to speak the truth, in the Lord Christ whose name we
pious men wear as an ensign or device, he quickened his march and or-
dered that no one bring a tent or baggage or arything else which was of
no use in battle. Ozthy the necessities, a little food and clothing
were to be brought] . His entire army numbered two thousand, eight
hundred of whom were Italians, noble and strong men as time 'as to
prove; the rest were Roinans.
X. When the Emperor was near ..ntioch he let the Persian ambassador go
to his master; he went and informed the Sultan of the Emperor's approach,
a thing which was most incre&ible to him. Then the ambassador swore to
him on oath that the Emperor was nearby. When the Sultan heard this he
assembled his forces as quick]y as he could and drew them up in battle-
order. The Latins opened the attack on the Sultan's forces but the num-
ber of Muslims was great. Exhibiting deeds of strength and courage, near-
ly all the Latins fell, although they had slaughtered many thousands.
Having overcome the Latins,the Muslims easily got the better of the Roman
forces. Some fled with headlong speed, a few persevered until the end.
Since the Sultan had the upper hand. in the battle, he sought out the Em-
/
peror and someone pointed out to him that his enemy was in a tight spot.
Then, he charged with great speed at the Emperor, trusting in the strength
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of his body, Each sized. up his adversary. The Sultan struck the
Emperor on the head. with a mace and. he fell from his horse, dizzied.
by the blow. They say that the horse lost its footing because of the
blow but it may be that the Sultan dealt it a second blow. The Emperor,
although unhorsed, stood. on his feet as if strengthened by a divine force,
drew his sword from its sheath and as the Sultan was turning from him and.
insolently saying, 'take him away', struck the hind legs of his horse.
The Sultan was riding an enormous mare and so he fell as if from a tower
and. all of a sudden he was decapitated., although by whom neither the Emper-
or nor anyone of his company knew. In this, then, the Emperor won a vic-
tory, although on the whole he was defeated,, for he could. not advance,
left as he was with meagre forces. This success gave the Romans cause for
relief. Consequently the Muslims made an inviolable truce with the Romans.
Fromen on the Emperor, free of battle on that front, devoted himself to
wars with the Latins. Also, he claimed. his father-in-law, the Emperor
Alexios, whom he had. encountered in the course of the battle and, paying
him due honours, took him to Nicaea, and stripped him of his imperial in-
signia, ordering him to live in the monastery of Hyaktnthos, which is where
he died.. His wife Euphrosyne ended. her days in the region of Arta and was
buried there.
XI. The Emperor Theo&re also overcame the ruler of Paphiagonia, David, and
brought to terms Herakleia, Amastris, all the surrounding territory and the
small towns,
Once again my narrative proposes to tell of events in the west. But
in order that my story be intelligible to all, a few things must be said
by way of introduction, At the time when the Emperor Isaac ruled Constanti-
nople, his wife being deceased, he married the previously mentioned Hungari-
an woman, the daughter of thc ruler of Hungary. Since a wedding was to take
place, and. an imperial one at that, the expenses were, of necessity, consi-
derable. Therefore, sheep, swine, and oxen were collected. from every pro-
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vince of the Roman Empire. Now the lands of the Bulgarians raise these
animals on a greater scale than other places and so more animals were
sought from that area. From the beginning the Bulgarian people had.
violated. their treaties with the Romans and caused many wars, enslave-
ments, conquests of cities and. countless other terrible deeds, and these
over a period of many years. Finally they were subjugated. by the Emperor
Basil, whom legend named. the Bulgaralayer because of this. The race paid
tribute to the Romans until the time of the Emperor Isaac and it used this
incident as an excuse to plot rebellion. A man by the name of Asen arose
and., having subject;ed the whole area between the Haimos and. the later,
ruled. over the territory as Emperor. He caused the Romans a great deal of
trouble. For the Bulgarians, having the Scythians as allies, worked. many
terrible deeds against the Roman land.. The Emperor Isaac, greatly vexed
by this, took the whole Roman army with him and. marched out against them.
Following the coast, he passed through the city of Mesembria and reached.
the Haimos. Asen, with his army, entered. the small fortress whose name is
Strinavos. The Emperor Isaac pitched tent there and laid. siege to the
Bulgarians but he was outwitted by them. For one of the Bulgarians, pre-
tending to be a fugitive, went to the Emperor and informed him of the
approach of the Scythians. The Emperor, terrified by the report;, arose
and. left, even though he would have captured the fortress on the following
day. He did not leave by the road on which he had coma but, deceived.
the Bulgarian, he had. decided. to go by the supposedly quicker way. The
Bulgarians then swooped down on him as he was passing through a defile,
destroyed the entire army and stripped. it of all its baggage, including the
Emperor' s own. Many Romans fell; the survivors along with the Emperpr were
stripped bare and were few indeed. Henceforth the Bulgarian people were
puffed up with pride for they gained much booty from the Romans and even
the most valuable of the Emperor' s trappings. They took the Emperor' a
'pyramids', special bowls, a great amount of money, and. the imperial cross
itself. One of the priests tossed it aside but after a short time it was
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found in the river. It was made of gold. but it had. at its centre
a piece of the Holy Wood on which the Lord. Christ was nailed, formed
in the shape of a cross with many small compartments in which there
were relics of the most illustrious martyrs, the milk of the other
of Cod, a piece of Her Cirdle and many other remains of the holy.
The Emperor Isaac fled. to Constantinople like a refugee.
XII. Henceforth th9 Rornans had a great deal of trouble from the
Bulgarians. Yet even when the Emperor Isaac was blinded by his
brother Alexios and the latter had. seized. the sceptre of Roman im-
perial power, there were many wars between the Romans and the Bul-
earians in the area of Philippoupolis and. Beroe. It was there that
the protostrator Kammytzes was captured in battle by Bulgarians when
John, the brother of Asen, was ruler. For Asen had two brothers of
whom one was called Peter, the other John. He kept John by his side
but Peter he ordered to rule over a portion [of land] which he cut off
from his own domain. Creat Presthlava, Provatous and the area around
them were given to Peter by his brother Asen as his own inheritance,
whence till his day these are called 'Peter's territory'. When Asen
had ruled over the Bulgarian people as Emperor for nine years, he was
murdered by his first—cousin Ivanko who inmie&iately fled. Then John,
&zen' & brother, reigned over the people because the Bulgarians did not
want Peter for their ruler and John, Asen's son, had. not yet come of
age.
XIII. When this John was given the title of Emreror of the Bulgarians,
he was the cause of many evils for the Romans but fortunately, for the
Italians as well. For he was Emperor of the Bulgarians at the time Con-
stantinople was conquered. Now when the Italians had subjected. all of
Macedonia under the direction of Baldwin, the first[ of them ho exercise
imperial rule in Constantinople, they sent word to Adranople that it
should submit to them.
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For the Emperor of the Bulgarians, John, had. just seized Philippoupolis
and had enslaved. many of the Roinans there. Since the citizens of Adri-
anople were not willing to become subject to the Italians, the Italians
went out against them, the Emperor Baldwin himself with them, as wefl as
the representative of the Doge of Venice in Constantinople. Then the
Adrianopolitans were greatly distressed.. They aent to the Emperor of
the Bulgarians, John, asking him to join them and deliver them from the
impending danger. He readily accepted., taking Scythians with him; since
he could not fight the Latins in the open, he chose to outwit them by
strategems. He positioned. himself some way from Adrianople and. sent
the Scythians to use Scythian tactics against the Italians. Now the
Italians have the custom of riding on towering horses whose bodies are
covered with coats of mail; therefore they charge poitderously at their
adversary. But the Scythians, who are more lightly armed, assault their
opponents more freely. The Ita:ians were caught completely unawares by
the Scythians and were conquered, with the result that even the Emperor
Baldwin was captured. by them and led. off in chains to the Emperor of the
Bulgarians, John. They say that after he was slaughtered., his head. served
as a goblet for the barbarian, having been cleaned. of its contents and en-
crusted. witxi ornament all around. However, the Adrianopolitans did. not
immediately realise what had happened; for if they had., they would. have gone
out of the city and. plundered the Italians' tents. But those Italians who
survived lit bright torches in their tents, thus giving the citizens the
impression that they were present; they then fled in the middle of the night
to Constantinople. When the inhabitants of Adrianople realised this early
in the morning, they plundered whatever was left in the tents. Then the
Emperor of the Bulgarians set out to become master of the city in accordance
with the promises of the Adrianopolitans, but they denied this. Angered
by their deceitfulness, the Emperor of the Bulgarians determined to besiege
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them. But the Bulgarians are completely unskilled, at besieging, for
they neither know how to set up siege towers r.or can they understand
axy of the things capable of besieginj . And. so the Emporor of the
Bulgarians departed. from there and since ho had nothing to stop him—
for the Italians had been utterly ruined and there was no one else to
oppose him - ho overran the whole of lacedonia. He acquired a great
deal of booty, enslaving the cities to a man and levelling them. His
intention was that the Romana might never be able to effect a recovery
of their cities. And so he razed Philippoupolia, a marvellous cty
situated by the Hebros, and then all the other cities, Hera3cleia, Panion,
Rhaedestos, Charioupolis, Traianoupolis, Macre, Klaudioupolis, 1osynou-
polis, Peritheorion and. many others which it is not necessary to enumerate.
He took the people from there and settled them by the banks of the later,
giving the settlements the names of those very enslaved towns and cities.
He did this, he said, in revenge for the evils which the Emperor Basil had
worked against the Bulgarians and he said that since the latter was called
Bulgaralayer, he named himself Romanslayer. He went as far as Thessalonike
and. died there of pleurisy, although some said that his death was caused by
divine wrath. For it seemed to him that an armed man appeared to him in kis
sleep and. struck his side with a sword. It was certainly true that evils
such as those [wrought] by him had never befallen the Roman Empire, so that
an epithet was given to him which included the word. 'dog'; he was known to
all as Skyloioannes. For, since he had von over the Scythians and developed
family ties with them, he shared their way of life which was of a most 'be-
stial nature, and so delighted in the murder of Romans. When he died, his
sister's son, Boril by name, took to wife his Scythian aunt and became master
of the Bulgarian Empire. Someone secretly abducted the son of Asen, John,
who was still underage, and it was said that he had made for the Scythin.
So much far the affairs of the Bulgarians. The account wilL relate the se-
quel to this at the appropriate time.
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XIV. Michael, whom the account has already mentioned. as ruling over
Epiros and. a part of the land. of the Bomans, had three brothers, Con-
stantine, Theodore and Manuel. T heodore was with the Emperor of the
Romans, Theodore Laskaris, serving him like the rest of the Romans.
Michael appealed to the Emperor Theodore to send his brother to him
because he did not yet have a child of age or even a legitimate son
- for Michael, about whom we shall speak later, was his son by a
concubine - and he feared an untimely d.ea,th; for he knew his other
brothers were unfit to rule. The Emperor sent Theodore to hi bro-
ther Michael, although he first made him confirm with oaths that he
would keep his pledge of faithful service to him and to those who
ruled over the Roman Empire after him. And so he went and joined his
brother Michael. But not long after, Michael was murdered by one of his
servants at night as he was sleeping in bed with his wife; Romaios was
the murderer' s name. Theodore then succeeded to his brother' & power,
having his brothers Constantine and Manuel [beside him]. As he was de-
termined to rule, he greatly increased his realm. For he acquired not a
little land. from the Italians and much from the Bulgarians. He made
Thessaly, Ochrid, Prilep, Albanon and. Dyrrachion istelf subject to him.
It was at Dyrrachion that he bravely routed Peter who with a large army
had gone there and had made himself master of it, on his way to Constan-
tinople from Italy where he had just been proclaimed Emperor by the Pope.
This Peter was the brother—in—law of the first of the Lat ins to rule as
Emperor, Baldwin, and Henry after him, through their sister who was called
lolanda. Peter had three children by her, Philip, Robert and. Baldwin.
Robert and. Baldwin ruled over the city of Constantinop] as Emperor,s while
their eldest brother Philip yielded his claim to imperial power to Robert.
They had sisters as well; the Emperor Theodore married one of them, Maria.
As I said, Theodore took his own army and set out against Peter, who had
cone a short way beyond Dyrrachion and had entered the rough terrain of
Albanon, Then Theodore Komnenos' men overwhelmed the Latin army so that
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all, to a man, were made captives with their baggage and. the Emperor
Peter himself was put to the sword. This was a great help to the
Romans at the time.
XT. But my narrative returns once again to the Emperor Theodore Laskari.s.
As I said, he had three daughters by his wife Anna, Eirene, Maria and.
Eudokia. Maria, the second of his daughters, he offered in marriage to
the son of the King of iungary when the latter was passing through his
[Teoore s ] territory from Jerusalem. Their first daughter Eirene he
joined in marriage to Andronjkos Palaiologos and. he gave him the honour
of Despot. Not long after, the Despot Palaiologos died, some said from
a condition caused by love, and the Emperor took on as his son—in—law
John Doukas whose surname was Batatzes. He was from Didymoteichon and
exercised the office of protovestiarites. Now, since the Empress Anna
had died a while ago, the Emperor took to wife an Armenian woman. But
as he was displeased with her, he sent her back to her native land of
Cilicia and married the sister of the Emperor of the Italians; he was
called Robert, as I said, and. he succeeded his uncle Henry, This Henry
was the cause of many wars with the Emperor Theodore and, he subjected
many cities and. tbwns of the Romans. For he was brave and easily roused
to battle, and. saw that the Roman state was humiliated, especially from
the time when the Emperor Theodore killed the Sultan. For at that time
the Frankish troops n Theodore's service were døstroyed; he had relied
on them in hi battles against their fellow countrymen and the Emperor
Henry had feared them. For many of them were renowned both for their a
ancestry and for their natural valour. For this reason, some say, when
the Emperor Henry heard. about the Emperor' a victory he remarked, 'Laskaris
was defeated, not victorious' • But so that I do Anot prolong the account
of the story too much, I need only say this in order to finish with the
entire matter. Henry managed to pitch his tents as far as Nymphaion it-
self, with no one to prevent him, and at that point he turned back
partly because he was satiated by his acquisitions and partlybe-
cause he desired a truce (for the Latin race never was capable of
much endurance in battle) and he cane to terms with the Emperor
Theodore. It was agreed that all of Kiminas (this is what the
mountain near Achyraous is called) and. Achyraouz itself would be
controlled by the Franks, while Kalamos (KaJ.aznos is the village from
which the theme of Neokastra begins) was to remain unoccupied, and
the lands beyond. would be controlled by the Emperor Theodore. These
were Neokastra, Kelbianon, Chliara, Pergamon, and. Magid.ia and Opsikia
lying to the side, Yet another region belonged to the Emperor Theo-
dore: the territory starting from Lopadion and. including Prousa and.
Nicaea. This is the way things were for the Emperor Theodore.
XVI. Henry, even though a Frank by birth, behaved. quite graciously to the
the Roman inhabitants of Constantinople. He ranked. many of them among
his magnates, others[ he enrolled] among his soldiers, while he treated.
the populace as his own people. When he conquered. the Roman towns of
Lentiana and oimanenon and. found. warlike men who acted in a brave spirit,
he welcomed. them as a god-send. For in the town of Lentiana not only dad.
lack of water parch those guarding it but hunger forced them to eat the
leather from their shields and. saddles. Furthermore, when a large section
of the wall collapsed before the siege towers, they guarded it for forty
days by the aid. of a great fire, taking turns to stoke the flames with
wood.. Consequently, when the town was taken, not one of these men was
released except the Emperor's brother and. Dermokaftes whovas the appointed.
leader of the anxor and. Andronikos Palaiologos whom, as the account just
mentioned., the Emperor took as a husband for his daughter Eirene. All
the rest Fnry assembled and drew up into companies, assigning to them
officers of their own race. He ordered. aeorgo Theophilopoulos to super-
vise them all and he entrusted them with the defence of the eastern districts.
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XVII. While this Henry ruled Constantinople, the Pope dispatched to
the Queen of Cities a Bishop (vihom they also cal]. a legate) by the
name of Pelagius, who had. all the privileges of the Pope. For he wore
slippers dyed red. and clothes of the same colour; his horse' s wrapper
and reigns were also dyed with this colour. Sirn a he was haughty and
truculent he wrought many terrible deeds upon the inhabitants of Con-
stantinople. But how reasonable his pretext was; for he was compelling
all to subordinate themselves to the yoke of the Elder flome. As a re-
sult monks were gaoled, priests were fettered and every church shut
down. There were two choices in this matter: one either acknowledged
the Pope as First Bishop and commemorated. him in the holy services or
died. for not paying this mark of respect. This depressed the inhabi-
tants of Constantinople and especially the magnates. They went to the
Emperor Henry and. said,
We are of another race and. have another Bishop; we have subjected.
ourselves to your authority so that you rule our bodies but certain-
ly not our spirits and souls. It is of necessity that we fight for
you in war bu't it is utterly impossible that we should be deprived.
of our beliefs and practices. Either deliver us from the evils which
are at hand, or let us go as free men to live among our own kind.
This .s what thez said and since he was not willing to lose so maror
good people, he opened the churches and freed. those who were confined
•in prison, monks and priests, against the wish of the said. legate, and
he calmed the tempest which had Constantinople in its ip at that time.
any of the monks who left Constantinople joined. the Emperor Theodore and.
by his command monasteries were given to them as a refuge. Some of the
priests who went to Nicaea joined the Patriarchal clergy; those who took
pleasure in holy places lived. their lives as they wished. And it was in
this maimer that these things came to pass under the then reigning Emper-
or of Constantinople, Henry.
* Constantinople: see E. Fenster, Laudes Constantinopolitanae (Munich, 1968),
2O-51..
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XVIII • When he died, his sister' a son Robert dealt with affairs
ineffectually, It was this man' a sister whom the Emperor took to
wife. Not many years later, since the Emperor of Constantinople,
Robert, had. not yet married, the Emperor determined to do something
unlawful; he chose to make him his son-in-law by marriage to his
daughter Eudokia, This became a source of contention between Manuel,
who was the Patriarch at the time, and. the Emperor, for the former
could not at all consent to such a lawless union. But the Emperor
did not manage to realise his wish. He had not yet sent her to Con
stantinople, but was making the preparations when he died, leaving
his imperial power to his son-in-law John Doukas. For he did not
have a male child who was of age. The son he had had. by the Empress
Anna had. since died, while his son by the Armenian woman was eight
years old. when his father the Emperor died. Since, then, he was with-
out any grown male offspring, his son-in-law inherited his imperial
power. When his life came to an end, the Emperor Theodore Laskaris
was more than forty-five years old. but less than fifty, having ruled
as Emperor for eighteen years. He was small in body but not too much
so, quite dark skinned, with a flowing beard forked at the end., and
slightly asymmetrical eyes. He was fierce in battle but a prey to his
temper and. sexual pleasures. Most generous with gifts, he would give
much gold. to whomever he wished, so that these people became wealthy
overnight. He endured. much hardship in battles both against the Ital-
ians and. the Persians. He made a beginning for the Roman Empire, for
which the Romans owe him much gratitude. His corpse was laid. to £rest
in the monastery of Hyakinthos. The Emperor Alexios was also buried
there as was the Empress Anna, his wife.
XLC. As I said, after his death, John Doukas, his son-in-law, took hold
of the Roman sceptre and was crowned by the Patriarch Manuel who succeeded.
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Maximos. For after the death of the Patriarch Michael, Theodore
Eirenikos, also called Kopas by many, was established on the pa-
triarchal throne; he looked after women and was in turn cared for
by them. For it was nothing other than this whxh raised him to
such an eminence. After six months he died end Manuel ascended the
patriarchal throne, a philosopher, as it proved, in fact and. by repu-
tation.
XX. Now the account turns again to the affairs of the Bulgarians.
The first Emperor of the Bulgarians, Asen, had two sons, John and
Alexander. When the aforementioned Boril ruled. ov-er the Bulgarians
as Emperor, Asan' s son John fled and made for t1 lands of the
Russians and he stayed there a long time. C-athering about him some
of the Russian hordes he claimed. his paternal inheritance; he fought
against Boril, defeated him and. gained control of soma considerable
territory. BorU. withdrew inside Trnovo and. was besieged. within its
walls for seven years. When h33 companions grew weary, they surren-
dered. to John Asen. Boril was captured while fleeing arid was blinded
by John, It was in this way that John gained control over all Bul-
garia. So much for Bulgarian affairs.
XXI. Theodore Komnenos, whom t narrative mentioned a short while ago,
was not willing to remain in his proper station but assumed imperial
status when he gained. control of Thessalonike and. subjected. much of the
land of the Roman Empire held. by the Italians and even that conquered by
the Bulgarians. He donned the purple and. wore red. slippers but the Metro-
politan of Thessalonike, Constantine Mesopotaxnites, opposed. him most firm-
ly in this matter and he [ Theodore I subjected him to much maltreatment and
to banishment for upholding canonical practice. But the Archbishop of
Bulgaria, Demetrios, crowned. him with the imperial diadem since, as he
said, he was autonomous and responsible to no one and. for this reason had.
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the authority to anoint as Emperor whomever he wished, wherever and
wlienever[he wished]. When Theodore was proclaimed Emperor, he dealt
with matters imperially: ho appointed Despots and sebastokratOr$,
megaloi domestikoi, protovostiarii and all the rest of the court
hierarchy. However, as he was by nature unsuited to the institu-
tions of imperial power, he handled matters in a Bulgarian or, rather,
barbarian fashion for he understood nothing about order or protocol
or the ancient customs which have been establisiied. in the imperial
palaces. This man opposed the Emperor John to no small degree. For
the Emperor consented that he take the second place in the Empire and.
have control of his own territories and. be in no other way subject to
him. But he stubbornly refused.
XXII. Now the Emperor John had not been in power long when he realised
that the Roman Empire was in straitened circumstances. Since he was not
content to rule over next to. nothing, after two years had. passed., he
fought with the Italians. A powerful Latin army was assembled, at whose
head fought the brothers of the Emperor Theodore, the sebastokrators
Alexios and Isaac. At the time of their brother 's death they had planned
to flee to Constantinople, taking with them his daughter Eudokia. But they
failed. in this objective and had to leave as fugitives [without her]
Battle was joined in the district of Poimanenon where the church of t1a
Archangel ichael stands. At first most of the Romans were nearly defeated
but the Emperor himself with a very few men accomplished a total victory,
winning completely. For he too's. hold. of a spear and hurled. it at the enemy,
displaying a brave spirit in that war which had not gone unnoticed pre-
viously. This victory greatly enlarged the Roman Empire while it contri-
buted to the contraction and collapse of that of the Italians. The Em-
peror took their leaders prisoner in this battle but also the Laskaris
brothers whom he blinded, having established their guilt. Others were
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put to the sword while those wh o had not taken part In the battle fell
victims to their own cowardice. The company of Italians that was then
besieging the fortress of Serres which was held by Theodore Komnenos
led when they heard. of this defeat of their compatriots, leaving
Serres free. For they had come close to capturing It outright. Thence
forth the possessions of the Italians were dispersed. hither and thither
In the east as well as the west and hemmed in by powerful adversaries,
the Emperor John and Theodore Komnenos, also called Emperor, and their
fortunes began to decline. Immediately after he had defeated the Italians
in that place, the Emperor John laid siege to the Roman fortresses wh'ch
they controlled and. conquered these without any help. For up to a point
those in the fortresses resisted. However, since the Emperor conducted
long sieges and these out of season - for he led his offensives not in
p
spring, summer or late autumn but in the middle of winter - setting up
siege towers and. battering down battlements, those within succumbed;
some surrendered, buying their lives with oaths; some fell in battle and
others were taken prisoner. Poimanenon, Lentiana, Charioros, Berbeniakon
were conquered by the Emperor. Indeed, the Emperor John fought the Latins
in all kinds of ways: he built galleys and stationed. them around the flelles-
pont in a place which is called Holkos. And he gave them a great deal of
trouble; he set out against the west and plundered their lands, sacking
the city of Madyt and. Kallioupolis and. all the coastal areas subject to
the Italians.
XXIII. While the Emperor John was engaged. in these affairsand was fighting
the Italians full force both on land and sea, a plot was hatched against
him. The man who set it up was the Emperor's first cousin, Andrordkos
Nestongos. This man set no value on the bond. of kinship and broke the tie
of friendship, plotting insurrection against his first cousin the Emperor,
with his brother Isaac and not a few other notables as accomplices: Phlamou -
les whom the Erneror had appointment egas hetaireiarches, Tarchaneiotes,
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Synadenos, his brother-in-law Stasenos, akrenos, and. a great number of
others. But the plot was in the hatching for many days and the Emperor
escaped. He learned about it while he was in Lampsakos. Thereupon, he
destroyed the galleys with fire to prevent their falling into the hands
of the Italians and judging the internal war to be of more consequence
than the external one, he left and went to the area of Achyraous where
he made an investigatiov into the plot. All the conspirators were liable
to the death] penalty. But the Emperor applied the law leniently and
sentenced Alexios Nestongos, as well as Maicrenos, to blinding and. waputa-
tion of the hand. For it was exposed that oftenbehind. thc Emperor's
back,he had wished to draw lus sword and inflict a mortal wound. He sub-
jected others to minor punishments. The majority he let go after having
confined them in prison for a time but the master-mind, of the plot, the
one who longed after the imperial office, Andronikos Nestongos, he con-
fined. in the fortress of Magnesia; to such a degree did the bond of affec-
tion prevent the Emperor from harming him. He escaped a short time later,
some said by the wish of the Emperor who ordered that he go free and.
planned that he steal his freedom in this way. Fleeing by night, he sought
refuge in the lana of the Muslims and lived there until the end of his life.
From then on the Emperor acted more cautiously in his affairs and. did. not
show his former openness but surrounded himself with sentinels and guards
who watched. his subjects dar and night. The Empress Eirene in particular
attended to these matters for she had a masculine character and. confronted
everyone in a most regal manner.
XXIV. Since the I talians wished to come to terms they also ceded the town
of Pegai to the Empercr. And. so the Emperor John made peace with them.
The Latins surrendered to him all the territory towards the south while
they kept in their possession the land to the north which neighbou.red. on
Constantinople and that which was near Nicomedia. But something else
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happened before this. The inhabitants of Adrianople sent an embassy
to the Emperor to dispatch an al-my to them and free them from the
hands of the Italians. He sent the protostrator lees with an army;
John Kanmytzee accompanied him. They crossed the Hellespont, travelled
th.xugh Macedonia and arrived at Adrianople; when they had. entered the
city they took up residence there. It was the hope of the Emperor John
to gain control of the surrounding area as well, by this means. But
Theodore Komnenos, whom the account recently mentioned., was in possession
of al]. the nearby territory except for the Rhodope mountains (also called.
Achridos), its towns, and Melenikon. Over these Sthlavoz ruled, a kins-
man of the Emperor Asen, who was made Despot by the Emperor of 0onstantino-
pie, Henry, and whose illegitimate daughter he married. To draw the account
out a little, this Sthlavos, upon obtaining the fortress of Melenikon,
strong and. impregnable to practically all invaders, was independent and
subject to none of the surrounding rulers. Sometimes he was an ally of
the Italians, siding with them because of his relationship by marriage;•
at other times he allied himself with t1 Bulgarians, conscious of belong
-
ing to the same race as them; at other times with Theodore Komnenos. He
was never subordinate to anyone nor had dealings with anyone in good faith
and agreement. After his wife's death he married the daughter of PetaJ.i-
phas, brcther to Theodore Komnenos' wife, about whom the account will speak
later on. As I said, except for tth lands subject to this Sthlavos, every-
thing was under the control of heodore Komnenos. When Mosynoupolis, Xari-
theDa end Gratianoupolis itself were his, he crossed over the mountain of
Stageira, which most people cal] Makre, and overran the lands beyond th?
Hebros, finding everything unguarded and unfortified. Then he went to
Didymoteichon also and not long afterwas recognised as Emperor of those
places. When he arrived at Adrianople he found within it the said. lees,
the protostrator, and Kammytzes, with the army of the Emperor John. Be-
guiling the inhabitants with false promises that he would make them very
wealthy and raise them above other Romans, he persuaded them to expel the
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arimj of the Emperor nd to admit him • Then the protostrator Ises and
Kammytzes were led, out with their anry on oaths that no one would.
be harmed. in ary way. As they were leaving, the protostrator did
not see Theodore Kgneo - for this had been agreed upon - but
when Kamxnytzes chanced to see him, he did. not dismount or make obe-
isance to him as to an Emperor. Theodore Komnenos was indignant at
this for he wanted all Romans to consider him their Emperor, now
that he was proclaimed Emperor, and he showered abuse on the man and.
all but hit him. This became an occasion for Kaizmytzes to win dis-
tinction in the Emperor's eyes. For as soon as they crossed. the Helles-
pont and went to the Emperor, Kammytzes was given the honour of megas
hetaireiarches because of it.
When Theodore Komnenos gained control of Adrianople as well, he
gave the Italians a great deal of trouble. He overran efl. their holdings
and. went as far as Bizye itself, took possession of the area outside the
town, plundered. a great deal•from there, an went as far as the very gates
of Constantinople, greatly intimidating the Latins. It was then that
Anseim of Cahieu, who was married to the daughter of the Emperor Theodore
Laskaris, was wounded. in the neck by an arrow from one of Theodore Komne-
nos' men. The wound appeared. to be fatal but he was cured. byE the skill
of] the doctors. From that time on, however, his voice was rather hoarse
and he found it difficult to turn his neck.
XXV. Since, then, Theodore Koinnenos increased. his power in this manner,
he became a neighbour of the Bulgarians and made an agreement with the
Emperor of' the Bulgarians John Asen (whom the account recently mentioned.
as ruling over the lands of the Bulgarians as Emperor after Boril) and. he
established relations with him, taking for his brother }anuel .Aen' s ille-
gitimate daughter. However, Theodore Angelos broke his agreement with John
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Asen - since he was arrogant and. undisciplined, not only in amperia.
affairs but also general:Ly in afl. his public affairs, and often trans-
grosSed his oaths and broke his truce with his neighbours - and. set
out against the Bulgarians with a large arxrr which he had. assembled,
composed of Xtouians and Italians. Passing through Adriunople, ho
marched around the area of the upper Hebros, desiring to provoke war
with the Bulgarians. But he was really asking for his own destruction.
For he thought that the Bulgarians would. cower at the first attack of
his army and would not put up any fight. However, the Bulgarians did.
not respond in this way. John Asen, taking more courage in Theoaore
Angelos' perjury and treaty-violations than in his own forces, gathered.
a small auxiliary force of Scythians, not even a thousand. in number, and.
boldly went to battle. Some say that he hung on his military standard
Theodore's written oath, The armies met somewhere near the banks of the
Hebros - they call the place Klokotnitza. And., to make a long story short,
Theodore was completely defeated 'by t1 Bulgarians and Scythians and he
was captured by the enemy while not a few of his relations, officials and
elite troops and. all their possessions, became booty for the Bulgarians.
Asen was kind1y disposed towards the majority of the defeated. and even freed
the common people and the rabble and. sent them to their villages and cities,
ostensibly to be kind but probably also doing what was expedient for him.
For he planned to be master of these men by making them defect from the
Roman Empire. And, he was successful. 'Thon he marched out against them
immediately afterwards, they all went over to him wthout bloodshed..
Adrianople became subject to him and nearby Didymoteichon, then all of
Boleron, Serres, Pelagonia and Prilep and. the surrounding area. He over-
ran Great Viachia but also gained possession of Elbanon and plundered as
far as Illyrkon. %then he had accomplished xnobt of what he had. resolved.
to do I and had arranged affairs to his liking, he returned to his own
lands, leaving some of the fortresses to be ruled 'by Romans but subjecting
xnost{ of them ]to his own authority, appointing to them soldiers and generals
9i1.
and, those who collect the public taxes. At that time he seemed to
everyone to be both admirable and. good. For he did. not use the
sword on his own people nor was he stained by the deaths of Romans,
as were the preceeding rulers of the Bulgarians. Therefore he was
regarded with affection not only by Bulgarians but also by Romans
and other peoples.
XXVI. As the account related, when Theodore Angelos became Asen'
booty along with the rest of his kinsmen and. eminent men, he was
imprisoned by him but was treated well for the most part. And this
was so for a long time. But when it was discovered that hr
attempting revolution in his own country, Asen blinded him. His
brother, anuel Angelos, who had been honoured 'by Theodore with
the despotic rank, fled. when the Roman arny was routed and went to
the area of Thessalonike. Having the title of Despot, he was master
of this city and the area around it and authenticated. his documents
with signatures in red. One of the ambassadors sent to him by the
Emperor John remarked. mockingly that the hymn sung to Christ would.
be even more appropriate 'to you the Emperor and. Lord' • Prom that
time on 1anuel Angelos was in control of the towns and. cities in the
western regions which had. been left[ unconquered.) . For on the whole
he was not troubled. by the Bulgarians since he shared. his bed with
Asen's illegitimate daughter.
XXVII. But let the historical narrative return again to the Latins in
Constantinople. As we related earlier, since Robert, whom the people in
Constantinople had as their Emperor (as the account mentioned) died when
he reached Euripos, leaving his b-other Baldwin who was still underage,
thoy[ the Constantinopolitans] sent an embassy to John, the titular King
of Jerusalem - who boasted a great reputation for his military strate-
gems and surpassed. his contemporaries both in strength of arm and. in
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stature - that he might come to them and. be proclaimed. Emperor of
Constantinople and. rule as Emperor over the people in the city.
He would make Baldwin, whom they intended to be his heir, his son—in-
law for he had, a small daughter. After the King's death - he was
very old, about eighty years old or more 	 (I saw this man myself and
was greatly impressed. by his size; he surpassed. a13. others by far in
every dimension, 'both in height and breadth) - Baldwin, having
matured by then, would rule over them. The King agreed to the embassy's
proposals and arrived at Constantinople, making the journey 'by sea. For
he did. not have enough men to go overland. 'Ithert he reached Constantinople
he was not agreeable to going out and taking the initiative in battle.
For it was known that the Emperor John was a most experienced. commander,
methodical in battles against enemies. Therefore, he came to regret the
undertaking and. that he had assumed the task in the first place. He used
to declare that those who said. that he would oocup territories whose
Emperor did. not know how to govern them, misunderstood the situation,
if indeed they believed this to be so and. were not deliberately provoking
him for their own purposes. For he was right in thinking arid saying that
if the Emperor John had ten such lands to rule he *ould. know how to govern
and rule them as Emperor and preserve them from the enemy. And. so, either
because of this or because he had determined to enjoy himself to the full
among the delights of Constantinople, he spent two years within the city.
Only then did. he prepare galleys and,aesembling the strongest army he had,
set out against the east. He was anchored. at the port of Lampsakos just
at the time when the Emperor John was returning from his battle against
the Caesar abalas, whom he had fought because of his rebellion.
XXVIII. When the Emperor was encamped in the area of Stadeia he assigned
the troops and their generals to Andronikos Palaiologos (who was rnegas
domestikos and about whom I oke a little earlier) and. dispatched. him to
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the island of Rhodes with sufficient galleys and other ships to try
to attack the rebel with greater strength and inflict damage on him
with all the methods of strategy he knew. When this had occurred and
the affair concerning the Caesar was going according to the Emperor
John's intention, he heard that the King was to leave Constantinople
with the plan of sling to Lampsakos, disembarking there and fighting
the Romans. Then the mperor left for Lampsakos with those men he
happened to have with him - these were few since most of the army
had gone home, worn out by the battle and the winter - and he en-
camped in the area of Sigrene.
XXIX. It was at that time also that my parents sent me from Oonstanti-
nople to the Emperor. I was sixteen and had just completed my general
education, oommonLy known as'grinmr' 1y father had planned for me to
slip away from the hands of the Latins secretly, for he was very much
in their power, both because of his heavy expenses and their liberality
[to him] • In addition, the fact that he had a large staff around him,
children and. serrants, male and female, was no small impediment to him.
But it was his intention at the time that when the opportunity arose he
would take a risk in leaving (if this should be necessary) and carry out
his plan. It was for this reason that he sent me ahead to the Emperor.
But a serious illness prevented him [from following]. He became half-
dead, shrivelled to nearly half his size and. died after two years in whieli
he was confined to bed.	 I was left in the palace, a beneficiary of
imperial charity.
XXX. As we said, when the King John, who was also called Emperor of
Constantinople, arrived at Lampsakos, he anchored his ships near a place
called Holkos. But since the Emperor John ws not accompanied by an army
sufficient to block the other's disembarkment (for the reason which I
mentioned), he hindered the movements of the enemy by tactical means with
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the few men he had. Then the Latins and. their King John disembarked
and marched along the coast but they were not able to go any farther
away from their ships since the Emperor followed them closely, making
counter moves, and. was able to restrain his adversary with a very small
force. The Emperor proceeded along the foot of the mountain, the Etal-
ians along the shore. When they had spent a short time in the Emperor's
coastal. area (four months had. not yet passed) and they had. covered a
short distance(they went from Lainpsakos to Kenchreai), causing little or
no destruction (for the Emperor managed to salvage all the provisions by
taking them to higher ground), they left for the town of Pegai, having
captured only one fortress, which is called. Keramnidas and is situated
near the mountains of Cyzicus. They had. their ships ready to sail back
to Constantinople and they might have departed full of shame and. [a
sense of ] loss, if they had not mastered. the town of Pegai by fraud..
For one man, an agile rock-climber, found a patliby which he led some
armed Latins up to the acropolis at night. These men suddenly attacked
the sentries, killed them and took the town. This intimidated the Romans
for a short time, for the city was full of good. and worthy men who were
among the most distinguished of soldiera but the Emperorts resourcefulness
and military ability shook the Romnans out of their cowardice and struck
terror into the .Latins, checking their iatural lan and the aggressiveness
which had arisen in them as a rsu1t of their conquests. And so they
returned to Constantinople having accomplished little or nothing, as I said.
XXXI. As the Emperor John was adept at finding means to look after his
own in critical times (more explanation is required of this) and to re-
strain his adversary, he found. a way of fulfilling bothi requirements ]
so that his own hand could. be
 strengthened by both. Since he had a son
by tha Empress Eirerie (named. after his grandfather, the Emperor Theodore
Lasktri) who was eleven years old at the time, and Anon had a little
daughter Helen, nine years old, by his Hungarian wife, the Emperor sent
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an embassy to the ruler of the Bulgarians, Asen, suggesting the be-
trothal of the children, a family relationship between the men and.
their mutual comradeship and. support. Asen received the embassy and.
an agreement was drawn up and oaths taken upon it.
XXXII. It was at that time that I was captivated by love of the mathe-
inatical sciences and. higher education in letters. Putting everything
[ else ]aside, at the Emperor's wish, I offered. myself at the gates of
instruction in logic with other young men. Theodore Hexapterygos was
our teacher. When we assembled before the Emperor he said, directing
his words towards me,
I have taken them [the young men] from Nicaea and. handed them over
to the school but you I have taken from my own home and sent you
off together with them to be taught. Demonstrate, then, that you
have indeed come from my home and. exert yourself in your studies.
For if you were to become a soldier by occupation, you would have
a living from my Majesty, or perhaps a. little more because of your
distinguished family. But if you show yourself to be a man filled
with love of learning, you may be deemed worthy of 'ea.t honours
and. rewards. For the Emperor and the philosopher are the most
highly renowned of all men.
Thus, I left the palace and. went and. placed myself - I was then nearly
seventeen - in the hands of the instructor. He was, as I said, Hexap-
terygos, a wan not very learned in the mathematical sciences, but a
good speaker, having spent a long time in rhetorical studies and. having
been trained in skilful expression, for which he was much renowned. Then
he died., after he had. elucidated poetry for us and. had taught the art of
expression, I and those who were completing the study of logic with me,
went to Nikephoros Blemmyd.es, whom we all then knew to be more accomplished
than others in philosophical sciences. So muc'h about me for the time being.
Let the account once again take up where it left off.
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XXXIII. As I said. before, when the treaty of cooperation had been
arranged between both Emperors, I mean the Emperor John Doukas and
the ruler of the Bulgarians, John Asen, the Emperor went ahead and.
occupied Lampsakos and crossed over to Ka].lioupoJ.is with his own
forces. After he had. set up siege towershe made war on the town
and. conquered. it in a short time, recovering it from the hands of
the Venetians. After this Asen arrived at Kallioupolis with his
wife, 1aria of Hungary, and his daughter Helen. He met with the
Emperor there and both men negotiated with a view to friendship.
However, he { Asen J did not cross the Hel].espont but remained, in the
region of Kallioupolis. Taking his [Asen's] wife and daughter Helen,
the Emperor John made the crossing to Lampsakos - the Empress Eirene
was there - and they concluded. the betrothal of the children with the
Patriarch Cermanos officiating at the divine service. It was at that
time too that the Archbishop of Trnovo, who was subject to the Patriarch
of Constantinople, was honoured. with autononj and it was approved. by im-
perial and. synod.aJ. ordinance that he be proclaimed Patriarch, a favour
bestowed by the authorities on the ruler of the BuJ..garia.n;Asen,because
of the family ties and. the friendly relationship[that had. been establihed,l.
Therefore, when everything relating to such matters had. been
accomplished., the Empress Eirene accompanied her son and. daughter—in—law
to the eastern territories and Asens wife returned to her home .. But
the Emperor John and. Asen, with their own forces accompanying them, together
overran the western territory which was subject to the Latins. They took
*
much booty, reducing everything to a Scythian desert, as the saying goes,
and they divided the towns and territory between themselves, according to
their sworn agreements. Since Kallioupolis had 'been captured 'by the Emperor
before he was joined by Asen, it became subject to the Emperor; likewise
* See the Corpus Paroe'niographorum lraecorum I, edd.. E.L. Leutsch, R. Schnei-
dowin (Hildeshoim, 1958), 2nd edn.,
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Madyta and the whole of the Chersonesos, as it is called. The Emperor
also captured the fortress of Kissos and set his boundaries as far as
the river which is popularly known as the Maritza. In addition, he
gained, possession of the Ganos mountain on which he built a fortress;
p
he dispatched Nicholas Kotertzes to guard it and to give trouble to
the Latins in Tzourou].oa • The man had. been tested by many battles
and. was so highly esteemed that everyone was of the opinion that there
never had been and never would be anyone who had undertaken such feats
or had accomplished so much. Asen, for his part, had control of the
territory beyond, and to the north of the places mentioned. Both men
went as far as the very wails of Constantinople while King John sat on
them and watched, and. they struck great terror into the Latns and put
their affairs in stra.itened circumstances. But since autumn was ending
and winter approaching, the Emperor John and Asen took leave of each
other, the latter departing for his own land, that of the Bulgarians,
while the Emperor crossed over to the east.
XXXIV. Since his son Theodore was a child (for he had completed his
eleventh year, as we said, when he was joined in marriage to the Empress
Helen), the iaarriage remained unconsuinmated. They were raised and edu-
cated by the Empress Eirene as she was a good natured person who was d.is-
posed to good works of all kinds. At that time the affairs of the Latins
were very much in decline and so their spirit was considerably dampened
by the marriage alliance of the two Emperors. King John died a short
time later, leaving his [position of lauthority to his son-in-law Baldwin
as an inheritance. ut Asen, it seems, came to regret his agreement with
the Emperor John and sought a way to separate his daughter from her hus-
band the Emperor Theodore and to marry her to another. For he very much
feared the success of the Romans, since the people he ruled. had been sub-
jects of the Romans long ago. He thought of an excuse which seemed reason-
able (although it did. not fool those who knew the facts) and he sent am-
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bassad.ors to the Emperor and. Empress, saying that since he and his -
wife would, be near Adrianople, they wished to ae their little daugh-
ter, give her a fatherly embrace, observe the proprieties and send her
back to her father- and mother-in-law again. Then, although the Emperor
John and. the Empress Eirene saw through the act completely and. cleavly
recognised the trick, they sent Asen his daughter, saying that if he
should detain her and. deprive her of her legally wedded. husband., there
is a Cod who observes everything and visits punishment on those who
transgress oaths and. agreements which they have entered. upon with Him
as a witness. However, the Bulgarian took his daughter and left, forcing
afl. her attendants to rush back. He crossed. the Haimos and. proccoded to-
wards Trnovo, with his daughter crying and moaning all the while and. great-
ly lamenting the separation from her father-in-law, the Empress Eirene,
and her husband. Yâiereupon, they say, Asen took her and sat her in front
of him on his sad.dle, hitting her on the head. with his knuckles and. threaten-
ing her violently that if she did not behave Quietly, he would do to her
everything imaginable.
XXXV. It was about that time too that the S cythian race was overrun by
the Tatars. When all those who escaped death at their sword crossed the
Ister on skin bags and. passed over the Haimos with wives and children,
they occupied he lands of Macedonia, although agarnstthe Bulgarians'
wish, for there were many thousands of them. Some made their grazing
grounds the plain near the Hebros; others [chose the lower region and.
the river which, as we said., the indiscriminately babbling tongue calls
the Maritza. (It is really the Hebros which runs as far as Amos and. there
flows into the Aegean sea, but since other rivers flow into it and. enlarge
it, it is known by a different name to the people who live near it.) They
plundered. everything in Macedonia and. in a short time they stripped. bare
the possessions of the inhabitants, creating a Scythian desert, to quote
the saying and. took whatever fortresses were easily taken by assault.
' See XXXIII.
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any were killed, evexrone was despoiled, taken captive and ransomea in
the la.rge towns, such as Adrianople, idymoteichon, Bizye, Kallioupolis
and any other place fortified with strong walls and protected by the
number of its irthabitants.
XXXVI. After this had taken place, the Latin race, which always nurtures
a passionate hatred for us, was even worse disposed.[ towards us ] because
of the recent attack on them by the Emperor John and Asen and becau.se of
the loss of their lands and. fortresses. They were looking for the oppor-
tunity to attack us and they thought that they found the means to make
p
good their discomfiture at that time. First they won over Asen, conclu-
ding a peace treaty with him. Then, along with him, they made the Soy-
thians accomplices in their actions, barbarian men, vagrants and intru -
ders whom they attracted with small favours and. larger promises. When
the Italians had assembled this alliance of Scythians and Bulgarians, they
advanced together against the Emperor John. Since the town of Tzouroulos
happened tobe nearby, they made war on it, with Asen present in person,
and with many thousand Scythian and Bulgarian contingents and Italian
machines. Nikephoros Tarchanejotes (the Emperor's epi tes trapezes at
that tilDe, later megas dome stikos) bad been given [command of] the garri-
son of Tzou.roulos by the Emperor John. He was the son—in—law of the rnegas
doweztikos Palaiologos by marriage to his eldest daughter aria. Tarchanei-
otes was a good. soldier and a fine general and greatly profited. by sod's
help, as was observed throughout. For it seemed to many people that he
succeeded more by good fortune rather than by courage and strategy. The
Italians had many machines and strong siege towers capable of taking not
only a town of this size but also higher walls and larger cities. But it
was when they ha& taken up a position near the town that the	 tes trapezee
and those with him clearly displayed a brave spirit and military skill; yet
it was actually [ the result of) aod's help. Tarchaneiotes fought back from
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within against the machines outside and he contended against an enor-
mous army with the bravery of a very small number of soldiers. The
Emperor John was in difficulty, not so much because the people inside
the town were in great distress but because, being prudent and shrewd
in military matters, he knew that if the town were taken by the enemy,
all hiz accomlishments in the west would be undone. For a while, then,.
on this occasion he prefer±'ed to distract the enemy and, to break the
force of their attack. For his possessions in the east were of more
importance to him; it was a greater source of relief to him that they
should be free of warfare,
While the town of Tzouroulos was under siege, Asen unexpectedly re-
ceived a message that his wife, the Hungarian woman, had died. and that
his child and the Bishop of Trnovo had also died. at the same time • Be-
lieving this to be [ a sign of] Cod' a wrath, he burned the siege towers
and went to Trnovo as quickly as he could. The Italians were then left
behind alone, but since there was not enough of them to besiege the town,
they also abandoned the battle and left for Constantinople. The city was
therefore released from the enemy siege, as was Tarchaneiotes, the
tes trapezes, who emerged a victory—bearer, true to his name. Since the
aforementioned misfortunes befell Amen, he began to think rather more
piously that these things had happened because he had transgressed the
oaths he had, concluded with the Emperor John and because he had separa-
ted his daughter from her husband Theodore. Repenting of these acts, he
sent an embassy to the Emperor, blaming himself for his evil action,
calling for a renewal of their treaty, and asking to be pardoned for what
he had done. Since the Emperor John and the Empress Eirene were inclined
to righteousness and holiness, they received the embassy and, without dis-
cussing the matter at length, reaffirmed the sworn agreements and sent for
their daughter—in—law Helm • She was sent to her father—in—law and hus-
band and. there was peace once again between Romans and Bulgarians.
I OLE.
XXXVII. The course of rry story now takes another turn and. will explain
what was happening in Constantinople. For such was the state of disin-
tegration at that time on account of the generally prevailing polyarchy
that my narrative must of necessity be arranged. piecemeal. Now, since
Baldvin, the reigning Emperor of Constantinople as the narrative men-
tioned. above, failed. in his battles against the Roznans or, rather, in
his opposition to the mperor John - for his possessions had. been
much daininished by the latter - he went off to see the King of the
Franks who was a near blood relation and furthermore, being a fellow —
countryman, was a great enemy of the Romans and for these reasons willing
to assist. Baldwin asked him for considerable military aid and was
successful. In a short time sixty thousand Franks were assembled with
the purpose of marching against the Romans. But, as a sea passage was
not feasible for them, since putting to sea required. more resources than
thoy had at their disposal, they made the journey by land. They passed.
by upper aul, through Italy by the skirts of the Alps, and. came to
Ostrikion[ Austria ]and when they had. summoned Hungary to their aid, they
crossed. the later and. turned towards the land of the Bulgarians, treating
everyone along the way as friends and. relationz. They were also treated
kindly, both for their own sal<e mi a10 especially because of the animosity
felt towards us by the local rulers. The Bulgarians, overlooking their
truce with the Romans, gave the Franks permission to cross their mountains,
supposedly because they were forced. to let them pass. Therefore, the
town of Tzouroulos was again. taken when the Latins, allied. with the Soy-
thians, attacked. it. John PetraL.phas commanded the garrison there, a
valiant man in deed and experienced. in military affairs since his youth;
he had. been made megas chartoularios by the Emperor John. The superiority
of the Latin force, the great number of Soythians, and the quantity and.
strength of the siege towers forced him to surrender the town to the
Italians. But some say that there was a secret plot to betray the city
and that it was from this source that the unexpected capture was to
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be feared. And so the Latins conquered Tzouroulos and. they took its Roman
inhabitants together with Petraliphas as prisoners to Constantinople and.
ransomed, them to their own kinsmen.
l7hile the town of Tzouroulos las under siege from the Italians,
the Emperor John prepared several galleys and. set out against the Ital-
ians with a large army. He departed from Nicomedia, passed. by Charax,
took the opportunity to besiege and. occupy Dakibyza as well as the for-
tress of Niketiates which he also made subject to him. However, on this
occasion he was unlucky with his galleys since the men on beard were in-
experienced. in fighting and. Iophre, the Armenian who was their appointed.
commander, was reluctant to fight. anuel Kontophre had. preceded him in
the command., a valiant man of warrior spirit both on land. and sea. But
some days earlier he had. made some bold. statements to the Emperor about
the navy. He had. said that our galleys could not face those of the Ital-
ians even if we were to multiply their number - for he knew precisely the
relative strength of either side - and. so he was dismissed from the command
and. iophre succeeded. to it. But he muffered a very serious defeat. or he
had command. of thirty galleys but was defeated by thirteen, losing as many
ships as the enemy had, each one of them [the enemy ships] gained as spoil
one galley with its men and. weapons. So much for these matters. But the
Emperor John was again at peace with the Emperor Asen and. Doth were bo.ind
by their kinshCp, even though Asen did not strictly keep to the terms of the
oaths of the agreement. For there were times when he transgressed these a
little to his own advantage. But for the time being he made a public and
general show of affection and. friendship.
XXXVIII. Since, then, John Asen was bereft of his wife, a Hungarian woman.
as the narrative already related, he married. Eirene, Theodore Angelos'
tall arid beautiftul daughter, taking no account of his affinity with her
father's brother, the latter being in carnal union with an illegitimate
daughter of his. (Theodore Angelos had. two sons, John and. Demetrios, and
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two daughters, Anna and. the said. Eirene by °whom Asen had three children,
Michael, Theodore and Maria.) It was for this xason that Theodore Angelos
as freed from imprisonment and, with the consent of his son—in—law Asen,
determined to take possession of ThessalonLllce and all the territory which
he had previously ruled. Since he could. not attack his brotherManuel
openly, accompanied by a few men supplied by Asen, he contrived a secret
entry into Thessalonike, dressing himself in some paltry rags and thus
stealing his way into the city. When he entered and made himself known
to some men whom he liked. (he befriended and helped them when he prospered),
he ventured his plan against his brother with them. It was not long before
he was again in control of Thessalonike and the surrounding cities and
lands. He did not wish to be proclaimed Emperor because of the loss of
his eyes, but he named his son John Emperor, put the red slippers on his
feet and empowered him to s ign his name in letters of the same colour,
while he himself managed public affairs and carried out his son's duties.
He removed his brother Manuel from power, put him in a ship and exiled.
him to Attalela, sending Manuel' s wife to her father Asen. But Asen was
more fond of his ther—in—law Theodore than his son—in—law Manuel; for he
loved his wife Eirene to distract ion, no less than Anthony[loved] Cleopatra.
When Manuel came ashore at .Atta.leia, he found that the d.escern,ants of
+
Hagar were hospitable to him beyond his expectations. For when he said
that he was making his way to the Emperor John, -they allowed him passage
and. * * * giving him necessary supplies. Prm there he went to the
Emperor who gave him a warm welcome as a kinsman and a. former teapot. He
gave him money and. six galleys and sent him to the area of G-reat Vlachia,
after exacting solemn oaths from him, since he was a sharp and shrewd pan.
When Manuel arrived in the region of Demetrias, he indicated his arrival to
some of his retainers by letters; he lured others with promises. It was not
long before he had gathered. an arrçy about him and ruled Pharsala, Lari asa,
+ Muslims, Ismaelites: Genesis 16, 1-15.
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Platainon and their surroundings. Then he made an agrecment and joined
'iith his brothers Constantine and Theodore. As we have related, Con-
stantine was a Despot and ruled over those places which we said he ruled
over, while Theodore was the father of the John who was proclaimed Em-
peror in Thessalonike. When they joined together, both brothers persua-
ded Manuel to abandon his agreement with the Emperor John. Those who
happened to be present and. knew about this matter said. that he consented
to their wishes willy-nilly. And from that time on they yore uruted, each
content with the lands they had. shared out among themselves and having
peace agreements with the Latins in the Peloponnese and. in Euripos. -
XXXDC. Manuel died. before long, repentant, they say, of his breach of
promise to the Emperor. The Empress Eirene died also, a sagacious woman
of royal blood and very much an example of imperial majesty. She enj,oyed
discourse and took delight in listening to learned men. She respected them
exceedingly, as can be seen from the following example. There was an eclipse
around midday, as the sun was passing through Cancer. Since, when it happened,
I was in the imperial r esid.ence - the Emperor and the Empress were residing
near a place they call Periklystra - the Emperor asked me the reason for the
eclipse. I couLd not say exactly, for I had just been initiated into the
mysteries of philocophy, instructed by the learned Blemxrydes. However, at
that time I knew as much as it was possible to learn from him and I said.
that the reason for the overshadowing was the superposition of the moon
and. although the sun appeared to be gone, in fact, the loss of light was
not real; however, the moon does undergo this [deprivation of light] when
it falls under the shade of the earth since it gets its light from the sun.
As the discussion dragged on, the physician Nicholas objected to what was
being said. He was a man with very little knowledge of philosophy, although
he was consummate in his own profession and especially in the practical side
of it. The Empress prized him a great deal; he held the thgnity of aktouarios.
At any rate, since he was objecting, I was all the more talkative. In the
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midst of the di scussion the Empress called me a fool. Thon, as if she
had done something unseemly, she turned to the Emperor and said, 'Per-
haps I spoke inappropriately in calling him a fool?' And. the Emperor
replied., 'It is nothing unusual, for he is a young
	 (I was twenty—
one years old. then) 'and. the name is not altogether unfitting.' But
the Empress said, 'It is not right for us to address in this manner him
who pronounces learned. expositions.' I have related. this incident in
order to show how she loved learning and how she respected. those who
are knowledgeable. As I said, this Empress died. I believe that the
eclipse of the sun foretold her death. Also, six months earlier, a
comet appeared. in the north. It was a bearded star and lasted three
months, appearing not In one, but in various places.
A shore time later, Asçn, the ruler of the Bulgarians, also died.
He showed. himself to be outstanding among barbarians, not only towards
his own peop]a but also with respect to foreigners. He was most hospi-
table to those foreigners who went over to him and. especially to the
Romans, generously providing them with a living. When he died, his son
by his Hungarian wife, whom they called Kaliman, succeeded. to power.
This Kalimari also had a sister whose name was Thamar, (Three children
were born to Asen by Angelos daughter, a son Michael, and, as we men
-
tioned, daughters, Maria and. Anna.) Kaliman took up his father's au-
thority and renewed the treaties with the Emperor John and there was
peace in these affairs.
When Manuel, Theodore' s brother died, his nephew Michael gaiid
possession of the territory which he had held. and he added. it to his own
land. Theodore Arigelos, whose son John was known as Emperor in Thessa-
lonike and the surrounding area, his uncle Constantine who was also called
Despot, and his nephew Michael were at peace again.
XL. Since the Bulgarian Asen was out of the way and. a young boy ruled. over
the land of the Bulgarians, the Emperor John, taking advantage of the res
-
pite, attempted to do away with the imperial title bestowed on John, the
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son of Angelos. First he lured. Johnt s father Theodore with messagc,s.
And., indeed, since Theodore went about his business without caution,
he went to the Emperor John suspecting nothing of what was to happen.
The Emperor made him welcome and honoured. him, calling him uncle, seating
him at his own table and extending a.l]. the usual courtesies. Since he
had. him in his hands, and it happened that a powerful army of Scythimns
had. been added to his Roman forces, the Emperor left the east, crossed.
the Hel].espont and advanced against John (who was recognised as reigning
Emperor in Thessalonike) with his Roman and Scythian forces accompanying
him. The Emperor John had. won the latter over a short time ago with
gifts and lavish donations, had converted themfrom their wild, habits
and. moved them away from Macedonia, transferring them to the eastern
regions. He had. confidence in them and. did not have anything to fear from
the Bulgarians, partly because of the existing treaties and partly because
the Bulgarian state was being run by a boy. llhen he had. passed through the
regions of Thrace and Macedonia and left behind Christoupolis and the Stry-
mon, he turned, his attention to the fortress of Rentina which was guarded
by some of Johi's men. These men deserted the fortress, even before they
caught sight of the Emperor John' s armies and., fleeing at full speed, went
to Thessalonike. The Emperor's men, finding it [the fortress] empty of
soldiers, occupied it are. established a garrison. The Emper' assembled.
hi entire army and encamped fairiy near Thessa.Ionike, about eight stades
away. The name of the place was 'the orchard of Probatas'. It was not
easy for him to set up siege towers and machines against a city of such
size and. to conquer it by that kind, of warfare, therefore, he made raids
and plundered all the surrounding lands with his troops and especially with
the Scythians. They plundered everything. He had ships with him as well
which Manuel Kontore commanded. The Emperor was accompanied. by distinguished
men: Demetrios Tornikes who managed. public affairs and acted, as mesazon;
Andronikos Palaiologos who exercised. the authority of mesas don'estikos,
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directing the affairs of the armies, and many others, appointed as
commanders, Alexios Raoul, protovetiarios, Nikephoros Tarchaneiotes,
tes trapezes, Kontostephanos who held the d.ignity of protosebastos,
Petraliphas who held. the title of rnegas chartoularios, as well as several
other distinguished men. The Emperor John encamped nearby and. did every-
thing he could dQ against the city. Those inside did. not hesitate to act;
they came out of the Gates and charged against the Emperor's men.
Not many days had passed. when the Tatar race advanced. upon the
1uslims, made war against them, and won a victory. The news reached
the Emperor who was informed. by his son the Emperor Theodore. He had.
left him behind to reside in the region of Pegai, together with John
Mouzalon who was then a monk but had been a ystikos when he had a secular
rank, a sharp—witted. and energetic man, suited to imperial affairs more
than others, and ]hchael Libadarios, the megas hetaireiarches. At any
rate, when the Emperor heard. the report, he ordered. those who knew about
it to keep silent and to communicate with no one on the subject, and he
set out to ccme to an agreement with John [ who was]within { the city] ,
using John's fathers, Theodore gelos, as an ambassador in this matter.
After forty days, treaties were drawn up ari4 oaths issued. John took off
therod. slippers and the 'pyramid.' studded. with pearls and. crowned. with a
red gem, these being imperial insignia. He was honoured by the Emper
with the despotic rank and he declared. himself to be wefl—disposed towards
the Emperor. Uien the Emperor had accomplished. these things, he ret,urned
to the east, leaving the EmperorE in Thessalonike] as a Despot and. subject,
having bound. him with the customary oaths, honoured him with fitting gifts,
and distributed largesse to all his subjects. He left his father Theodore
with him.
XLI.The Emperor John arrived in the east. Then he had passed. the winter
season in Nymphaion as was his custom, he left and went to the area of
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Lampsakos. There he spent the summer and the autumn but when winter
set in, moving on, he left for the region of Pegal. But on the way
the Emperor experienced a great storm which began when ho encamped. at
Sigreno. He suffered hardship for two days in the fierceness of the
storm and the violent drifting of the snow, until he reached the town
of Pegai. Many men died. on the way and many women. Those who took
count said that up to three hundred. people were buried by the snow, for
they did not have the strength to withstand the f orce of the wind. People
who experienced. it said that they had never known such a winter. It was
then the eighteenth of December in the six thousandth, seven hundredth
and forty-first year [1232 ], I believe. The Emperor sojourned. in the
town of Pegai until the greater part of the winter was over and. then left
and went to Nymphaion where he stayed until the brightening of spring.
As we said., when the army of the Muslims was destroyed by the
Tatars, a Sultan ruled whose name was lathatines, son of the Sultan Aza-
tines; he was a poor leader who was descended. from a good. one. For he
took pleasure in drinking and. licentiousness, i.n strange and unnatural
bedfellows and was always in the company of creatures who had. no knowledge
of reason or even of human nature. His father was not the same sort of
person, although he too gave way to licentiousness but not very much.
For this reason he was a betber general than his predecessors and wasp
wefl-disposed. towards the Emperor. But hi son enjoyed his pleasures to
excess. And. so he took on the Tatars in battle and was defeated. Since
he was in a difficult situation, he sent ambassadors to the Emperor John,
asking for advice as to the best way for him to turn back the adver-
sary and lighten his burden a little, saying that this would. be a salvation
for both men. For, with the destruction of the Muslim race by the Taars,
[access tojRoinan territories would. be left open to enenr attack. And this
was certainly very true. The Emperor John, being adept in matters of this
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kind, welcomed. the embassy and. chose to unite with the Sultan so that
this might deter the enemy, For with two great leaders joined together
it was probable that the enemy would be frightened, since they would.
have set their aim against one enemy ]but would find, themselves pitted
against two together. Having thus made preparations, both the Emperor
John and the Sultan lathatines nt in the town of Tripolis where the
1aiander river flows. The Sultan's men improvised a bridge of timber,
facilitating the crossing for those who wished E to ma1ce it ]. The
leaders greeted each other in friendly fashion, as did 'the dignitaries
among each others' subordinates. When they had strengthered the agree—
meats which they bad. already made to join forces against the enemy, they
separated, the Emperor turning back to Philadelphia, the Sultan to the
dity of Iconium where he had hi court. Hostilities then ceased for 'b
both sides. For the Tatar army kept to itself and was not on the move,
as was its custom,since the Tatars were occupied. with their own affairs.
XLII4 Not long after, the aforementioned. John, the one who had been
made Despot by the Emperor John, died. He had. a brother Demetrios who
sent an embassy to the Emperor and inherited his brother's dignity of
Despot and was appointed to r.de all the lands which had been subject
to the deceased. Yet he as not of the same temperament as his brother
John but differed. from him to a large degree. For the deceased took
pleasure in piety, reverence and, temperance. Those who knew his ways
used to say that unless some illness prevented him he never let one day
of the year pass without attending the divine liturgy. He devoted him-
self to all—night vigils and filled. every day with hymns at the appointed.
*
hours, He was forever conversing with Nazarenes and he made an effort
to share in the greater part of the monastic life and to have real ex-
perience of the peace th.t accompanies it, rather than being simply well-
* 1onks: Du Cange, G'lossarium, 983-984.; Suidas, Lexico'i ed. A. Adler, II
(Leipzig, 1933), 4.314..
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disposed to those who live this way. But his brother Demetrios wasP of
a complet2y different nature, He conversed with silly youths with
whom he had much in common, and lived a promiscuous sexual liCe, con-
sort Lflg with married women, with the result that once a serious mis-
hap befell him. For, when the husband of the woman he was sleeping
with discovered them, Dernetrios tried to escape from the window but,
falling as he did from a great height, wounded his backside. He suffered
for several days but he recovered, although he limped a little in one
leg and did not walk smoothly. But this man { Demetrios] did not enjoy
power for long, for the Emperor John, taking advantage of the respite
at th.tt time, crossed the Hellespont in the summer, leaving his son Theo-
dore behind in the east. As we said, the Tatar race was occupied with
other peoples, since they had abandoned their battle with the Sultan of
Iconium and were waging war agu.i.nst the Babylonian, whom the Muslim
tribes are accustomed to call 'Kaliph', and the lands around him.
Some time earlier the Patriarch Germanos left behind tth things of
this world and departed for the heavenly mansions, having lived a good
and holy life and having tended his flock well. A certain Methodios,
a monk who was the abbot of the Hyakinthos monastery in Nicaea, succeeded
him. He boasted that he had knowledge of many things; in fact, he knew
very little. But he had the benefit of the throne for only three months
*
before he died. The Church was then without a high_pr iest ,for the
Emperor Johri,not being hasty in such matters, could not easily find, the
right person at hand or rather, could not find someone who was agreeable to
him. For, of course, in such matters rulers tend to go for men who are
agreeable to them so as not to have any opponents to theirwishes. There-
fore, much time passed and there was no one to look after the flock.
* See note on 29, 12-15.
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XLIII. As we said, the Emperor John made his way along the other, the
western side, in order to inspect the lands and towns in that area. He
was master of all the territory up to the town called Zichna which is
somewhere near Serres. Asen's son Kaliman, a twelve-year old, then
ruled the Bulgaians. When the Emperor arrived at the region of Kjssos,
he passed the day there and continued the march on the following day,
reaching t.e area of the Hebros river (called the Maritza in rustic
seech ) which flows near the monastery of Veros. As the Emperor
was in the middle of[ crossing] the river - it could be forded by
horses since it was the end of the summer; it was the third or fourth
day of late September - a message was conveyed that Kaliman, the ruler
of the Bulgarians, had come to the end of his days. The news was re-
ported in a letter sent by the man who held the public command of Achridos.
Some said that he had succumbed to a natural illness, others, that he was
killed by a fatal draught secretly prepared by his enemies. But he died,
one way or another; the report was true for it was substantiated by con-
tinual messages,
When the Emperor learned this, he pressed forward and quickly
reached Philippi, passing by Christoupolis. There he deliberated with
his officers as to whether he should attack the territories of the Bul-
garians and take some of the lands held by them and whether it was advis-
able for us to conquer the town of Serres. Some men dissuaded the Emperor
from battle against the Bulgarians. They said that the army was not de-
quate since it was not at all prepared for battle but had set out only
for inspection of hisf the Emperor's ]territory. Besides, the town of
Serres which would have to be attacked first was impregnable because it
p
was on a height and it was not easy to surround it with such an army, while
it was impossible tot up siege towers against it. To attack and to be
beaten off in the attempt would be a source of shame for the authority of
the Roman Empire - for their reputation in these matters was very great -
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and. it was not expedient to provoke the Bulgarians to battle at the
moment since they were at peace. This was the advice of those who
dissuaded the Emperor from the undertaking. But Andronikos PaJ.aiologos,
whom my account mentioned. earlier as megas domestikos, gave the opposite
advice to the Emperor:
We must make an attempt on the town of Serres. If we should. gain
control of it, we would. have no small profit; the Bulgarian state
will be humbled. and they will receive an embassy of goodwill more
readily. Since their master has died, another child is destined
to rule the Bulgarians, Michael, the son born to Asen by Eirene,
daughter of Theodore Angelos. If it should happen that we do not
conquer the town, what will the Roman Empire lose as a result?
Having made the attempt we shall rest and. again send. an embassy to
the Bulgarians. They will welcome ..t since they are ruled. by a
child. who &es not know what war is about. All men love peace since
repose is their aim.
It seemed. to the Emperor that the megas domestikos had. given him excellent
advice and. so e started on the road to Serres as quickly as he could..
V/hen he was nearly there he encamped and took up a position against it.
He made h5 attempt on the city with strater and stratagems but certàinly
not with an army large enough for the task for, as we said., he did. not
have many men at that time. Serres was formerly a large city but the
Bulgarian John ruined it when he besieged it along with the other cities
of Macedonia; at that time it was like a village, with its acropolis alone
surrounded by a wafl, and prepared to face battle. Its guardian was a
Bulgarian man, Dragotas by name, who had. his home at Melenikon. Since the
lower city of Serres had no wall - the devastated area was supposedly for-
tified all around with stones but the stones were without mortar and did n
not rise up to a height - the Emperor assembled. the hired servants of the
soldiers, called the Tzouloukones in the vulgar tongue,and challenged
them to conquer it since they were in need of provisions; for they had left
their homes in search of the necessities. When they saw that the place was
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easy of attack,they took their bows, and swords as well, and some boards
which they iTprovised. as shields, and holding these in front of themselves,
they raised the battle cry and. advanced against the[ lower j town as they
shouted; in a few hours they had. entered it. They plundered whatever they
found. Those inside who had not managed to flee to the acropolis emerged
as suppliants to the Emperor. Dragotas, the commander of the town, was a
Bulgarian who had, little experience in defending a town for a long period.
When he saw tha' the .over town had been taken and learned of the death of
his master, by good. fortune he did not wait long before he sent an embassy
to the Emperor. And the town forthwith acclaimed the Emperor, while Drago-
tas donned a purple cloak woven with gold. { thread) and. was given a great
quantity of gold. coins. He made rine promises to the Emperor on behalf of
Melenikon arid, what is more, they were genuine.
XLIV. Dragotas took all these things from the Emperor and. departed., having
been set as bait. When he reached Melenikon, he revealed everything to the
inhabitants and incited them to surrender the town to the Emperor, not saying
this openJ.y but secretly deliberating on the matter with the majority. Since
Nicholas Ltovoes who was in charge of the town, was ill and confined to
'bed. by the pain in his legs, al]. were free to act as they wished. Nicholas
1anglavites, one of the most prominent inhabitants of Melenikon, an energe-
tic man and one adept at ada.pting himself to changing carcumstances, detec-
ted Dragotas' plan and knew that he might be able to fulfil the promises
made to the Emperor. Spurning secrecy, he assembled the greater part of
the population and openly suggested. to all the expedient thing to do, saying,
We had. to put up with the government of the child Kaliman but we
hoped. that he would reach manhood and. we would. be
 repaid for our
perseverence when he came of age and. was able to distinguish a good,
man from a bad one. As we had the misfortune of missing out on this
opportunity and another baby is about to govern the Bulgarians, ve
might seem worse than complete fools if we were to let ourselves in
for more bad luck again by choosing to spend a whole lifetime v.ithout
a master, a situation from which greater dangers arise. But since
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the Emperor of the Romans has approached us, we trust put ourselves
in his hands. He is a faithful master who knows a good. man from a
bad one and has a long-standing right with regard to us. For our
lands belong to the Roman Empire - the Bulgarians were greedy end
became masters of Velenikon -- and we all origirate from Philippou-
polis and are pure Romans by race. Besides, the Emperor of the Rornans
really has a right to be involved. in our affairs even if we belong to
the Bulgarians since his son, the Emperor Theodore, became the son-
in-law of the Emperor of the Bulgarians Asen, and now the wife of
this Emperor, the Emreror Asen's daughter, is Empress of the Romans
both in name and in fact. For all these reasons, then, we must stop
all our talking and. go to him, bending our necks beneath the yoke of
submission. For the yoke of the sensible and. mature Emperor is bene-
ficial and lighter by far than that of those who are still children.
With these words he persuaded. them all, with no toil or trouble, to be-
come the Emperor' s men. ihat is more, they nt some of their fellow
inhabitants as ambassadors, perhaps in secret, although they were probab-
ly known to most, and made an agreement with the Emperor. A chrysobull
was drawn up by the Emperor which took their -requests into account and
it was given to the ambassadors of 1 elenikon with the enjoinder that it
should be dispatched. to the inhabitants. Not long after, all those who
had. gathered. together with one accord., magnates, men enrolled. in the army
and those of the inhabitants generally of the better sort, went b the
Emperor who was encamped. in a place called something like Valavisda.
They were over five hundred. in number, well-turned out and of high repute,
men worthy of respect and esttm by their very appearance. Upon seeing
them I exclaimed., 'What battle have they in store for us 9
 How many con-
tingents of cavalrymen would. be
 needed. to overcome such as these' But
even impossbe things are easy and. need. little effort in the presence of
the higher po ers. From this it is clear that what the Apostle Paul said.
is true: 'It [success] depends not on the man tho seeks nor the man vho
*pursues but on the one who has the approval of G-od.'
	 For this reason
one must not wholly praise or censure the general. So'ne contended. against
a great deal both zealously and earnestly, taking advantage of the circuin-
* Romans ix, 16.
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stances most energetically, but accomplished little or nothing. Some
even failed completely. Others, possessed of good fortune, have pro-
aeed in their actions unprepared and have singlehande&ly produced
great victories, as was then the case with the Emperor John. 'or in
a single moment he became lord, of many towns and. lands without war,
battle casualties, shedding of blood, or triumph of sword over body.
He ruled over all these places without toil, calmly and tranquilly
just as if this were some paternal inheritance belonging to him.
Stenimachos, Tzepaina and many small towns and village—towns which lie
near the Rhodope mountains were made tributary to him and the Hobros
river was the boundary between him and the Bulgarians. In the region
towards tle north, Stouxnpion, Chotovos, and some other strongholds,
as well as the area of velevouzd.ion, Skoplje and. lIeles were the Emperor's.
Everything as far as Prilep and the territory of Pelagonia, NeustapoJ.is
and Prosek were in the Emperor's hands. A treaty was drawn up between
the Emperor and the Bulgarian stating that he [the Emperor) would be
satisfied vith those places alone and would not go beyond. Everts took
this turn. I iirself assisted. in the epistolary aspects of the business,
drafting an imperial writ for each of the captured. towns and. territories.
Por it is an old. custom among the Emperors of the Romans to make their
accomplishments known to those far away through letters and. to arouse
them to the pleasure in which they too have a share through the deeds that
have been done.
XLV. When the Emperor had. accomplished. these things, the cause of great
pleasure to himself, a, no less, to all the Romans who saw an incre.se in
the state and an expansion of the Empire, he planned. to return home to the
cast. Indeed the weather made this necessary for October hd passed and
it was nearly the middle of Novomber. However, a good and very advonta-
geous reason prevented the move. A5 we related earlier, the city of Thessa-
lonike recognised Theodore's son Demetrios as lord, with the title of Des-
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pot. He was given the honour of Despot by the Emperor as well. But,
as mentioned earlier, the boy was reckless and. fit only to occupy him—
elf with childish games and boys' playthings, not to lead intelligent
men or to govern and exercise legal authority; therefore, some men con-
cocted a plot against him. Of these men, the notable and well—known were
Spartenos, Kainpanos, latropoulos and. Koutzoulatos, while the distinguished
ones were Michael Laskars and Tzyrithon, to whom the Emperor John gave
the honour of megas chartoularios. Other accomplices in the plot were
not conspicuous since they mixed in with the crowd and remained unknown
to most people. The group of conspirators sent one of those mentioned.,
Kampanos, to the Emperor John on the pretext of business but, in reality
to obtain a common chrysobull comprising the original customs and rights
belonging to Thessalonike, and providing for their individual freedon.
The Emperor did. everything in accordance with their aims andgave written
promises of gifts to those who were to assist in the act.
When the Emperor had made secure arrangements he left the region of
1elenikon and went to Thessa].onike, sending ambassadors ahead to Demetrios so
so that the latter might come to him and fulfil his obligations in accor-
dance with his pledge, for he had agreed and sworn oath to this effect.
But since Dcmetrios did not have a mind, of his own and depended. on spheming
advisors, he was persuaded to stay at home. For they told. him that the
Emperors s summons was a trick against him. Being empty—headed, he agreed.
with their advice, no matter what it might be.
Something happened in connection with this matter which I will aid.
to the account as a sort of seasoning. 1.hen Kainpanos, whom we mentioned
earlier as one of the accomplices in the plot, returned from the Emperor,
some people reported that he did. not have Dent trios' interests in mind.
Ho appeared before Demetrios and. was accused by those who were telling
th truth about hm saying that 'he is doing wrong secretly and is trying
to win the people and is sending letters to the Emperor and ntrsterious
messages are being passed.' Kampanos was under investigation. Vlhen
Spartenos, a co—worker in the plot, learned about this, he arrived on the
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scene quickly and, with as much breath and. energy as he had said, hy
are people denouncing this guilty person, 0 Lord, who, if he were appre-
hended, would be judged worthy of many deaths 9 ' Demetrios had. a great
deal of confidence in him as a loyal servant and thought him to be
very well—disposed although, not also, after the fashion of the comic
*
poet,	 most arrant thief'. H replied, 'Spartenos, those who pro-
secute him say that he is a traitor'. Then Spartenos struck Kampanos
on the jaw with a hard. blow of the wrist and., grabbing hold of him by
the cheek, said, 'I will force him to divulge all his secret machina-
tions.' He said this and. hurried home.
From that day on Kampanos had a couch, a high bed for his comfort,
and whatever is designed to give pleasure and is enjoyed by people who
have taken care to attain it. Some even said that Spartenos inflated
a skin pouch wit} air, tied it so that all the air was sealed in and.
there was no leak, then hung it up and. beat it with sticks as if he
were torturing Kampanos toiveaJ. his secrets. But the victim of the
beating was the bag, not Kampanos. Nhen enough time had passed. to make
it seem plausible that sri inquiry had taken place and that unspeakable
things embedded in the deepest recesses had. been disclosed, Spartenos
went to Demetrios as quickJy as his legs could take him and sai&to him,
'Lord, I will affirm the matter by oath, By your Demetrios and my Demetrios,
the protector and guardian of Thessalonike' (thIs oath carries more weight
for the people of Thessalonike than any other), 'Kampanos is the same as
Spartenoa and is of the same disposition towards you as Spartenos whom you
know loves you more than allEotherinen.' Spartenos in this way neatly
diverted attention from the misdeed which was still to be discovered in the
future.
The Emperor John left for The ssa.lonike straightway with his armies
and encamped nearby. But he could. nd besiege the city for he did. not
have sufficient forces. Therefore, he sent an embassy and. asked that
* Aristophanes Ploutos, 26-27: 'A?X'o3 G& XpW. ¶(SV !J. V YLP .Oxe'rV/
io&cvtov	 oc cc xat xXcCa'cvrov.
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Deinetrios come to ham as he had. sworn and, in addition, that he set
up a xrarket outside Thessalonike so that the army could buy provisions.
But Demetrios, relying on treacherous advice, conceded to none of these
requests. A few days passed. A part of the army had been stationed
near the small gate named after its location by the sea, so that no
one could come out of the city unexpectedly and plunder the goods of
the army. Suddenly a shout came from there that someone inside had
opened it. The force which was keeping watch followed the shout and
the who]e army equipped itself and entered with the Emperor. A moment
later Thessalonike held all the Emperor' s men within her walls. The
Emperor stood by the east gate of the city and. Eirene, Demetrios' sis-
ter, wife of the Bulgarian Emper' Asen, came to him, falling on her
knees and. imploring that her brother's eyes be spared. Demetrios had.
already climbed to the acropolis. When she had received sworn assuran-
ces from the Emperor that he would not lose his eyes, she went to her
brother and brought him to the Emperor. He was barely a young man; he
did. not yet have the first down on his chin but he was graceful in figure
and stature. The Emperor paid her [ Eirene jan honour by assuming her
posture of humility; for when she dismounted. from her horse the Emperor
also dismounted. from his own steed. and stood. on the ground iith her.
This is the way the city of Thessalonike became subject to the Emperor
John or rather, to the flomans; for those who ruled her were enemies of
the Romnans.
XLVI. The Emperor stayed in Thessalonake only a few days because the
winter weather forced. him [to move] on. It was the month of December.
In the city he left the niegas domest.kos, And.ronikos Komnenos Falaiologos,
whom we have often mentioned. He held the highest rank among the military
commanders, a most intelligent arid gentle man, expert both at arming men
for battle and at governing them in times of war and. peace. The Emperor
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returned to the east a victor, marvelled at by everyone and. celebrated.
by his own pcop] and foroigners alike for so great and speetly a vac-
tory. For the achievement and the accumulation of victories seemed to
go beyond. the natural order of things and to have been accomplished. b
divine providence rather than stratey. To defend. Melenikon, Serros
and the surrounding territory, he left behind. Michael Koxnnenos, the
meas domestikos' eldest son who some years later enriched the Ronian
Empire to its own prosperity and. honour. He left others elsewhere for
the security of the territories and cities but above them all he placed
the me gas dome stikos so that they mit all obey his commands and. orders.
Then the Emperor crossed over to the east and. stayed. there, keeping watch
over Demetrios whom he onfined in the fortress of Lentiana, having de-
posed him from the government of the people of The ssalorake. The me&as
domestikos lived. a short time, administering his office well, took ill
and died, after he had taken the tonsure. Theodore Philes was sent to
replace him in office.
At the time when Thessalonike and. Berroja became subject to the
Emperor, the lands beyond and to the west of Platamon were under the
Despot Michael, including the area around Pelagonia as well as Ochrid
and. Prilep. Theodore Angelos, Michael's uncle and. Demetrios' father,
held. Vod2na, Staridola, Strovos and. the surrounding region.
XLVII. The Emperor spent the winter in the palace at Nyniphaion but left
in the spring, as was his custom. Since he had. a truce with everyone, he
determined, to attack the towns near Constantinople which were held. by the
Latins, I mean Tzouroulos and. Bizye. For he observed. too that the Latin
state was very much in decline. At all events, he crossed the Hellespont,
arriving at Tzouroulos first. Eudokia, sister of the Emperor' s wife, was
inside the towns
 Anseim of Cjeu had married her at the wish of her sis-
ter, the ,mpress Eirene, and. her brother-in-law, the Emperor. H.wever,
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Anceim of Cnhieu did not stay in the town, for when he learned of
the i.xnperor's arrival he fled and left his wife Eudokia alone there,
entrusting an adequate garrison to her. He thought that the Emperor,
would be unwilling to besiege the town on account of his sister—in-
law. But the Emperor, entirely overlooking such considerations, sta-
tioned himself near the town, set up siege towers and machines for de -
molisiung the battlements and took it in a very few days. He sent his
sister—in—law off to Constantinople, giving her a horse to ride on, and.
he released all the infantrymen who were guarding the town, In addition,
he dispatched an arnj to the town of iye, conquered it quickly and added
it also to his realm.
XLVIII. About this time the town of the island of Rhodes was taken by
the Genoese in the stealth of night. Its ruler, John Cabala, master
of the island after the death of his brother, the Caesar Leo Gabalas,
was not present; he was with the Emperor in the region..of Nicome&a,
attacking the Latiris of Constantinople. Therefore, the eni tou kerarna-
tos John Kantakouzenos who then held. the office of doux of the Thrakesion,
was dispatched at once by imperial order. He went into the interior of the
island with a modest number of fighting men and managed. to occupy the for-
tress called Phileremos. He fought the Genoese with all the force he had.
•When an adequate army was dispatched tb him, he encamped near the town and
besieged the Genoese within but he did. them no great damage for they had
ample provisions; they had found the homes of the people of Rhodes full of
provisions and therefore were not lacking the necessities. They even slept
with their women unless they expelled one [ from the town 3 for being too
old. or plain in looks. And the town of Rhodes might have come under Roman
control quickly by reason of Kantakouzenost constant siege and well—contrived.
skirmishes if soethng else had not happened. Since the Prince of Achaia,
Villahadouin, was sailing to Syria, bringing forces to the aid of the
Franks who had. gone there and. he had heavy—armed cavalry on board, he
came ashore at the island of Rhodes, made an agreement with the Genoese on
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the island and left about a hundred worthy and noble cavalrymen with
them. This forced the Romans to lift the siege of the toin and to
take refugr in Phileremos, The cavalry left behind by the Prince
left the Cenoese foot—soldiers in the town, sallied forth and plun-
p
dered. the entire countryside. They thus procured the necessities for
themselves and at the same time created a shortage for the Roxtans, as
the enoese hd drocnd& and. other ships fit for piracy.
The Emperor John arrived at Nymphaion and pepared an adequate
fleet in Srryrna, fitting out ships to transport up to three hundred.
horses. As their commander he appointed Theodore Kontosteanos who
held the dignity of protosebastos. He gave him written instructions
as to how he should prepare for battle, where and. when he should draw
up in battle order, and dispatched him, wishing him and. those with him
the best. The rotosebastos Theodore put out to sea with the ships;
arriving at the island of Rhodes, he did everything as the Emperor had.
commanded, and routed the Latins. When t} Emperor' s men encountered
the Latina plundering outside [the town] , they slautered. them all to
a man, for the	 tou kerasmatos John Kantakouzenos insisted. that not
one of them be spared. And. so, in this way the Frarikish cavalry was de-
stroyed by imperial prudence while the Genoese infantry left behind. in
the town of Rhodes held it, fighting with those who were outside[ the town
However, since they did. not have the strength to hold out for a long time,
they capitulated. They surrendered the town to the Romans, while they
themselves went to the Emperor and. in accordance with the treaties which
had been made with them, enjoyed [the benefits of] imperial clemency.
Thus the island. of Rhodes came under Roman control once again and that is
the way it happened.
XLIX. The Emperor John contracted. a treaty with the Despot Michael and.
made a marriage alliance, He arranged. for Michael's son Nikephoros to
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be husband to Maria, the daughter of his son, the Emperor Theodore.
wife Theodora, crossed over to the east vnth Nikephoros,
met with the Emperor who was staying in the region of Fegai and the
betrothal of the children took place. Theodora returned home with her
son tc her husband Michael, having received the proper kind treatment
from the Emperor, BuL the proverb, 'the crooked stick can never be
straight and the Ethiopian cannot become white' proved to be true
respect to Michael also. For he rose up in revolt against the Emperor,
taking the advice of his uncle Theodore Angelos as to the pretext, When
the Emperor John became aware of this and learned about their con ir.cy,
as he considered them and them alone to be enemies of the Roman Empire
after the conquest of Constantinople, he prepared for war properly and in
what one might call a truly imperial way - for he had a truce from the
Muslims and the Bulgirians were quiet. He drew up all the fGrces that
were necessary, crossed the Hellespont with many other generals and with
Nikephoros Tarchaneiotes, his ep tes trapezes, acting as megas domestikos.
He relied on his character, considering him to be well—disposed and, as
experience bore witness, a most skilful strategist.
When he arrived at Thessalonike, he marched out with his forces and
encamped at Vodena. Angelos had just fled from there and gone to nis
nephew the Despat Michael. The Emperor stopped to besiege Vodena and in
a short time won the town, Leaving from there he pitched tent in a place
near lake Ostrovos and dispatched generals, Alexios Strategopoulos, Michael
Palalologos, son of the megas doinestikos, John Makrenos, Goud.efles Tyrannos
and. others, to invade the territory of the Despot lfichael so that they might
plunder the surrounding area and. join battle with his army should they come
upon it, arid even capture a town , should they have the opportunity. They
did. this and they marched in advance of the imperial tent. The Emperor waited
in the area of Ostrovos and was downcast because he had not managed to accom-
plish anything worthwhile. The aiiy was also discontented for it was winter
* Corpus Parorniographorum Graecorum II, edd.. Leutsch, Schneidewin (1958),
2nd edn., 519, 25-26; 258, 8.
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and they were running short of provisions. But the Emperor took care
of the problem. He transported provisions from Berroia to the camp
on mules and carrels. 'Then the Emperor had made these arrangements
quite unexpectedly there came over to him a defector, Clabas from
Kastoria, and immediately after him Theodore Petraliphas, the son-in-
law of Deinetrios Koinnenos Toi-nikes who managed public affairs together
with the Emperor John and was greatly loved and honoured by him; for
he called him 'brother' in his documents. Tornikes had died some time
ago. There was no administrator of public affairs, then, who was dis-
tinguished by a dignity or a title of office; the Emperor used in his
service those who happened to be around and also untitled clerks, Josei
Mesopotamites ar3. his ex-assistant Nikephoros Alyates, but for the more
prestigious documents, those worthy of care, he used John Makrotos and
myself.
When the &aid Petraliphas, brother of Michael's wife, came over to
the Emperor, it put the mperor himself and the army in a very good mood.
For Kastoria and all the terrtory around it immediately came over to the
Emperor and. both small and large Deavolis became his. In addition, Gou-
lamos from Albanon, whose wife was th Empress Eirene' s niece, a daughter of
of her first cousin, was staying in the region of Kastoria with t army
from Albarion when, enticed by blandishments and letters containing promises
from the Emperor, he went over to him. The Emperor welcomed all these men
and honoured them fittingly.
	
en the Despot Michael learned this and saw
that his own affairs were in difficulties, while everything was going in
the Emperor's favour, he sent an embassy to the Emperor throu Xeros, the
Metropolitan of Naupaktos, lSaliasenos, his sister's husband, an Lampetes,
who conferred with the Emperor and drew up an agreement. Michael for his
part ceded to the Emperor the tQvn of Prilep, Vales and the fortress of
Kroai in Albanon, while the Emperor issued oaths in writing and sent ambassa-
dors, Phokas [ the Metropolitan ] of Philadelphia, the rr'iirmikerios of the
court Isaac Doukas, whom ih ey also called Mourtzouphlos, Michael Hyaleas,
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and myself. We went to Michael and, finding him in Larissa, conclu-
ded the treaty [negotiations). We returned again to the Emperor who
was encamped at Vod.ena, bringing with us Michael' a son Nikephoros
(to whom the Emperor gave the honour of Despot on account of his
granddaughter), but also Michael's uncle Theodore Angelos as a prison -
er, So it happened and. matters were thus concluded.. The Emperor spent
the winter at Vodena but in the spring, when he had. celebrated the day
of the Resurrection, he left the armies behindsomewhere in the vicinity,
appointing to their command the protovestiarios, Alexios Raoul, the Emper-
or's son—in—law through his brother's daughter, and Michael Komnenos Palai-
ologos, while he went to inspect the newly acquired. territories with an
army- of moderate size. He went to .Ochrid, visited Deavolis and from there
went to Kastoria, In the autumn, when he had organised the army, he headed
for the east.
L. When he had passed by Thessalonike and through Bisaltia, he encamped
at Philippi with good reason, or so it seemed to him. For when Nicholas
Manglavites of Melenikon was in Vodena, he had informed against Yichael
Palaiologos (the previously mentioned son of the megas don'estikos) to the
Emperor. Since t was not the time for inquiry into such matters but for
campaign and battle, the Emperor set the case aside until a suitable occa-
sion. It was at that time that the Emperor came to investigate the matter.
He set up a court, appointed judges and. gathered a distinguished tribunal.
The case was as follows. When Demetrios Tornikes died, the rregas domestikos
was still alive [and living) in Thessalonike; his son Michael was at Melenikon
and. Serres. 'then he learned of Tornikes' death, he was distres ,sed and
appeared long—faced to those 'who encountered him, for Tornikes' wife was the
me	 domestikos' first cousin. In any event, as is often the case in such
*
matters, one of the irthabitants of Welenikon, . 	 .	 . by name, asked.
*
another called . . . why Michael Komnenos looked sad. The one said -
and. he did. not believe the reason -- 'Deinetrios Tornikes died. He was a
* The names of the men are missing from the text.
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relation of his and administrator of public affurs. It wus on his
account that he was distressed..' The other answered, 'I do not think
that he would. be so troubled. and grieved on account of Tornikes. But
it is likely that he looked. that way because of his master. And if
that is so, alas for us Our affairs, which are now smooth and calm,
will again be thrown into disorder arid turbulence.' Then the other
replied,
But, friend, even if this as so, our affairs will not go baly.
For the u'egas dometikos lives in Thessalonike governing it, and
his son Michael Komnenos is guardian over our territory. With
such great men to govern us we should. never experience a cosmic
*
cataclysm. Besides, since Thamar, sister of KalimarA the Bulgarian
ruler, is still unwed, she might enter into a marriage alliance with
Michael Komnenos and. there will be treaties between us and the Bul-
garians.
They had this conversation unknown to Michael Komnenos.
One of the twotmen] went to Manglavites and reported the conversation
to him. He brought it up with the Emperor. Thereupon, both men were de—
tamed and questioned concerning their statements. The one accused, the
other defended himself, He [the latter] alleged that, 'He has spoken the
truth, for he did hear this from me. However, it was not by any information
that I said. this of Koizinenos; I made up these statements myself,' He was
pressed on this issue but each time he denied that Michael Komnenos knew
anything at aU concerning the matter, while the accuser said. that Michael
Koitnenos was aware of these things. Since there were rio witnesses a mili-
tary demonstration, a trial by battle, was prepared for them. Both armed.,
entered the arena, and came at each other. The accuser took the victory,
while the accused was thrown from his horse and defeated. He was carried.
off alive, for he was not mortally wounded, and was again questioned so
that he might confess the truth. But he held to his previous statement
and protested that Michael Komnenos did. not know arythang at all [about
' For this eaprssion, used to describe the fall of Constuntinople in 1204.,
see J. Darrouzès, 'Les Discours d.'Euthyme Torniks (1200-1205)', RiB 26(1968), 82,28-83,1.
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the matter ]. Since it seemed that the Emperor could learn the truth
by further trial, being the sort to make more minute inquiries, he
applied trial by death to the man. The hands of the man who had been
condeed to die were tied behind him in preparation for execution,
while his eyes were covered with a linen cloth. It was thecustom for
the condeimied to be prepared in this manner to receive the stroke of
annihilation, When things were so arranged and the prisoner was ordered
to bow his neck so that he could be decapitated, he was again questioned
about the information which was being sought. But he confirmed with the
most chilling oaths that Michael Komnenos knew nothing at all in this
matter. He was released. from taking the road. to death, but he trod that
leading to prison and was shackled and confined. The whole investigation
now came to 'bear on Michael Komnerios.
At that point, those who had. supposedly been chosen to judge him
ere saying 'to him, 'Since countless words have been spoken concerning
you, you must refute them through some miraculous act.' This was the
proof 'by red—hot iron. And he would reply (for he had the truth on his side),
If there were someone accusing me, I might fight against him and
prove him to be lying; but since there is no accuser, on whose
account am I being brought to trial9 You want me to work wonders,
but I am not a person who can work a miracle. If a heated iron
should come into contact with the hand of a living being, I do
not know how it would not burn it, unless somehow it were carved
from stone by Pheidias or Praxiteles, or made of bronze.
*
He would reply in this way and (by Themis 1), quite justly. The Metropolitan
of Philadelphia, Phokas, was also present on this occasion. The Emperor
liked him and showed him much favour. He was so treated not because of his
virtue but because of his brazen nature. For once, when the Emperor inquired
about some public matter, he spoke out frankly and said, '0 Emperor, why did.
you ask us just now since you always do what you yourself think you should
do9 ' He sa]d, this and, at that time, the Emperor complained indignantly and
*Goddess of justice and assembles: Od. 2, 8-69.
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asked those who were by his side, 'How is it that the ]'etropolitan
made such an insolent remark and you put up with it?' But a short
tame later he treated him kindly, honoured him and had. him as his
advisor in worldly matters. On thit occasion also the Emperor con-
suited him as an assistant. He [Phokasj took Michael Koinnenos aside
and said this (I heard the conversation),
You are a noble man andy come from noble ancestors. You must
therefore reflect and do the right thing for the sake of your
reputation, your good faith, and all your family. Since there
is no proof from witnesses in your case, you must reveal the
truth by n'eans of the red-hot iron.
He replied, nobly and bravely and as authors might describe some fearless
man in battle,
I do not know, my lord, how such a thing can be called holy, but
I am a sinful man and cannot work such wonders. However, if you,
being a Metropolitan and a man of God, advise me to do this, put
on all your holy attire, as you are accustomed to dress when you
enter the holy sanctuary to meet with God. Then, heat up the iron
for me with your hands, the hands which touch the divine offering,
the body of our lord Jesus Christ who sacrificed himself on behalf of
th entire world and is ever sacrificed. by your priests and bishops,
and with your holy hands place the iron in my hand, and I have faith
in the Lord Christ, that he will overlook my every sin and show the
truth by a miracle.
Michael Komneno spoke in this manner. The Metropolitan replied, 'My good
young man, this is not Roman practice; neither is it ecclesiastical tradi-
tion nor as it derived from the laws or earlier divine and holy canons.
The method is barbarian and unknown among us; it is executed only by imperi-
al order.' And he said, '0 mighty bishop of God, if I had been born a bar-
barian and had grown up with barbarian customs or had been brought up from
childhood with such laws, I might pay the full penalty in a barbarian fashion.
But since I am a Roman, from Roman ancestors, let my trial be concluded in
accordance with Roman law and written tradition.'
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He was amazed at the young man' s statement - for Michael Coxnnenos
was completing his tenty—seventh year - and at the fact that although
he was in an unfortunate situation, the nobility of his spirit did not
sink nor did. the shrewdness of his mind, slacken. He went to the Emperor;
I do not know all that he said. but, at any rate, he must have said what
he had. heard. The Emperor had made a great trial but did. not find. Michael
Komnenos guilty of anything and in this he had even driven the guiltless to
guilt, by force of word and whip. The Latin and the Roman soldiers all
gave their opinion; especially the Latins, since they are freer in speech
towards their masters; Michael Komnenos was innocent according to all. I
myself heard since I was aesent at the trial and with me was John Mekro-
tos, We also were supposedly included by the Emperor with those who rere
giving judgment but, in fact, we just stood there like wooden posts. Tor
he [ the Emperor] wanted everyone to vote with him against him Micbael
but we said nothing since Michael Komnenos was judged without cause. For
he was liked - the truth is dear - not by us alone, but by all those
in office, the generals, soldiers and the members of the senate. He'was
pleasant and kind, in association with the young, agreeable in speech and.
clever in business. To the old he seemed mature in thought and intel2.i-
gence and he was dear to them. These things happened. to him, I think, as
a trial by the Almighty. Since God intended. to raise him to the imperial
eminence, he tried him with the fire of torments and. the test of the crucible
so that when he should ascend the imperial throne he would not easily believe
slander and blackmail, nor less make decisions on his power to do whatever he
wished. Indeed, He tried him in many other instances, as the narrative must
reveal as it proceeds. At the end of the trial the Emperor spoke these words
[ to him] and I heard them: 'Alas, poor wretch, what glory you have fallen
from'. It had been the Emperor's wish to give his granddaughter Eirene, the
eldest daughter of his son, the Emperor Theodore, to Michael Komnenos as a
wife. She was Michael's niece, the daughter of his second cousin. But under
the Emperor John this happened in many other cases and. such [marriages ibecame,
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as it were, customary. For although they are forbidden by the church,
Eiperors are given dispensation for the sake of public welfare and ex-
pediency.
LI. The Emperor, having thus dismissed the case, went to the east, while
Michael Komnenos, as I said, was held. in aispicion. However, since his
family was notable arid related to the Emperor and, further, as he had.
genuine standing wth the magnates, the Emperor could not hold him in
contempt. What did he do? He sent him to the Patriarch. Manuel was
then at the helm of the Patriarchate. He was a pious man of rc,crent
character (even though he had been married to a woman) but, on the other
hand., he was unlettered and could not unravel the meaning of whatever he
read. The Emperor wrote to him to place Michael Komnenos under a penalty
and to bind him with oaths to the effect that he would. never try to medi-
tate treachery against the Emperor and that he would maintain a sound dis-
position towards him. This took place and the Emperor accepted Michael
Komnenos and joined him in marriage to Theodora, the granddaughter of his
brother, the sebastokrator Isaac Doukas. She had been left on her own when
her father John, the son of the sebastokrator, died, still a young man,
leaving his wife Eudokia, daughter of John Angelos, a widow, and. his daughter
Theodora, an orphan. She was the lucky woman who married. Michael Komnenos.
For her mother Eudokia, although young, was glad to endure widowhood; she
valued. chastity and devoting herself entirely to Cod. Because of this she
had her reward. from God in the marriage alliance. And that is what happened.
LII. The Emperor reached the east arxi when the year ended, he returned
again to the area of Nicaea, the capital city of Bithynia. Winter was
nearly over; February was coming to an end. The Emperor was sitting on his
bed one evening - part of the night had passed - when he suddenly lost
his voice, fell forward on the bed, and was completely speechless from thct
time on. Doctors gave their assistance and made light incisions on his
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legs, tpp]ying epholbion to the cuts and doirg whatever else their
profession instructs them to do. But the Emperor lay motionless all
that night, the following day, and. again the next night. For he was
ill with apoplexy and it was so severe that it sustained long-term
paralysis and speechlessness. However, he recovered and regained
consciousness, but his colour was changed. Then he hastened to reach
Nymphaion before Palm Sunday , the day on which the Emperor was accus-
tomed to make a triumphal entry. Increasing his speed, he reached Nym-
phaion and there performed the Palm Sunday triumph and. also celebrated.
the day of Resurrection. He stayed in this region from then on, wQrn
out and exhausted. by the illness which afflicted. him every few days.
Sometimes he would fall speechless on the bed in the palace while at
other times the illness would. come over him on the ro.d as he was riding
his horse. His companions held. him and watched over him on those occa-
sions so that it would not be obvious to most people. When ho recovered.
consciousness, he would. return to the palace slowly. Sometimes he was..
carried. by his men, enthroned. on a litter. But as the illness grew more
severe the Emperor's bor weakened.. The attacks became more frequent.
He lost weight and, more serious, he suffered. from atrophy. Since the
doctors failed., the Emperor, in a desire to find. some relief, decidc'd. to
go to Smyrna to worship Christ there, make supplication to Him and. gain
His mercy. This he did. upon arrival but found. no relief from his suffering.
On the contrary, he felt the pain more, not less, when he was staying in
the Periklystra area. This is a place somewhere near Sxxyrna, given this
name because it is watered all around. by many springs. And so he left there
and arrived at Nymphaion in very bad. physical condition. He did not enter
the palace but took up residence in the vicinity, on the imperial estate.
It was there that he died, on the third. day of the Kalends of November, at
the age of sixty-two, so those who were well-informed. about him said. He
had reigned well and. nobly for thirty-three of those years. For he was a
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gentle man who was always disposed. to be kind.. It was his practice to
give more gifts to foreigners than to his own people and. he was especially
generous to ambassadors in order to win their praise. But he was overcome
by his passion for women from the time of the death of his wife, the Em-
press Eirene. He had affairs openly and with many d.ifferent women but
especially with the Italian woman who accompanied his German wife, the
Empress Anna, as a lady—in—waiting. This woman, the 1archioness as she
was called, came to be the Empress' rival. He was so dependent on her
love that he gave her red—coloured, slippers and a sad.d.le and bridle of
the same colour, as well as more attendants than the real Emrress had.
This Emperor was pertinacious in war. Ho did not like battles fought in
close combat for he feared the fickleness of Ares and took into account
the uncertainty of these matters. But he won victories by exercising
patience and by spending the spring, the late summer and. sometimes even
the winter in the land. of the enemy, leaving the adversary exhausted by
his stubbornness and endurance.
The Emperor John died., leaving the Empire to his son Theodore who
was thirty—three years old. He was as old as his father' s reign was long,
for his birth more or less coincided with his father's public proclamation
as Emperor. It was the hope of all Romans, especially those in the army
and. at court, that they would gain many good. things from the new Emperor.
And if there was anyone who had. suffered at the hands of his father, either
because he had been deprived of money or property, he had hopes of finding
and end. to hi ills. This is what everyone hoped. For his youth, his char-
ming manner towards all, his gentle behaviour with his companions and his
cheerful discourse with those he met (all of which was a false and. hypocri-
tical mask), gave them to imagine things. But theyere disappointed. The
*
proverb, 'their treasure turned to coal' , came true. For he was so bad to
his subjects and he treated. those under his control in such a way that they
*Corpus aroemiographorum Graecorum II (1958), 14.5,16-17,
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all called his father the Emperor blessed. Everyone who suffered
horribly at his hands desiredto die before his time and prayed f or
*
life to end and to be numbered among the many.
LIII. The Emperor Theodore thus came to the throne. Vthen he had paid
his father the usual funeral rites and had been seated on the shield,
as is the custom, and. acclaimed Emperor by all, he left Nyniphalon and
went to Philadelphia. It is a great city with a large population of
inhabitants who have the wherewithall to equip themselves for battle
and. are especially accomplished in archery. The fact that the city is
situated on the boundary with Persia gives rise to constant hostilities
with the enemy and makes them [ the inhabitants] accustomed to war.
When he had. stayed there long enough to send an embassy to the Sultan,
he left for the region of Bithynia and the capital city of the ai'ea,
Nicaea, Since the Church was without a Patriarch (for the Patriarch
Manuel had. died slightly before the Emperor John), it was first necessary
to propose someone for the office of Patriarch so that the Emperor's coro-
nation might take place in church. A person worthy of this throne was re-
uired. Many were in favour of Nikephoros Blethmydes, my teacher in n1-
sophical theories and doctrines. He had. become a monk in his youth ar
was famous for his learning as well as his virtue, even though the malice of
some, especially of the notables, not only prevented his virtue from becoming
apparent but even attributed vices to him. However, he was on friendy terms
with the Emperor and was liked. by him. For he had. appointed. him also as a
teacher of letters, in which he took a great deal of pride. But Blammydes,
observing the character of the Emperor, was rather reluctant on this occasion.
The Emperor, however, did. not try to approach him more gently; in fact, it
is probable that he did. not wish him tocept the charge. For rulers want
their Patriarchs to be submissive and. moderate in their thinking and to
succumb easily to their wishes as if they were commands. This indeed is
* 
oL icXeCovc, euphemistic for the dead: Aristophanes, Ecclesiazusae, 1073.
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what happens in the case of uneducated men for they do not have the
confidence of learning, while educated men appear to be unyielding
and. to oppose rulers' decrees. The Emperor Theodore thus gained
some experience of the man in these matters and. so he turned to others.
But since he was displeased with many people, when he learned that there
was an unordainad. monk called Arsenios on lake Apollonia who had little
education (he had only reached the level of grammar education), he
hastened to send messengers to fetch him and the man came. Since the
Emperor was in a hurry to leave Nicaea, he gave orders to the clergy to
elect him Patriarch quickly. They did this, making him deacon, priest
and Patriarch in one day.
LW. His reason for hnrrying to leave Nicaea was this. When the Bul-
garian ruler, hchael (brother of the Emperor Theodore's wife and son
of the Emperor' s father-in-law John Asen by marriage to Theodore Ange-
los' daughter) learned of the Emperor John's death and saw that the
western regions were doid of Roman troops, he decided to restore to
Bulgarian rule the territory and cities taken from the Bulgarians by
the Emperor John. For this had long been irksome to the Bulgarians.
Finding the time opportune, it seems, he set out from the Haiinos, crossed
the Hebros, and. soon subjected much territory and brought about the surren-
der of many towns without any trouble. For the inhabitants, being Bulgari-
ans, sided with their fellow kinsmen, shaking off t yoke of those who
spoke another language. Since the towns had been left only with Roman
garrisons, who were incapable of putting up a fight in such circumstances,
theywere easy for the Bulgarians to take. Some of the Romans, disconcer-
ted by their fear, surrendered the towns arid were given freedom to r eturn
home, while others, because of the suddenness of the Bu1garian attack, did.
not have time to think of a way to profit and so fled, leaving the places
without guards; still others may have grown weary with time, since the
length of their assignments had. been extended beyond the norm. yost of the
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towns were uncared. for and. were without the necessary weapons. There-
fore, Stenirnachos, Peristitza, Krytzixnos, Tzepaina and ali the fortress-
es in .Achrido; except for lneiakos, were occupied. immediately; the Romans
kept Mneiakos alone. The Bulgarians took Oustra, Perperakion, Krybous
and the town called Ephraim which is near Ad.rianople. When these events
had transpired and Roman affairs in the west were in a state of confusion,
the report reached as far as the Emperor, giving the appearance and the
expectation of more danger than actually existed, so that those at court
wore greatly dis'Curbed. For they knew that most of the western regions
were inhabited by Bulgarians vtho had, been rebellious of old. against the
P.omans and had. been subdued recently by the Emperor John; they had not
yet become inured to the conquest and so they still nurtured hatred for
the Rornans.
LV. The Emperor also was distressed at this state of affairs, that he
should start his reign so badly. Therefore, he gathered together his
officials and generals, among whom were his uncles, Manuel and. Michael,
brothers of his grandfather the Emperor Theodore, and deliberated on how
to deal with what had. happened.. Most of them said that it was necessary
for the Emperor to cross the Hellespont and stem the Bulgarian offensive.
The Emperor' s uncles thought otherwise and the Emperor paid special atten-
tion to them for many reasons. The quality of their family arid. their ad-
vanced age influenced him, and their wide experience was also persuasive.
For they had become exiles at the time of the Emperor John's accession and.
had. spoken with many rulers and, wandered. about various places so that, in
the words of poetry, they were acquainted with towns and had come to know
*
ideas.' But although it is true that they were knowledgeable, they did not
have the right attitude to Roman affairs, their reason being that they had
been slighted, first by their brother, the Emperor, and then by his son-in-
law, for neither one of them had been raised to a dignity befitting the
brother of an Emperor. They had. become exiles from the Roman Empire and. they
.C Od• , 1. 3: OXM5V O'cLVt3pth7WV Z6& .O't&L XWVOOV '(VW.
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felt ill—will towards it. Some might allege that this was the cause
[ of their actions] but in reality it was the unstable and unsteady
characters of these men that made them behave so. Nor did. this escape
the notice of the Emperor, but he consulted them for the time beng out
of necessity and because he had no one better with whom to take counsel.
They suggested that it was not necessary for the Emperor to cross over
to the west, both because those regions were in a bad ay and ailir
almost incurably and. because the Emperor did not have an army fit for an
imperial enterprise; for winter prevented the mustering of forces. If
the Emperor were to invade territory and accomplish nothing worthy of his
name and fame this would not only confirm the eneny in possession of t]-ose
places it had taken but would also lead. to the conquest of others, to the
eneny' s greater benefit, and to no small detriment of the Romans. They
asserted this opinion while all the others advised the Emperor to cross,
and urged this, lest everything, or almost everything, in the west be
lost or fail into enenr hands. The counsel of the ma3ority prevailed,
especially since it was also the Emperor's wish and. as his heart was burn—
mg with zeal to take the offensive. Ha took il those who were
with him (they made up an army of moderate size), as well as the people he
met along the way and those who were near the road and able to follow with
their own weapons and. horses; he crossed the Heliespont and reached Adrian-
ople as quickly as he could,
LVI. He stayed in this city only one day, marching out on the following
day. One of the Bulgarian spies saw the Emperor coming from Adrianople,
rushed to the Bulgarian ruler who was encamped. near the Hebros and informed
him of the action, reporting the Emperor' s speedy advance towards the place
and swearing that with his own eyes he had seen the Emperor crossing the
bridje over the Hebros river near the city. This troubled the attendants
of the Bulgarian ruler; however, they did. not withdraw from the place
where they were encamped, but waited there until they could confirm the
accuracy and reliability of the report. Bv the oa-p of the Bulgarian ruler
p
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did not escape the notice of the Emperor who learned of its location.
Then he travelled more quicdy and lengthened his horses' gait, hoping
to encounter the Bulgarian army. Although he had this in mind, as luck
would have it, something happened to foil his plan. For the leaders of
the Roman amy attacked the advance sentries of the Bulgarian camp and
killed many of them, taking others captive, including the leader of the
expeditionary force. The rest fled in darkest night to the Bulgarian
arnr and told the whole story, asserting that the Emperor was already
nearby. Then it happened that every last Bulgarian, their leader included,
mounted his horse and went off into the Bulgarian interior. Their faces
were cut by the thick tangle of tree branches to which they were exposed.
The Bulgarian ruler himself suffered from this. Some of them even rode
bareback. Escaping in this manner they avoided death by the Roman sword.
When the Emperor reached the place in the morning and saw that the Bul-
garian army was not there he was distressed but there was nothing he could.
do. When he had taken counsel he made for Beroe and upon his arrival there
took the fortress without a fight for its entire wall was in ruins and had
many openings - this town had been destroyed by the Bulgarians along with
the other Roman towns - even though its inhabitants had resolved to forti-
fy it with poles and planks from carts. In any case, the troops, both men
and their horses, were well—off for provisions for the town had plenty of
fodder. Perhaps the Emperor might have proceedto the Haimos itself and
would have attacked the fortresses there (for he had given the Bulgarians
quite a scare) if a storm had not struck suddenly, hindering his movements.
For there was much sno. on the ground and his advisors did not think it was
a good idea for the Roman army to remain on foreign, enemy territory. Then,
since there was nothing else the Enperor could do, he stayed there for six
days and after despoiling everything in Beroe, men, women, children, sheep,
oxen and anything else that was movable, returned to Adrianople.
LVII. Having selected an adequate army he sent it to tho fortresses in
Achridos recently taken by the Bulgarians in the hope of bringing them
under Roman rule again. When the Roman leaders arrived there with their
troops they had no trouble in taking the fortresses with machines and
siege towers. For the Bulgarians quickly give up their garrisons in towns
if they see the enemy and become involved in serious hostilities., There-
fore they conquered most of the fortresses in a short time. But the Em-
peror also assembled an army for himself, left for the towns in the Rhodo-
pe region and took Peristitza with the help of engines of war and, after
that, Stenimachos and Krytzimos; afl. these are very strong towns which
face the Rhodope mountains and guard everything behind them. He arrived
at Tzepaina in mid-winter but the roughness of the terrain and the cold
weather made it impossible for him to stay there even for a short tize.
Therefore, in the spring he sent rostagmata to Alexios Strategopoulos and.
Constantine Toriukes (the Emperor John had given him the honour of megas
primmikerios) who were in Serres and had an army encamped. there, ordering
them to gather together the entire army and go to Tzepaina. They did this
but they proved bad generals in the undertaking. For although they neither
encountered the enemy or even men capable of fighting them, they fled in a
disorderly fashion at mere sounds and noises and echoes of horns, leaving
behind, all their baggage and. most of their horses to the Bulgarian shepherds
and swineherds. And so they returned to Serres as fugitives, without horses
or arms. The Emperor was beside himself with anger at this and,in a fit of
rage)
 ordered those same men to return to the same battle just as they were.
But they were unable to do this.
LVIII. After this incident, soirething else even more serious occurred which
threatened to cause the Romans a great deal of damage. The man who was
the leader of the Melenikon army, Dragotas by name, as a Bulgarian had a
natural dislike for Romans but the hatred he felt for the Emperor went be-
yond this. He had hoped for great things from him fo ho did not consider
what he had received from the Emperor John to be sufficient (although it was
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a great deal) and so he plotted open rebellion. He gathered all the
soldiers and other men in Melenikon and a great many besides from
surrounding area, stationed himself by the town and besieged it with
the ambition of plundering it, Theodore Nestongos and. John Angelos
were at the head of the garrison in the town. Both men were capable
of guarding a town and turning the eneny away. But the besieged were
anxious about only one thing - for they were well-stocked with provi-
sions - the shortage of water, the thing which is most necessary and
most in demand in the summer. However they were not completely without
water and. they fought and withstood. the enexrr with endurance, shooting
arrows, inflictirg injuries with stones and fighting with all kinds of
weapons.
When the Emperor heard about this he took the news badly but after
he had settled on the best plan, he raised the entire encampment as quick-
ly as he could and reached Serres in twelve days, having made a long jour-
ney in a short time and procured a sizeable army of men who were accustomed
to fight in close combat and. were fully armed and equipped with carrier hor-
ses as well as all other baggage. When he got as far as Serres he spent the
night there, drawing up the army at once in the morning and ordering the in-
fantry and archers to take the lead since he had learned that the rough terrain
of Roupel, along which the Strymon river flows, would be guarded by a Bulgari-
an arniy consisting of few horsemen but many foot soldiers. It [the river J
is hemmed in by two mountains so that a wagon can barely get through and the
river makes the passageway even narrower. Such places are popularly called
'defiles' • The Bulgarians constructed gates in these defiles, secureà. by
levers and bars so that they were impregnable both because of the difficult
nature of the terrain and. because of the measures they had taken, and the
other fortifications. when the Emperor learned that this was the case he
went to the area with haste and found the situation there just as he had ex-
pected. He therefore detached an infantry contingent of reasonable size from
the troops, ordering it to march on the mountain above the Bul&,arians so as to
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strike those in a loier place from high above. They cdrried out the
order quickly for the mountain was overgrown with trees but was passable
to the infantrymen. He ordered the cavalry to join battle directly in
front of the gates.
Vlhen the Bulgarians saw them shooting arrows from the mountains
above and in control of a close battle threctly in front of them, they
realised that they were in great difficulties and fled; the Emperor's
men followed them. any men were slaughtered there; others escaped to
the Bulgarian arxmj and brought them the news of the Emperor' a actions
and all they had suffered. They were thrown into confusion by the sudden
report and since t1e terrib] news hit them unexpectedly, each man found.
a horse wherever he could and took to flight, although barely mounted. As
the night of their flight was moonless, the terrain irregular, and the
road difficult to see, some men fell frorr their horses and others trampled
on them and killed them; others again were flung from their saddles over
précipices. Others came to various other kinds of unhap end so that
few of them lived to reach Bulgarian territory. It was on that occasion
that their leader Dragotas, also their leader in treachery, was crushed
under the feet of horses, breathing his last three days later. The Emperor
reached the tcwn that night and spoke with its guards. They welcomed the
Emperor, feting him with applause and acclamations and naming him 'swift
eagle'.
LIX. When the Emperor had settled affairs there justly, exiling from the
tozn the wives and children of the en who had been faithless and ordering
the confiscation of till their property, he left elenikon and went to The ssa-
lonike, then crossed the Vardar, passed by Vodena and encamped in the area
for a short while. He was ill with dysentery; there was an epidexrac among
the troops. He therefore stayed there long enough to icover from the i11-
ness and. then set out for Prilep. V/hen he had prepared suitably, he went
to Veles to besiege it and deliver it from the eneliy's hands, taking engines
of war with him and transporting siege towers on wagons. But the enemy,
thunder—struck at the mere approach of the Emperor, did not wait for the
siege engines to be set up but made an agreement so as not to suffer any
harm, that they would. come out of the town with their weapons and belong-
ings. then they had received sworn assurances frvm the Emperor, they came
out of the fortress. But since the Emperor saw that there were many of
them - they were five hundred in xumber - tafl and good—looking, he had
regrets about what he had done, lest he allow so many men of such quality
go over to the enemy and become adversaries to the Roinans. So he placed
them under oath and then gave them their freedom.
Then, he set off from there with the entire army, marching through
Neustapolis. The place is without water or habitation and is difficult o.f
passage for a large number of troops. The army went without bread for many
days and most of the horses had no water for two days. Then we passed by
tha town of Strouinmitza, marched through the outskirts of Melenikon and
went to Serres again. There the Emperor received letters fxvm the east,
sent to him by his beloved Mouzalon, saying that Muslim affairs were in
a state of agitation because of the Tatars. And. so he hurried on the road
and. made longer day marches. But when he reached the Hebros, which the
common people cafl. the Maritza, and learned that affairs in the east were
not as he had expected, he slowed down and. marched in a more leisurely
fashion, making the usual imperial halts. Deviating from the direct road
to the east, he went to Didymoteichon and. from there to Adriariople.
None of the fortresses and towns occupied by the Bulgarians was Left
[unconquerea] , for the Emperor had taken all of them except for two.
One of these was a very small fortiss caUed Patmos which lies 'in the
Achridos mountains. Alexios Doukas Philanthropenos who had been left by
the Emperor to guard [the fortresses] in Achridos, took it very easily-.
The other town, called Tzepaina, is very strong and is situated at the
junction of two large mountains, the Haitnos and the Rhodope, between
which the Hebros river flows. The Emperor was annoyed. that he had not
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conquered these fortresses as he had. the others; besides, they appeared
to be stronger than him because they were still outside his control. He
was especially distressed over Tzepaina, Therefore, he was in a hurry
to advance against the town and make an attempt on it with all the might
he had. Summer had already passed and autumn too was nearly over but he
did not pay ary attention to the weather nor did he make provisions for
the bitter winter for he was thinking about fulfilling the wish of only
one person, himself. He mobilised the entire army from Adrianople and
gave qrders for numerous wagons to be collected from ali parts of Macedo-
nia, some for the transport of engines and siege towers, others for the
conveyance of army provisions, and he ordered the mustering of an almost
innumerable host of foot-soldiers, archers and club-bearers. lThen he
had prepared everything well and to his liking, he left Adrianople for
Tzepaina. The army had passed four halts when a severe storm struck
them at a place called Makrolivad.a. (Those who first saw it gave it a
name true to it shape.) The storm began in the evening and the cold
and the wind became more intense during the night and covered the surface
of the earth with a great deal of snow. It caused the Emperor a lot of
trouble in the morning for the place was uninhabited, the enemy was near-
by and, not least of all, the expectation of a scarcity of proviions di-
stressed his spirit. This [the latter] was indeed the most serious [pro-
blem] for the troops. He was so worried that he assembled the generals of
the troops, not only those of the Romana but also those of the Latin and
Scythian races, and asked them what should be done. Nearly all of them ad-
vised a return to Adrianople. The Emperor did. not reject their counsel but
said to them,'You have given good advice, saying what you considered best
and most expedient. If I, with the help of God, should have something else
in mind, would you not accept this as a statement from a sensible master
and. one who looks after you as he should?' They all replied, 'Whatever
your Majesty thinks cit' will be agreeable and welcome to us.' Then the
Emperor let them all go to their tents so that they could eat [to fortify
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themselves against the cold weather, while he went to his own quar-
ters and consulted his companions about what should be done. Some
wished to put into practice what the men outside had advised; others,
who decided that what the Emperor had in mind was better, gave the
opposite advice. They said,
The road back to Adrianople is as long as the one which
lies before us to the toin of Stenimachos and we have
enough provision% to last us as far as oither Adrianople
or Stenimachos. If we should act in this manner it rould
not ap]ear to the enemy that we are retreating either
out of fear for them or because of the harshness of winter.
This seemed acceptable to the Emperor and. since the bitterness of the
storm was abating and the snow had stopped falling, he ordered th3 re-
veille to be sounded on the following day. Then he left for Stenima-
chos, taking the regiments of troops with him. There he ordered the
entire army to stock up with provisions, and left immediately for Tze-
paina.
He arrived at a town called Vatkounion which has the means to pro-
vision a large army for a considerable number of days. From there he dis-
patched his uncle 1.anuel Laskaris who was a monk with the name Maximos,
and the archon of his company, Constantine a.rgarites, to reconnoitre the
region and see whether the road in that area would be suitable for the
army's march. They went and. scouted out the surrounding region, reporting
back to the Emperor that the ascent was easy. Constantine Margarites es-
peciall.y insisted on this, although many of those who knew [the terrain )
disagreed. But since the Emperor trusted their report;, he marched up with
the entire army. The ascent was steep on all sides and the thick, smooth
ice made the entire road difficult to walk on, while the mountain ridge
was thickly overgrown with trees. The army kept 'iarm all that night long
by lighting fires. Most of the servants, who had. the tents with them,
could not find their masters. They shed tears almost incessantly, although
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they were not tears of sorrow. For the smoke from the fire, trapped
by the density of the trees and with no means of escape into the open
air, sank below, stinging eyes and causing them to water. The Emperor
also suffered from this. When night had passed and. the morning came,
discovering that the town could not be taken by siege, the Emperor
ordered the army to descend into the plain. Some men left but he re-
mained to guard the rear with a moderate number of soldiers, these
being the younger men among his attendants. He followed behind on
foot, like the rest, for it was impossible to descend the mountain on
horseback.
LX. When he had stayed there for two days and plundered the village of
Vatkounion, he returned to Adrianople and Di&ymoteichon. There he appoin-
ted as commanders Manuel Laskaris whom he named protosebastos - an utter
simpleton and a bad. commander - and Constantine Margaritas, whom the
narrative previously introduced, a peasant born of peasants, reared on
barley and bran and barely able to grunt. He was from Neokastra and first
served in the army of that theme, later becoming tzaousos. Sino&he pre-
sented to the Emperor John the appearance of being an energetic man, Ca-
pable of serving in the palace, he took him from the army and made him
tzaousios of his own company and then added 'niegas' to his title. The
Emperor Theodore made him archon of his company (no one before him had.
ever held such a title) and he signed 'iregas' next to his name as well.
The Emperor left these men as rel]. as many other commanders to guard the
territory. He left an adequate army with them, ordering them not to pitch
battle with the enemy even if they should attack with the Scythians as
allies (for this is what the rumour was) and if the enemy should set out
plindering the land., they ould not move since they had protection from
Didymoteichon (the town was strong) and the Hebros river. Ir he ordered
them to encamp between the two. But if a small army should infiltrate the
territory, then they should attack it boldly.
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when the Emperor had arranged everything in this manner, he
crossed the Hellespont and encamped at Lampsakos, where ho rewarded
his men with offices and dignities. He honoured the one he loved
above all others, George Mouzalon, the negas domestiko, with the
dignities of protosebastos, protovestiarios and rnegas strotopedar-
ches. To his brother Andronikos who was protovestiarites, he gave
the title of rnegas domestikos. John Ange].os, the megas primmikerios,
he honoured as proto&rator. They were all pitiful men, wcrth no more
than three obols, brought up in childish pastimes and songs and tunes
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of cymbals. The Homeric phrase, 'excellent liars and danc,ers' fits
them perfectly. He made Karyanites protovestiarites, I xirself got
involved in these childish games, albeit unwillingly (by ThemisL), and
under compulsion, as I should not have been, and I appeared among the
players as an unfortunate plaything. For the ETnperor changed my name
too and did. not allow 'Akropolites' to be pronounced without an addition.
So these things came to pass. But the narrative deviated and spoke of
these men in order to clarify later events. At any rate, it was for this
reason that the Emperor stayed in Lampeakos a short time, and after cele-
brating Christmas and the Feast of Ligits, arrived at Nymphaion a few days
later.
LXI. He spent the winter there but in the spring he mustered a large army,
ordering not only the enlisted men to accompany him but even those who had
never been enrolled in the ranks of the army. For he immediately drew up
into military units all those who served in the imperial game preserve
and in the hunting of game, deer and swine, as well as those who hunt
with falcons. The aembled. group was large and the Emperor' s policy
compelled most of the men to bring more than the usual amount of baggaga
II, 24. 261: *eC'tat, ¶ ' pXfla'ca C 'rc, opo uitCc.v apato,.
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with them. In this way, then, he collected an entire army. then he
had sent an enbassy and learned that the Persian ruler was not troubled
by the Tatars, he immediately left the east for the west. For he thought
that the Persian ruler had his affairs in order and was secure and so he
he had. no fears at aJ.J. about his own power in the east. Having assemb1d.
an army which was larger than any of those his father the Emperor had.
collected. to cross the Heflespont, he arrived at Lampsakos, hoping to
find. the men he had left behind at Didymoteichon safe and sound., in
keeping with his orders to them, arid, to make a considerable addition to
the arxmj accompanying him. But bad. judnent and. disobedience of the
Emperor's orders caused their downfall.
For when the ruler of the Bulgarians learned. that the Emperor was
far away, he summoned. a Scythian army to ally with him and. sent them in
an offensive against the Maced.onian territories, both for the sake of
material profit and. to frighten the Romans. They numbered about four
thousand, by the estimate of those Scythians who knew; some gave a
larger figure, others a smaller one. The Scythians passed 'by Adrianople,
and. plundered the region near the Rhegina river as well as the villages
around. Didymoteichon. The aforementioned. generals of the army which had
been left behind at tid.ymoteichon, neglecting the Emperor's orders, armed
themselves and attacked. the Scythians. As is their custom, the Romans
wore cumbersome armour> while the Scythians are lightly armed. and. use the
bow. Therefore they hit the Romans with arrows from a distance arid. woun-
ded their horses, easily dismounting the riders and. finally putting them
to flight. Since Manuel Laskaris had. a very sft horse which he called
Gold.enfoot, he fled. to Adrianople but Constantine Margarites was captured.,
as were many of the other appointed leaders of the army, whom the Scythians
sold. for ransom to the Bulgarians. When the Emperor heard. this he was dis-
heartened and. hurried to reach the area around Boulgarophygon, increasing
his speed. and. making faster progress. Since his informers told. him that
the Scythian army was nearby, he moved the entire army to the place where
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they reported the eneny' s movements. But, although he travelled more
than four hunired. stades in one day, he did not encounter them. For
when they learned of the Emperor's swift advance, they ran as quickly
as their legs could take them and many of them, the most distinguished
members of the race, met their death in the region of Bizye. Having
failed in this enterprise, the Emperor encamped at the Rhegina river
and there assembled the entire army, which was very large.
LXII. Since the Bulgarian ruler had not been at all successful against
the Romans (for the Emperor had, come to the west with many troops and
had. come close to h.s territory), he turned, to negotiation and. arranged
for his father-in-law, the R.ussiari Ur, son-in-law of the King of Hungary,
to mediate in a peace settlement. First he sent ambassadors to the Em-
peror, paving the way for the Ur's arrival so that there would be no dis-
turbance and he would be given an honourable reception by the Emperor.
This was done and the Ur went to the Emperor. He and those accomparying
him were welcomed by the Emperor with the appropriate display of genero-
sity and he concluded the peace treaty, swearing an oath binding himse]f
as well as his son-in-law, the Bulgarian ru2er, that the town of Tzepaina
would be ceded to the Emperor (for this was the only one of the places
which the Emperor John had conquered and which was [still] held by the
Bulgarians); the Emperor would be at peace with the Bulgarians and each
party would limit itself to its former boundaries. When everything had
been arranged in accordance with the Emperor's judgment, the Ur took his
leave and departed with imperial gifts. These were various thngs, horses,
woven materials and other things, altogether twenty thousand in number.




LXIII. While this was going on an extraordinary thing happened which
is worth remembering and relating. It was the renowned feast day on
which we pious men celebrate the Transfiguration of Christ and since
the Emperor had. to be present at the holy liturr as was customary,
the midday meal was late. e also ate lunch and after a short rest,
got up. The sun was already on the western horizon. It was the Em-
peror's habit to ride out around twilight, pass through the entire
camp and survey the whole army - which he used. to call a city in mo-
tion which guards all the other Roman cities - from a level place at
the end { of the camp which was someihat elevated from the plain. He
would. do this invariably; even if the sun were about to set he would not
hesitate to do it. The camp was about forty stades in length, if not
more. I had bad luck on that occasion. I, friend. of the Emperor and
foolish man that I was, learned that the Emperor was on horseback and. so
I got on rmj mule as quickly as I could. and followed him at full speed,
paying no attention to the late hour, as I should have done. Since the
Emperor was riding a horse, he moved faster but when he sa'i that I was
behind. and not &ble to keep up with him, and assuming that if I fell be-
hind too much I would not continue to follow, he said to me, 'iDo not get
left behind completely but do take your time.'
At any rate, he went to his usual place. His select men stood
witn him and. I joined. them, coming after, and we all stood round in a
circle. The Emperor said, 'Have you learned what was recently reported
to me?' And. we repJied, 'No, 0 Emperor,' The Emperor said,
A man who arrived a short time ago reported something unwelcome,
that is, that the Russian Ur has deceived us for he came here
to profit, faking the mediation of peace and swearing a false
oath. He was an imposter in everything he did and they say
that he even has a convenient excuse for dissolving the oaths,
in that the ruler of the Bulgarians, his son-in-law, does not
accept the terms of the peace. What do you think' Is this true
or a statement concocted by a liar"
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We replied, 'The report does not seem to be at aU true. It is false
and unreliable because the Russian Ur sszore the oath not only for him-
self but also on behalf of h-is son-in-law the Bulgarian ruler. How
could a man who is a Christian be guilty of such perjury?' The Emperor
replied, 'Perhaps desire for money tempted him to do such a reprehensi-
ble thing and not only have we not secured th good-will of tIz Bulgari-
as but, in addition, we have spent so much money for nothing. We said,
'This has not in any way been proven true, 0 Emperor.' The Emperor said
to me specifically, 'What do you say about this?' I replied, 'In this
matter I am inclined to agree with the others; I think that the report
conLana more falsehood thdn truth. Even if the hr pLmnecl to xnvn3 idiLo
the oaths, as somotimcs happens, thinking to deceive uz, ho WLJJ. make an
ener of God whoth we have on our side as the champion of truth and jus-
tice.' I said this and the Emperor agreed with what was said and we
started to return to our tents. It was already night but sirce the moon
was full it gave us light.
As the Emperor was going he again asked, 'What do you think about
what was said" We replied, '0 Emperor, it is a lie.' But he inquired
not once or twice or even three times but many times since he was timorous
in such circumstances. After we had given a response to each question we
were silent, But he asked again. Since he saw that the others did. not
speak, he directed the question to me. 'What do you have to say?', he
asked, adding r title of office, 'for this subject is appropriate to you
as it is especially your responsibility.' He said. this looking for an ex-
cuse to get angry with me. I replied,
Why is it my responsibility? If I had not drawn up the documents
well or administered the oaths properly, or had not given him and
his companions the appropriate treatment, then this would have been
my fault and a great failure. But if these duties were carried out
suitably and just as they ought to have been, why zhould I be blamed
for what he did 1 upset what was done?
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But the Emperor again asked (I know not for whd.t reason), 'What do
you say about this?' And I replied, 'I have told you many times,
o Emperor, that the statement seems to be more false than true.
Besides, I do not think that it is an easy thing to give an accurate
opinion about something which is uncertain.' He replied, 'It is a gift
to be able to give a secure and precise opinion on uncertain matters.
Even asses can talk about the obvious.' And I said, 'Behold, I have
been classed with the assesL ' The Emperor, beside himself with anger,
replied, 'You always were a moron and still are 	 I said nothing
more than to reply to his statement, 'Since I am a moron I must keep
silent and let the wise speak.'
I said this and the Emperor, overcome by anger and. madness, as if
in a Bacehic frenzy, moved to draw his sword from its sheath, taking hold
of it by the hilt. But he held onto it. He took it out for a short time
and put it back. He ordered his rregas doestikos, Andronikos Louzalon, to
dismount ins. The latter wanted to obey the order but was unable for Le
had a. thin, weak body. He said softly, 'Cet off your saddle'. I is-
mounted the n'ule. The good Emperor said. in a loud, voice rore than once,
in the midst of a large crowd, speaking about me, I who had suffered much
at the hands of his .father for his sake, 'This man is responsible fo 'r many
good things which I possess' (he was speaking of his instruction in logic)
I am indebted, to him for a great deal.' Calling attention to my.name
in the presence of many people, he pronounced it sweetly, '[Akropolites],
both in name and. in fact', and ordered two club-bearers to beat me. He
had appointed them the day before, all twenty-four of them, perhaps even
on my account, so that the scene of the drama rnit have the appearance of
a tragedy. They beat me; I took th blows in silence. He was angered all
the more because I was not completely bent and cowed to the point of suppli-
cation. When I had. been beated. all over my body, I said iu ith difficulty,
in a weak and calm voice, '0 Christ, En'peror, I have been ill so many times,
why dad I not die on one of those occasions 9 \hy have you sp.ired me for
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such times?' I spoke these words and the Emperor, as if ashaned, re-
covered and said to one of his attendants, 'Take him ilay and ho the
attendant put mc on a horse and asked where he should take me. I re
plied, 'i will go wherever he [the Emperor] wishes.' But he forced the
issue by repeating the Question again. So then I replied, '1 ist go
to the Bardariots, I think this is in your interest too.' And so it
happened that we went to the quarters of the Bardar2ots. When ther
immikerios saw me he wondered out loud, why I had. come to his tent. I
said., 'I nave come for a little rest.' I stayed there with them for a
short time. By then the orirririkerios had learned about sj affair. The
Emperor did not wait long before sending word that I should return to
my tent. Re ordered. a military detachment to surround my tent and keep
watch over me because he feared. that, overcome 'by grief, I mit take
refuge in flight.
I passed the time in xrrr own tent quietly, neither going to the im-
penal quarters nor speaking with any of my friends and acquaintances but
relying on books and. reading, and taking a meal from time to time. I sport -
several days in this manner and tth Emperor was irritated. to see that I was
hard-set in my resolve. All of Au.gust passed. Many bishops came to me, I
believe at the corrrnand. of the Emperor, even if they themselves wished to for-
get this, saying that they had come to me of their own volition, prompted
by friendship and their good disposition. They talked a great deal, say-
ing that I should abandon my obduracy and be reconciled. with th Emperor
and again assume the yoke of servitude. But I did. not find. them at all
convincing. I said, 'Whether the mperor were to do the best thing possi-
ble for me, such as no other Emperor has ever done for any of the iron who
have served him, or were he to do the worst things possible to me, things
that no one famous for his evil deeds has ever done, neither one ay nor
the other would I serve the Emperor.' This was my hard. and fast resolve
and. intention.
I 51..
It was the month of Septexber. The Despot Michael's wife, Theo-
dora, came to the Emperor with her son ikephoros, in order to complete
the marriage ties with the Emperor which his father, the Emperor John,
had agreed to some years back. The Emperor was hurrying to reach Thessa-
J.orn.ke
 where he intended, to hold the wedding. And so he loft the region
where he was and started on the road. to Thessalike. He came to a settle-
ment with the Despot's wife along 'she way. Theodora, the Despot's wife,
agreed unwillingly to the Emperor's terms for she was in his hands, almost
as if in a prison, and could not do otherwise. Thus she agreed to give
the Emperor the fortress of Servia, and Dyrrachion besides. Written
texts of the oaths were issued and sent to the Despot Michael and he, to
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put it in poetic words, agreed to the terms sworn wil:Ly-nilly , for 1'e
wanted his wife and son to be freed and. by his side.
In the midst of these deliberations the Emperor took me in hand
as well, forcng me to abandon my firm resolve. For he sent. his great
uncle Manuel Laskaris and his Drotovestiarlos George Mouzalon and, using
simple and. gentle words, he won me over and. his ambassadors took me to
him. When I was in the Emperor's presence, I inclined my head as was my
custom and then stood off. The Emperor said, 'Do you not know where you
are accustomed to stand? You know the place, go to it.' I yielded to
the Emperor's command. and stood by his side as was my custom. Then the
Emperor informed rue about the Despot Michael telling me the story from
the beginning. This happened in the region of Langada, a place near
Thessalonjke,
LXIV. When the Emperor arrived in Thessalonike, he celebrated the wedding
of hi daughter Maria and the son of the Despot Michael, Nikephoros, whom
he also made Despot.
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While the Emperor was engaged in these affairs, he received a
letter from certain men in the region of Bithynia who had been appcinted
to guard the area, saying that hchael Komnenos Palaiologos had fled and
gone to the land of the Muslims. As the narrative recently mentioned,
he FMichael] had been given the honour of rregas konostablos by the Em-
peror John and had, been entrusted with the command of the entire area.
The Emperor was more than a little disturbed. by th1s. He summoned me
and said, 'Do you know what has happened?' 'No, 0 Emperor, I replied,
'What has just happened"
'The n'egas konostablos has fled and gone to the Muslims. What do
you suppose this signifies? He will not attack our territory with a Mus-
lim army, will he?'
'I do not think he would do such a thing, 0 Emperor. I have ob-
served his disposition and believe him to be a friend of the Romana.'
'Then why did he flee from our territory?'
'Because, as you know, 0 Emperor, you were threatening him with
the most drea\i1 things, not once or twice but many tames, and you were
furious with him and you said, in front of many people, that you would
send. him away and put out his eyes. He learned this, hedring all the
things that were being said. His heart was stung and he feared punish-
ment and hastened to avoid
'But why did he not stay in our lands even if he were to suffer
these atrocities, preferring misfortune amonL, his own people to success
in a foreign land"'
'0 Emperor, that is not human nature. Some men, being of a hard.
disposition and indifferent, so to speak, to the facts of life, might
appear to be able to put up with terrible things and to embrace misfor-
tune but it does not seem likely that ar4yone who feared fcr his life arid
expected the mutilation of his vital parts would stay around; o the con-
trary, ho would run for his life as fast as he could to escape danger.'
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When I had spoken I fell silent. After a short time the Emper
said, 'What do you think he will do" I replied,
I suppose that when he has stayed with the Persian ruler for a
short time he will send. to you, using the Persian ruler as a
go—between ni the business, asking to be thought worthy of your
Majesty's compassion. He will reguest an oath from you in con-
firmation of your sincerity. I do not think he will come back
to you without it.
The Emperor was troubled, being unresolved in his mind. But a few days
later, the generals in Ththynia and Iesothynia forwarded to the Emperor
letters which had been sent to each one of them by the mes konostablos.
They can be summarised as follows; ' I fled because I was afraid. of the
Emperor and I was apprehensive that something bad might happen to me.
Be brave and prudent in carrying out your military duties; keep the
garrisons of the forts and towns secure and let the care and preservation
of the whole territory be maintained as usual. Carry on as you would with
me there.' The signature was that of the res konostablos. When the Em-
peror saw these letters he was more cheerful about the matter and trusted
what I had said.
LXV. Since we have reached this point in the narrative, we shall widen
the scope of the account, as s necessary, for what happened while 11ch2el
Kornnenos was in exile is worthy of much discussion. When he reached 4.he
dwellings of the Tu.rkomans - this i s a people which lives on the extremi-
ties of the Persian borders and nurtures an implacable hatred against the
Romans, taking pleasure in robbing them and in taking booty from battles,
and this especially at the time when Persian affail's were in a stats of
d sorder and were di sturbed by the Tatar attacks - some Thrkomans chanced
upon him, as if he were a wind—fall, and. casting an avaricious eye on his
property, snatched everything, gold, silver, horses, woven materials and
the very clothes which his followers wore. They even divided up all his
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attendants, each taking his prisoner into his own service. Michc.el
Kornnenos barely escaped from their h..inds with his life and with the
help of divine providence reached the ruler of the Persians, complete—
ay despoiled. The latter greeted him not as a new—corner, a fugitive
and refugee, but very warmly, like a relation. For he had. learned of
the	 a nobility and all the rnagnate who were with the Persian ruler
were struck by his appearance and hisirit and, as one of the ancients
*
says, they judged him worthy of monarchy. From a short exchange of
words with him they realised, that the man had. a solid worth for they
saw evidence of military skill, faultlessness in war and experience in
everything to do with battles. The Sultan wrote letters (although in
vain) for tIB return of his[Michael's ]looted possessions, and his ser-
vants, who had been allotted as slaves, that everything and everyone
might be collected and returned to him.
Since the outcome of the battle hung in the balance for them
(the Tatars were encamped at Axara and were plundering most of the us—
land), it was absolutely necessary for the Persians to stand up to
the Tatars in battle and so they appointed Mchae1 Komnenos commander of
the Christian forces. He was in a foreign land and. although he considered
alliance with the luslims a thing to be avoided, an& he used to say that
the pious blood of a man who fell in battle should never 'be mixed with un-
holy infidel blood, he was given courage by divine grace and.went to battle
with a brave disposition. The regiment of the army which was assigned to
Michael Komnenos won a crushing victory over the opposing Tatars, after
Michael himself had struck the ene1xr leader in the chest with a spear.
According to those who know, the man died from the wound shortly thereafter.
The Tabars, defeated by the section [of the ariry] which Komnenos commanded,
were already on the run, 'but a certain man who was renowned among the
*Rccererce not clear, perhaps Sophocles, Antigone, 1 169: Zi1 ipo.vvov
axThJ.' 'xwv.
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Persiana, an eirirachoures - this s an important dignity among the
Persians - was disloyal to his race and dealt at a great blow by
joining the Tatars, taking with ham the entire army which he had in
his control. Thc'nceforth everything was reversed, for those who had
shortly before been the pursuers now became the pursued and turned
their backs to the attacks of the enemye Many Fersians fell, struck
by Tatar arrows, The vic cars made pursuit over a long distance.
Michael Komnenos, as it happened, joined the commander—in—chief of the
Persian army on the road - the Persians call bun a çeklar pakas -
and. they marched for many days with the enemy at their tail and with
sporadic fighting. Since the home of the eklarpakis was at Kastamon,
they pressed on arid arrived there. The Tatar race overran all the
territory occupied by the Muslims. But let the narrative concerning
this matter rest here while it picks up on earlier events so that the
account can proceed an sequence.
LXVI. When the Emperor Theodorn learned, what had happened in the lands
of the ,Tuslims, he was not so much concerned, for them as he was for his
o";n lands for he suspected that Roman territory was in great danger and
he hurried to return to the east, lie started on the road to the east
with the entire Roman army accompanying him, In Thessalonike and the
western regions he left his great uncle Michael Laskaris, supposedly to
protect the land, giving him a small, manageable army of Paphiagonians
and three hur.dred. Scythians. 'ri charge of Prilep and the troops around.
at, he left Xyleas (by Themis, he was well—named) who had the title of
skouterios. Theodore Kalarspakes, the tatas of the court, he left at
Veles and the surrounding area. Constantine Chabaron was put in command.
of Albanon while he appointed me praitor, leaving me in charge of them
all. I think he did this so that in my lorg absence from him I might
forget what I had suffered. For on no occasion after the beating did he
see me act freely or speak to him cheerfully as I had done in former times.
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He did. this then so that my hurt feelings would. be healed with the
passing of time but, perhaps too, because he was unable to put up
with my company. For I often came into friction with him because I
knew that he was not disposed to act reasonably or justly.
LXVII. The Emperor then left for the east while I was left behind
in the west. Departing from Thessalonike, I made for Berroia, for the
Pope's emissaries were there whom I was supposed to dismiss, on the
Emperor's order. I stayed there a short tine in order to accomplish
the dismissal of the emissaries and a few other matters, then left
and. started. on the road to Albanon. I passed through Servia and. by
Kastoria, and. having given orders concerning Oohrid, arrived. at Albanon.
From there, accompanied by some of the leading men of the region, I
arrived at Dyrrachion. I stayed for eight days and. left, organising
and arranging everything on the way as I saw fit, at those places and
at Dyrrachion. Then I set out from Dyrrachion, passed through the re-
gion of Chounavia and. crossed the mount.n called. Kake Petra, went to
the area around Mati and. from there made for Dibra. I met with many
people along the way, those in charge of the totns, the local armies,'
as well as those who managed fiscal matters. C-oing through Kytzabis,
I arrived at Prilep. I made this journey from Thessalonike to Prilep
in three winter months; it was December when I left Berroia and. at the
end. of February I was at Prilep.
LXVIII. When I arrived there I heard. a terrible report. The story was
that Constantine Chabaron, to whom the Emperor had givei the governor-
ship of AJ.banon, had been won over to the side of the Despot Michael by
the machinations of his wife's sister, Maria. She was a widow at the time
but had been married to one Sphrantzes. She pursued. Chabaron with wiles
and baited. him with love letters (he was silly in such matters even
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though otherwise a good. soldier) and she trapped him in her snares.
From that point on Michael embrked on a course of open rebellion.
I learned of the business while I was at Prilep. With l haste,
then, I dispatched. a letter to ichael Laskaris, telling him what
had happened. and writing him to go to Pelagonia so that we could.
get together there and decide what should. be done about the problems
at hand. We met in Pelagonia; the skouterios Xyleas was with us as
wel. For we assumed. that he was a military man, if not also a friend.
of the Rornans and the Emperor Theodore thought a great deal of him -too
because he boasted of military experience and claimed to be utterly
committed to him and the Roman Empire.
When we met we decided on the following. Michael Laskaris would
take his entire field army, both Roman and Scythian contingents, leave
the area around Berroia (he was encamped. there) and set out for Pelago-
nia. Likewise, the skouterios Xyleas was to take his entire military
corps (which was quite large) and to join up with Michael Laskaris;
together they would. take up a position in the region of PeJ.agonia. The
place was a convenient one for battle with the Despot Michel and. thee
Serbs, as we learned. that they also had. inadean agreement with ichel.
And. so I left those under my charge to act on our decisions, while I
went to Ochrid. with my attendant retinue to see if I might sonehow be
able to straighten out Albanian affairs. But before that I managed to
dispatch Isaac Nestongos, the ei tes basilikes trapezes, to Albanon,
giving him an assignment which included, as was customary, assuming the
duties of a governor. I had. been assigned to do such things and. it was
my license to dismiss and. appoint{ local] administrators and tax collec-
tors, commanders of armies and governors of territories, as I wished.
chose to go to Albanon in order to straighten out the situation in the
area and to learn what the eni tes basilikes trapezes had done. I left,
taking the eni tes trape7es from Albanon as quickly as I could, For the
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Albanian people had just put the fLnal touches on the revolt, they
had all gone over to the apostate, the Despot ichael. As I saw
that everything was in a state of confusion I left Dibra for I had
stayed there longer than I needed. I was encircled by the eneny.
I arrived at Ochrid. with a moderate nu'ber of armed men who assis-
ted me. I left the	 tes trapezes there to guard the fortress,
passed through Prespa and the place called Siderokastron and put in
at Frilep. It was as if I had sailed into a harbour protected from
the waves.
There were obstacles there for me and. our men. The rcbel ichael
had got hold of all the surrounding territories and fortresses with the
exception of one, Prilep, but he was pressing on with all the force he
had to take Prilep as well. In this way he would be able to govern the
surrounding area securely. Not much time elapsed. before the renegade
ichael made hs first attack on us with his entire army. lie attempted.
to take the town by military means but it was secure and. not easily taken.
He was rather relying on the plotting of the inhabitants. But on that
occasion he was beaten off and he took his army and tuiicd back, wandering
about the surrounding regions. We were shut up in the town of Prilep and.
confined as if in a prison. And this is how our affairs went. Nov let the
narrative deal with events in the east.
LXIX. then the Emperor had crossed the Hellespont, he proceeded to Lydia
as quickly as he could and encamped at Sardis. The Persian Sultan, haying
the heart of 'a shy deer', as the poet might have said, left his coutitry
and fled to the Emperor, since his army had dispersed. H welcomed. and
honoured, him , as well as those accompanying him, with generous gifts and.
had. them return to tl 'eir own country, ving them a modest army, for it num-
bcrc.d only four hundred[ren]. He appointed. Isaac Doukas (whom they called




Mourtzouphlos) leader of the army. Those who are in the habit of
playing with names had given this one to his family. He was then
ixrnrikerios of the imperial court. The persian ruler wanted to
give the Emperor something in return and. so he made a gift of Lao-
dikeia and a Roman garrison occupied it. But they stayed only a
short time before this town became subject to the Muslims again,for
it was not possible for the Romans tD hold it. Since the Sultan was
unable to wLthstand. the Tatars, he deliberated with his distinguished
men and came to an agreement with the Tatars. The Muslims became sub-
ject to tribute and have been paying it to the Tatars ever since that
time.
When Michael Komnenos Palaiologos (whom we have often mentioned)
received an oath of assurance from the Emperor, he returned to him and
was again restored to the Emperors retinue and to the enjoyment of his
own property.
LXX. It was not long before the Emperor realised that affairs in the
west were in a state of great disorder and tht most of the territory
had been taken by the rebel Michael. As it was recessaxy for a gencraJ.
to be sent with an army in counter—attack, he chose Michael Komnenos,
giving him an army from Wacedonia which was very small in size and worth-
less in quality. But he could not object to the orders he had been given
and. so , with that paltry and unwarlike army he went to Thessalonike and
from there, after crossing the Vardar, which the ancients call the Naxeios,
joined ]lichael Laskaris. When they had deliberated, they proceeded against
Berroia, not to attack it, for they did not have the means to do such a
thing, but to plunder the surrounding area. And. they pLindered. a great
deal, for their men carried off a lot of animals whose number was diffi-
cult to estimate.
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While they were engaged. in this business, the ruler of the Serbs,
learning of the rebellion of the renegade Michael, assembled an army
numbering in the thousands and. sent it against Roman lands. They are
a race which violates treaties and never shows gratitude to those who
have been good to it but for a small gain they cast aside and trample
on the cup of friendship. They passed. by Kytzabis and plundered the
area around. Prilep . dhen the skouterios Xyleas, who was near the town
with the army which was under his command, saw that the Serbian army was
plundering the land and setting fires everywhere, he released his men
to rush at the Serbs at random. The man knew nothing about matters of
p.
war and had no military experience at all for he did. not have distant
spies so as to learn of the advance of the enemy from afar nor did he
know how to array an army. Since their battle—order had been broken up
and. they were few in number, they fell into the grip of the Serbs who
outnumbered them, and, they were defeated.. Some were killed; others were
taken alive and carried off as captives. Later when Xyleas himself, the
skouterios, charged against the Serbs with the remaining soldiers, he
barely escaped with his life, crossing mountains, hills .nd precipitous
ground, pursued by • the enemy. Th the army at Prilep was destroyed. in
this way and we were shut up in the town as if in a prison.
LXXI. This is what happened to the men of Lichael Komnenos Palaiologoa
and Michael Laskaris. When they had plundered. Berroia they encamped. in
the region of Vodena which was flat and good for feeding horses. he
renegade Michael, the Despot, having exact information about the Roman
army, what size it was and that all except a small part of it was use-
less and. worthless, chose from among his entire army, separating the best
men from the rest - they came to five hundred in number - arid sent them
against the Roman army, appoirhing his bastard son Theodore general.
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At that time Manuel Lapardas had been sent by the Emperor with
a rough mob of an army to join the approaching commanders and. he re-
proached, them for having gone ahead and plundered, leaving him without
a. share of the profits. The commanders of the arrmj were talking to-
gether about these matters while the rabble ar' under Manuel Lapard.as,
most of whom were riding mares loaded down with provisions, took the
road which passes by the town of Vodena, without the knowledge of the
other commanders, so that they could get there ahead of the others and
plunder. But the army sent by the renegade Michael to make wax on the
Romans encountered. them in a pass in the mountains of Vodena. When these
men, brave soldiers who rode stately horses and were clad, in full armour,
• encountered the ignoble little men who were without arms and were riding
mares, they defeated. them all instantly. Some of them fled. and went to
Michael Komnenos, reporting to him what had happened. Bt he vas not dis-
turbed by the unexpected. news for he was strong, brave-spirited and battle-
tried, having had. practice in many previous wars. He armed himself, taking
a spear and the Paphlagoriian military detachment, numbering five hundred.
men )
 which was under Michael Laskaris - this alone was capable of fighting
well - and set out against the enemy. Mithael Laskaris, who had. not put on
a full coat of armour but only a partial one, as was his habit, so that he
might more easily flee, was on the side-lines of the battle, watching the
action. Michael Komnenos hurled his spear at the first person who came
against him and threw him from his saddle. It was Theodore, the bastard
son of the renegade 1ichael. When he hd. picked himself up from the fall,
he appriched. 1!ichael Komnenos, entreating him to sparo his life. But
Komnenos hd no recognise him and was not told o he was. He therefore
handed. him over to a Turk who killed him. Then the Paphiagonians accom-
pariying him engaged. in close combat with the others, man to man, and the
renegade Michael's men were routed at the end. of the battle, whilç those
of Michael Komnenos checked. them, tala.ng captive more than twenty of the
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elite men and. killing many others. But they could not drive them away
because they wpre very few in number since, as we mentioned, the sol-
diers who had left earlier had dispersed and scattered. And. so the
business turned out unfortunately for them as it did, for those in
Prilep.
As Mich'iel Komnenos, Michael Laskaris, and. the generals with
them were compelled. by me to come to Prilep and meet with me, they
came willy—nilly and. stayed a few days. But since they did. not have
the force to engage in close combat and fight the renegade Michael,
they left me arid returned. For they perceived. the treachery of the
inhabitants and. they realised. that those who had been assigned to gi.iard
Ethe town]were of d,oubtful[loyalty) Then I was left behind in Pri].ep
with the guards of the town, for those were the Emperor's orders.
LXXII. The renegade Michael attacked. us a second time. Since there
was a truce and he realised. that the imperial forces did. not have the
strength to fight him in close combat, he surrounded the town with a
guard. and set up siege towers. There were some inside with us tho sym-
pathised. with him. He made a first attempt; arming his entire army, he
assaulted. the town, using archers and good. alingers. In addition, they
brought ladders in order to climb up around the town. But that time
they were routed and many of them were killed., struck by stones and
arrows. They were then qiiet for some days until our men inside provoked
them again and there was a more serious attempt on the town and. a simalar
rebuttal. They were not able to do an.th ing much; they suffered. more
[ damage ] than they themselves caused. Danger approached. a third time and
the same thing happened. The enemy quietened, down and withdrew. They did
not even dare approach. For when they did core near they suffered more loss
than they inflicted, but those who were afflicted. with disloyalty tiought
they would achieve their o:tn ends in the heat of the battle. Those hearing
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of it would be surprised if they had been defeated by one man who
had. not more than forty attendants and whose confidence derived from
loyalty and truth alone. Since they found. it impossible to achieve
their ends by battle and. confusion, they concocted the evil quietly.
They found an excuse in the management of the provisions for the
army which had been drawn up to defend the town. They led, them from
the battlements to the granary. The men who had. planned this before-
hand opened. the gates without warning and. the town of rilep was taken,
not because of the excellence of the enemy soldiers, nor because of the
lack of fortifications, but because of the stupidity and. disloyalty of
the garrison. We weie also taken captive.. The fortress of the acropolis
was of rio help to us for it was a boulder, accessible by a ten—rung
ladder, if one were to assault it. The traitors wanted to attack us by
night in order to kill us and take our possessions. But I saw this
and we protected ourselves as best we could. at the time and. in the mor-
ning I made an agreement with the renegade }ichael. He siore to me that
we would. arrive at the Emperor's territory from his region safely, free
of ha.rui and. with our possessions. I released that small fortress to him.
But his oaths were false; he perjured himself. He kept us in bonds and
took us from place to place as prisoners.
When the Emperor heard about this he suspected bad things of me;
he suspected, following human reasoning. or he had 3arned that the
best of his generals. in the west, in whom he had. a great deal of confi-
dence, had become subject to the renegade Michael, some even before the
fortresses were taken, namely the skouterios Xyleas, 1anuel Ramatas,
Poulachas and others who were with them. Still others had, surrendered
after the take—over, namely, the ei tes trapezes Isaac Nestongos whom I
had appointed to govern Ochrid,, as I related. earlier. Others, not a few
of the distinguished and. renowned men, had willingly subjected themselves
to the rebel. The Emperor feared that I might also do the same. What had
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recently happened between us had. also disturbed. his powers of reasoning.
Those who knew me better insisted that I would. never do such a thing.
But when a long time had passed and he learned from those who returned
that I had. been taken prisoner and was confined in gaol and had fetters
on my legs and hands, he was pleased with what I had, done and. was well-
disposed towards me. He issued decrees concerning j property, stating
that no one should dare set foot on it arid damage it. This is how things
were; affairs turned out in this way for the Emperor Theodore.
LXXIII. His wife's brother, 1ichael, ruler of the Bulgarians, a man whc
nurtured a great deal of hatred against his brother-in--law the Emperor of
the Romans, was critically wounded by his first cousin Kaliman - with
the knowledge of certain inhabitants of Trnovo -- when 1e was so-iiewhere
outside the town ; he died immediately. His murderer, Kaliman, married
his wife and. resolved to usurp power over the Bulgarians but the Russian
Ur came to Trnovo with an army and took his daughter, 1nichaelts wife, away.
For some men had already by that time killed Kaliman as he fled from place
to place. Since the Bulgarian Empire wc,s left without a legitimate heir,
the magnates met in deliberation and determined to accept Constantine the
son of Toichos to rule them. But so that the office should appear attrac-
tive to him and so that he might appear to govern by hered.ty, they sent
an embassy to the Emperor Theodore requesting that he send. his first daugh-
ter Eirene to be married to Constantine, son of Toichos, and be joined in
lawAil wedlock. She was a granddaughter of the former ruler of the Bulgari-
ani, John Asen, and. thus was well-suited. to this rank. But since it happen-
ad. that Constantine Toichos had a lawftr]. wife they separated. her from her
husband and sent her to the Emperor Theodore. This was the state of Bul-
garian affairs; the Emperor Theodore had peace from them and things were
quiet for both parties.
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LXXIV. After the,se events the Emperor Theodore fell seriously ill.
Medical remedies failed, as did all other forms of treatment. He
suffered from the illness for a long time and his body was reduced to
a skeleton. 'n the end. he made a statement of repentance and became
a monk. According to those who saw precisely what happened and who
told me, he also tada a confession worthy of a noble and generous soul.
+
For, in imitation of the prostitute of the Gospels, he suinmonedthe
Archbishop of Mitylene to confess his sins and fell to the ground before
Ins feet, washing the earth on which he lay with great streams of tears
and turning it into mid.. According to those who witnessed. this and clear-
ly related it to me, he frequently cried out, 	 'Christ, I have forsaken
you', interjecting this [ statement] into the words of his confession. And
ho lived *0*, having reigned for slightly less than four whole years
for he began his reign in November and died in the month of August. His
corpse was taken to the monastery of Sosandra and. was buried there, as was
the Emperor, his father. The Emperor Theodore died. leaving three £inn.rried]
children, one son by the name of John and two daughters, Theod.ora and. Eu-
dokia. He had earlier married his other two daughters, the eldest called
Eirene, to Constantine the son of Toichos, as we mentioned, and the othr
named Maria, to Nikephoros, the son of the renegade Michael. She d.ed
during the time of Ins revolt, some said as a result of frequent beatng
by her husband Nikephoros but others said that she succumbed to a nati.ra3.
illness.
LXXV. The Emperor Theodore' s son John was very young at the time of hia
father's death. or he was not yet fully eight years old. His father
the Emperor had made a will, supposedly for the child's sake, but really
for his protovestiar os, George Mouzalon. This will made Lrouzalon master
of all Roman affairs so that he had full authority over the entire Roman
Empire until the Emperor's son should come of age. In addition, at the
Luke 7, 38.
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Emperor's coirjijand. oaths were taken on tins by those who were present
at the time. But the Emperor had not lain dead. in his tomb for three
days when afl. the Romans who were to be found. there gathered together
as if by common agreement. A considerable army was assembled there as
well as the noble men of the first rank who had been maltreated by the
Emperor. One of these was Alexios Strategopoulos who had been impri-
soned, while his son Constantine had been blinded.; Constantine Tornikes
the Emperor John's megas prirnrDkerlos who was purged by the mperor his
son [Theodore] ; Theodore Philes who also had his eyes gouged out; George
Zagarommates, who was the Emperor John's rotovestiarites. his son had. at
first honoured him as parakoinomenos but a short time later purged. him;
the four eons of the rrotovestiarios Raoul who were also imprisoned;
Nikephoros Myates whom the Emperor [Theodore ]had. earlier honoured as
epi tou kanikleou but later cut off his tongue for no reason and. purged
him; as well as other valuable and well—known men. They joined the sol-
diers and wont in a body to the monastery of S osandra and attacked tl
protovestiarios, the guardian, and. his brothers. The orotovestarios was
residing there and was performing the funeral rites for the dead Emperor.
The nrotovestiarios learned of the people' s approach nd went in-
side the church with his brother Andronjko who had. the title of megas
doinestikos and his eldest brother, whom. they called rotokyne c.os. BLt
when they saw the crowd. coming at them with drawn sword,they entered the
sanctuary and clung to the holy altar. It was there that they were slaugh-
tered., nor did their slayers feel any compassion for them after the murder.
So great was the 4'h which all the people felt that they cut them up
limb by limb, or rather, joint by joint, and even tore off small pieces of
flesh, each man seizing his own bit until they were satiated.
Gathering around the tonb of the Emperor Theodore they showered reproaches
on him for having entrusted the Roman Empire and its affairs to loathsome
little men, worthless specimens of humanity who had been raised on the
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songs of the theatre arid, took pleasure in the flute and practised
singing to the lyre and who were, to use the Homeric phrase, 'liars
*
arid excellent dancers' , while he neglected noble men arid expert ge-
nerals who had given good and satisfactory service to his father the
nperor. Such, then, was the turn of these events.
LXXVI. The Roman people, the officials, members of the military ranks,
together with the ecclesiastical hierarchy, including the Patriarch and.
some of the more distinguished Bishops, deliberated on public matters,
as to who would be worthy of taking on the administration ar would. be
best at setting affairs in order. For they did not think it proper for
the Roman mpire, being as great as it was, to be governed by a fruit-
picking and dice-playing child but they decided that a man capable of
saving the ship of the Roinans should be seated at the imperial helm.
For there were marty head. winds buffeting against it, and wave upon wave
crashing and heaving; in short, it was in the midst of a storm and in
need of a brave pilot so that it could ride out the dangers which were
assailing it. At the moment its borders with tle Persians were disturbed.
by attacks from the Tatars who were advancing against the Persians. For
p
they had not yet made a final peace treaty or secured truces and agree-
ments. The renegade Michael had subjected. the territory in the west as
far as the river Naxeios (popularly called the Vardar), had won over the
small towns and. fortesses there and ruled. them as their master, withott
fear or danger, In addition, many people, especially those who were sensi-
ble, were apprehensive about son'ething else, I refer to the marriage
alliances of the renegade Michael. For he married. his d.auiter Helen to
the King of Sicily, Manfred., as we mentioned earlier, and contracted an-
other alliance fQr his d.auiter Anna with the Prince of Athaia. And in
*11. 24.. 261; see above 121+,12-13.
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Constantinople there was another enemy of the Romans, the Latin race,,.
with their Emperor Baldwin.
As times were difficult for the Roman Empire, its prominent men
were looking for someone to provide good leadership. Everyone had his
eyes on Michael Komrienos, whom the narrative has often mentioned. But
since the question had. to be put to the people, so as to sound out their
intentions and know whom each man favoured, the inquiry was made according
to race and rank. The Romans were asked first; they replied in unison and
agreement, as if with one voice, that they wanted Michael Komnenos to be
regent and guardian of the state, and to have him as their own master.
The Latin race did not need much time to answer then the question was put
to them. They immediately asked for Michael Komnenos as leader in every-
thing. But when the Scythians also were asked, they answered in intelli-
gible (reek and. not in a barbarian tongue, affirming that they knew of no
one better than Michael Komnenos to govern al]. matters. Yet when the eccle-
siastical hierarchy saw that Michael Komnenos had, considerable qualms about
takng the Roman Empire in hand (he shrank from the undertaking and put it
off with the excuse that he would be tranagressing the oath he had s'zorn
on behalf of the Emperor Theodore's child), they not only gave their verbal
consent to the action but even put it in writing in a toxre hith the Patri-
arch and all the bishops signed, stating that not only would he not be .n-
swerab].e for the deed. at the i'partial judgment seat of Christ but that
holy wreaths would 'be plaited for him because he had come to save the Chris-
tian people. In this way they made Michael Komnenos put aside his fear and
think reasonably as was necessary.
LXXVII. This is how Michael Komnenos entered upon the course for the
office of Emperor. First they elevated, him to the rank of Despot and put
the Despot's fillet on his head. After a short time he was raised to the
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imperial eminence, partly by his wish, partly against it, being uxider
great pressure 'rom the nobility who were concerned about public affairs.
The officials and other leaders of the arrry seated him on the imperial
shield and. proclaimed. him Emperor. But as it was necessary that he be
crowned with an imperial diadem, he went to icaea, the capital city of
ithynia, and was crowned there with the imperial diadem by the Patri-
arch Arenios.
Karyanites, one of the men who was singled out by the Emperor Theo-
dore and. who was a magnate - he had. been his protovestiarites - was
still alive. He had. murdered the aforementioned orotovetiarios and his
brothers for he had. been in control of the Roman army at that time. The
Emperor Michael put him in prison so that he would not cause a revolution.
But he ran away to the Persians and was seized. by some Turkomazis who robbed
and. murdered him. Of the important and famous men John Ange].os, the Droto-
strator was left; he was in the west with a large part of the army under
his command.. (The Emperor Theodore had. loved him best after his protoves-
tiarios and, in general, he had. second place with regard. to dignities and
all other things.) The Emperor dispatched some of his men to him in order
to bring him back but on the way he was struck by the arrow of cowardice
and. died.. Such was the brave spirit of the the men appointed by the Em-
peror Theodore to be leaders of the Roman troops. They were his most emi-
nent men, first in honours. The rest were little men notworthy of much
notice and that is why they were disregarded as despised. men.
Before the Emperor Michael was crowned Emperor he appointed his 1ro-
ther John Komnenos meas domestikos and handed. over to him the Roman arriy,
sending him to the west against the renegade Wichael. 'bVith him he sent
Alextos Strategopoulos and John Raoul, the eldest son of the rotovestiirios
Raoul, and. many others skilled. in strate and in proper tactical procedure.
When the Emperor Michael was proclaimed Emperor he made h-is brother Jorn
Komnenos sebastokrator and sent the insignia of his rank to him in the west.
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He made Alexios Strategopoulos	 as dome stikos while he honoured Con-
stantine, his brother by another mother, with the dignity of Caesar, and
sent him to the region of Paphiagonia, to inspect the cities, the army
and the fortresses there.
IXXVIII. When Michael Komnenos took hold of the imperial sceptre, he
rescued and restored all those who, for whatever reason, had been im-
prisoned. by the Emperor Theodore or had been neglected in some other
way, He welcomed them back with ample gifts and, in general, was more
generous to everyone in his reign, lavishly heaping money on thor.
You could see the Roman people of every rank, fortune, and way of life
filled with delight and rejoicing at what was happening. It was like
coming out from the deepest darkness into the clearest sunlight or from
a storm into calm, from winter to spring, from a gale to stillness.
Everyone was exulting and jumping for joy, having forgotten his previous
painful and bitter existence.
The Latins in Constantinople and their so—cal1ed. Emperor
Baldwin sent an embassy to the Emperor asking for something excessive
and really quite absurd. For they regarded the Emperor with contempt,be-
cause he had just come ipower,and they made heavy demands. They started
with the city ofThessalonike, reguesting that the Emperor hand it over to
them, as well as all the land[from Thessalonike ]as far as Constantinople,
When the Emperor heard this he respondad to them playfully, saying, 'This
is my native city, My father, I refer to the megas domestikos, governed
there, as you kncw. He also died there and. his body was buried there.
Therefore, how can it be right for this city to be outside my Empire'?t
When the ambassadors heard this they pricked up their ears as if the Emper-
or might be willing to give t1em part of the territory they had. asked for.
They changed their tone and Said ) 'Then) 0 Emperor, give us the territory
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starting from Serres and keep the rest.' The Emperor replied, 'It is
not proper for me to fulfil this request either for it was there that
I was first appointed to govern by the late Emperor, my uncle, and I
first served as general in that city; I love the place as home gr
and so it is not right for me to let this city go' But the ambassa-
dors leapt from one place to another with ease and with no preference
for what they got so lcng as they got something. They replied, '0
Emperor, give us the land from Voleron to our territory.' The Emperor
said, 'I often hunted in thcse parts - in fact, I more or less learned
how to hunt there - and I do not think it is right to part with this
land. I will want to hunt there again and to take pleasure in the chase.'
The ambassadors then replied to the Emperor, 'What will you give us then9'
The Emperor said,
I? nothing. You know me well and understand what war with me
means; I knew how to fight you when I was governor of Bithynia
and Tarsia. If you want peace from me, I want the Latins in
Constantinople to pay the Roman Empire half of their koirnerkion
and the same amount of revenue from their chrysetseteion. If
you promise to give me this I will keep peace. If not, there
will be a war which, with God's help, will prove to the Rornans'
benefit.
Thus put to shame, the Latin ambassadors returned home tQ Constantinople
with nothing accomplished.
LXXIX. The Emperor sent an embas to the renegade xrichael by Theodore
Philes (who had been blinded by the Emperor Theodore). The embassy
was conciliatory. In order to win his goodwill the Emperor ceded to
the renegade many of the towns and territories which he possessed but
he asked for the return of a few places which he could not afford to
ignore. However, the renegade turned a d.es.f ear to the proposals.
Not only did he not receive the embassy but he also trade unseemly
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replies since he was puffed up by his marriage alliance with Manfred.,
the 'ing of Sicily, and also that with William, the Prince of Achaia,
for he had by then accomplished this tie of kinship as well. This
was the source of his big ideas and arrogant language. Theodore
Philes was greatly distressed by this talk and troubled by the re-
plies and so he returned to the Emperor after making this statement
to the renegade: 'I know that you are speaking without thinking and
that is why you are g..ving voice to unseemly remarks. But you should
know that you will soon be tried by imperial strength and Roman force
and. you will be sorry when it is too late.' After he had spoken, he
went to the Emperor, condemning Miohaelts great folly in not being
willing to sati.sfy even the small request of the Emperor, to release
Constantine Chabaron arid. myself, the author, immediately; Chabaron,
because he had. been brought up with the Emperor and had often fought
with him on campaign; me, because I was related to the Emperor and my
wife was crying pit ifufl,y and throwing herself at the Emperor' s feet.
And. this even though the Emperor had released more than twenty men from
prison, men whom the Emperor had taken captive in the battle at Vodena,
and had. sent to the Emperor Theodore, some of whom were relatives of the
renagade, while Qthers were among his best soldiers and were men of
distinguished birth. This is how the embassy to the renegade fared.
The Emperor also sent an embassy to the renegade's son—in—law,
Manfred, the King of Sicily, by Nikephoros Alyates, the
	 canikleiou,
and 1anfred detained him for nearly two years. For how could he fulfil
the Emperor's wishes when he was completely bound. to the renegade ichael
and was obsessed by the dream of greater gain9 The Emperor likewise sent
an embassy to the Prince of Achala. But he too had been emboldened by hi
marriage alliance iith the renegade and had great expectations of it and
so he held the proposals of no account.
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LXXX. As we mentioned previously, the Emperor sent his brother the
sebastokrator against the renegade in the west, entrusting to him
troops and their generals arid ordering him to keep advancing until
he encountered the renegade's army. The sebastokrator John 1d as
he was ordered. The renegade Michael was encamped with hia wife and
his retainers in the region of Kastoria. But he suddenly heard that
the Roman army was crossing the valley at Vodena in an advance against
them. When they heard thia message, they were suite frightened and
started to flee, givng everyone marching orders. Since it was night
and they could not see where they were going, many fell victim to the
road as if it were a sword. Thoore Petraliphas, brother of the rene-
gade Michael's wife, mounted his horse recklessly, as he was on the edge
of a cliff, he and. his horse fell over arid both died, They drew back
then as far as their own boundaries, namely the Pyrrenala. mountains which
separate Old and New Epiros from our Bellenic land.
When this had happened to them, the sebastokrator took advantage
of the opportunity and attacked the towns there, finding the terrtory
without any reserve. first he went to Ochrid, known to everyone as the
archiepiscopal see of Bulgaria, accompanied by its Archbiop, Constan-
tine Kabasilas who had been imprisoned by the Emperor Theodore. He had
been suspected by the latter of not being true to the imperial regime
for his brothers John and Theodore were with the renegade Michael; Theo-
dore was one of his [Michael's ] notables while John was master over prac-
tically all his affairs,administering both public and personal matters.
It was for this reason that the Emperor Theodore did not have confidence
in the bishop, as we mentioned. But the Emperor Michael was more liberal
in these matters and. depended on od iii most, if not all, of hs actions.
lie gave the Archbishop freedom to go to hiz [see 3 and he accompanied the
sebastokrator. When they came to Ochrid, as we said, the sebatokrator
set up siege engines against it while the Archbishop undertook to win it
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over with neotations.. They ciptured Ochrid. in a short time.
When the sebastokrator had put affairs there in good order,
he left for Deabolis and. resolved to br.Lng the town to terms with -
the use of mechanical contrivances of every kind. H 0 gave orders
and. sot up siege towers and all kinds of engines and he made con-
stant attacks, doing everything he could to brLng about the conqiest
of the town. Things turned. out according to his plan for nany of '
the people inside the town were killed, and. no small number were
wounded. by arrows. Others showed their cowardice (for the westei'n
race is by nature cowardly when it comes to &fend.ing towns) and they
surrendered the town of Deabolis to the sebastokrator. All the terri-
tory around these towns, namely Prespa, Pelagonia, Sokos and Lolyskos,
became subject to the authority of the Roman forces arid was subjected
by them, For the inhabitants of the western parts are the sort that
easily succumb to everyone who wields power. In this way they avoid
death and preserve most of their wealth. This happened in the spring.
LXXXI. Since the renegade Michael saw that things were already looking
as if they would not turn out well for him, he resolved to resist the
imperial forces and he put every contrivance in motion and. left no stone
*
unturned, as they say, lie assembled all his retainers, summoning every-
one,en masse. He also received. a large auxiliary force from h2s son—in-
law, the King of Sicily: four hundred knights clad in full armour and moun-
ted. on stately and high—spirited horses; each one of those men was an emi-
nent member of his race. His other son—in—law, the Prince of Achala,
collected his entire array and fulfilled, in person the terms of the alliance
with his father—in—law, himself leading the large army. It was composed of
Franks, and of the Roman inhabitants of Achaia and. the Peloponnesos over
whom he ruled; most of them were Lakonians,
*Corp. Paroern. Graec. II, 201 :tV'C'a Xceov xctV rv'ccr. x.Xwv xt.vt.
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A very large army was assembled and. it attacked the Emperor' s
brother, the sebastokrator John. But he had. good. advice from his bro-
ther the Emperor arid, he struck back at his adversaries with strater.
Ho held. the strongest places with the forces who were fully armed with
coats of mail, while he ordered the lighter foot soldiers - being light
they moved easily - to join battle with the enemy in the plains. They
were Scythiana and. Turks, and. many Romans as well who were proficient in
archery. They attacked the enemy, striking them with arrows from a dis-
tance. The offensive began in a place called. 'Borilla Longos'. They
did not gi,ve them a chance to march freely in the daytime or to rest at
night. For they clashed with them in the day as they were watering their
horses - if someone wandered away to water his horse - and they attacked
them also on the road, drawing near their carts and. beasts of burden and.
plundering their goods, while the guards yielded.. After they had done
this many times they were driven to such an immoderate degree of boldness
against the enemy that they plundered whatever was around, taking things
from their very hands. The army of the rebel ichael was humiliated by
this and afflicted, with great terror for it had lost prdctically all hope
of deliverance.
Perforce they passed by Stanos, Sozkos, and Molyskos. It was their
aim to reach the town of rilep in order to retrieve it. When they arrived,
they disbanded, each man with the plan of running for his life as quic'Cly
as he could.. The renegade .hchael, with his son Nikephoros and a few
other men to whom he was accustomed to entrust his affars, mounted. their
horses in the night and fled. They knew the road well. But already with
the dawn of day the commanders of the troops beca3 aware of 1'ichael'
flight and so they also fled. Then the Roman army and the better coirir'anders
and John, the bastard son of the renegade, went over to the sebastokrator
John, and. gave him their hand and. swore oaths to the Emperor. The Prince of
Achaia and hs men scattered. The Prince was captured in Kastoria; he was
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hiding under some hay but one of the soldiers recognised him by his
teeth - his front teeth were very large and protruded from his gums -
and. he was taken captive to t1t Emperor. The best men of his division,
his relations, Anseim of Toucy and Ceoffrey of Karitana, and many other
well-known men were captured, some at Platamon, others elsewhere, and
were led. away captive to the Emperor. The allied forces sent to the
renegade by Manfred, the King of Sicily, four hundred men (as I said),
with their arms and their horses, were rounded up by four men, on of
whom was the megas dorrestikos, A].exios Strategopoulos; arother was Nike-
phoros lhmpsas, who was a Turk by race but had become a trLxe Christian.
The other two men were not di stinguished. The victory which our men
accomplished with the help of imperial counsel was so great that its fame
reached to all the ends of the earth. For the sun has seen few 5uch vic-
tories. At that time our men subjected every town and every territory.
LXXXII. The sebastokrator John passed through Thessaly and when he had
fortified the towns and fortresses there, encamped at Neopatras. He had
with him John, the bastard son of the renegade Michael. The nega do'es-
tikos, Alexios Strategopoulos, and John Ra.ou]. crossed. the Pyrrenaia moun-
tains and. proceeded to Arta, leaving a division of the army in Ioannin to
besiege the town. They then occupied Arta.
It g there that I met with them. I conferred with them for
a few days, then' made arrangements and departed from Arta, leaving the
people there no longer well-disposed to our men, for the troops did not
treat them well. It was for this reason that that most notable victory
which shone upon the Romans was reversed in a short time. Then I went
straight to the sebastokrator John, the Eirperor' s brother, who was at
Neopatras and stayed with him a few days before starting on the road to-
wards the Emperor.
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John, the bastard son of the renegade Michael, who was with
the sebastokrator, plotted rebellion with a few other men. Revealing
the treachery he had nurtured he defected to his father, the renegade
Michael, with some other men at the time when the sebastokrator John
was advancing against the Latins, passing by Levadia and plundering
Thebes. Now [Michael] , disturbed by tne sudden turn of events and
with no land to stand on, had embarked in boats with his son Nike-
phoros and his wife and some of his men and they passed their time on
the sea, using he surrounding islands that isLeukas and the islands
of Kephallenia, as resting places. But when his bastard son John went
to him, as was mentioned, he recovered from his torpor and, shaking off
his fear, he went to Arta. Vhen he arrived there and found all the in-
habitants devoted to bun, and the town of' Bouditza held by his side, he
gathered together the men who were there and drove ours out of the
bounds of Arta. In addition, he drove the besiegers of Ioanriina far
*from loannina. This then was the beginning of bad times for the Roman
state. The good achievements which had been brought about by the Emper-
or's counsel were reduced to nothing, or hardly anything, because of the
disobedience and lack of discipline of those in command.
The Emperor's brother, the sebastokrator John, and. his father—n-
law, Constantine Tornikes, left the battle, returning to the Emperor who
was at Lampsakos. The Emperor honoured the sebastokrator John with the
rank of Despot as a reward for the victory and also that he might be ecual
to the men he was fighting, a Despot, contending against Despots. To his
father—in—law, Constantine Tornikes, who was re gas rimnn.kerios, he gave
the rank of sebastokrator. But he also named his own brother, the Caesar
Constantira, sebastokrator. The insignia of the sebastokrators differed
in this: the Emperor's brother had gold. eagles attached to his blue shoes
while Tornikes shoes were plain. The Emperor also honoured Alexios
* Il. 11, £0).i.: xaxo a cLpa o 'jr.Xcr,v &pXi.
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Strategopoulos, the megas dornestikos, making him Caesar by proxy,
conferring the honour on him by dispatch. And this is ho. things
turned out.
LXXXIII. The Emperor spent the winter in Lampsakos, but in the spring
he procded against Constantinople. For his every effort and. purpose
was to rescue it from the hands of the Latins. He marched. against Con-
stantinople, not because he had confidence in his troops (for he was
not leading an army capable of' besieging such a city) but because he
had been beguiled by the assertions cf his cousin,na.med Anselxn. But
he deceived. the Emperor saying that he had. his home by the city walls
and. had. control over the gates through which he could let the Emperor's
army enter the city without a sound or struggle. knd. when he said this
he was believed. For their blood. ties provided the illusLon that the
man was telling the truth and. he had. received. promises, confirmed by
oaths, of more honours and. gifts 	 of the Pranks of the Prince of
Achaia .n battle; he had. expected bad. things but ot hi share of many
good things. Vhen he made these promisez,to the Emperor he received pro-
mises in return. As we said., the Emperor, placing ins hopes in these
E promises), proceeded against Constantinople and encamped on tne far side
*
of the Horn, to the north of the city in a place called Galata. e pre-
tended. that he was fighting aganst the fortress of Galata but he was really
sending for Anselm in secret that he might make good. his promises. But
the latter looked. to his interests rather than the truth. He gave false
replies, putting the blame on others. When a considerable length of ti
had. passed. and. he had done nothing, the army got ready and went to his house
at night	 - he had. been told. that this would happen - and at this
point it became obvious that he was lying. Since he had. no reasonable ex-
cuse to make, he put the blame on the archon of the city. He said, 'He
*'th x PcLC , the Golden Horn: Strabo, 319; Schol. Ap. Rh. 1, 282.
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suspected that it was not good. for me to have the keys to tte gates of
the city and. so he took them from me. That is why I cannot do anything.'
1'.hen the Emperor plainly saw the man's deceit, he left the place. The
Latins sent three ambassadors to the Emror as he was on his way, asking
for a truce. The Emperor granted this for one year only, causing them
considerable restriction.
LXXXIV. The Emperor cro.sed. the Hellespont and arrived. at the region af
Pegai where he sp&nt some time. When the summer had. passed and. the
autumn as well, he left this area and. went to Nymhaa.on to rest, an
imperial custom since the time of the exile from Constantinople and he
sent me as an ambassador to the ruler of the ulgarians, Constantina.
I went and stayed. with him a few days. It was just then 1 the time of]
Christ' s feast days, Christmas and. Epiphany. The Bulgarian rulers are
particularly ceremonial on the day of Epip}'any and Ctatantine, the Bul-
garian ruler at that time, wanted. me to stay with them and witness the
festivities. When I had carried out my orders I left Trnovo and went to
the Emperor who was at Nyiuphaion. The Emperor spent the winter tnere and
in the spring he left Nymphaion after he had celebrated the illustrious
day of the Anastasis of the Lord. • When he had spent some ttme in Phlebioi,
he went to a place called something like Klyzomene and took up residence.
The Emperors were accustomed. to stay there and to pass most of the spring
there after leaving Nymphaaon. For the entire region is level and. provides
enough pasturage for many horses; it is also irrigated and is near many
villages and cities which supply abundant provisions.
While the Emperor was there the sebastokrator Torriikes came from
Nicaea and. the Emperor had. so"e trouble on account of Arsenios, the pre-
vious Patriarch. For the ptriarcha. throne was without an incumbent since
the Patriarch Nikephoros who had. been transferred. from the bishopric of
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Ephesos to the patriarchal throne, had left this world and. departed for
the eternal resting place, having honoured the patriarchal throne for
less than a full year. Arsenios - a dull man both in speech and. action -
had been proposed for the position of Patriarch by the Emperor Theodore.
He had. no reason gracing him, neither the sort which comos from an edu-
cation nor that from nature but, in addition, he had a terrible disposi-
tion; being harsh in manner, quick to hate, [slow ]to become a friend,
and. bearing ill-will just like a shadow which follows the body. At the
beginning of the Emperor' s reign he went along with everything that
was done and was friendly to the Emperor. But after he crowned the Em-
peror he immediately made an about-face and was hateful to him. In this
he had as accomplices Andronikos[ 1.etropolitan]of Sardis and Manuelt lretrO_
politan]of Thessalonike who was called Opsaras. At the tire hen the Em--
peror took up a position against Constantinople and was encamped near the
cty, the Metropolitan of Sardis was invested. as a monk by loannikios,
[Metropolitan jof ?hiladelphia. For he had often been a nuisance tc the
Emperor about going to Paphlagoriia, that is where he was from. The Em-
peror thorcuELy understood the man' s cunning and did not allow him to
go to that regioi for it was his object to stir up all of Paphiagonia in
hatred. against the Emperor. The Emperor quite rightly told him, 'I appoin-
ted you }etropolitan of Sardis, not of Paphiagonia, and you should. choose
to live in the region of Sardis and stay there and tend your flock.' There-
fore, when he realised that the imperial will was unchangeable he chose the
life of a monk since there was nothing he could do. The Metropolitan of
Thessalonike, ]anuel, left Nicaea agairit his will and resided. somevhere
nearby, The Patriarch Arsios also left from there and lived in a small
monastery, going into seclusion and giving an effective rezignaUon, al-
though not in writing. As a result, all the bishops met at Lampsakos>
and Nikephoros, the Metropolitan of Ephesos, was elevated to the Patriarchal
throne by a unanimous vote and. the Emperor' s orders. He was a most reverend
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and proper n'an in speech and manner, pleasant to all who mct him.
But just as I said previously, he did. not live even one year
Patriarch] before he died. Then the sebastol.-rator Tornikes (he was
friends with Arsenio, somehow or other), pressed the Emperor to re-
store Arsenios to the patriarchal throne, describing some miracles
and. portente worked by Arsenios, although others who were in a posi-
tion to give advice d.id not want this to happen. But the Emperoris
goodness and readiness to do well made him agree to the selckrator's
advice and. Arsenios was again elevated to the Patriarchal throne, after
he had stated in writing that his thouits and actior8 with regard to
the Emperor would be correct.
LXXXV. The Emperor sent Alexios Strategopoulos, the Caesar, to the
western regions with some troops he had prepared to join battle with
the enemies of the Romans there. He gave orders that he should make
an assault on Constantinople as he was passing through (since the road
runs near the city) and the army should run up to its very gates so as
to frighten the Latins inside. It came about that on that occasion some
*
thing happened by the providence of God. A large Latin hollov ship from
Venice arrived at Constantinople wth a young potentate on it whom they
call a Podest.. He was, as became apparent, energetic and adventurous in
matters of war. He urged all the Latiris in Constantinople to go to battle,
advising that, "We must not on3.y stay inside t1 city, guarding it and our-
selves, but we should also take some action against the Romans so that they
will not be altogether contemptuous of us in their [attacks] against us.'
He persuaded them, therefore, to embark in the galleys they had and some
other ships, such as the feluccas+ and. dromonds , and to set sail for the
xoXoC,a,ov, Homeric epithet for ships: e. Ii. 1, 26, perhaps the equi-
valent of a transport ship: see Mc Neal commentary on Robert of Clan, 132-133.
+ •x6.iç3doLov =	 fast-sailing galley.
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island. of Daphriousa, to see if they might be able to bring it to
terms and gain a good share of its spoils. The ctywas therefore
emptied of its men and it was administered and guarded by women,
children and Baldwin, their so-called. Emperor, with a modest number
of men,
Then the Caesar Alexios Strategopoulos suddenly came up to Con-
stantinople at night. Since he also had with him sore men who had.
come from the city and ho had. precise information thout it, he inquired.
and learned that there was an opening at the wall of the city through
which an armed. man could. pass and so he did not delay but set to work.
A man passed through and another followed him, and. then another, iintil
up to fifteen men, perhaps even more, bad. entered the city in this
manner. But since at the wall they found one of the men who were en-
trusted with keeping watch, some of the men climbed up, took him by the
legs and hurled him out of the city. Others took hold. of axes and broke
the bars on the gates, thus giving the army free entry into the cty.
It was in this way that the Caesar Strategopoulos and all the Romans and
Scythians with him (this was the composition of his army) entered. the city.
As the people inside were shaken by the suddenness of the event, everyone
sought his salvation as best he could. Some went to the monasteries and.
put on monks' clothes in order to escape death, while women cowered at
the openings of the walls and. hid. in dark passageways and concealed. places.
The ruler of the city, Baldwin, rushed to the Great Palace.
The Latins who had. gone to Daphnousia and the Podest'a with them,
knowing nothing of what had happened, started. back to the city, since
they had. not been able to accomplish anything against the island of Dç.ph-
nousia - for God. held. them back. They got as far as the church of the
Archangel Michael near Anaplous without learning anything at all of what
had transpired. But when they arrived there and learned.,they rushed back
to the city. However, the Roman army was aware of this and set fire to
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the houses of the Latins by the shore - they cal]. them campos - and
burned, them, first the houses of the Venetians, then those of the
other peoples. When the Latins saw the city in flames, they snote their
cheeks with their hands and. lefb, taking as many people as they could.
into tir galleys and other ships. One galley went to the G'eat Palace
and. took Baldwin who had come close to being captured. And that was how
it happened. By the providence of G-od. Constantinople again became sub-
ject to the Emperor of the Roxnans, in a just and. fitting way, on the
twenty—fifth of July, the fourth indiction, in the six thousandth, seven
hundredth and. sixty—ninth year [ '261] since the creation cf the world,
after an enemy occupation of fifty—eight years.
LXXXVI. While the Emperor was encamped. near Meteorion, suddenly one night
a report struck the ears of the crows. The report came from a child. ser-
vant of the Emperors sister Eirere (after she took ironastic vows she was
renamed. EulogLa) who came to her from the region of Bithynia. • Tne ser-
vant had. learned of the conquest of Constantinople by the Roman army while
travelJ.ing . The Emperor's sister went to the Emperor as quickly as she
could. and, finding him asleep, shook him gently with her hand, n order
to awaken him, saying to him in a whisper, 'You have taken Constantinople,
0 Emperor.' She said. this more than once but the Emperor did. not move or
respond to her. But when she changed her statement and. said., 'Get up
Emperor; Christ has given Constantinople to you, * he got out of bed. and
stretching his hands to heaven said, 'This statement, 0 sister, I accept.
The first thing you said, that I had taken Constantinople, I cannot accept.
For how could. I take possession of Constantinople from Meteorion " I did.
not even send. an adequate army against it. But I agree thst these things
are easy for G'od and it is in His power speedily to grant the almost im-
possible to whose ver he wihcs.'
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Having said this he assc-bled all the officials who were with
him at the tiir and inquired whether they thougnt the report true.
Some men, especially those vho had learned about the exodus of the
Latins in detail, held that it wa true. But others, those to whom
knowledge of the decisions of higher providence has not been granted,
doubted the report, considering the deed. to be aong the most diffi-
cult to accomplish. The night passed in conversations of this sort.
When day dawned, it was everyone' s hope that some one would arrive to
convey the truth to the camp but that day passed too and no such per-
son appeared. Everyone was distressed and troubled, especially the
Emperor. But the following night the man who conveyed the happy message
came and spoke about the matter plainly, saying that the Roman army with
the Caesar Strategopoulos was within Constantinople; and he told them what
the situation was.
LXXXVII. The Emperor was glad to leave Meteorion because he was eagr to
reach Constan'tinople guickly, fearing that the Latins might at any time
return from Daphnousia, enter the city, put up a. strong fight against the
Romans and cast them outside the walls since they greatly ot4tnumbered. the
Roma.ns. But this did. not happen since they had. been shaken by the unex-
pected and had alrear fled, just as the narrative disclosed. The Emperor
speeded up the journey'. When we had passed the mountains of Kalauos. and.
the Emperor had. encamped near Achyraous, it was then that the imperial in-
signia of Baldwin,the so-called Emperor of Constantinople, were brought to
him. These were a crown, Latin in shape, decorated with pearls and with a
red gem on top, red slippers and a sword. sheathed in a red. silk cover. Then
most people believed the story, for the magnitude of the deed. had. prevented
anyone from believing the reports too readily.
The Emperor hurried; he ccvered. greater distances at greater
speed. As the Emperor was approaching Constantinople it occurred to him
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to make an entry into the city in a manner more reverential to God.
than iznperial,and he planned how it should take place, through decla-
rations of thanksgiving to God and prayers uttered. on behalf of the
Emperor, the clergy, the city, its inhabitants and the population.
Since he required. someone to write the prayers, he decided to goad.
the philosopher Blemmydes to do it, However the man was far away -
he lived at Ephesos— and the business was getting delayed. But the
Emperor did not wish to put off his entry. He was displeased with the
state of affairs but I resolved the difficuJ.ty for him. I said, 'If,
0 Emperor, you want the prayers to be by a holy man, I have nothing to
say. But if you should choose to have your wish executed by anyone at
all. who is able to write, I could satisfy your desire and write the
prayers for you.' This seemed better to the Emperor and. he preferred
[to have] prayers written by me for a quick entry. I therefore set about
the work immediately; a whole day and. night had. not quite passed. before
I had. written thirteen prayers, each one with its own subject.
LXXXVIII. The Emperor arrived at Constantinople. It was then the four-
teenth of August. He did. not want to enter Constantinople on that day;
instead he lodged at the Kosmidion monastery which is near the Blacher-
nai. He spent the night there and in the morning he entered Constantinople
in the following manner. Since the atra rch Arsenios was not present
(as he was not excited by the good news and was ill—disposed to the Emperor
and a)most hated. him because the city of Constantinople had been added. to
the Roman Empire by hun) it was necessary for one of the bishops to pro-
nounce the prayers. The Metropolitan of Cyzicus, George, also flared Kleidas,
performed. the service. lie climbed. to the top of one of the towers of the
Golden Gate with the icon of the Theotokos which is named after the monastery
ton 0deon, and recited the prayers for everyone to hear. The Egiperor took
off his crown and. knelt on the ground. and all his companions who were behind.
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him fell to their knees.	 en the first of the prayer-s had. been said,
the deacon made the motion to rise up and they all stood up and. said.
the 'Kyrie Eleeison' one hundred. times. And when these were fin: shed.
the bishop cried out another prayer. The second [prayer] was completed
like the first and so on until all the prayers were said. IThen the holy
ritual had taken place in this manner, the Emperor entered the C-olden
Gate in a manner more reverential to God than imperial; he walked pre-
ceded by the icon of the Mother of God. He went as far as the Stoudios
monastery and when. he had left the icon of the immaculate Mother of God
there, he mounted a horse and went to the church of the Wisdom of God..
There he worshipped the Lord Christ and gave Him due thanks and. then
went to the Great Palace. On that occasion the Roman people were festive
and full of rejoicing and. uncontained joy. There was no one who was not
jumping for joy and almost incredulous because of the unexpectedness of
the event arid his exceeding happiness.
As it was necessary for the Patriarch to be in Constantnop1e, he
was persuaded. by their arguments to come after a few days' interval. he
Emperor went to the holy building, the church of the Great Wisdom, in order
to deliver the throne to its bishop. Al]. the officials arid. the distinguished
archontes and all the people assembled with the Emperor. Te Emperor took
the hand of the Patriarch and said, 'You have your throne, Lord. Enjoy
now the kathedra which you have long been deprived of,' And. this is what
happened between the Emperor and the Patriarch.
LXAXIX, Something else happened. on that occasion and not to commit it
to writing would, I consider, be most improper. I had written an oration
in honour of the deliverance of Constantinople. The opening theme of the
oration was thanksgiving to God. for His beneficence to the Roinaii and His
compassionate solicitude and. help. A panegyric expressing gratitude to the
Emperor was iniluded in the oration, The request at the end. of the oration
was for the co-proclamation of the Emperor's first-born child, Andronikos
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Komrienos, with his father. This was unknown to most people, cspe-
cially the officials who also did. not approve of the business. Our
leading men, the De:pot John, the Emperor' s brother, and his father-
in—law, the sebastokrator Tornikes, did. not know what the theme Cof
the oration) was nor about the proposal, and. so they compelled the
Emperor to hear the oration. (Even though the Caesar Strategopoulos
was present, he took little interest in these matters. ) The Emperor
was annoyed for it was already noon and. it was time for the midday
meal '"'
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I. In dealing with the prooim5a to Byzantine histories it is
difficult to ascertain how much is literary convention, how much
an ind.icat ion of the author' s views on the subject of historio-
graphy. Akropolites' statement is no less a problem in this re-
spect. However, if one compares Akropolites' introduction with
the prooimia of roughly contemporary authors, i.e. Pachymeres and
Skoutariotes, Akropolites' rooimion gives an impression of being
p
more heavily indebted or tied to literary models than the others,
For instance, Pachymeres gives an explanation of his sources (I,
11,7-12,4.). Skoutariotes tells his readers in what lies the value
of his work; it is a synopsis written in a clear, simple language
(ed.. Sathas, 3-li-). Akropolites, on the other hand, writes more
about what others have said. in their histories, than about his own
views. And. when he does mal-e a statement about his work it turns
out to be a quotation from a classical author; see on 2+,18-21.
Pseudo-Sphrantzes, or i'akarios Melissenos, Metropolitan of
Monembasia, uses .Aicropolites' prooimion, practically word for wd,
See Grecu, ed., 150-152; idem, P.S 26 (965), 67-68, and. the 'ntroduc-
tion, 54-.
.Li6' It is true that the'praise'of history, or an exposition of the
usefulness of history is a theme in most prooimia. See Choniates (CSHB,
3-4.; ed. van Dieten, 1-2), Pachymeres (1,12-13). In avoiding to add to
the wealth of statements on this subject, Akropolites is perhaps imitating
Polybius (1,1-2). See R. Guilland, Essai sur Nicehore Gregoras (Paris,
1926), 233.
3,11. By xôv &v X6o' I assun that .Akropolites is referring to
rumour and to the talk of the common, uneducated people. See below 54.,
3-4. where he uses a similar pejorative phrase with respect to popular,
i.e., non-classical speech.
4.,18-21. Thia is the sine ira sine 0db of Tacitus, found.rot infrequent-
ly in the prooimia of Byzantine authors; see Guilland!s cour.ent on this,
Essai sur Nicphore Gregoras, 233.
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II-IV. Akropolites' treatment of events leading to, and culminating
in, the Latin conquest of Constantinople is summary and serves only
to introduce his real subject, the 'Empire of Nicaea'. For the most
part his narrative follows the correct sequence of events. Ho seems
to have been well-informed, altLough it is not possible to identify
his source. It is certain, however, that he did not use Choniates'
account. See below on 7,22-24, and the Introduction, PP. 50-52.
4 , 27-5, 1 . Isaac II (1185-1195) and Alexios III (1195-1203) were
descended from a daughter of Alexios I Komnenos but were Angeloi
by birth. Upon coming to the throne Alexios changed his name from
Angelos to Komnenos becaz of the greater prestige of the latter
name; see Choniates, CSHB, 605,8-il; ed. van Dieten, 459,54-56.
5,4-6. In April 1195, while Isaac was encamped at Kypsella, Thrace,
awaiting troops for his expedition against the Viacha, a group of
Alexios' supporters in the .arrny proclaimed him Emperor. Isaac fled
from the camp but was caught and blinded at the monastery at Bera,
between Makri and KypseJ.la: Choniates, CSHB, 593-595; ed. van Dieten,
450-452; Brand, Byzantiuii, 112-113.
5,6-8. Isaac's first wife is not known. She died before he came to
the throne in 1185, leaving two daughters and. a son, Alexios; see
Choniates, CSHB, 481,18-21; ed. van Dieten, 368,43-46. Isaac's son
Manuel by his second wife, Margaret-Maria of Hungary, was born during
his reign but Isaac seems to have considered Alexios his heir:Choniates,
CSHB, 548; ed. van Dieten, 419.
Alexios, described as a cCpo.	 by Akropolites, could have
been in his late teens or early twenties. For Akropolites' use of the
word see below 63,21-22; also J. Folda, 'The Fourth Crusade, 1201-1203:
Some Reconsiderations', BS 26 (1965), 285 and note 36.
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5,9. The Emperor Alexios III freed Alexios from prison to take him
on a campaign against Ilanuel Kammytzes, his rebellious protostrator.
But Alexios escaped from the camp and boarded a Pisan vessel which
was anchored at the port of Athyra in the Sea of Marmara. See Chonia-
tes, CSHB, 711-712; ed. van Dieten, 536-538.
The date of	 flight to the west has been a central issue
for scholars engaged in the 'diversion question' of the Fourth Crusade.
For a summary of the various opinions on this 'oblem see E. IlcNeal and
R.L. Wolff, 'The Fourth Crusade', in A History of the Crusades, II, edd.
Setton, Wolff, Hazard, 168-173. There is much evidence in favour of the
year 1201. See Brand, Byzantium, App. 2, 276-277; H. Gr4oire , 'The
Question of the Diversion of the Fourth Crusade, or, an old controversy
solved by a latin adverb', B 15 (19k0-19k1), 158-166.
5,10. Akropolites' statement that Alexios went directly to the Pope
is in disagreement with other sources. The western narrative sources
state or imply that Alexios went to seek help from Philip of Swabia,
King of Germany, Isaacll's son-in-law. Isaac had written to his daughter,
Eirene, Philip's wife, from prison, asking for help: Choniates, CSHB, 711,
2-6; ed. van Dieten, 536, 23-26. However, Akropolites' account appears
to be confirmed by Pope Innocent's letter of 16 November 1202 to the
Emperor Alexios III in which he says that Alexios had been to see him
but bad left and gone to Philip (PL, CCXIV, cols. 1123-1121f). But
the Pope's statement does not rule out the possibility that Alexios had
met with Philip before visiting the Pope. For this argument see Folda,
BS 26 (1965), 28k. In fact, it is probable that Alexios did visit his
p
sister first. This sequence of events is supported by Choniates (CSHB
712, 2-8; 715,2-k; ed. van Dieten, 537, kk-k8; 539,6-8) and the Chronicle
of Novrorod (ed. Hopf, 9k). Akropolites' account cannot be relied upon
here, particularly since his narrative concerning the Fourth Crusade is
simplified and short.
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5,12-18. Soon after Innocent III became Pope in 1198 he made plans
for a new crusade to recover Jerusalem. Forces raised in northern
France in 1199 formed the core of the army which went on the crusade.
There were also Germans, Lombards and Venetians. See McNeal and Wolff
in A History of the Crusades, II, 160. Akropolites uses the word
'IaXoC to refer to all westerners, including the Franks. On this
see below on 13, 7-10 and P. Karlin-Hayter, 'Notes sur le AATINIKON
dans l'arme et lea d.storiens de Nic6e', IEF 4 (1972), 142-150.
The name 'Elder Rome',	 pec ¶epii 'Pri
	 , was in use
from the fourth century as an epithet for Rome, in distinction from
Constantinople, the 'New Rome'. See E. Fenster, Laudes Constantinopoli-
tanae (Nunich, 1968), 72; 93; V. Laurent, 'Le titre de Patriarche Oecu-.
menique et la signature patriarcale', REB 6 (1948), 5-26.
5,19-21. Despite the use of ou 7fleEC	 to describe the Pope's state
of uneasiness, Akropolites clearly indicates that the Pope was respon-
sible for steering the crusaders towards Constantinople. According to
Akropolites, the crusaders were quite willing to be diverted for they
were using Jerusalem only as an 'excuse'.
Pope Innocent's letter to the Emperor Alexios III states that
the young Alexios made no promises directly to him but rather to Philip
of Swabia. The Pope learned of them through Philip's ambassadors. His
promises were 'large', especially the ones ihich interested the Pope,
for Alexios pledged to help in the recovery of the Holy Land and to
conform to the Pope's wishes with regard to the union of the churches.
See the letter, .16 November 1202: PL,CCXIV, col. 1124; also 5, 22-25.
5,21-22. The Pope's role is not as clearly defined as Akropolitea
has presented it. Innocent, in his letter to Alexios III assured him
that he would not allow the crusading forces to attack Constantinople:
PL, CCXIV, col. 1124. However, Choniates claims that Alexios (Iv) had
a letter of recommendation from the Pope to the crusaders (CSffB, 715, 2.4;
ed. van Dieten, 539, 6-8). For a discussion of the Pope's role see
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B. Primov, 'The Papacy, the Fourth crusade and Bulgaria', BB 1 (1962),
183-211; Setton, The Papacy and the Levant, 7-9.
5,22-25. Alexios' proposal was larger than the one Akropolitea gives.
He promised the crusaders and Venetians 200,000 marks and proviaiorz.
To help the crusaders in their recovery of the Holy Land he would con-
tribute 10,000 men for a year and maintain a garrison of 500 troops
at his expense for his lifetime. See Villehardouin, 93; Robert of
Clan, 31; Choniates, CSHB, 715,5-11; ed. van Dieten, 539, 9-15.
5,26. Akropolites uses archaising language to describe the ships.
Choniates is more specific. He lists 110 horse transports (
	
awyv),
60 galleys (vv axpv ) and 70 merchant ships or freighters ( ir.),.oCwv
c'rpoyi3Xwv ):CSHB, 71k, 16-19; ed. van Dieten, 539, 9k-a. Robert of
Clan, 9, and the Devastatio (ed.. Hopf, 87) agree that the fleet was
composed of these three types of vessels. Akropoiites Homeric 'hollow
ships' C va.uct xoCXaC : Ii. 1.26) should be identified with the
'round ships' C icoCcov o'rpori3Xwv ) or freighters of Choniates'
account. The'triremes'('pCT1petC) are equivalent to galleys and have
been translated as such throughout the text.
5,27. The fleet left Venice in October 1202. Alexios coined the
crusaders at Corfu from which the fleet sailed in May 1203: Villehar-
douin, 75, 112; 119; Robert of Clan, 12-15; Devastatio, ed. Hopf, 88.
That the voyage was favoured by winds is mentioned also by Villehar-
douin (119) and Choniates (CS}rB, 717,15-17; ed. van Dieten, 5ki,5658).
.Akropolites' reference to this detail would seem to be an indication of
his use of a written source.
5,28. The fleet came within sight of Constantinople on 23 June 1203:
Robert of Clan, kO; Villehardouin, 13k, 136; Choniates, CSHB, 717,16-18;
ed. van Dieten, 5kl, 58-5k2,1.
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5,28-29. Alexios had led the crusaders to believe that he had.
supporters in the city. See the Chronice_ Novgorod, ed. Hopf, 9sf:
tota uLrbs...me imperatorem cupit. The crusaders, expecting a popular
response, displayed him to the people by parading him along the walls
of the city in a galley. The people were urged to receive him as
their 'lord':'Veez ici vostre seignor naturel' (Villehardouin, 145-146).
See also Robert of Clan, 41. Choniates does not mention this episode.
6,1. Akropolites must be referring to the envoy Alexios III sent to
the crusaders' camp at Scutani and to the crusaders' reply. The Emperor
Alexios offered money and supplies to help them on their way to the
Holy Laud. They replied by demanding that io yield the throne to its
rightful occupant: Villehardouin, 141-144; Robert of Clan, 41.
6,2. The land battles Akropolites mentions took place at Galata and
in the area of the Blachernai palace in July 1203. See Villehardouin,
156-162; 1621; 171-180; Robert of Clan, 42-43; 45-52; Devastatio, ed.
Hopf, 89; Choniates, CSIIB, 718-719; 721-722; ed. van Dieten, 542,72-
5113; 5214-546.
6,3-9. Only Akropolites mentions this alleged statement of Alexios who
fled in the night of 17 July to Develtos on the Black Sea, taking with
him gold, jewels and his daughter Eirene: Villehardouin, 182; Robert
of Clan, 52; Devastatio, ed. Hopf, 89. According to Choniates, his
wife uphrosyne did not flee with him; she and her relatives were
arrested in Constantinople(CSHB, 723,15-23; 727,21-23; ed. van Dieten,
51f6,72_547,79; 550,30-31). She left the city later, at the time of its
conquest, with her daughter Eudokia: Villehardouin, 266 and note below
on9, 10-41.
III. 6, 10-13. The night of Alexios' fligAt the blind Isaac was re-
leased from prison and set on the throne. In the morning the young
Alexios was invited to enter the city. However, according to other
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sources, there was no question of his proclamation as Emperor at
this time for his father was already on the throne. See note on 6,
15-16; Choniates, CSHB, 727-728; ed. van Dieten, 550-551; Villehar-
douin, 182; Robert of Clan, 52-53; Devastatio, ed. Hopf, 89.
6,13-1k. The crusaders would not allow Alexios to enter Constanti-
nople until Isaac confirmed by verbal oath and chrysobull that he would
fulfil the conditions of their agreement with Alexios. See note on
5,21-22; Villehardouin, 18k-189; Choniates, CSHB, 728, 3-9; ed. van
Dieten, 550, 36-41.
6,15-16. Alexios was not proclaimed Emperor until 1 August 1203.
See the short chronicle (Kodinos chronicle), ed. P. Schreiner, Klein-
chroniken, no. 1k, 150; Alexios' letter to Pope Innocent, dated 25 August
1203, in which he mentions his coronation:. PL, CCXV, 236-237; Villehar-
douin, 193; Robert of Clan, 56; Choniates, CSHB, 736, 1-11; ed, van
Dieton, 556,93-557,6.
616-21. Alexios and Isaac had promised to give the crusaders 200,,000
silver marks to cover their debt to the Venetians. Alexios paid half
this sum upon his coronation but payments after that were slow and small:
Robert of Clan, 56; Villehardouin, 208.
6,21-22. An indication of the resentment felt towards the Latins
at this time can be seen in an oration written by Nikephoros Chryso-
berges (November 1203) and intended for delivery on 6 January 120k).
In this oration Chrysoberges expresses the need to take a strong stand
against the greedy Latins. See C. Brand, 'A Byzantine Plan for the
Fourth Crusade'; Sneculu'n k3 (1968), k62-475, for a translation and
commentary.
6,22-2k. Isaac died a natural death early in 120k: Choru.ates, CSHB,7L14,
ik-i6; ed. van Dieten, 562,63-66; Villehardouin, 223.
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6,2L1_7,l. Isaac resorted to a practice which had most recently been
used under Alexios III who plundered the imperial tombs in the church
of the Holy Apostles in 1196-1197 in an effort to buy off Henry VI :
Choniates, CSi113, 631-632; ed. van Dieten, k78-k79. Choniates comments
that Isaac's collection of holy treasures, taken from Hagia Sophia,
was greater than previous ones: CSHB, 73k, 17-19; 7k0,19-21; ed. van
Dieten, 555, 69-556,70; 560,86-88. On imperial confiscation of sacred
objects see A. Glabinas,	 'AXcCov Kovrivo top tIcp5v
xeu63v, Ke.XCwv xot' 6.yCwv cCx6vwv 'pt. (1081-1095), (Thessa-
lonike, 1972), 5k ff.
7,2-3. When Alexios stepped payments entirely, the crusaders sent an
embassy to protest: Robert of Clan, 59. Villehardouin, one of the
delegates sent to Alexios, reports that the envoys were lucky to get
away with their lives: 211-212.
7,3-6. Alexios Doukas Mourtzouphlos is said to have been a participant
in the revolt of John Komnenos the Fat against Alexios III (1201). See
the scribal note to Mesanites' account of the incident, ed. A. Heisen-
berg, Nikolaos Mesarites, Die Palastrevo].ution des Johannes Komnenos,
Programm des K. alten Gymnasiums zu WUrzburg fUr das Studlen3ahr 1906/
1907 (WUrzburg, 1907), 2k, note 1; Aubry of Trois Fontaines, NGH, 870,20;
Brand, Byzantium, 122-12k; k7, note 1k.
	 He was imprisoned, in -
1201 or later and freed in 1203 by the restored Isaac II and Alexios IV
who gave him the honorific title of protovestarios: Choniates,. CSHB,
7k5,8; ed. van Dieten, 563, 79; Robert of Clan, 53. He became a
trusted advisor to Alexios 1V 3 using his influence to alienate Alexios
from the crusaders by urging him to stop payments: Robert of Clan, 58.
Mourtzouphlos killed Alexios in January 120k and had himself proclaimed
Emperor on 5 Februaryl2ok: Choniates, CSHB, 7k'f-7k7; ed. van Dieten, 563-
56k; Villehardouin, 221-223; ç'icle of 1Jovgorod, ed. Hopf, 95.
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Alexios' ancestry is not known but a scribal note claims he
was related (pambros) to Michael Palaiologos. See Heisenberg, Die
Palastrevolution, 2k, note 1. The name Mourtzouphlos, a nickname
given to Alexios because of his bushy eyebrows (Choniates, CSHB,7Lf2,
11-13; ed. van Dieten, 561,23-25), later became a surname. See be-
low 1'i,6-9; Polemis, Doukai, ik5-ik6. His portrait in cod. Mutinen-
sis gr. 122 actually depicts him with bushy eyebrows. For a discussion
of the imperial portraits in this manuscript see now I, Spatharakis,
The Portrait in Byzantine Illuminated Manuscripts (Leiden, 1976), 172-
180; p1. 119.
7,7-9. The crusaders were enraged by Mourtzouphlos' usurpation.
With Alexios IV dead, they felt no obligations; there was nothing to
prevent them from attacking the city, for a man like Mourtzouphlos
'n'avoit droit en terre tenir': Villehardouin, 22k225; Chronicle of
Novgorod, ed. Hopf, 96; Robert of Clan, 62.
7, 9-21. The departure from the city of the Latin residents, the Amal-
fitans and Pisans who lived along the Golden Horn (see below on 183,7-12),
was caused by an attack of the mob C	 a'rqoc ) on the
Iatins.1ng in the city and was not the outcome of a 'resolution'
( oXcua) of the officials and leading men in the city. See Choniates,
CSHI3, 730, 5-73k,?; ed. van Dieten, 55a,77-555,61; Villehardouin, 203-205;
Devastatio, ed. Hopf, 89-90. This exodus of approximately 15,000 Latins
took place in August 1203 : Villehardouin, 203,205 and note 1, pp. 208-209.
Akropolites' chronology is confused hereas below 7,22. Skoutaniotea is
likewise wrong in placing this event after the fall of the city: ed. Sathas,
14.50,1019.
IV. 7.22. Akropolites is wrong about the time that elapsed from the
exodus episode to the conquest of the city; it was something like seven
and a half months and not forty days. See above on 7,9-21. Perhaps
at the time of his writing people remembered the desertion of the Latins
in the city as the decisive move which brought about the conquest of the
city.
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7, 22-24. The date is off by one year. Constantinople fell to the
Latins on 12 April in the 6712th year (1204). See Choniates, CSHI3,
752, 23-24; ed. van Dieten, 568, 88-89, and Skouta2iotes, ed. Sathas,
1i46, 27-29, for the correct year. 1203 is given as the date of the
conquest only in a 'short chronicle' consisting of three,thirteenth
century entries in a tenth century Psalter: see P. Schreiner, Klein-
chroniken, no. 19, 173. Akropolites error is certainly very strange
and demonstrates in yet another way that he did not use Choniates as
a source.
7, 24 -8,1. The first attack on the city on 9 April was not success-
ful: Choniates, CSHB, 752, 22-753,1k; ed. van Dieten, 568, 88-569,7.
Devastatio , ed. Hop!, 92; Chronicle of Novgorod 1
 ed. Hop!, 97.
8,1-3. The crusaders anchored near Constantinople in June 'f 203 (6711th
year). See above 5,28. The conquest and sack of the city took place
ten months later.
8,k-. Akropolites' infor'nation is quite precise. First a Venetian
leapt onto the wall of a tower from a boarding ramp attached tothe mast
of a freighter. te was killed but a	 uii1.t,Andre' d'Ureboise,
was successfu. See Choniates, CSHB, 753,20-754,6; ed. van Dieten, 569,
11-570,20; Robert of Clan, 72-74; Villehardouin, 242-243. A group of
mosaic pavements, dated 1213, and found in the church of St. John the
Evangelist, Ravenna, depict the conquest of Constantinople: See R.0,
Farioli, 'I Nosaici Pavimentale della chiesa di S • Giovanni Evangelista
in Ravenna', Felix Ravenna 101 (1970), 169-222.
8,5-11. Choniates, on the contrary, feels it is very much to the point
of his story to relate what happened in the city.: CSHB, 757-770; ed.
van Dieten, 572-582. Nicholas Iiesarites also gives a first-hand account
of the sack in his funeral oration for his brother John: Heisenberg,
Neue Cuellen I, 46-48.
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8,13-1k. The words ôucin and	 , as well as their
synonyms	 ã5G and	 &vOO?	 are used to signify Greek
territory in mainland Greece and in Asia Minor. See also Chomatenos,
ed. Pitra, co]. k90; Blemmydes in pstulae, ed. Festa, 329, k85.
The order which Akropolites ascribes to the conquests of the
Latins, first in the west, then in the east, is confirmed by ViUehar-
douin, according to whom all the land from Constantinople to Thessalo-
nike was under Latin domination by the end of September 120k:272.-302.
In November the Latins turned their attention to the area 'd'autre part
del Braz, devera la Turchie' ( 30k and fI.). Akropolites deals with the
Latin conquests in greater detail below. See 11,21-12,3,and XIII.
8,15. According to Choniates the Greeks did not at first resist the Latins
but greeted them with signs of the cross and words from the scriptureè:
CSHB, 796, ik-18; ed. van DieLen, 602, 1-3; Villehardouin, 269. But
soon, Villehardouin reports, the Greeks began to hate the Latins because
oi th greedy and cruel manner in which they behaved towards them:303.
V. 8,17-21.
	
Villehardouin (266) confirms that Alexios III was in
Mosynopoulos and had control of a great deal of territory. Alexios
had supporters inthe aristocracy of Thrace: Choniates, CSHB, 808, 12-15;
ed. van Dieten, 6i2,k6-k8. For Mosynoupolis (Messoune) see C. Asdracha,
La Pion, 10k ff. and below 39, 17-18.
8,21-25. Nourtzoupblos and Eudokia (see 9,5-11) were not married until
after the conquest of Constantinople but Mourtzouphlos is said to have
been in love with her long before: Choniates, CSHB, 755, 13-20; 8014,2-9;
ed. van Dieten, 571, k7-52; Villehardouin, 270.
8,25. Since Alexios III had no sons, his choice of sons-in-law was an
important matter. On the competition for the Exneror's daughters see
Choniates, CSHB, 660-662; ed. van Dieten, k97-k99.
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9,1-2. Eirene's first husband, Andronikos Kontostephanos died before
1197: Choniates, CSI-tB, 604,17-19; 641,3-5; 660,7-9; ed. van Dieten,
458,41-42; 485,6-.8 ; 1197,6_8; Brand, Byzantium , 119-120.
She married Alexios Palaiologos in the spring of 1199: Choniates, CSHB,
673-674 ; ed. van Dieteri, 508. Their daughter, Theodora, was the mother
of Michael Palaiologos. See V. Laurent, 'La Gna1og±e des Premiers
Pale'ologues', B 8 (1933), l5-149. For Alexios' participation in the
expedition against Ivanko in 1199 and in uprer.s;.g the revolt of
John Komnenos the Fat (1201) see Choniates, CSHB, 677-678; 686; ed. van
Dieten 3 510-511; 519; A. Heisenberg, Die Palastrevolution, 42, 48. He
died sometime between 1201 and 1203. See note on 9,2-3.
The seals of Alexios Palaiologos bear the title of Despot
and his name appears with this title in the Mesarites account of the
revolt of John K.ornnenos: see Zacos-Veglery, Byzantine Lead Seals, no.
2752 , pp. 1568-1569; Heisenberg, Die Palastrevolution, 48, 29-30. By
giving Alexios this title, Alexios III was designating him as his
successor to the throne. For the history of the title, first conferred
on an imperial son-in-law in 1163 by Manuel I, see G. Ostrogorsky,
'Urum-Despotes, Die Anfthige der DespoteswUrde in Byzanz,' BZ 44 (1951),
L148_460; B. Fer3an6i6, Desipoti U Vizanti.ii I junoslovenskim zernijama
(Belgrade, 1960), 32; -
9,2-3. When Alexios III fled frcm Constantinople he took Eirene with
him, according to Choniates: CSHB, 723, 15-20; ed. van Dieten, 546,72-
547,1. She must have been a widow by then (July 1203).
9,3-k. Anna, Alexios III'S 'second daughter in age but first in beauty'
was first married to Isaac Komnenos, the sebastokrator who died in a
prison in Trnovo in 1196, leaving her with a daughter Theodora: Choniatos,
CSHB, 613, 8; 620, 15-16; 660, 9-10; ed. van Dieten, 465, 31-32; 471,89;
497,8-9; Brand,Byzantiur, 125-126. Anna's marriage to Theo-
dore Laskaris was celebrated in 1199 along with that of Eirene to Ale-
xioa rai.Gtologos. See 9, 1-2; Choniates, CSHB, 673-675; ed.. van Dieten,
508-509.
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Nothing is known about the family of Theodore Laskaris. He
is called Komnenos on a seal where he has the title of protovestiari-
(pro 120k) and in documents after 120k. See V. Laurent, 'Los
Bullea mtriques dana la Sigillographie Byzantine', ' E 11VI.X( -
5 (1932), ki5, no. k03; I. 0ikonomids, 'Cinq Actes', iki. He must
have held the title of protostiarites until the death of Alexios
Palaiologos when he would have received the title of Despot. See
on 9,1-2.
9,5-8. According to Choniates, Isaac II married his niece Eudokia to
Stephen II, son of Stephen Nemanja, the Great Zupan of Serbia in c.
1185-11 87. For the date see Brand, Byzantium 	 80, 335, note 1.
As a result of a quarrel, Stephen sent Eudokia away with scarcely
any clothing: Choniates, CSHB, 703-705; ed. van Dieten, 530-532.
Jireek (Geschichte der Serbe, I (Gotha, 1911 ), 27k-275, 287) dates
the divorce to 1201 or 1202 but this date should be revised to c. 1198-1199.
See Brand, Byzantium, 3M6, note 9.
In 1217 Stophon II was crowned by a papal legato and rocctivod
the title of Kral: Jireek, Gcschichte der Serben, 296 ff. For this
title see G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, II, 173.
98-9. Mourtzouphlos is said to have deserted two wives. His second
wife was the daughter of a Fiilokales: Choniates, CSI, 755,l9-0;
7k9, 3-4; ed. van Dieten, 571,52-53; 565, 11-12; Skoutariotes, ed.
Sathas, 14 5, 15-16.
9, 10-11. Mourtzouphlos was also accompanied by Euphrosyne,Alexios III's
wife: Choniates, CSHB, 755, 16-18; ed. van Dieten, 571,14.9-51; Villehar-
douin, 266.
9, 16-20. Akropolites gives the fullest account of this scene. See
also Choniates, CS[B, 80k, 8..ii; ed. van Dieen, 608, 57-58; Villehar-
douin, 271.
201.i.
C'1-	 According to Villehardouin (306) Mourtzouphlos was cap..
tured in Asia Minor by Thierry of Loos. This report is confirmed
by Robert of Clan who says that Thierry found Mourtzouphlos when
he 'was going to see his land' (trans. McNeal, 123) which was in
Nicomedia: Viflehardouin, k80. Mourtzouphlos was probably cap-
tured at the end of November 120k since Thierry left Constantinople
on St. Martin's Day, 11 November: Villehardouin, 310.
10,3-6.	 The latins considered him a traitor for having killed
his 'lord', Alexios IV.: Choniates, CSHB L
 80k,17; ed. van Dieten, 609,6k.
They deliberated as to a suitable punishment for a man of his stature
who had committed such a crime and decided upon death from a fall
of a great height: 'For a high man, high justice' (Robert of Clan,
trans. NcNeal, iak). See also Villeharduin (3 07):'si halte 3ustlse'.
10,6-9. The column, erected in the fourth century by Theodosius the
Great was in the Forum Tauri or Forum of Theodosius. See R. Janin,
Constantinople Byzantine, 2nd edn. (Paris, 196k), 6k. It is mentioned
by Robert of Clan in his description of the marvels of Constantinople
(89). Both Robert of Clan and Villehardouin (308 ) say that there
were scenes sculpted on the marble which prophesied future events in
Constantinople.
VI. 10, 10-1k. The permission to leave Constantinople and the subse-
quent emigration probably took place in the first days after the con-
quest of the city. Choniates describes the mass exodus in which he and
his family took part on 17 April, five days after the conquest: CSHB,
778-78k; ed. van Dieten, 589-593. It is possible to infer from Choniatea'
account of his travels after April 120k that movement in and out of the
capita]. was fairly unrestricted, at least in the early years of the
Latin o upation. Choniates returned to Constantinople in the spring
of 1206 and left again after a stay of six months. See van Dieten II,
kk-k5; the History, ed. van Dieten, 635, critical apparatus, 95-97.
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10,15. This passage is crucial for the chronology of Theodore
Laskaris' reign. It has been assumed that Theodore left Con-
stantinople after the fall of the capital. However, Akropolites
explicitly states that Theodore left before the fall: ipocX0cv ,
icpeaxev • The 'Short Chronicle of 1352' is even more explicit .n
stating this sequence of events: 	 c. . .o
3etv ¶obC Awr(vouC 'v Kvoa.v'vooX,,v &1ycv cLC ¶i)v
NCxcz.a.v. See R.- Loenertz, 'La Chronique brave de 1352', OCP
29 (1963), 332; see now P. Schreiner, Kleinchroniken, 7k. Another
possible indication that Theodore Laskaris was already in Nicaea
before the fall of the capital is that Nicaea is not included in the
Partitio and, therefore, may not have been under the control of the
government in Septeniber 1203. For this argument see N. 0ikonornids,
'La Partitlo', 1-22.
10,16-17. The narrative above (9,k) does not, as Akropolites says,
refer to Theodore's title of Despot. As this title was bestowed on
the Emperor's son-in-law and marked him out as an heir to the throne
(see note on 9,1-3), Alexios III probably bestowed this title on
Theodore after the death of Alexios Palaiologos (1201-1203). A lead.
seal survives which bears Theodore's name with the title of Despot.
See Zacos-Vegler, Byzantine Lead Seals, I, 3, no. 2753, pp. 1570-1571.
10, 19-20. For their daughters see below XV. They had at least one
son as well. See below on 31, 13-19.
10, 21-23. The reason for Theodore's choice of Nicaea (Iznik), on
the eastern shore of lake Ascanius, is not clear. There may have been
a family connection with the place.	 l}ie donation of three manuscripts
to the monastery of Christ Saviour 'o Kuxpo in Nicaea by Constantine
Komnenos Laskaris, the brother of Theodore Laskaris, perhaps indicates
this. See 0. Volk, Die byzantinischen Kiosterbibliotheken von Konstan-
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tinopel, Thessalonike und Kleinasien, unpublished Doctoral Disserta-.
p
tion (Munich, 195k), 170-172; R. Janin, Ies Elises, 125.
Nicaea became Theodore 's capital (VLllehardouin, k55) and
remained the seat of the patriarchate even after the Emperor John
III moved his residence to Itymphaion. See below on 68,1.
Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, ed. Heisenberg, 7,2-11. An inscription
on a tower at Nicaea attests to Theodore's building activities there.
He is responsible for the second, outer wal]. which still stands in
parts: A.M. Schneider, W. Karnapp, Die Stadtrrauer von Iznik (Berlin,
1938), 16 f 1., 53. See now the description of Nicaea with drawings
by John Covel, published by J. Raby, 'A Seventeenth Century Descrip-
tion of Iznik-Nicaea', Istanbuler !Iitteilungen, 26 (1976), 1k9-i88.
10,23. In an oration (1206) Choniates describes the difficulties Theo-
dore had at first in trying to gain recognition in the towns of Asia
Minor: Oration IL,,	 van Dieten I, 131,12-132,6; van Dieten II,
152.
10,27. Prousa (Bursa), at the foot of Mt. Olympos, to the south-west
of Nicaea, had impressive natural and man-made defenses: Choniates,
CSHB,797,5-1O; ed. van Dieten, 602,12-613,1k. An inscription on a
tower at Prousa attests to Theodore's building activities there as
Emperor: A. Boeckh, Corpus Inscri ptionum Graecarum Iv, no. 87kk, p.3k2.
10,28-11,1. It is not clear from the phrase &.v'rt 'roIY 7cvepo
(10,28-11,1) whether Theodore intended to rule instead of his father-
in-law, i.e. in his own name7or on his behalf, as a representative..
Villehardouin (313) gives the impression that the latter was true:'avoit
la file l'empereor a fame dont 11. clamoit la terre'. Another indication
of this is the fact that Theodore ruled for two years as Despot, his
title as Alexios ui 'a son-in-law (see 11,5-6) and did not actually
take the title of l3.OLX6cUnt1l Alexios III had been stripped of im-
perial insignia and sent into exile by Boniface. On this see on 13,15-17.
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11,2-k. This reference to an alliance with the Turkish Sultan is
usually identified with the GWLXC (mentioned below, 14,20-23)
between Kaikbusraw and Theodore. See D3lger, 	 esten, no. 1670=
Wirth, 1668b, p.2. However, the sources give evidence of more than
one alliance with more than one Sultan. This passage indicates an
early agreement, in Theodore's first two years in Asia Minor, 1203-
1205. The Sultans in power at that time were Rukn al-Din (1197-1204)
and. his son Kilidj Arsian III (1204-1205). Ibn Bibi in fact claims
that Theodore Laskaris made an alliance with Kilidj Arsian III (ed.
Duda, 38). However, in this passage Akropolites calls the Sultan
'an acquaintance' (11,3) gf Theodore's. This description applies to
Kaikhusraw who had gone to Constantinople during Alexios III's reign.
See C. Cahen, Pre-Ottorran Turkey, 110-116; below on 14, 8-14 and. 11,20-23.
Akropolites may be confusing an early alliance Theodore made with
Kilidj Arslari with a later one.
VII. 11,5-9. Theodore's proclamation as Emperor in 1205 (spring/summer)
has been established by Sinogowitz who bases his arguments on an oration
by Choniates. See B. Sinogowitz, 'Uber das byzantinische Kaisertum',
348-351; Oration IA, van Dieten I, 129-147; van Dieten II, 146-15k
Sinoowitz discounts Akropolites' report as untrustworthy in its chrono-
logy (. cit., 350). However, his estimation of the value of Akropolites'
account is based on the idea that Theodore Laskaris did not leave Con-
stantinople until its conquest in 1204 and therefore, according to Akro-
polites was not proclaimed Emperor until two years later in 1206. As
Theodore's departure from the capital can be dated to 1203 (see above
note on 10,15), the date which Akropolites gives for Theodore's proclama-
tion as Emperor is consistent with what is known from other sources.
See now N. OikononIdes, 'La Partitio', 22-27. Besides, as Akropolites
dates the fall of Constantinople to 1203 (see on 7,22-24), the date of
1205 for Theodore's proclamation is in keeping with .Akropolites' own
chronology. Therefore, Akropolites' account on this matter is reliable.
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11,9-15. Choniates attests to the presence of the Patriarch John
Kamateros (1198-1206) in Didymoteichon after the conquest of Con-
stantinople: CSHB, 837,2-5; ed. van Dieten, 633,57-59. See A. Krari-
tonelles, 'I Z LitP(iC, 61-65, for Kamateros' activities in Thrace.
He remained there until his death in June 1206: Heisenberg, Meue Queflen,
I, 52,19-53,2; Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos, 	 , CXLVII, col. 461+ D.
For the Kamateroi, a fanily whose members occupied high office in state
d church., in the twelfth century see V. Laurent, 'Un Sceau indit du
protonotaire Basi].e Kamateros', B 6(1931),253-272; G. Stadtrniller, 'Zur
Geschichte der Farnilie Kamateros', BZ 34 (1931+), 352-358; Angold, 	 -
antine Government, 70-71.
11,15-17. After Kamateros' death the Greek clergy of Constantinople wrote
to Theodore Laskaria about appointing a new Patriarch. In response Theo-
dore summoned them to come to Nicaea during the third week of Lent in
order to witness and approve the election of a Patriarch: Heisenberg,
Neue Quellen, II, 34-35. Michael Autoreianos was appointed Patriarch
in March 1208. See V. Laurent, 'Ia Chronologie des Patriarches', 129-
133. For the acts of his Patriarchate see laurent, Pegestes, 2 ff.; N.
Oikonomidès, 'Cinq Actes', 113-145.
11,18-19. Akropolites gives the impression that Theodore was Despot
up to the time of his coronation: 'v ôeo&riv Se6ôwpov.. .'avi.or
In this passage he uses	 tevoC (1.9) and	 &vayopeueccc
(1.19), words which usually describe the act of proclamation of an
Emperor (see below 105,21; 159,15; 188,26), with respect to the coro-
nation of the Emperor by the Patriarch. He says that the assembly met
to discuss how Theodore should be 'proclaimed' Emperor but he then re-
lates the election of the Patriarch and the coronation, This is per-
haps an indication that Akrdpolites has run together two events, the
proclamation (1205) and the coronation, three years later(1208). At the
time of his writing the fact that the two events were separated by a few
years may have been forgotten, For the date of Theodore's coronation
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see Heieenberg, Neue Quellert I, 62; II, 25-32; A. Christophilopoulou,
'ExXoyl'i, 'AvcLy6pevo.0 xcLt	 ,170-175.
11.1°-21. Akropolites follows here a sequence of events found also
in honiates' History (CSFrB,828,1-23; ed. van Dieten, 626,53-75) and
in an oration written by Choniates (van Dieten I, 134,25-28): Theodore
was proclaimed Emperor; he then proceeded to defeat his enemies. For
the date oi tr.e orato, 1,j2o6, see van Dieten II, 151; Sinogo-
witz,Wber dan byzantinische Kaisertum', 3k8-350.
11,21-12,k. An expedition led by two French knights left Constantinople
on 1 November 120k and arrived at the port of Pegai, in Asia Minor to be-
gin a conquest of the lands which had been assigned to the Latins by the
terms of the Partitio. Skoutariotes adds to Akropo].ites' account that
the Lat ins were helped n these conquests by the Lat ins of Pegai and
the Armenians: ed. Sathas, 1f52,18-20; Additamenta, no. 2, p. 277. See
Villehardouin, 305; Choniates, CSRB, 795, lk-23; ed. van Dieten, 601,
73-83; 'Partitio', ed. A. Carile, 217-218.
11,23. Akropolites is referring to the geographical areas which
formally comprised the themes of Opsikion and Aigaion Pelagos.
See Constantine Porphyrogenrbus, 'De Thematibus', ed. A.Pertusi,
Studi e Testi, 160 (1952), 68-69; 82-83, By the twelfth century
they were one theme. See Alexios III's chrysobull of 1198:TT,I,
270. The theme comprised the area of north-west Asia Minor known
as the Troad. See Angold, Byzantine Government, 2k5.
11,2k. A battle was fought at Atraniyttion, south of Mt. Ida, on
19 March 1205. The crusaders, led by Henry of Flanders, brother
of the Emperor Baldwin, were victorious. Villehardouin (321-323)
says that Constantine, Theodore Laskaris' brother, fought against
Henry's men but Choniates(CSHB, 796,1-9; 798,5-10; ed. van Dieten,
602,87-90; 603,31-60k,1) and Ephraim (7265-7271) name Theodore Nan-
kaphas of Philadelphia as Henry's adversary. See note on 12,10-11.
Bans and Auloiaia. Choniates speaks of them as one and the
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same Place: X	 Mp xcLt A,XcovCa apwvi	 .•.
: CSHB, 121,15; ed. van Dieten, 91,27-28. How-
ever, Ramsay distinguishes1 between them and situates them in
the area west of Cyzicus (Historcal Geography, 15k).
Poimanenon. Theodore fought what was probably his first
battle against the crusaders in Asia Minor at Poimanenon on
6 December 120k. He contended against Peter of Bracheux and
lost. LoDadlon (ik,i) also fell to the Latins at this time.
See Villehardouin, 319-320; Choniates, CSHB, 796, 9-15; ed.
van rieten, 602,91-95; Oration I , van Dieten I, 132,7-8;
van Dieten, II, 153,15k; Lougnon, L'Empire latin, 68.
12,1. Lentiana: a region and a town by the same name in the'
neighbourhood of Poimanenon (Ramsay, Historical Geography,158).
In this passage the region is meant,cince Akropo].ites says
Aev'tr.a.v ii.xp	 AoaôCou. But see below 28,17,20;
36,9, for the town. The souces do not mention a battle at or
in Lentiana at this time. See, however, below on 28,17-18;
28,20.
Lopadion, on lake Artynia, is listed in the chrysobuU
of Alexios III (1198) as an episkepsis of the Opsikion theme:
TT,I, 270; Rarnzay, Historical Geography, 160; below 28,9.
12,2-3. Thynia is probably the shortenea name for the theme
of Mesothynia, mentioned in the chrysobul]. of Alexios III:TT,
I, 269. Mesothynia is thought to be identical with the Optima-
tes theme, whose capital was Nicomedia. See below on 135,22.
In 1207 Theodore Laskaris fought against the crusa-
ders at Nicon.dia lc1 y Thierry of Loos. A two rear truce
was drawn up at the 'onclusion of the battle: ViUehardouin,
k80-487; Iiongnon, L'Er,pire latin, 98-99.
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12,5-10. In this passage Akropolites makes. distinction between those
who were already in situ as government officials (LOv 	 ctvai.
'u6v'rs) and men of high birth and/or title who established them-
selves in a particular place at the time of the conquest and took power
into their hands (o 'rti5v XXwv icpoov'ceC). Specific cases of in-
dependent rulers of the time bear out this distinction admirably.
Akropolites names only some of these independent rulers in this passage,
in each case using a different verb to express their control or rule.
Examples of men who held some governmental commission and/or had local
family interests are Leo Sgouros at Nauplion (see 13,19 ff.), Leo Gaba-
las in Rhodes (see k5,20-21), Theodore Maxikaphas in Philadelphia(12,10-11),
and Leo Chamaretos in the Peloponnese (Choniates, CSHB, 81l.1,56; ed. van
Dieten, 638, k2-k8). See Hoffmann, Rudimente, 130-131.	 To the second
group of men, the	 oOV'rc who took control of territory and ruled
it in their own narne ) belong Michael Komnenos Doukas, Theodore Laskaris
and David and Alexios omnenos. Michael had been summoned to Epiros
(see 13, 2k and ff.) ubile Theodore laskaris and the Kornnenoi had gone
to Asia Minor of their own volition, it seems.
The word 6cvôcuaC (1.10)18 a legal term, synonymous with
cpiai and is found rarely in literary texts. See Theophanes
Antecessor, Institutionuin Graeca Paraphrasis, ed. Z. von LingenthaJ.,
I (Berlin, 188k), 2k0; Hermogenes, llept se600u Ov&rryroC,
Rhetores Graeci, VII (Stuttgart, 183k), 1121, 23-27.
1210-11. Theodore's surname, Mankaphas, is known from Choniates who
also says that Theodore acquired the nickname Morotheodoros or 'Stupid
Theodore' because of his failures or errors: CSHB, 522,11-12; ed. van
Dieten, 399, 65-66. However, the word mankafa is Old Ottoman for 'stupid';
therefore, the fact that Theodore was called (&cxdXov ) Morotheodoros
may show that contemporaries were aware of the Turkic meaning of his sur-
name.
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Mankaphas was a native of Ph3J.adelphia (present day
p
Alasehir) where he seized power in 1188-1189, minting silver coins
with his effigy. See Choniatos, CSHB, 521,22-522,6; ed. van Dieten,
399,5k-60; Oration €), van Dieten I, 92,1 ff., van Dieten II, 121; Hcn-
dy, Coinage and honey, 1k9. His revolt was put down by 1193: Hoffman,
Rudimonte, 67; Choniates, CSHB, 522-52k; ed. van Dieten, 399-kOl. His
presence in Philadelphia again, after 120k, is attested by this passage
in Akropolites. However, it is quite possible that he had assumed
power there for the second time before 120k since Philadelphia is
missing from th Partitio. On this see N. 0ikonomids,'La Partitio', 20.
He was finally defeated by Theodore Laskaris in 1205. In March of that
year Nankaphas fought against Henry of Flanders at Atrainyttion, pre-
sumably in alliance with Constantine Laskaris, Theodore's brother.
See above on 11,2k; Longnon, L'Empire latin, 68-69.
The Mankaphas family continued to be important in the
Philadelphia area. The will (1214-7) of the monk Maximos, ktitor of bhe
monastery of the Theotokos in Philadelphia refers to considerable doria-
tions made by the nun Athanasia Mankaphaina and her husband. See S.
Eustratiades, 'Exvnv	 3 (1930), 328,16-2k; 335,26-28; 337,140.
See also MM, VI, 151-152; for further evidence of the Zamly' proper-
ty.
12,11-13. Sabbas has been identified with the Sabbas A.sidexios addressed
in a proataxis (121k) of the Emperor Theodore I as outvOepoC
and sebastokrator: N. Wilson, 7. Darrouzs, REB 26 (1968), ik-i5; P.
Orgels, 'Sabas Asidenos, Dyna.ste de Sampson', B 10 (1935), 67-80. On
the basis of this document it wou.ld appear that the Emperor Theodore and
Sabbas found a modus vivendi by which Sabbas was allowed to maintain a•
relatively powerful position in the piskepsis of Sampson (ancient
Priene, near Miletos), all the while related to the Emperor through
marriage. See Angold, Byzantine Government, 61; Hoffrann, Rudiriente,6k-65.
The date from which Sabbas was established as an independent ruler at
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Saripson is not known but it is likely to have been from 120k and not
before. This claim is based on the fact that Sampson appears in the
Partitio and was probably therefore still in government control in
1203. See N. 0ikonomids, 'La Partitio', passirn.; A. Carile,
p218,23.
For tho identification of Sampson with ancient Priene and not
Amisos on the Black Sea cee G. de Jerphanion,	 et
Une yule dplacer de neuf cent kuloniètres',	 1 (1935), 257-267.
12 ,13-17. The Komnenos brothers took TrebizOnd before the fall of Con-
stantinople in April 120k with the military aid of their first cousin,
Thamar, Queen of Georgia. See the Chronicle of Michael Panaretos, ed. 0.
Lampsudes, 
'Apxcrov fl6v'roi 22 (1958), 61,1-5; C. Toumanoff, 'On the
relationship between the founder of the Empire of Trebizond and the
Georgian Queen Taznar', Speculu'n 15 (1940), 299-i12; N. Kurankis, 'Au-
tour des sources gorguennes de la fondation de l'empire de Trebuzonde',
'AXEt)V II6VO 21 (1968), 107-116. The political status of Trebu-
zond before the arrival of the Kornnenoi is not known. It is not listed
in the Partitio nor in the chrysobull of 1198. See N. Oikonomidès, 'La
Partutlo', 19-20; Hoffmann, Pudimerite, 72-76.
David and Alexuos constituted a threat to Theodore Laskaris un-
til 1211-1212. ' See note on i8,i-k and N. Oukonomidès, 'Cinq Actes', 123,
29-36. They had control of he Black Sea, littoral from Trebizond to Pon-
tic Herakleia in the region of Paphiagonia: Choniates, CSHB , 842 ,15-1 8 ; ed.
van Dieten, 639,71-73. In 1205-1206 Theodore checked David's westward
advance to Nucomedia, making Pontic Herakleia his westernmost limit:
Chonuates, CSHB, 828,4-19; 844,8-843,3; ed. van Dueten, 626,57-71; 640,
13-30; Oration ' , van Dieten I, 127,13-15; Th , 130,1-2; 135,32 if.;
144,18-22; van Dieten II, 143; 1 54-155. In general see A.A. Vasiliev,
'The Foundation of the Empire of Trebizond (1204-1222)', Speculurn 11 (i936)
21 1
3-37.
That Alexios had the epithet of Megas Komnenos is confirmed
by Panaretos, writing in the fourteenth century(ed. Lampsides, 'APXcV'oV
116v'cot 22 (1958), 6i,1).B.xt tumismatic evidence shows that the coins
of John II (1280-1297) were the first to bear this epithet. See 0.
Retowskii, Die MUnzen der Komnenen von Trapezunt , Nurnismaticheskii
Sbornik 1 (9ii), 23. A	 .ropolites knew this ruler personally
(Pachymeres, I, 519,12-521 ,12 : 1281), it might appear that his appli-
cation of the epithet to Alexios is anachronistic. However, a Vatopedi
Psalter (11th century) contains a note on the date of David's death which
refers to him as Negas Koninenos: S. Eustratiades, Arkadios of Vatopedi,
Karoyo	 65v v	 cp uov1 BciiroitcôCou 'AoxcLvwv KOt,-
2	 (Cambridge, Paris, 192k), 1k9, f. 29k a. If this note is contempo-
rary, and there is nothing about its appearance to indicate the contrary.,
it demonstrates that the epithet was in use during the lifetime of the
brothers and, therefore, Akropolites is not giving anachronistic informa-
tion. For the significance of the epithet see D. Polemis, 'A Note on the
origin of the title ' tvrrz ico irnoz' Neo-Hellenika 1 (1970), 18-22.
12,17-21 . Theodore's victories over his enemies are dated to 1205e
See Sinogowitz,'Uber das byzantinische Kaisertuzn', 355 and note 5; van
Dieten II, 151-152. See above on
ITor Kelbianon (1.20), the region of the Kaistros river valley
in the Thrakesion theme see Kinnamos (39,10-1k), Choniates (CSHB, k81,k-7;
ed. van Dieten, 368,33) and below 28,6; An.gold, zantine Government,247,
note 3k. Neokastra (1.21) refers to the area between the Hermos and Kai-
kos rivers. Ith name derives from the fortresses restored by the Emperor
Manuel at Chliara, Pergamum and. Atramyttion which were called Neokastra:
Choniates, CSH13, 19k , 22-195, 21 ; ed. van Dieten, 150,35-5k. However, in
p
the thirteenth century the theme of Neokastra did not include Chliara and
p	 Pergamum. On this see note on 28,3-5. Philadelphia (11.20-21) had been
under Mankaphas (see on 12,1O-11),while the Naiander was under the control
2 5
of Manuel Maurozomes (not mentioned by Akropolites) until 1205:
Choniates, CS}rB, 827,16-21; ed. van Dieten, 626, 47-52; Oration I s
van Dieten I, 137, 4; Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 37-38.
VIII. 13,1-3. Margaret (renamed Maria in Constantinople), daughter
of King Bela III of Hungary and sister of Emeric, became the Emperor
Isaac's second wife in ii86 when she was barely ten years old: see
above on 5,6-8. For their wedding see on 18, 6-10.
13,5-6. Baldwin of Flanders and Hainaut joined the crusade in 1200
together with his brother Henry (See on 5,12-18). He and Boniface of
Montferrat, the leader of the Crusader armies, were the onJ.y candidates
for the throne. Baldwin was elected Emperor (9 May 120k) by six Vene-.
tian and six crusader electors: Choniates, CSHI3, 788-790; ed. van Dieten,
595-596; Robert of Clan, 92. The coronation took place on 16 May 120k:
Villehardouin, 261, 263; Longnon, L'Empire latin, 149-152.
13,7-10. This is Akropolites' first mention of Enrico Dandolo, the blind
Doge of Venice. See below also on 21,19-20.	 His statement that the
Doge received his share 'of the whole which the Franks acquired' indicates
either his ignorance of the role of the Venetians in the Fourth Crusade
and the conquest of Constantinople or his intentional disregard for the
facts. Akropolites would have used the word 'I'rcLXoC , his name for wester-
ners in general, if he had meant to include the Venetians: see above 5,
12-15. For Dandolo's role in the crusade and in the organization of the
new Latin Empire see Villehardouin, 15,65,172-175,259-260
Akropolites and Skoutariotes claim that Dandolo was given the
title of Despot -- Skoutaniotes adds that Baldwin bestowed it on him
(ed. Sathas, 453,18-19) -- and that this title accompanied the right to
possess 'a quarter and a half of a quarter' of the territory which the
Latins had acquired. The Doge's ttle refLected Ver.etian teritorial
holdings in the Empire, s established in a pact of March 1204: TT,I,447;
VillAhardouin, 234. Dandolo's name does not appear with this title
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in any document during his lifetime. However, the Latin copy of
a chrysobull (1219) issued by the Emperor Theodore Laskaris refers
to the Podest, Jacopo Tiepolo,as Despote Imperii Romanie et guarte
partis et din'ide: TT, II, 205-206; Dlger, Regesten, no. 1703.
Furthermore, there are cases of earlier Podestà holding the title
dominator uartae r,artis et di'nidie Imperii Romanie (Marino Zeno:1205):
TT,I, 559,567,570,571. However, Podestâc held. these titles as subor-
dinates of the Doge. 0r this sub3ect see V. Lazzarini, 'I titoli dei
Dogi di Venezia', 294-297; R .L. Wolff, 'The Oath of the Venetian Po-
dest', 544-551. it is possible, therefore, that Dandolo held this
composite title during his lifetime and that it became apparent only
in the titulature of aubsequent Doges and Podest'. See B. Ferjanic,
Despoti ii Vizantii i jnos].avenskim zernl3arla, 33; Wolff, 'The Oath of
the Venetian Pt)dest', 543, and note 4; 560.
13,11-14, Boniface, Marquis of Moutferrat, was leader of the crusading
forces : Villehardouin, 43-44. Ac the unsuccessful candidate for the
imperial throne he was entitled. to the part of Asia Minor which was
under Byzantine control but he requested Thessalonike in exchange for
this territory (Villehardouin, 258,264). An argument arose between
Boniface and Baldwin over Thessalonike which was finally resolved with
the Doge's intervention. Boniface received Thessalonike in September
1204:Villehardouin, 276-281;299; Carile, 'Partitio', ikO-i58.
Although Akropolites says that Boniface was made King of
Thessalonike, his name does not appear with this title in official docu-
merits. He is called King only in the narrative sources. See Robert of
Clan, 107; Longnon, L'Empire latin, 76. However, Boniface's son Deme-
trios by Maria of Hungary was crowned King in Thessalonike in 1209, after
Boniface's death, by the Latin Emperor Henry: Henry of Valenciennes, 605;
Ernoul, 391; Robert of Clan, 109. For this reason it has been thought
that the title was ascribed anachronistically to Boniface by Akropolites
and Robert of Clan; see B. Fer3an1c', 'Poeci So1unske Kraljevine
(1204-1209)', Zbornik Radova 8 (196k),i06. But there is good reason to
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believe that Akropolites' information with respect to the title is
accurate. The practice of calling Thessalonike a 'kingdom' appears
in the latin sources before 120k, from the time of the marriage of
Renier, Boniface's brother, to a daughter of the Emperor Manuel. The
western sources which relate the event say that Renier was crowned and
given Thessalonike. See Robert of Torigny, writing before 120k: focit
coronari Paineriuri...et dedi ei honorem Thesolonicensium (MGH,V, 528);
also, Sicard of Crerr.ona, Chronica, MGH, XXXI, 173. It was from that
time that Thessalonike was considered a kingdom and the man who hold
it a King. In all probability, then, Boniface was King of Thessaloniko.
13,114-1k,?. The following is an account of Alexios III's travels, con-
tinued from above V. The sources -- Choniates, Viflehardouin and Akropo-.
].ites -- are not in agreement on the subject. Choniates' version of
events should be preferred because he was living in Thrace until the
spring of 1206 and therefore was closer to the events. See on iO,iO-.ik.
Attempts at a restoration of the sequence of events have been made by
R.-J. Loenertz, 'Aux Origines', 370-376, and G. Prinzing, Bedeutung, 1-11.
r3, 1 5-17. Since Akropolites says that Alexios was 'caught
plotting' in Thessalonike this may be a reference to the rebellion in
Thessalonike (spring 1205) known from Choniates. Alexios was stripped
of his imperial insignia and sent into exile as a result of his part in
the uprising: CSIiB, 818,1-819,6; ed. van Dieten, 619,144-620,67; Villehar-
douin, 389.
3,18-22. Leo Sgouros was originally from Nauplion where
his father beld. a post in the government and,' or owned property; see
Choniates, CSHB, 800,2-5; 814.1,3-k; ed. van Dieten, 605,65-67; 638,141.
His rebellion from the imperial government dates from 1201 when he seized
Corinth and Argos. See Michael Choniates, ed. S. Lampros, II, 169-170;
N. Oikonomidès, 'La Partitio', 17-18; Hoffmann, Rudimente, 56-60. His
marriage to Eudokia took place at Larissa (autumn 120k), according to
Choniates:CSHB, 803,22_801f,2; ed. van Dieten, 608,k5-57. Skoutariotes
adds the additional information that Sgouros was named Despot by Alexio
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III at the time of the wedding (ed. Sathas, k53,28). As Theodore
Laskaris had already been given this title by Alexios , his bestow-
a]. of the title on Sgouroa may be	 an indication that he had
disowned Theodore as a son-in-law.
13,22-23. This may be a reference to Boniface's siege of
irmth in the winter of 1205. See Villehardouin, 3211, 331 Choniates,
C3IB, 807,12-23; ed. van Dieten, 611,26-35.
13,23-2k. An allusion to Alexios' exile? A variant
reading of Choniates' History provides the information that Alexios was
taken to Lombardy ( ed. van Dieten, 612,ki-45), 	 Viflehardouin (309)
reports that he was sent to Montferrat.
13,211-25. Michael Komnenos Doukas was the illegitimate
son of the sebastokrator John Doukas, whose parents Constantine Angelos
and Theodora Kornnene (daughter of Alexios I) were the founders of the
Angelos dynasty: Polemis, Doukai, nos. 11-0, 115; L. Stiernon, ' Constantin
Ange (Pan) sebastohypertate', REB 19 (1961), 273-283; idem, 'Les Origines
du Despotat d'Epire', REB 17 (1957), 113-120; R.-J. Loenertz, 'Aux
Origines', 360-363. The fathers of Alexios III and Michael were
brothers, thus making Alexios and Michael first cousins: Choniates,
CSHI3, 60k,19-20; ed. van Dieten, k58, 113.
1k, i-k. Sources for Michael's establishment in Epiros
are extremely few. According to Villehardouin (301)Michael was a mern-
ber of Boniface's party in the autumn of 120k before he went to Arta)
married the daughter of a local magnate, and took control of the
territory. The thirteenth century 'Life of St. Theodora of Arta'
written by the monk Job, also claims that he went to Arta in answer
to the summons of the governor of Nikopolis, Sennacherim. See the
'Life', ed. A. Moustoxides, 'EXXvovf v I (18k3), k2-43; also,
PG, CXXVII, col. 9011. Neither Sennacherim's identity nor his relation-
ship to Michael are known from any other source. See Stiernon, 'Aux
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Origines', 36k-368; 377, for a discussion of the value of the sources.
Nichae].'s authority extended over the part of north-
western Greece known as 'Old Epiros', including Ioannina, cu-ta, and
as far as Naupaktos in the south. For 'Old Epiros' see Hierokies,
Synekde"ios, ed. E. Honigmann, 19; Procopius, de aedificiis, ed. J.
Haury, III, I (Leipzig, 1913), 107, 38. Michael held these places




The 'Life of St. Theodora' also states that
Michael ransomed Alexios (ed. Moustoxydes, k3). Alexios must have
returned to Greece by 1210, the terminus ante gueri furnished by the
anonymous source of Gasta: ed. Riant, Exuviae, I, 153.
ik,8-ik. lathatines C'IecCvr) is the Greek transliteration of the
Islamic honorific Ghiyath al-Din (aid of the faith). Akropolites and
Gregoras (I, 17, 10) use this form of the naiie to refer to the Sultan
while Choniates calls this son of Kilidj /u-sian II (1152-1192) Kaikhusraw,
a Turkish forrj of the Persian name which was popular among the Zeljuks.
See Moravcsik, Eyzantinoturcica II, 112-113; Encyclooaedia of Islam II
(1927), 638.
Kaikhusraw (1192-1196; 1205-1210/11) had been forced into
exile by his brother Rukn al-Din when the latter seized power in
1196/7 See Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 21-31; Choniates, CSHB, 688, 20-690,3;
ed. van Dieten, 519-521. He went to Constantinople, probably early in
1200. For this date see Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 21-22; van Dieten II, 102.
The sources do not agree on the kind of reception he received from
Alexios III. According to Choniates, he did not get any help from
the Emperor (CSHB, 690, 9-19; ed. van Dieten, 521,1-522,9). Akropolites
alone mentions Kaikhusraw's baptism.
Akropolites
	 mistakenly calls Kaikhusraw's brother Azatines
('Aa'rCvT1C) , Greek transliteration for Izz al-Din. See Moravcsik,
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Byzantinoturcica, II, 57. Heisenberg repeats the error in the
'Index Nonu.num' to his edition of the History (p. 340). Izz al-Din
Kilidj Arelan III is, in. fact, Kaikhusraw's nephew, the son of Kai-
khusraw's brother Rukn. al-Din. He ruled for a short time (1204) before
Kaikhusraw's return to power. See C. Caien, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 115.
14 ,15-20. Akropolites is the only source to say that Kaikhusraw left
Constantinople with A].exios in the summer of 1203. See P. Wittek, 'Von
der Byzantiniscien u T'1	 .oponymie', B 10 (1935), 23-24, for the
Islamic sources. Ibn Bibi corroborates Akropolites' account that Kai-
khusraw was summoned back from exile upon the death of his brother (ed.
Duda, 34-39). He returned to Iconium in 1205 and ruled until his
death in 1210/11. See C. Cahen, Pre-Otto'nan Turkey, 110-116.
i4, 20-23. The treaty Akropolites refers to here is thought to be the
same as that mentioned in an oration by Choniates: IL, van Dieten I, 137,
18-20; van Dieten II, 155; D3lger, Pejsten, no. 1670. By the terms of
this treaty Theodore Laskaris ceded Chonia and Laodikeia to Kaikhusraw's
father-in-law, Manuel Maurozomes: Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 38; Wittek, B 10
(1935), 23-26. See now P. Wirth, Regesten, no. i668b, P. 2, who redates
the treaty to the spring of 1205, from early 1206. However, the sources
do not mention the aid which Akropolites claims Theodore Laskaris re-
ceived as a result of the treaty. See also above on 11,2-4.
IX. 15,1-2. Constantine, brother of Michael Komnenos Doukas, is said
to have accompanied Alexios to Asia Minor. See the letter of John Apo-
kaukos, Metropolitan of Naupaktos, to Demetrios Chomatenos, ed. Papado-
poulos-Kerameus, 	 cC 'rv 'IoopCcx.v 'c( 'APXGXO7t?C
'A p CôoC ', Sbbrnik Statei Posviashchennyk V.N. Larnanskomu, I (St.
Petersburg, 1907), 243,17-19
	
ee also Nicol, Despotate, 54.
15_,3. The coastal city of Attaleia (Antalya), named after Attalos II,
was in the control of Aldebrandinos, a Byzantine of Italian ancestry, in
1204. See Choniates, CSHB, 842, 18-20; ed. van Dieten, 639, 73-75. The
Sultan Kaihusraw finally conquered it in March 1207: Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda,
44-46; Choniates, CSHB, 843,19-844,8; ed. van Dieten, 639,1-64012; Hoff-
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mann, Rudiriente, 69-77.
15,3-k. The sources give no indication of the date of Alexios' arrival
at Iconiuni, the Sultan's capital. A terminus ante guem is supplied by'
the battle of Antioch, 1210/1211. See X.
1 5,7-1 1. Theodore Laskaris had concluded a treaty with Kaikhtsraw in
1205 (see above ik,20-23). However, by i208 he had written to Pope
Innocent III asking for a permanent alliance with the latin Empire in
Constantinople to fiht the Muslims: PL, CCXV, co1. 1372 C-1375 A.
The following year Kaikhusraw made an agreement with Henry, the Latin
Emperor in Constantinople: Prinzing, 'Der Brief', kik, 83; Longnon, L'
Er ire latin, 12k,126. Kaikusraw and Theodore Laskaris must have been
wary of each other for some time. It is possible, too, that Alexios was
with Kaikhuzraw in Asia Minor as early as 1208.
15, 1 3-16 Ibn Bibi says that Theodore sent letters to all his people
asking for their help: ed. Duda, k8; D8lger, Iegesten, no. 1681. For
points of similarity between Akropolites' account and Ibn Bibi's (+1283)
see below on 15, 19-20 ; 16,2+-17,5; 17,1-9; 17,10-11.
15,19-23. Of all the sources which report the battle only Akropolites
and Ibn Bibi mention Philadelphia. Ibn Bibi's account in fact gives
the impression that the battle was fought there (ed.Duda, k8: Alasehir).
For Philadelphia's importance see below, 105, 22-26.
1 5 , 2+. The XtoXt.C(l.2k), supposedly invented by Dernetrios Poliorke-
tea and used in the siege of Thebes (291 BC), was a tower on wheels. For
an example see cod. Vat. gr. 116k, f. 98 r (11th century). See also A.
Dam, 'Lea Strategistes byzantine', Travaux et Mmoires 2 (1967), 333, 386.
15,28-16,3. Akropolites' language here is very similar to Choniates' in
his oration celebrating Theodore's victory over the Sultan:'these victories
are yours by the sign of the cross...whmch you enjoined your soldiers to
wear as an ensign (a orov)': Oration it, van Dieten I, 175,k-5.
Although Akropolites does not say so directly, it is quite possible that
Theodore Laskaris' soldiers wore the sign of the cross with the initials
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IC XC on their armour.
Here, as below (17,6-7; 17,7-9; 17,10-11), the similarity of
Akropolites' and Choniates' expressions is striking but does not
necessarily demonstrate Akropo].ites' dependence on Choniates' oration.
See note onX for a possible explanation of the similarities.
i66-8. The large number of Latin soldiers in Theodore I's employ
was remarked on by Pope Innocent III and the Latin Emperor Henry
who found it an annorance and a source of worry; see PL, CCXVI,
cols. 353D_35L D; Prinzing, 'Der Brief', 4ik,86-88. It seems that
Theodore was able to pay tbpse Latin deserters better wages than the
latin Emperor could give them; see the Pope's letter, PL, CCXVI, 35k A.
The Patriarch Michael Autoreianos makes a reference to Theodore I's
generosity in his letter to Theodore's soldiers; see N. Oikonomidès,
'Cinq Actes', 118,k7-48; V. laurent, Pegestes, no. 1205. See also
below on 32,3-5.
X. That Akropolites devotes a great deal of space to the hostilities be-
tween the Sultan Kaikhusraw and the Emperor Theodore I Laskaris (something
which is unusual for this, the earlier part of his narrative), is a re'
flection of the significance of the event in Theodore's time and long
afterward. It was recorded and. remembered as	 most decisive
victory: Choniates, Oration I ^, van Dieten, I, l7Lf,30_1?S,1. The story
of the battle must have become legendary. This may explain how certain
details which Akropolites reports are to be found in Choniates' oration
and Ibn Bibi's account. However, another possible explanation for the
similarities in accounts could be that they afl. had the same source,
namely, letters sent out by the Emperor announcing his victory and giving
details of the battle. The Emperor Theodore is known to have sent such
letters to lands populated by Greeks; see noton 17,16 and 79,1-7;
also see the Introduction, p.52 , note 3.
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16,11. Akropolites uses flpoat. of the Sel3uk Turks throughout, wit1
tuo exceptions, 148,10; 170,2k. These appear to be nothing more than
slips of the pen. On the subject of the use of archaising names by
Byzantine authors see especially, H. Hunger, 'On the Imitation
(M?IZIZ) of antiquity in Byzantine Literature', DOP 23/2k
 (1969.
1970), 21; G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, II, 13 If.
16,15-16. The date of the battle is in dispute but 1210/1211 is now
generally accepted; see van Dieten, II, 162, for a discussion; Prinzing,
'Der Brief', 427-429.
16,25-175. See also Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 49; Gregoras I, 2O,1-19, who
report this incident.
17, 6-7. Choniates, Oration I, van Dieten, I, 173, 28-32:'Christ took
you up as if onhis back...and gave you sure footing'. See also Gre-.
goras (1,20,19-21,3) and Ephraim (7608-7613).
17,7-9. Choniates remarks on the Sultan's insolence, calling him a
boaster (xo itcovvc. 'th. 1cpa.uXa.)and saying that when Theodore was
unhorsed, the Sultan thought he had won t1day and 'had almost begun to
celebrate the victory': Oration I?, van Dieten, I, 171,17-19; 173,22-24.
17,9. Choniates, Oration It,, van Dieten, I, 172,7-8:
	 'icv C vi-
1C1COU • See also the 'Life' of the Emperor John Batatzes, ed. Hei-
senberg, 216,31.
17,10-11, The siae of the Emperor's horse is likewise commented on by
Ibn Bibi,(ed. Duda, 49) and Choniates (Oration I^', van Dieten 1,174,10-il.
17,11-13. Choniates gives the Emperor Theodore credit for decapitating
the Sultan: Oration i?, van Dieten, I, 171, 17-18. Akropolites leaves
the question open.
17,16. The victory over the Turks was used as an in.struznent to increase
the faith of the Greeks in Theodore's ability to recover Constantinople.
Soon after the battle Theodore sent letters to all the lands populated by
Greeks telling them of the victory and asking for their help in freeing
all of Greece from the Latins, The Latin Emperor Henry is the source for
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the contents of Theodore's letter : Prinzing, 'Der Brief', 1+14, 90-
1+15, 91+; see note below on 79,1-7.
17,17-19. Kaika'us (Izz al-Din) (1210/11-1220), Kaikhusraw's son and
successor, made the truce with Theodore soon after the battle: Ibn
Bibi, ed. Duda, 57-58bou'lPei.a;86; D5lger, Pegesten, no. 1682= Wirth
Reesten, Pp. 5-6.
17, 20-23. Skotitariotes differs from Akropolites in saying that the
senate and the army sentenced Alexios to blinding: Additaiienta, no. 6,
p. 278; ed. Sathas, 457, 3-7. Choniates makes no mention of Alexios in
his oration.
A syrioda2. act of 1209 states that the monastery of Hyakin-
thos in Nicaea was the seat of the Patriarchate: K. Chatzepsaltes, Ki.,izpta. -
•g	 toiôaC 28 (1961+), 141-142. The church of the Koimesis was the
kritholikon of the ronastery, as has been discovered frov monograms in
the church bearing the founder's name, the abbot Hyakinthos. See Janin,
Les Er'lises et les Monasteres, 121-124. The monastery was also the burial
place of Theodore and his wife Anna (below 32, 8-li).
17,24-25.	 Alexios III's wife, Euphrosyne Doukaina Kamatere, was an
outspoken woman who played a considerable role in her husband's reign;
Choniates, CSHB, 600-601; 606-607; 687-688; ed. van Dieten, 455-456;
460-1+61; 519-520. She owned a eat deal of property in Thessaly.
See the Partitio, ed. Carile, 221,111: Pertinentia imeratricis, scili-
cet Vessena, Fersala, Do'rocos. See Polemis, Doukai, 131..
XI. 18,1-4. 'or David Komnenos see above 12,13-14. The carrpaign .n
which Theodore gained Herakleia and Amastris on the Black Sea coast
could have taken place any time between 1211, the date of Theodore's
defeat of the Sultan, and 1211+. Nicholas Mesarites' account (1214) makes
it clear that the above named cities were in Theodore's control by that
date. See Ileisenberg, Neue Quellen III, 25-26; 33. However, since,
according to a manuscript note,David died in 1212, 1212 must be the ter-
minus ante ciuem for these conquests. See S. Eustratiades, Arcadios of
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Vatopedi, Cataloue of the Greek fla'iuscri pts in the Library of the
?onastery of Vatopedi (Cambridge-Paris, 1921+), 11+9. An inscription
on a tower erected by Theodore at Pontic Herakleia commenxrates his
victory: A Boeckh, Corpus Inscrlptonum Graecorwj IV (Berlin, 1876), no.
871+8.
i8,6-iO.	 Isaac's second marriace to Margaret-Maria of Hungary took
place in 1186: Choniates, CS}t1, 1+8i, 18-21; ed. van Dieten, 368, 1+3-1+6.
See van Dieten II, 88-90, for this date; G. Moravcsik, 'Pour une alliance
Byzantino-Hongroise', B 8 (1933), 555-568.
18,10-15. Choniates also says that the Emperor took livestock for his-
wedding: CSHB, 1+81,21-22; 1+82,9-10; ed. van Dieten, 368, k7- 56.
However, Akropolites speaks of the lands of the Bulgarians only, where-
as Choniates specifies that the 'barbarians' Isaac alienated were Vlachs:
cSHB, 1+82, k-5; ed. van Dieten, 368, 30-52. The Vlachs, a nomadic people
who spoke a Latin dialect closely allied to modern Rumanian, are known
to have played a macor role in the formation of the Second Bulgarian
Empire. On this see R .L. Wolff, 'Second Bulgarian Empire', 171+ ff.;
B. Primov, 'Crearea celui de-al doilea tarat bul,ar si participarea Viahi-
hor', Pelatii romanobulare de-a lungul veacurilor XII-XIX 1 (1971), 5-
56; French resume and review in BZ 66 (1973), 1+77-1+78.
18, 15-20. The Bulgars, in origin a Hunnic tribe, began to settle 14
the Balkan peninsula from the seventh century. After a series of wars
Basil II (976-1025) brought about their subjugation to the Byzantine
Empire in 1018. He earned the epithet 'Bulgarslayer' (see below on 23,16-19)
in his successful campaigns against them. See Skylitzes, CSHB, 1+57, 9-
1+58,22; ed. Thurn, 31+8,9-31+9,1+1+, for the last and most memorable of his
expeditions. For the history of early Byzantine-Bulgarian relations see
V. Zlatarski, Istori^ I (Sofia, 1918); S. Runciman, AHistoryof
First Bulrian E'-n,iro (Inc1on, 1930).
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18,20-25. Although Choniates' account agrees with Akropolites' as
to the 'excuse' for the revolt, he adds more information about the
brothers Peter and Asen, the master-minds of the movement:
CSH'3, k82,1.1-k83,6; k85,3-k86,10; ed. van Dieten, 369, 58-69; 371,
15-36. For the date a! the vvs1t (i86) see the discu.ssion by
Brand, Byzantiup, 273-27Li-; van-Dieten, U, 70. -
Akropolites meit ions only Asen here and throughout stresses
his leading role but Choniates in his Ilistory and in orations speaks
of Peter as the more prominent of the two brothers. For instance
see Oration B where only Peter is mentioned: van. Dieten I, 7,27-28.
In fact, it was Peter, not Asen, who first had himself crowncd Emperor:
Choniates, CSHB, '+86,i6-i8; ed. van Dieten, 372, kl-43. However,
Choniates does say of Asen that he was the ruder and bolder b.'other:
cSHB, k82, 22; ed. van Dieten, 369, 67. See below on 20,20-23, for the
territorial extent of their power.
18,26-19,1. y ZxecL Akropolites means Cumans, a nomadic central
Asian people with a Turkish tongue who lived for the most part north
of the Danube: Gregoras I, 15, 1-2. On the custom of Byzantine authors
to call peoples by the names of the inhabitants of their territories in
classical times see G. Noravcsik, Byzantinoturcica II, 279-283. For a
description of the Cumans and their way of living see Robert of Clan,
k6; Wolff, 'Second Bulgarian Empire', 198-200. These skilful fighters
were employed by the Viach-Bulgarians from 1186 onward: Choniates, CSFI3,
k8,1L1._15; ed. van Dieten, 373, 58-59; Oration B, van Dieten I, 7, 30,
8; Villehardouin, 352.
194 2-3. After three initial campaigns against the Viach-Bulgars in 1186
Isaac personally led an expedition in 1187 and 1188: Choniates, CSHB,
k89-k91; ed. van Dieten, 37k-377; Oration B, van Dieten I, 6-12; van
Dieten IX, 65-79.
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19.3-20. The expedition described here took place in 1190. See van
Dieten, II, 62-64, for the date. It is evident from this account
that Akropolites had a source other than Choniates. The authors
differ in details (e.g., the Emperor entered enemy territory from
Anchialos, not Mesembria, according to Choniates); but, in addition,
Akropolites, born almost thirty years after the event, supplies in-
formation which one would expect to have been given by Choniates, a
contemporary of the events. The basic difference in the accounts is
in the description of booty taken from the Emperor. For this see
below on 19, 23-20,7.
19,5-9. Only Akropolites mentions a siege at 'Strinovo'.
Strinovo is thought to be the equivalent of Trnovo since the variant
reading in the apparatus to the text supplies this word. See p. 19,
note 7 of the apparatus; Heisenberg, Pro1egomena , Opera I, xviii,
note 2; Zlatarski, Istorira, III, 67, note 2. In any event, Chonia-
tea' account does not rule out the possibility of a siege at Trn&io
which was the capital of the Bulgarian Empire. See below 33,8.
19,9-13. Choniates also claims that the Emperor made a quick
retreat when he heard rumours of a Curnan attack: CSHB, 561,18-562,2;
ed. van Dieten, k29,72-74.
19,13-20. The narrow pass in which the attack took place was,
according to ehoniates, a defile leading to Beroe (Stara Zagora):
CSHB, 562,18-19; ed. van Dieten, k29, 89-90. It has been identified
as the Sipka pass, between Gabrovo and Kazanitfk in the Stara Planina:
P. Nikov, 'Die Stadt und das Gebiet von Krn-Krounos', Studi Bizantini e
Neoellenici 5 (1936), 231-232.
19, 22-23. For the variety and large number of ob3ects generally
taken on campaign see Constantine Porphyrogennetos' list (de cerinoniis,
k65-468); Choniates, Oration B, van Dieten I, 10,5-6:	 ctcCXeo...
xXCv' xpuc6a'ioC. . . cxCi.itou	 OX...1ctXoL pucoucpst'C.
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19,23-20,7. Choriiates (CSim, 563, 21-56k ,1; ed. van Dieten,
k30,16-18) merely alludes to the plunder while Akropolites gives a
full catalogue. Akropolites' source for these details would seem to
have been himself, lie probably saw the objects when he visited the Bul-
garian court at Trnovo in 1260/1, as an ambassador of the Emperor
Michael Palaiologos. See 175,26-176,10. He was at the Bulgarian court
on E>iphany day when, according to Skoutariotes the Bulgarians display
the booty they gained from the Emperor Isaac (ed. Sathas, 5k7, 29-
51+8,1). Since Akropolites states that he witnessed the festivities for
Epiphany, it is very likely that he saw the objects he describes in this
passage. Therefore, they were still with the Bulgarians seventy years
after the campaign. More is known about their later history. When
John Asen III (1279-1280) fled from Trnovo in 1280 and sought refuge
in Constantinople, he took with him '. .i
	 oeCc '5v Bou
tpv ip.yp.cvri, L..etov x 'PwcCuv Xa36vr	 vwv 'rb
t?.c	 arpi-yoav'coC 'roe t3cLa.XwC 'IcYcLa.xCou: Pachyrneres I, k48,
1k-+k9,i. It was nearly one hundred years after they were taken that
they returned in this way to Constantinople.
19,23-2k. The Emperor's'pyramids': The identification of these
objects is made easier by another passage in Akropolites (below, 67,17-
18) where the yramis is said to be covered with pearls and to have a
red gem at its summit. But Skoutariotes further aids the process of
identification by substituting the word kaly ptra (
	 )
for ,yramis (ed. Sathas, 1+0k
,23). From this one can infer that pyramis
refers to something worn on the head. The question remains, however,
why Akropolites uses pyramis of a head-piece, an unattested usage, when
in other passages he uses kalyptra and iadema to describe the imper.al
crowns See 3k,2; 159, 18; 185, 27; 187,17. Is he merely using a more
striking word to describe the imperial crown as it is known from represen-
tations (hemispherical in shape, with a string of jewels hanging from
either side) or does he use the word to describe a different head-piece
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which is in fact pyramidal in shape? There is both litorary and
visual evidence from other periods which attests to the oxistonco
of a pyramidal shaped head-piece worn by the Emperor and some of high
officials. (See M. Andreeva, Ocherki, 65-66, for the opinion that the
pyramis was a special crown used by the Angeloi and the Emperors at
Nicaea only.) See, for example, Choniates (of Andronikos I):ivp_
ôou}ivqv XaX51t'pcLv;	 Xov...S' LC 6) X-wv tuPciILCôt. (CSHB,
328, 12-13; k52,5-9; ed. van Dieten, 252, 75; 346, 30); Gregoras (of
George Mouzalon, megas loothetes): x	 'pcv. . . &,ov 'r	 vw xcx,t
itpô 'r1 iupaiCO ¶fl	 1I,.çcLvsCaC XL	 (I, 170, 16-18); Gregoras
(of court officials in general): 	 v 'ro	 3a.ai,7eCot.0 xa7'rpa
)tl)paIJ.CôoC	 V	 O)(flLO. (x, 567).
These pyramidal-haped hats should perhaps be identified with
the skiadion which, according to Pseudo-Kodinos, was worn by officials
and Emperors alike, although the colour of the skiadion differed accor-.
ding to rank. See Pseudo-Kodinos, Traits des Offices, ed. J. Verpeaux,
iki, note 1; ik5-i48; i5i-i66. The Emperor himself wore a skiadion, as
opposed to a stemma or crown on Christmas eve and whsn he was in mourning
(ed. Verpeaux, 195,11-13; 226,28-227,8). That is to say, the skiadion
was not the head-piece with which the might be crowned or in which he
might be represented since it was not his most official headwear. For
a representation of the skiadion see the miniature portrait of John VIII
Kantakouzenos (Sinait.gr. 2123, f. 30v) now discussed by I, Spatharakis,
The Portrait in Byzantine Illuminated Manuscripts (Leiden, 1976), 51-53;
p1.20. Akropolites, therefore, by using the word 'pyramids' is describ-
ing the shape of the head-piece and is not giving the technical. word
which existed for the hat. Thus, he avoids employing a current term.
19,24. A çXr was, according to Pseudo-Kodinos, an article
of clothing (ed. Verpeaux, 200,7; 203,5-6). He,ever, the word s riore
commonly used. to refer to 'bowls' or cups• It appears with this meaning
in awork rouhly.contemporary with Akropolites' Hi5torjr; see Holobolos,
ed. Treu, 97,2.
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19,25-20,7. Akropolites' story that a priest threw he
cross in a river is plausible since a tributary of the Jantra river
flows in the Sipka pass (see note on 19, 13-20). According to Skou-
tariotes, this cross was said. to have been the one the Emperor Con-
stantine the Great used to take on campaign, as did other Emperors
after him (ed. Sathas, tf05, i-k). A late Athonite tradition (19th
century) identifies the cross lost by the Emperor Isaac on this can-
pa.gn with one given to the monastery of Vatopedi in the fourteenth
century by the Serbian Prince Lazar (1371-1389). A Chapel ('	 cj,p..
exxXia.ov ¶fl ZcvrC ) was built at Vatopedi in honour of the do-
nation. See G. Itillet, J. Pargoire, L. Petit, Recueil des Inscrip-.
tions Chre'tiennes de l'Athos (Paris, 1961), no. 101; A. Frolow, La
Peliaue dela Vraie Croix (Paris, 1961), 3k9, no. 381; 521, no. 756.
However, no other source confirms this identification.
For the Virgiit's Girdle (?iV71 ), kept in the church of te
Chalkopratia, Constantinople, see M. Jugie, 'L'Eglise de Chalcopratia
et le cuJ.te de la Sainte Vierge Constantinople', E0 16 (1913), 308-
312.
20,7-8. A rumour spread that the Emperor had been killed in the disas-
trous expedition. He returned to Constantinople to reassure the people:
Choniates, CSHB, 56k, 16-19; ed. van Dieten, k31,31-.33.
XII. 20, 12-1k. Choniates reports battles which took place near Philippou-
polis (Plovdiv), on the Maritza river (see below 23,8-9), but not in the
vicinity of Beroe (Stara. Zagora), north-east of Philippoupolis. Philippou-
polis and Beroe were part of a four-part theme. See the chrysobull of
Alexios III (1198): TT, I, 269; Asdracha, 'Lee Rhodopes', 275-276.
20, 15-16. Manuel Kammytzes, a cousin of Isaac II and Alexios III,
held the title of protostrator under both Emperors: Choniates, CSHB, 526,
22; 660, 19-21; ed. van Dieten, k03, 61; k98,17-18; Oration IA, van Dieten,
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106; V. Laurent, 'Lea Bulloa Mc^triquca', ']7.XW',c.t 5 (1932), 169-
170, no. 319. For earlier members of the family see P. Gautior,
'L'Obituaire du Typikon du Pantocrator', 	 28 (1969), 256 ; see -
also below 38,16-17. For the title of protostrator which Choniates
equates with the Latin'marshal! (p.apax.XxoC) (CSHB, 7911. ,3_6; ed. van
Dieten, 600, 46-48) see C. Kyrris, ' 'rpd.'ropo= (rIPS^T0) TPAT2P
or 3trator: A Military Institution in XVth Century Cyprus', EEBS 36
(1968), 132-134,
In 1199 Kamxnytzes headed an expedition agains the boyar
Ivanko-Alexios (see below 20,16; 21,1-2) to whom the Emperor Alexios
had given command of the area around Philippoupolis and the hand of
his granddauglfter in marriage. Kammytzee was captured by Ivariko near
Philippoupolis: Choniates, CSHB, 623, 4-624 ,10; 678-681; ed. van Dieten,
473,45-68 ; 511,60-514,37; Brand, Byzantium, 125-126; 130-131.
20,15-17. By 1199, the date of Kammytzes' campaign, both Asen (see on
18,20-25) and Peter (see 20, 18-20) had died. John, or Kalojan, as he
is best known, the third brother, ruled from 1197-1207, although he was
not crowned Emperor until 1204. See note on 21,6-9. His name appears
in the sources in various forms. On his coins and in his letters he
calls himself KAA2tN ,Kalo3an (Good John), while the Latin and Greek
sources refer to him as 'Iwclvvw , Johaniusse, and with the diminu-
tive of that name,'	 vvCe,ic,Joannitius. See Moravcsik, Byzantino-
turcica II, 143, and Duev, 'La bague-sceau', BS 36 (1975), 176-177,
for forms of the name.
20, 18-20. Akropolites here, as above (18,23) speaks of Asen as the
leader, with Peter in the dependent role. However, it is quite clear
that Peter took the leading role in the beginning, perhaps until 1193.
Choniates, in his History, says that Peter wore the crown and red slippers
(Csm3, 486, 16-18; ed. van Dieten, 372,41-43) and in his oration of 1187
Peter figures as tne villain (Oration B, van Dieen I , 7,28; 8,16; van
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Dieten II, 66-79). Ansbert, describing the 1189 expedition of Fre-
derick.Barbarossa in the Balkan, refers t Peter ae 'rvJ..er of the
Viache and Bulgarians': Quellen zu.r Geschichte des Kreuzzues Kaiser
Friedericks I, ed. A. Chroust, !IGH, N.S. V (Berlin, 1928), 58. Asen
took over from 1193 until his death in 1196 when 'the leadership of
the Mysoi again sedto Peter': Choniates, CSHB, 621, 20-21; ed. van
Dieten, 472, 19. See A. Kadan, 'La Date de la Rupture entre Pierre
et Asen', B 35(1965), 167-17k , who dates the split between the
brothers to 1193 by means of court speeches delivered that year.
After Asen's death (1196) Peter and Kalojan ruled ,jointly. See Chonia-
tee, CSHB. 622, 1-7; ed. van Dieten, 472, 23-2k; Brand, yzantium , 125,
127.
2020-23. ireat Preslav, on the Tia river, was conquered by Peter and
Asen toon after their revolt from Byzantine rule. ee Choniates, CSFrB,
486,18-22; ed. van Dieten, 372, k346. The city had important associa-
tions as the capital of the First Bulgarian Empire. It had been built
in 821 by Omortag, as an inscription attests: Zlatarski, Istorii0à, I,
443-444; Runcimctn, A History of the First Bulparian E!ipire (London,
1930), 77-78 and note 1, p. 78. The name Preslav, 7tp aXcBc, was the
Slavic translation of rpqyrov and
	
LpTfl.LoV (otxo), words
with which Omortag described his palaces. See T. Uspenski, 'Material
dlia Bolgarskik Drevnostei. Aboba-Pliska', Bulletin de l'Institut Arch-.
oloique Russe Constantinople 10 (1905), 235-237.
Provatous presents a problem of identification. Runciman
locates its north-east of Adrianople (see his map), at the same time
identifying it with modern Provadia (First Bulrian E"nnre, 48). See
also Ziatareki, Istorifh, I, 242; III, 43.; C. Asdracha, La Re'ion, map.
However, this identification is impossible since present-day Provadia,
on a river of the same name, is east of Preslav and west of Varna,,far
to the north of Adrianople. The sources in fact give evidence of two
places, flp63wrov and flpotov', one near Adrianople, the other
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identical with present day Provadia. A bishop's list of the eleventh
century places , llpo&rou under the Metropolis of Adrianople
(H. Geizer, Texte der Notitiae episcopatuum (Munich, 19 01 ), 58).
Ansbert, describing Frederick Barbarossa's expedition in 1189 refers to
p
to urbem Probaton after mentioning Adrianople and before speaking of
Didymoteichon (ed. Chroust, MGH, N.S. V, 53). These references indi-
cate a location near Ad.rinaople. However, an undated document (NN I,
502) clearly refers to 	 as one of the places near the
Metropolis of Varna, and a sixteenth century traveller speaks of the
fortress of Prouadia as more than three days north of Adrianople, be-
yond Aetos: George Dousa, Do itinere suo Constantinopolitano, Epistula
(Leiden, 1599), 79. From these references it appears that Probatous
can be identified with present-day Provadia, west of Varna. This iden-
tification is also more plausible since Peter ruled Preslav as well,
which is located near modern Provadia. Furthermore, Akropolites and
Choniates say that the brothers had control of the region between the
Danube river and. the Balkan mountains in the early years of their re-
volt, another indication that the location of Probatous in the area
of AcZrianople is not plausible.
No other source refers to the area Peter ruled as 'go fl'rpo...
xpa Cl. 23), 'Peter's territory'.
20,23-21,2.	 Akropolites gives a very summary version of events here.
Ivanko (Greek form of the name Ivan: Choniates, CSHB, 618,5; ed. van
Dieten, k69,39) is known as Asen's first cousin only from Akropolites.
For the circumstances of Asen's murder in 1196 see Choniates, CSHB, 618,
3-619,10; ed. van Dieten, k69,37-k70,66; Brand, Byzanium, 125.
Ivanko did. not flee after killing Asen, as Akropolites reports, but
attempted to take Trnovo which Peter, Men's brother,defended. He was
forced to abandon the plan and went to Constantinople where he was given
comrand of the area around Philippoupolis. However, he revolted after a
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few years and Alexios sent Iaziuel Karnmytzes against him. See above
20, ik.b16 for this expedition which Akropolites reports out of chrono-
logical sequence. 'Jhen this failed the Emperor went after Ivanko in
person and killed him in 1200: Choniates, CSHB, 619, 10-62k, 10; 651-
681; 685-687; ed. van Dieten, k70, 66-k73,68; 509-51k ; 517-519.
21 1 2-k.	 Again, Akropolitès' version of events is not strictly correct.
Both Peter and Kalojan ruled together after Asen's death until Peter's
own death a year later (1197). Kalojan then ruled in his own name
(1197-1207). See note on 21, 6-9.
XIII. 21, 6-9. Kalo3an was not crowned until November 120k, seven years
after he assumed power. He played the Greeks and the Pope against each
other in order to press each side to give him a crown and a Patriarch.
However it was the Pope who finally sent his legate, Cardinal Leo, who
crowned Kalojan 'King' and consecrated Basil, Archbishop of Trnovo, as
primate. ee A. Theiner, Vetera Monumenta Slavorum Ileridionalium I,
nos. 60,61, pp. 39-1f0...also J.R. Sweeney, 'Innocent III, Hungary and
the Bulgarian Coronation: A Study in Medieval Papal D.i.plomacy', Church
Histor1 42 (1973), 320-334.
211k-15. Philippoupolis (Plovdiv) on the Maritza river, had been assigned
to Renier of Tnt; see Villehardouin, 30k, 311; TT, II, 39: civitas rraxima
et rnunitissira; Asdracha, La PAlon, 15k fl.	 The people of the city
had at first welcomed Renier, seeing in him a protection against Kalo3an
but when a great number of Reniers men abandoned him they surrendered to
Kalo3an: Villehardouin, 311, 345-345. However, a group of inhabitants
ut up a defence of the city and Kalo3an was forced to lay siege to i
(June 1205): Choniates, CSHB, 829, 1-830, 2; ed. van Dieten, 627,76 f(.;
Villehardouin, 401; TT, II, 39-kO; Krantonelles, 'H	 49-55;
E. Frances, 'La foda1it et les villes byzantines au XIIIe et XIVe
sicles', BS 16 (1955), 88.
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2,1(c.O • Adrianople (Orostias, modern Edirne), situated at the unc-
tion of the Toundza and Naritza rivers, waa assigned to the Venetians
by the Partit:i.o: Viilehardouin, 335; Carile, 'P3rtitio', 218; Asdracha,
La RSiion, 137 and If.; below 21,15 ft. The people of the city had at
first accepted the Latins and even reqiested a garrison to protect them
against Kalojan. But a revolt broke out in February 1205 because of
the bad treatment which the Greeks received from the Latins: Villehar-
douin, 273, 303; Errioul, 381. Baldwin left for Adrianople in March.
He was followed by the Doge Dandolo. see Villehardouin, 336, 3k0,31f9,
351; Choniates, CSHB, 8ii, lk-17; ed. van Dieten, 615, 11-13. There is
no inctication from other sources that the 'representative of the Doge'
(11.19-20) was present at Adrianople.
21,20-2k. The Latins attributed this move of the Greeks to their innate
disloyalty. See Villehardouin, 333, 335 ; letter of Henry to the Pope,
PL, CCXVII, col. 292D. However, both Greeks and Kalo3an had been treated
badly when they had approached the Latins and offered their services and
cooperation. Therefore, they were bound together by the desire 'to do
what evil they could to the tatins': Choriiates, CSHB, 809, 11-12; ed.
van Dieten, 613,65. For an analysis of the Greek-Bulgarian alliance
I	 -,
see A. Krantonelles,	 LtpcLC, passim.
22,k-8. Robert of Clan (6k) describes the Cumans as unarmed 'except
that they wear a garment of sheepskin and carry bows and arrows'.
They were able to move quickly, showering the lumbering Latin knights
with arrows: Choniates, CSHB, 813,11-81k,i; ed. van ]Dieten, 6i6, k2-59;
Gregoras, I, 15,22-2k; Villehardouin, 355.
22,8-11. The battle lasted approximately five days, 10-15 April 1205.
See Villehardouin, 350-360; Robert of Clan, 105-106; Ennoul, 380-38k;
Choniates, c, 8i1, ik-8i5,i8, Baldwin was taken captive to Trnovo
where he died a short time later, the victim of Kalojan's wrath. For
the various stories concerning his death see Aubry of Trois Fontaines,
MGII, XXIII, 885,25-42; Choniates, CSHB, 8117, 16-8118,1; ed. van Dieten,
611-2, 86-95; Longnon, L'E'ipire latin, 77-80. In 1225 a'false'Baldwin
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appeared in Flanders: Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 915, 35; Wolff,
'Baldwin of Flanders and Hainaut, First Latin Emperor of Constantino-.
pie: His Life, Death, and Resurrection, 1172-1225', peculum 27 (1952),
281-322.
22, ii-ik. Akropolites' version of Baldwin's death (which differs
from Choniates':CSHB, &t+7,16_8k8,1;ed. van Dieten, 6k2,86-95) suggests
a parallel to the Emperor Nikephoros I's death at the hands of Khan
Kruzn (803-81k) who was said to have made a goblet from the Emperor's
skull: Theophanes, Chronoraphia, ed. de Boor, (Leipzig, 1883), I, k91,
17-22. Constantine Akropolites, son of George, in an encornium of St.
Demetrios, says that Kalojan was given the name of Krum by the Greeks
because of his wickedness: ed. A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus,
'IepocoXvrtx	 auo7oyCaC i (St. Petersburg, 1891), 211,8-10.
There is no other known evidence for Constantine's comment apart from
his father's allusion. George may have descxibed Baldwin's end in this
fashion because he was struck by the historical parallel of an Emperor
in the hands of a 'barbarian' • His version. of Baldwin's death is per-
ha no closer to the truth than Choniates'. See Prinzing, Bedeutung,
58, 60, 8k.
22,l tf-22. Choniates says that it was the Dogs Dandolo who suggested that
lights be left burning in the tents to give the impression that the Latin
army was present: CSHB, 81k,11-15; ed. van Dieten, 617,67-70. On this
^,22-26. Akropolites has misplaced this event in time. After the battle
of Adrianople, described above, Kalojan retreated westward to Thessalonike
and Serres: Villehardouin, 389, 392. It was then that he destroyed
Philippoupolis (see.bove 21,lk-16). Not until the spring of 1206 dad
Kalojan set out to conquer Adrianople and Didymoteichon, 'deeming these
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cities the prize of the whole war': Choniates, CSHB, 835,5-837,5; ed.
van Dieten, 632,29-633,56; VlllehardoulLz, 423-424; 425. He made
three attempts to take Arianople but failed each time; see Villehar-
douin, 1142, 461; 472-475; Henry's letter written from Adrianople in
September 1206: TT,II,42; Choniates, CSffB,852,7-19;ed. van Dieten, 645,
89-646,4. Kalo3an's failures attest to the strength of the fortifica-
tions at Adrianople. On. this see Asdracha, 	 Pion, 143_1 114; below
51i., 14-17.
22 ,26. 23,1. Akropolites' statement that the Bulgarians da.d rrt know
the techniques of siege is incorrect. Other sources give us evidence
of their skill. For the siege at Varna (1201) I'Zalo3an constructed a,
square tower on wheels, the height of the wails and the width of the'
moat: Chonlates, CSHB, 706,10-16; ed. van Dieten, 532,28_533,31f
Brand, Byzantium, 132.	 See also Choniates' account of the siege of
Didymoteichon where Kalojan diverted the river: CSHB, 835,10-17; ed. van
Dieten, 632, 22-28.
Skoutariotes tells us the more probable reason for Kalo-
san's failure at Adrianople: a small army Cod. Sathas, 459, 16-18).
Kalojan depended on the Cumans to win at Adrianople in 1205 (see 22,
2-4). When they withdrew in the summer because of the heat, he was
forced to abandon the campaign (Villehardouin, 389, 473-474).
23,3-4. The term Macedonia is used to describe several geographicaJ.
areas, including present-day Thrace, but it is probable that Akropoli-
tee is here referring to the area of the theme of Macedonia, located in
classical and modern Thrace with its centres at Adrianople, Philippoupo-
lie, Traianoupolis, and Mosynoupolis; see P1
 Koledarov, BB4 (1973), i48-
ik9 ; 1'. Lemerle, Pinlippes et la Macedoine Orientale (Paris, 19 45), 123;
see also on 38, i8.
Kalo3an raided and destoryed Macedonia from the time of the siege
of Adrianople in 1205 until the spring of 1206: Villehardouin, 424; Cho-
niates, CSFI3, 839, 12ff.; ed. van Dieten, 637, 8 ff.; Oration I, vazi
Dieten 1, 129; van Dieten II, 146 U.
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23, 4-13. Not all the towns Akropolites lists here were completely
razed to the ground by Kalojan. At least Makri, Mosynoupolis and
Philippoupolis would seem to have continued to prosper; see Asdracha,
L 1 r ion, 105, 118, 158-159 and below 39, 17. However, Trajanoupplis
never recovered while Poritheorion had to be rebuilt by Andronikos III
in 1341: Kantakouzenoa II, 197, 6-li; Asdracha, La 1 ' ion, 100, 119-120.
For a description of the damage Kalo3an did see Villehardouin, 394, 4i6-
418; 442; 491; Choniates, CSHB, 839, 22-840,3; ed, van Dieten, 637, 15-
19; Oration IZ, van Dieten I, 184, 27-30; Henry's letter: TT, II, 40.
1. 10 Herakleia, Panion, Rhaedestos: on the Sea of Marmara:
Villehardouin, 415-417.
1. 11. Charioupolis: to the north-west of Rhaedestos; present
day Airebol: Zlatarsky, Istorifà, III, 242, note 20.
1. 11. Tran3anoupolis (near Alexandroupolis) and Makri, on the
Aegean coast near the mouth of the I4aritza river: Villehardouin, 383,
mentions these towns but not as victims of Kalojan's raids. They appear
in the Partitio together as one episkepsis: ed. Carile, 220, 270; see
Asdracha, La	 ion, 117-118; ii8-iao.
1. 11. Klaudioupolis has not been identified. There is a town
of the same name in Asia Minor (Turk. Bolu); see Hierokies, Synekdmos,
ed. Honigmann, 34.
1. 12. Peritheorion: (ancient Ana.stazioupolis: Kantakouzenoa, I,
542, 10-15), a port near Abdyra on the Aegean; see P. Lemerle Philippes
et la flacedo.ne Orientale, 1 29-130; 260; Asdracha, La Rion, 98-104.
23 13-16. That Kalojan moved the people he had sub3ected to the Danube
(Ister) river area is confirmed by other sources: TT, II, 40 : in Blakiarn
transmisit; Villehardouin, 491; 394.
23, 16-19. The epithet 'Bulgarslayer' appears in the sources from the
elovertth century. See roravcsik, yzantinoturcica II, 105-106.
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23 1°-2i. Kalo3an laid siege to Thessalonike in the autumn of 1207.
The city was saved by his sudden death. Various legends developed in
the thirteenth century giving St. Demetrios, patron saint of Thessalo-
nike, credit for the city's salvation. The contemporary Latin sources
which record the siege and Kalo3an's death reflect this tradition and
are evidence that the story giving St. Demetrios credit dates from
that time and was not a latter invention. See Aubry of Tros Fan-
tames, 886, 28: cum ret contra Thessaloniram, a beato Deiretrio fuit
interfectus; Robert of Clan, 107-108. The legend i5 found in a fuller
and more elaborate form in the works of John Staurakios, chartophylax in
Thessalonike, and Constantine Akropolites, megas logothetes. Sc'e
'Iuxtvvou Z'rcvpa.xCou A6oC et' t& Ow.'ca 'o 'AyCo,	 ixyrpCov,
ed. I. Iberites,?4pxeôovt.xt 1,(19110), 369-372; Constantine Akropolites,
A6yo eC 'V	 XOp'rvpa. xa.t t)pO1V	 L1'piOV, ed. A.
Papadopoulos-Kerameus, 'AvX€xa, I, 211-213. The legend is espe-
cially significant in view of the fact that the founders of the 'Second
Bulgarian Empice', Kaloan's brothers, had built a church of St.1 Deme-
trios at their capital and had spread propaganda that the saint had left
the Greeks and was supporting the Bulgarians in their endeavours: Cho-
niates, CSH3, 1+85, 3-20; ed. van Dieten, 371, 13-28; A. Papadopoulos,
O	 Lpto( eC	 'E TVLXV Ttctpôoat,v (Tnessaloniko,
1971), 70-78. The .stovy concerning Kalojan's doth t'croro c0firrned
that St. Dernetrios was still with, or had returned to, the Greeks.,
George Akropolites alone ascribes Kalojan's death to an ill-
ness. However, by his statement,	 seemed to him that an armed man
appeared to him in his sleep and struck his side with a sword' (23,2^-23),
Akropolites shows evidence of knowing the legend. Although he does not
identify 'the man', he speaks of ecovca. As Akropo].ites was not
writing an oration in honour of Thessalonike, as were Staurakios and
Constantine Akropolites, he did not need to flatter his audience by re-
peating a story attributing yet another miracle to St. Demetrios.
21O
2325-..2k,2. Apart from Akropolites' mention, the epithet Zxu?o6vv72C
(Dog John) is found also in marginal notes to cod. Vat. gr. 163
which contains the histories of Choniates and Akropo].ites. John
Chortasmenos, the author of these notes, owned the manuscript and
probably took the material for his notes from Akropolites' work.
See Heisenberg, 'Prolegomena', Opera I, vi; I. Dujev, 'Appunti di
Storia Bizantino- Bulgara', Studi Bizantini e Ncoel1enici 1 (1935),
133-137. Constantine Akropolites also alludes to the epithet in his
oration for St. Demetrios: 'ri xXcet. '7poaO1jxv &r2 xuvóC (ed.
A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, 'Av(iXcx'va I, 211, 13-1k.
2k,5. The Serbian 'Life' of St. Sava by Theodosius claims that Kalojnn's
body was taken to Trnovo where it was buried; see Zlatarski, Istori,III,
257-258. Excavations at Trnovo (Church of the Forty Nartyrs) have re-
vealed the skeleton of a man buried uith a ring which bears the inscrip-.
tiori 'Kalojan Tsar of the Bulgarians'. See I. Dujev, 'La bague-sceau
du roi bulgare Kalojan', BS 36 (1975), 173-183.
2k,5-7.	 Boril is identified as Kalojan's nephew both by Robert of
Clan (i08) and Henry of Valenciennes (o6) but only Akropolites men-
tions his marriage with Kalojan's Cuman. wife. See Zlatarski (IstoniIà,
III, 259-261)for the view that Kalojan's death was brought about by the
Cuman contingent in his army, with the aid. of his Cuman wife.
Boril's seizure of power is commented on by Henry in his
letter of 1212 'to his friends in the west': ed. Prinzing, 'Den Brief',
kii,ik-18. For the coins of Tsar Boril (1207-1218) see Nushmov,
1'onetitie, 158-159. See also belowXX.
2k. 7-9. Asen's son (see above 21,'+-5), John Asen II (1218-iki) was
in his early teens at the time of Boril's take-over; see Pninzing,
Bedeutunr, 85; Duj 'ev, 'Pninosi', ik8; below on 33,1-13.
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Xlv. 2k,12-13. The expression 'and a part of the land of the
Romans' is not found in Ephrairn (7636) or Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas,
k60) who merely says that Michael ruled over Epiros. The phrase
creates a contrast with 'ruled over Epiros' as if Epiros were not
a part of the territory of the Roman Empire. See also below 166,
6-7. Later sources do indeed give the impression that Epiros was
held by	 ancestors from the Emperor in Constantinople and
that in 120k, with the confuaion which followed the Fourth Crusade,
Michael set up an independent rule there as did many others elsewhere.
Kantakouzenos (I, 520,15 if.) claims that the Angeloi did not free
Akarnania from the barbarians (Latins) but were sub3ects of the
Emperor of the Romans and held annual command from them. At the
time of the war between Latins and Romans they took power into their
own hands (52b,22-u.521,2). Kantakouzenos makes clear that the usur-
pation of power took place after 120k although the Angoloi had been
established in Epiros before 120k:
	 osCci.	 v	 'Pca.Cwv t-
eX proc 'tp	 w. 'AxpvavCc.0 ô 'c3tv &pv AyyoL tpOOE-
,toaav'o	 v'ot'c xa &XXo.	 XC 'cv cir.cpCwv ccpv
(1,520,15-1 8). In addition, Pachyrieres relates the discussion be-
tween Michael II (son of Michael I) and the Emperor Nichae3. 'III in
1263 concerning the Emperor's right over Thessaly since it once be-
longed to the Empire :	 itpoo1xwoav (1,206,
17). Michael II argued that his parents had won the land (Thessaly
is meant:	 'r	 tpav : I, 205, 2-7) from the Latins
with their toil and blood and had left it as an inheritance to their
children; therefore he could not rightly hand it over: I, 207,2-7.
Epiros is not even mentioned. tt seers to be exempt from the argu-
ments offered by Michael II in the case of Thessaly. Given these two
passages and Akropolites' expression here it would seem that Epiros
was, in fact, a special case. Unfortunately, we have no information
as to whether Michael's father, the sebastokrator John Doukas, had
anything to do with Epiros nor do we have any indications from earlier
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sources as to the situation described, by Kantakouzenos.
The 'part of the land. of the Romans' which Michael (I) Komnenos
Doukas ruled, were places he had taken from the Latins: Dyrrachion,
Corfu, Larissa, Salona (Amphissa): see Nico]., 	 potate,2lf-43; Prinziri,g,
Bedeutung, 110,114,134., note 71. For Dyrrachion, taken in 1212, see
Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 886; letter of Bardanes, Metropolitan of Cor-
fu, ed. Loenertz, 'Lettre', 99, 112, 256 ff.; the Serbian 'Life' of
Stephen Nemanja, ed.. S Hafner, Serbisches Mittelalter I (Cologne,
1962), 118-120. A letter of the Patriarch Manuel Sarantenos, dated to
I	 .111222 çFerjaricic, Tesalija, 4.2) shows that Michael controlled Larissa:
see Vasilievski, IEpirotica, 268. For Michael's control of Corfu see
Nicol, Despotate, 38-39. For Michael )
 see notes on 13,24-25; 14,1-4..
24,14-17. Manuel, Theodore and. Constantine were Michael' a half—brothers
since Michael himself was the illegitimate son of the sebastokrator John
Doukas; see above 13,24-25. For Manuel see Polemis, Doukai, no. 43, p. 90,
and. below XXVI , XXXVIII. For Constantine see on 15,1-2; below 62, 6-7;
Polemis, Doukai, no. )4  p. 91.
That Theodore Komnenos Doukas was in the service of the Em -
peror Theodore I Laskaris is confirmed by a letter (1226-1227) of C.eorge
Bardanes to the Patriarch Germanos: Loenertz, 'Lettre', 87-118, eap. 115,
370-116, 382. Bard.anea does not specif'y what this service entailed, except
in a general way: Cppop.a.
	 pc..evo c x	 &vop	 eo.i.evo	 icp
'oC itoX?.obC (Loenertz,'Lettre', 116, 381-382). By stating that Theo-
dore Komnenos was serving Theodore Laskaris as were 'the rest of the
Romans', .Akropolites is giving expression to the 'Nicaean' attitude that
the Komneno—Douicai in Epiros arid, their subjects were not 'Romans'. For
this attitude see the Introduction, 63-65.
21.3
p
2) 19-21. Constantine, son of Michael I, is montionod. in Michael's
agreement of 1210 with the Venetians: TT, U, 123; Polernis, Doukai,
92, and note 10. It is possib)e that the illegitimate son mentioned
here, Michael II, and Constantine are the same person; see Nicol,
'The Creek aM Latin Empires, 120Z.-1261', Cambri de Medieval History,
IV (i 966), 314-, note I • For Michael II see below 61i, 20-22. Michael
I had, three daughters as well; for them see Po].emis, Doukai, 92,
2l, 23-25.3. Theoaore Koxnnenos' oath to Theodore Laskaria is known
also from a letter of Ceorge Bardanes, Metropolitan of Corfu, to
the Patriarch C'ermanos of Nicaea, written years after the event.
Ba.rdanes, writing as an apologist for Theodore, claims that when
Theodore Komnenos was with Laskaris, the latter had. not yet been
proclaimed or crowned Emperor; see Loenertz, 'Lettre', 1 15, 374-375.
It has been inferred from this statement that Theodore Komnenos
swore the oath to Laskaris before Laska.ris was proclaimed Emperor
(1205). As a result, Theodore Komnenos' departure from Asia Minor
has been dated to c. 1205. But there are two reasons for dating
his departure to much later, possibly to c. 1210-1212, as Stiernon
suggests ('Lea Origines', 106) without evidence: (i) the particular
position of this episode in the sequence of Akropolites' narrative,
between events of 1207 and. c. 1212 (2) the fact that .Akropolites says
that Theodore' a brother Michael died not long after Theodore arrived in
the west; itis known that Michael died sometime after 1212; see 25,3-4.
and note.
A. Patriarchal tomos of 1208-1210 (Laurent, Regestes, no.
1 207) refers to an oath sworn to the Emperor Theodore by his relations,
magnates, magistrates, the army and the people; see N. Oikonomids,
'Cinq Actes', 122-1214., for the text of the tomos; 136-139 for commentary.
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It is not known whether this oath, mentioned by the tomos, is the
same as that sworn by Theodore Komnenos. However, since Theodore
left to serve in lands not under the Emperor Theodore's control he
probably swore another oath, in addition to, or distinct from,
the one mentioned by the tomos. This oath bound him to the Emperor
as one of his oikeioi. The words used by Akropolites, icCov óou-
)CcLC s(, 'ro'rov pu'i'r.v (25,1) are those used to describe
the bonds which exist between an Emperor and his oikeios. On this
see J. Verpeaux, 'Lee Oikeioi',89-99, esp. 91-96; N. Svoronos, 'Le
Serment de Pidelite", 106-1142, esp. 139-1140; J. Ferluga, 'Ia Ligesse
dane l'Einpire Byzantin', Z1,ornik Iadova7 (1961), 97-123, esp. 122;
now see M. Angold, Byzantine Government, 66-67.
25,3-6. Ephraim (7655-7658) and Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 1460, 28-29)
agree with Akropolites' version of Michael 's murder by a man called
Romaios. Ephraim adds that the man fled to Bellegrada (Berat) after
the act. Like Akropolites, the Serbian 'Life' of Stephen Neman3a iden-
tifies the murderer as a servant of Michael's; see S. Ha±'ner, Serbisches
Mittelalter I, 120. Michael's death is dated to 12114/5 although this
date is not based on any evidence: Prinzing, Bedutung, ilk; Nicol,
Desotate, 142; Stiernon, 'Lee Origines', 106. The last document which
mentions Michael alive is the Emperor Henry's letter of 1212: ed. Prinz-
ing, 'Der Brief', 1411, 19.
Michael's wife was either the daughter or the widow of Senna-
cherim, the loca1ignate whose call for help Michael answered c. 12014.
See above on 1 14,1-k; Villehardouin, 301; Job, 'the Life of St. Theo-
dora', ed. Noustoxides, 143; Nicol, Despotate, 13, 22, note 13.
25,6-8. Manuel and Constantine were associated with Theodore although
they played secondary roles, at least until 1230. See Skoutariotes
(ed. Sathas, 1460, 30-31):'with his brothers ... subordinate to him'.
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25,8-10. Theodore's expeditions to regain territory from the
Latins went • farther south than has been thought. A poem by
lakobos, Archbishop of Ochrid in the 12k0's, recounts a raid
(1219) by a group of Theodore's soldiers on the monastery of St.
Meletios in Myoupolis, on the border of Attica and Boeotia, south
of Thebes: 'lacobi Bulgariae Archiepiscopi Opuscula', ed. S. Merca-
ti, Bessarione 21 (1917), 222-226=Coflectanea Byzantina I (Ban,
1970), 93-97. Theodore may have intended to attack Thebes, the
most important city under Latin domination in the area.
25,11. The region contained by Thessaly can be defined as the area
drained by the Peneios and Spercheios rivers. For a detailed descri-
tion of the region see B. Ferjani, Tesalija, 3-6; see below on k3,1.
Theodore's acquisitions in TheGsaly were considerable. They stretched
from the southern boundary of Macedonia in the north, to Neopatras in
the south. See the letters of John Apokaukos, ed. Vazi].ievsky,'Epiro-
tica', 2k3-2k8; Nicol, Despotate, 58-59; Fer3ax11c, Tesalia, 39_14
25,11-12. Ochnid ('AXpCC, 'ApCôc.), ancient Lychnis, situated on
a lake of the sane name in Macedonia , and Prilapon (Prilep) to the
north-east of Ochnid, were both under Bulgarian control when Theodore
took them in 1216/7. The date of their conquest is based on the appoint-
ment of Demetrios Chomatenos to the Archbishopric of Ochnid: A. Papado-
poulos-Kerameus, Sbornik Statei Posviashchennyk V.N. Larranskomu I (1907),
228. On the Slavic etymology of the name Ochnid (=built on the edge of
a rock) see SZownik Starozy-tnosci owianskich (Warsaw, 1967), III, k52.
For Prilep see A. Deroko, 'Markovi Kuli-Grad Prilep', Starinar, N.S. 5-6
(195k-1955), 83-10k; Nicol, Despotate, k9; Pninzing, Bedeutun, ilk.
25,12. In the thirteenth century Albanon was the name of the mountainous
region between Dyrrachion and Ochrid on the Via Egnatia, and including
KroJ. to the north: G. StadtmiiUer, 'Forechungen zur Albaniachen Fruh-
geschichte', Archivum Europae Centro-Orientalis 7 (1911.1), 160-173, esp.
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168-173; A. Ducellier, 'L'Arbanon et lea Albanais au X10 siecle',
Travaux et Moioiro 3 (1968), 353-368. Zoo also on
25,12. Dyrrachion (Durazzo), the ancient Epidamnos, on the Adriatic
coast of modern Albania, had been conquered by Theodore's brother,
Michael, in 1212/3. See note on 2k, 12-13. The town was one of
Theodore's most important assets , as an inscription on its walls,
dating to 1225, testifies. See A. Boeckh, Corpus Inscriptionum
Graecaruni IV (Berlin, 1877), 99; L. Heuzey, H. Daumet, Mission Arch-
ologigue de MacedoineL (Paris, 1876), 357-358. The wordiig of the in-
scription is somewhat similar to Ephraim's description (7660-7661) of
Theodore Komnenos Doukas.
, 13-20. Peter of Courtenay, count of Nevers and. Awcerre, and
brother-in-law of the Emprors Baldwin (i2Ok-1205) and Henry (1206-
1216) by marriage to their sister, lolanda, was chosen to ascend the
imperial throne after Henry's death; see below 30,25. bpe Honorius
III crowned Peter Emperor on 9 April 1217 in San Lorenzo, outside the
walls of Rome, to avoid the possibility of conflict over claims to the
western Empire : Regesta Honorii Papae III, ed. P. Pressutti (Rome,
i888), 88, no. k97; TT, II, 193-195. Peter attacked Dyrrachion on
behalf of the Venetians. As in the case of Baldwin, the exact cir-
cumstances of his death are not known. See note on 26, 5-9.
,2O-2k. Io].anda ('ioXevtCa. ) travelled to Constantinople by
sea as she was expecting the birth of the future Baldwin II: Ernoul,
392; below kk, 10-11. She ruled in Constantinople until 1219 when
her son Philip was summoned to rule; see Andrea Dandolo, Chronica,
RIS, XII, 285. When Philip declined the offer imperial authority
passed on to Robert in 1222; Ernoul, 393; Aubry of Trois Pontaines,
906; Longnon, L'E'npire atan, 151-157; Hendrickx, 'Lea Institutions',
Buv'rtvt 6 (197k), 1142-1143.
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26,1-2. For Maria, Theodore Laskaris' third wife, see note on
31,1-2; Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 906; Philippe Mouskes, 23009-23012.
26,k-5. See Richard of San Germano, ed. Garufi, 77: per devia et
condensa sylvaruni.
26,6. It has been pointed out that ropolites gives Theodore the
name Komnenos in relating events before 1230 (battle at Klokotnitza)
and only after that date cafls him Angelos: Stiernorx, 'Los Origines',
117; Polemis, Doukai, 89, note 2. See below 1+1, ii, 18. Akropolites
does not give Michael, Theodore's brother, any surname at all. By
using the. n.rie Komnenos to refer to Theodore, Akropolites is under-
lining Theodore's imperial lineage. He was a first cousin of the
Emperors Isaac II and Aleios III; see 13, 24-25.
26,5-9. Akropolites (and Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, 461,23-24;
Ephraim, 7686) are the only sources to claim that Peter of Courtenay
was killed. Most of the Latin sources say he died in prison: Philippe
Nouskes, 23030-1; Richard of San Germano, 77-78; Ernoul, 392-393.
See Nicol, Despotate, 51-52.
Contrary to expectations, Akropolites gives Theodore Kozruie-
nos full credit for his victory over Peter. His hostility for mem-
bers of the Komneno-Doukas family and their actions becomes vividly
apparent only with his narration of the events he knew first-hand:
see below 89, 2 fi.
XV. 26,12-13. It seems that all three daughters were born in Constan-
tinople before 120k since Pachymeres (1,318,1-2) says of Eudokia, the
youngest, that she was born in the capital. See above 10,20.
2A ,13-15. King Andrew II of Hungary (son of Bela III) stopped at
Nicaea on his return from the Fifth Crusade in 1217/8 and negotiated
a marriage between Maria and his son Bela IV (1235-1270): Aubry of
Trois Fontaines, 905, 37-40; 911, 39-40; E. Darko' Byantinisch-unpar-
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ische Beziehunren in der zweite Iltüfte des XIII. Jahrhundorts
(Woimar, 1933), 7. In 1271/2 a daughter of this marriago, Aina,
was sought in marriage for Michacl Viii's son Andronikoc: Pachymeres,
I, 317,17-318,5.
2, 16-19. Eirene, the eldest of Theodore's daughters, was married
to Andronikos (Constantine?) Palaiologos in Nicaea, February 1216,
by Nicholas Mesarites, Archbishop of Ephesos. See A. Heisenberg,
Neue Quellen III, 59-61, for the date of the marriage. A note in a
manuscript containing Mesarites' works refers to the wedding performed
by- Nesarites but calls the bride groom the Despot Constantine, not
Andronikos. See A. Martini, D. Bassi, Catalogus Codicum Graecorirrn
Bibliothecae Ambrosianae I (Milan, 1906), 406; Heisenberg, Die Palast-
revolution des Johannes Komnenos, 10. The problez of his name cannot
be resolved on the basis of existing information.
Andronikos' parentage is unknown; see Polemis, Doukai, no.
140; V.Laurunt, 'La Gn6ologie des Premiers Palologues', 8 (1933),
147. He was meant to succeed his father-in-law as Emperor,it seems,
since he was married to the Emperor's eldest daughter and was given
the title of Despot.
26,20-22. The future Emperor John III Doukas (1222-1254) was probably
a son of Basil Batatzes, Domestikos of the East and dowc of the
Thrakesion theme under the Emperor Isaac II. According to Choniates,
Basil was of undistinguished birth but was raised to high office by
virtue of his marriage to a cousin of the Emperor Isaac: CSHB 522, 21-
523,2; 587,18-588,6; ed. van Dieten, 400, 74-78; 446) 64-70. See also
21, IV, 292, 325; Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 130-131.
The Batatzai appear in the sources from the tenth
century and seem to have been from Thrace originally: Sk'litzes, CSHB,
565,3; ed. Thurn, 441,56; K. Axnantos, ''H
EEBS 21 (1951), 174-178. The fourteenth century 'Life' of John Batatzes
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calls him 'the Thracian' from Adrianople: ed. Heisenberg, BZ 14
(1905), 195, 1k; 198, 2.
Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 462, 3-4) says that John held
the title of protovestiarios, although Akropolitee (and Ephraim, 7847)
call him a protovestiarites. At Nicaea neither title was connected
with any function having to do with the treasury (Angold, Byzantine
Government, 206). Both seem to have been honorary titles whose re-
cipients sometimes held military commands. For example, see below
66,19-20 ; 92, 17; 159, 20, 23-ak. Akropolites does not say whether
the Emperor Theodore bestowed the title of Despot on John at the
time of his marriage to Eirene (after i2i/6) . Since ohn Eatatzes'
assumption of imperial power in 1222 was not smooth (see on 32, 12-14.).
this may be an indication that he had not been designated Despot.
26,22-23. For Anna see on 17,20-23; 32,10-11. For the date of her
death (by 1212) see N. Oikonomidàs, 'Oinq Actes', 128-129 and note 20a.
26 ,23-27, 1 . Negotiations for Theodore's second marriage began in
October 1213. See the synodal letter to King Leo II of Armenia in
assurance of a canonical marriage: A. Pavlov, 'Sinodalnaia Gramota
1213 goda o grecheskago imperatora a docheriu armidianskago
VV 4 (1897), 164-166; V. Laurent, Regtes, no. 121k, 16-18; Choniates,
Letter IA, van Dieten, I, 216-217. In the synodal letter the bride-to-
be is called a legitimate daughter of the King but in Armenian sources
she is said to be Iso's niece, Phiippa: Recueil des Historien des
Croisades, Documents Armniens, I (Paris, 1869), 627, 640, 510, note 1.
Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 462, 5-8) calls her a daughter of the King
while Akropolites leaves the question 'open by saying she was
'ApILCVCwV .
The reason for Theodore's rejection of his Armenian wife
is not known. However, Nicholas Mesarites, writing in 1214, says that
Armenians falsified the conditions of the marriage' : Heisenberg,
Neu çueuen III, 47, 26-29. See van Dieten II, i8i-i86, and Hei'sen-
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berg, 'Zu den armenisch-byzantinischen Beziehungen am Anrang des
13. Jahrhunderts', Sitzunisberichte der yerischen AJcadem der
Uissenschaften 6 (1929), 3-20, for theories as to the reason for
re ect ion.
2711. For Cilicia (Lesser Armenia) see S. Der Nersessian, 'The King-
dom of Cilician Armenia', The Later Crusades, edd. Wolff, Hazard, II
(philadelphia, 1962), 630-659.
27,1-3. When Maria and Theodore were married in 1219, Robert (1221-
1228) had not yet ascended the throne. His mother lolanda ruled
before him until her death in 1219; see Philippe Mouskes, 23025-6; 230
23033; Longnon, L'Empire latin, 157. Theodore and flaria had no children.
See above 25, 20-2k; Gregoras, I, 21, 20-25; 2k, Li6,
27, 7-11. Theodore's battle with the Sultan Kaikhusraw in 1210/11
is meant; see above 15, 10-17,19. Nearly all the Latin mercenaries,
numbering 800, were said to have perished in that battle.
27, 16-17. An account of the Emperor Henry's (1206-1216) campaign
against Theodore Laskaris in the autumn of 1211 is given in Henry's
letter written in 1212 to his friends in the west to inform them of
his achievements: Priuzing, 'Der Brief', 395-.k31; J. Longnon, 'La
Campagne de Henri de Hainaut en Asie Nineure en 1211', Bulletin de
l'Academie Belpe 3k (19k8), kk2-k52. The Latin army started from
Pegai and made its way eastward to the Rhyndakos river whexe it
encamped..	 J day long battle took place on 15 October 1211.
Although Theodore's men greatly outnumbered the enemy, the Latins were
victorious. Henry does not mention Nymphaion (between the Hermos and
Kaistros rivers)in his letter, written from Pergaxnuzn, but it is possible
that he did advance that ±'ar) as Akropolites says. Certainly there is
evidence .. that Henry's troops iore expected in the Thrakesioix
theme; the sebastokrator George, the Emperor Theodore's brother,
was in charge of moving-- people from that theme to safer places:
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flM, IV, 35.
21, 19-21. Henry does not mention any agreement in his letter
of 1212. A treaty could have been signed any time after that
date. There is no reason to assign a date of 1211+ to the agreement
as Prinzing ('Der Brief', 1+30) and Longnon (L'Empire latin, 11+5-
11+7) do. Sbe D8lger, Regesten, no. i68k.
27,22-28,3. For tl'e fortress of Achyraoua or Ochyra (Balikesir) in
the vicinity of Atrarnyttion see Hasluck, yzicus(Cambridge, 1910), 93-
91+; W. Ramsay, Historical Geography, 156, 159. A reference to the
Latin occupation of Achyra.ous is made by the Patriarch Germanos
(1220-121+0) who spent some time in the monastery of St. George
Paneumorphos in that town before he became Patriarch. See S. Lago-
pates, repIJ.cLv&	 ' TRVtPPXT1C (Tripolis, 1913), 216, 10-19;
Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos, PG, CXLVII, col. 1+65 C.
28,3-5. The village of Kalamos (modern Gelenibe), to the south
of Acbyraouz, was, according to .Akropolites, the northermnôst boundary
of the Neokastra theme which extended as far south as Magnesia and
Sardis. It seems that the region called Neokastra did not include
Pergamum and Chliara, as it had in the twelfth ccrtury at the time
of the founding of the homonymous theme: Choniates, CSHB, 194. , 23-
195, 21; ed. van Dieten, 150, 35-51+); Ahrweiler, 'Sinyrne', 13k-135;163.
Angold, Byzantine Governrtent, 193, 21+6. That Pergainum and Cli3..jara
were not part of Neokastra can be deduced from the fact that they
were listed as separate provincia in the Partitio (Carile, 'Partitio',
218, 20-21; 241+) and are mentioned in addition to Neokastra by- Akropo-
lites in this passage (28, 6-7).
The theme (
	 ), the chief unit of provincial admini-
stration, seems to have maintained its military and administrative
character in the thirteenth century. See below 123, 9-11, where it
is evident that the Neokastra theme, at least, supplied an army.
Beginning with the thirteenth century, however, themes are more
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numerous, although smaller in area, sometimes conzistin only of
a town and the surrounding area. On this subject see M. Angold,
Byzantine Government, 239 fl., L. Maksirnovi^, Vizantiska provin-
cijska urrava, 20 if. ; D. Angelov, 'K Boprosu o Praviteliakh fern
v epirskom Despotate i Nikeiskoi Imperil', BS 12 (1951), 56-.7k.
28, -8. Kelbianon refers to the region of the Kaistros river valley;
see note on 12, 17-21. Chliara and. Pergarnum (Bergama) are both in the
Kaikos river valley: Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 135; H. Gelzer, Pergamon
unter Byzantinern und Osmanen (Berlin, 1903), 86 if. See the letter
of Theodore II laskaris describing the ancient ruin.s of Pergamuin
(Epistula, ed. Festa, 107-108) and the comments by C. Mango, 'Antique
Statuary and the Byzantine Beholder', DOP 17 (1963), 68-69. For
Chliara, see Raznsay, Historical Geography, 117-118. Magidia is pro-
bably to be identified with Pachymeres' Magedon (I, 311, 7; 220, 6;
k68, 20), in the area between Achyraous and Kalamos, near Saittai;
sea Angold, Bizantine Government, 99; Ramsay, Historical Geography,
122. Opsikia cannot be a reference to the region of the Opsikion
theme since the latter is too far to the north to have been included
among the Emperor's territories by the terms of the treaty. Ramsay
(Historical Geography, 123) identifies Opsikia with Koula, the fortress
mentioned by Pachymeres (II, k35,17) slightly to the south of Magidia,
near Maionia. By	 fXE I. LVCL (1.7), Akropolitos is referring
to the sideways position of Magidia and. Opsikia with respect to the
main bulk of territories which the Emperor Theodore had gained:
Neokastra, Chliara, Perganium and Kelbianon.
28, 8-10. Lopadion (on lake Artynia) was abandoned by the Latins
in 1205 when they were summoned to the defence of Adrianople: Ville-
hardouin, 3Jf1• Prousa (Bursa) and Nicaea (Iznik) were Theodore Las-
kane' earliest acquisitions; see above 10,21-11,7.
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XVI. 28,13-1k. Latin an& Greek sources attest to Henry's populari-
ty with the Greeks; see Henry of Valenciennes (671, 68i) and Skou-
tariotes (ed. Sathas, k63, 25-27; Additamenta, no. 13). A Greek
popular song of the sixteenth century has survived which has Hen-.
ry as its sub3ect; see M. Manousakas, ' To 'EXXnvi.xO
	
o'xO TpcL-
yi ¶0 aa& "Eppxo ¶C	 vpcC ',Aa.oypcLpCa 1k
(1952), 3-52. Nanousakas (51-32) claims that the song was based on
a much earlier source which does not survive.
28, 17-18. The battle mentioned here was probably part of the offen-
sive begun by Henry in 1211 and described above (27, 16-28,11). Akro-
polites has separated this incident from its correct place in time in
order to underline the courageous conduct of the Greeks and Henry's
policy towards them.
28, 20. Surprisingly, this detail is found also in the popular song
about Henry but there in connection with his love for a princess. It
probably owes its inspiration to themes found in songs and not to a
historical event. See Manouzakas,Aa.oypapCci. 1k (1952), 7,8; 8, 3-6;
k9-50 and note 2, p. k9.
29,3. The Emperor's brother may be the sebastokrator George who was
in charge of the resettlement of people living in the Thrakesion theme
to safer places at the time of Henry's campaign: see note on 27, 16-17.
Skoutariotes calls him the leader of the army: ed. Sathas, k6k, 7-8;
Additamenta, no. 1k.
29,k. This is perhaps a reference to Michael Dermokates mentioned in
a document of 1216 as administrator of the episkepsis of Sampson with
tne ±ionorary title of ansebastos sebastos: MM, IV, 29k ; DSlger, Re-
gesten, no. 1693. See D.M. Nicol, 'The Byzantine Family of Dermoka-
tea c. 9k0-1k53', ES 35 (197k), nos. L1, 3, pp. 3-k.
29, 9-10. George Theophilopoulos is not known from any other source
although members of his family are attested for the thirteenth c.ntury.
2514.
XVII. This is Akropolites' sole reference to the state of eccie-
siastical affairs during the Latin occupation of Constantinople.
On this subject in general see R.L. Wolff, 'Politics in the Latin
Patriarchate of Constantinople, 120k-1261', DOP 8 (195k), 227-303;
R. Janin, 'Au Lendernairi de la conqu&te de Constantinople', 	 32
(1933), 5-21.
29, 12-15. Pope Innocent III sent Pelagius, cardinal-bishop of Albano,
to Constantinople in 1213. See Innocent's letters of recommendation
for the legate: PL, CCXVI, 901-903. Nicholas Mesarites was sent by
the Emperor Theodore I to meet with Pelagius in Constantinople; see
Heisenberg, Neue Quellen III, 6-5k. At the time of Peiagiu mission
the Patriarchal throne in Constantinople was vacant and therefore the
question of a Greek or Latin Patriarch was open to consideration.
Akropolites uses the classical word pepci3 i.ztcad of
itCaxoito( in accordance with the tradition of classical historiogra-
phy in which there was no place for Christian terms. On this subject
see A. and A. Cameron, 'Christianity and Tradition in the Historiogra-
phy of the Late Empire', 	 Classical Quarterly, N.S.,lk (196k), 316-
328. But Akropolites is not consistent in this practice; see 3k,1.
29,15-18. Pelagius made a point of showing off his red shoes to Mesa-
rites at the meeting in 1213. The Pope's legate believed that the
right to wear such imperial garments had been given to the successors
of St. Peter by the Emperor Constantine; see Heisenberg, Neue Quellen
III, 22, 16-32; W. Ullmann, The Growth of Papal Government in the Middle
Aces (London, 1970), 318.
29, 18-20. Mesarites, who was not unprejudiced, says that the cardinal
was'filled with insane arrogance' : Heisenberg, Neue Quellen III, 23, 11.
See also Ephraim, 7k31: 'a reckless man, disdainful of the laws'.
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29, 20. Akropolites is, of course, being sarcastic. Skoutariotes
omits this sentence.
29, 20-24. Persecution of monks and priests seems to have been parti-
cularly harsh under Pelagius. See Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 46k, 21;
Additamenta, no. i). Even before Mesarites' departure for Constan-
tinople to meet with Pelagius monks arrived from the Propontis, 're-
lating n detail the tc.reats, persecutions, exiles [they would suffer]
if they did not proclaim the Pope lord of all the clergy'. See Heisen-
berg, Neue Quellen III, 19, 26-29. In Constantinople Mesarites under-
took to defend the Greek monks.
29, 24-30,L2. These demands were not new. They had been discussed in
the 1206 talks (Heisenberg, Neue Queflen I, 52-60) and indeed had con-
stituted a ma3or 'stumbling block' between the churches from the twelfth
century, along with the older problems of the filiocue and the use of
unleavened bread. On the question of the primacy of the Pope see now
D.M. Nicol, 'The Papal Scandal', Studies in Church History XIII (1976),
iki-i68. Some clergy were willing to mention the Pope's name during
the celebration of the divine liturgy but they demanded the right to
their own Patriarch. The Pope was to the Greeks but Bishop of Rome.
See Mesarites' statement on this sub3ect: Neue Queflen, I, 56,12-16.
See also the letter (1214) of the Patriarch Theodore Eirenikos to the
Gx ek in Constantinople: A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, BZ 10 (1901), 190 ,16-
20; Laurent, Pegestes, 24-26.
30, 2-12. Similar sentiments are expressed in the letter to Innocent III
written by the Greek clergy in Constantinople: 'Ue consider Sire Henry
our Emperorto be the master and under his shadow we live and labour...
during the inferior part of our lives, the mortal and fleeting (part) '
PG, CXL, 296 C-D. See also Setton, The Panacy, 42.
30, 12-17. Henry's sympathy with the requests of his Greek sub3ects is
confirmed by another source. Some years before Pelagius' arrival in
Constantinople Henry had reinstated Greek monks in the Chortaitou
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monastery near Thessalonike from which they had been expelled by
the Cistercianz. See FL, CCXVI, 951-952; E. Brown, 'The Cistercians
in the Latin Empire of Constantinople and Greece, 120k-1276', Tradi-
.t22. ik (1958), 80-81.
0, 17-22. Mesarites also relates that a group of persecuted monks
went to Nicaea at this time: Neue uellen III, 19, 26-29; see above on
29, 20-2k. Skoutariotes adds that not a few of these refugees became
archbishops (Additainenta, no. 16; ed. Sathas, k65, 13-1k).
30, 25. The cause of Henry's sudden death at Thessalonike in 1216
is not known; see Ernoul, 391; Philippe Mouskes, 22981-2298k. A
sixteenth century popular Greek song about Henry attributes his death
to murder by his wife; see II. Nanousakas, MoypaøCa 1k (1952),
3-52; Longnon, L'E'i pire latin, 150-151.
30, 25-31,1. Robert of Courtenay (1221-1228), son of Henry's sister
lolanda, came to the throne five years after Henry's death. See above
on 25, 20-2k; TT,II, 227-230; Longnon, L'Emoire latin, 137. He is
characterised by Aubry of Trois Pontaines as rudis et idiota (910).
31, 1-2. Robert's sister, Mary of Courtenay, an Theodore Laskaris
were married in 1219. See above on 27, 1-3. Theodore made this
marriage in the hope of coming closer to securing the throne at
Constantinopl; se Philip Mouskes, 23075-23100; Longnon, L'Erpire
latin, 160. After Theodore's death Nary went to Constantinople
where she was regent. A document of 1228, renewing privileges to
the Pisans, calls her baiula ierii Constantinooltani; see A. Schaube,
'Eine bisher unbekannte Regentin des lateinischen Kaiserreiches',
Mittei.lunon des Instituth fUr sterreichische Geschichtsforschung
8 (1887), 387-59k ;	 also Hendrickx, 'Les Institutions del'Empire
latin', Bavrt.v 6 (197k), 1k3-ikk.
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31,3. Note Akropolites' use of	 cX63C to refer to Theodore
Laskaris and the more limited title he gives Robert 'Emperor of
Constantinople'. For an exhaustive study of the use of imperial
titles in this period see G. Schiemenz, 'Zur politischen Zugeh8rig-.
keit des Gebiets urn Sobesos und Zoropassos in den Jabren urn 1220',
JOBG 14 (1965), 222-237.
31, 3-9. Plans for this marriage were made soon after Robert's coro-
nation in Constantinople (March 1221). According to Philippe Mouskes,
Robert sent an embassy to Nicaea to negotiate peace and Theodore
offered his daughter in marriage (23120-23146).	 Only Akropolites
and Skoutarotes (ed. Sathas, 465, 22-26; Acichtamenta, no. 17) give
the Patriarch's obaectlons as the reason for the failure of the marriage
plans.
1, 9-11. His death is recorded in the year 1222. See the 'Short
Chronicle of 1352', ed. Schreiner, Kleinchroniken, p. 7k.
1, 13-19. According to Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 465, 30-466,1;
Additamenta, no. 18), Theodore had two sons by Anna, Nicholas and
John, both of whom died young. For Nicholas, mentioned in a. patriar-
cha). tome of 1208, see Heisenberg, Nene Queflen II, 33-34; Oikonomidès,
'Cinq Actes', 122-124. Theodore's son by his Armenian wife was
born in 1214,	 e eisenberg, Neue Queflen III, 81-82. Nothing
more is heard of him. Theodore did not have any children by Mary of
Courtenay; see Gregoras I, 24, 3-6; Aibry of Trois Fontaines, 906,35-36.
, 19-22. Akropolites' calculation of an eighteen year reign is
exactly correct if one takes 1205 as the beginning of Theodore's reign.
On this see above on 11,5-9; N. Oikonornidès, 'La Par±to', 26b
Gregoras (I, 13,14-16) states that Theodore was 'about
thirty years old' when he was proclaimed Emperor. If he ruled eighteen
years he would have been about forty-eight when he died. l'or similar
figures for Theodore's age and length of reign see the 'Short Chronicle
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of 1352', ed. Schreiner, Kleinchroniker, 7k.
31, 23-32,2. It is noteworthy that although Theodore I Laskaris is
the only Emperor at Nicaea whom Akropolites did not know personally,
he is the only one whose appearance he describes. This fact perhaps
indicates tnat Akropolices was following a written source here, al-
though an eyewitness oral account cannot be excluded. A portrait of
Theodore survives in cod. gr. 122 in the Biblioteca Estense, Modena.
See S. Lampros, Acxw	 Bi v'rt.v6v A'roxpapwv (Athens, 1930), p1.
72; see now I. Spatharakis, The Portrait in Byzantine flluninated Manu-
scripts (Leiden, 1976), p1. 119. Spatharakis argues convincingly that
the drawings in the margin of the manuscript are reliable likenesses
(pp. 17k-17). Certainly in the case of Theodore I, the characteristic
of a forked beard which Akropolites wentions is present in the Modena
portrait as it is in Theodore's coins (Hendy, Coinage and Mney, pls.
30-31).
32,2-8. In this passage, an estimation of the Errperor's reign, Akropo-
lites is eulogistic of Theodore to a greater degree than in discussing
his successors This favourable Kaiserkritik is perhaps due to the
fact that the author did not know the Emperor nor did he live under his
authority and therefore he had no expectations of him which could be
disappointed. The aspects of Theodore's reign which Akropolites chose
to describe, his financial policies at home and the effectiveness of his
military programme are the two areas to which he confines his comments
on the reigns of John III and Theodore II; see below 103,19-lOk,18; 10k,
23-105,17. Likewise he udges all these Emperors, both those he knew and
Theodore I, in terms of stereotyped expectations. See A. Cameron 's simi-
lar characterisation of Kaiserkritik in the late sixth century (Byzantine
and Modern Greek Studies 3 (1977), 16).
32,2. This attribute is said to have been inherited by Theodore's
grandson, Theodore II Laskaris; see Pachyrneres I, 36, 10-11.
32,-6. As mentioned above (see on i6,6-8), Theodore paid his
soldiers, or at least his mercenaries very well.
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32, 8-il. The 'Short Chronicle of 1352' confirms that Theodore was
buried in the monastery of Hyakinthos: Sobreiner, Kleinchroniken, 7k.
XIX. 32, 12-1k. The circumstances of John Batatzes' accession to
the throne are not clear. There is no account of his proclamation
or coronation. See A. ChristophilopouJ.ou, 'ExXoy, '.vayópcuat.
cctt, 'r&r.0 , 176. John is not known to have held the title of
Despot, the dignity customarily bestowed on the heir designate.
The sources (Akropolites' funeral oration for the Emperor John na
the fourteenth century 'Life of the same. emphasise John's rightful
assumption of power (xXpov OCxcov) and perfect suitability for
the position; see Heisenberg, Qpera II, 15,12-16; 'Life', ed. Heisen-
berg, BZ 1k (1905), 209, 31-210,6. This emphasis may be a sign that
John's accession was not viewed with favour in the eyes of his con-
temporaries. Conspiracies at the very beginning of his reign
(3k, 21-27;XXIII) also indicate that his was not a smooth accession.
On this subject see Angold, Byzantine Government, 41. John's corona-
tion must have taken place by the autumn of 1222, the date o the
Patriarch Manuel's death.
32, 15-16. Michael Autoreianos died on 26 August 1214; see V. Lauent,
'a Chronologie', 129-133.
32, 16-18. Theodore Eirenikos played a major role in the administra-
tion under the Emperor Alexios III. See Niketas Choniates, CSHB. % 652, 23
653,12; ed. van Dieten, 492, 51-56; Michael Choniates, ed. Larnpros, II,
121-122; 585; C. Brand, Byzantium , 16-1i.7; 153.
	
He was or-
dained sometime after 120k; see N. Choniates, Letter E, van Dieter. I,
206-208, esp. 207, 23-30; 211-21k; van Dieten II, 175-176, 179. At
Nicaea, before elected to the Patriarchal throne, he held the postion
of chartophylax_and the title of ¶V Xoo6qxv (Ephraim,
10243-7; Xanthopoulos, PG, CXLVII, 465AB). The latter title suggests
that ho taught. His patriarchate lasted little over a year and not
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six years, as Akropolites states. See Laurent, 'La Chronologie', 133.
For the only surviving document issued by Eirenikos as Patrinrch see
Laurent, Regestes, no. 1219.
32, 19-22. Naximos, abbot of the monastery ¶(V 'Axo	 'rv, was
the 1mperor Theodore's confessor (7tve ofCt.X6 cZ) bforo he became
Patriarch. See N. 0ikonomids, 'Cinq Actes', llk-115, 12k-125,129-130.
For the monastery 'r45v 'Axo 'rcv see Jarnn, Les Eglises et lee
Nonastres, 13-15. For the circumstances of Naximos' appointment
see E. Kurtz, 'Tn Sinodalnykh Gramoty Mitropolita Efeeskago Nikolaia
Nesarita', VV 12 (1906), 103-105. Akropolites and Xanthopou].os are
critical of Maximos' abilib.es, Xanthopoulos saying that he was 'un-
educated' (PG, CXLVII, k65B).
A scriba). note in Escuria]. Y-I-k Cf. 23k v), listing a].].
the Patriarchs at Nicaea, states that after Eirenikos came ô ep.cp.6C
See S. Lampros, NH 7 (1910), 13k, no. 27. This has been thought to be
a reference to	 surname or nickname or, a scnibal error,for the
name Maxirnos; see 0ikonomids, C1nq	 129, note 21; Laurent, 'La
Chronologie', 135, note 25. However, it is possible that the expression
refers to the ecclesiastical division between the churches of Nicaea and
Epiros which took place at about this time. See Karpozilos, Ecclesasti-
Controvery, 53, for the date. The author of the note may have been ig-
norant of	 patniarchate which lasted only a few months (Juno-
Docombor 1216).
32, 22-2k. Manuel I Sarantenos (1217-1222) is probably Manuel Karan-.
tenos aCo'rwp 'Sv pcXoo6qxv in the late twelfth century. See
Laurent, 'La Chronologie', 136; R. Browning, 'The Patriarchal School at
Constantinople', B 32 (1962), 198-200.
	 Xanthopoulos calls Manuel a
'philosopher' as does Akropolites CPG, CXLVII, k6c). This epithet
was generally given to monks, men who had knowledge of the truths of




rzanz und che Europa!sche Staatenwelt (Ettal, 1953),
197-208. But in Manuel's case, as we have no indication that lie s
a monk, th6 name philosophos should perhaps be interpreted more
literally, as an indication of his former position as 	 Cacwp 'cav
cpXoo6pv
XX. 32, 26-331.For John Asen II see above 21,k-5; Zk,7-9. Alexander
is not mentioned in any other Greek source. But see Aubry of Trois
Fontainee (927,5-7): Alexander	 Alsenz nepotes fuerunt Burili
33, 3.6. A1e (2k,9) Akropolites says that John Asen II went to live
among the Cumans but here he says itept ¶& '3V 'PcrCu)V, Asen's
place of refuge must have been north of the Danube, possibly in
Galicia, where Cuman.s were settled. See Gregoras I, 15, 2-3;
Epbraim 8053J : itpôC x6iC	 p.o'rpCovC/ st'tc xuex?v 'Poot.-.
XÔV XCL3V c'tcpO.	 See also, A. Soloviev, ' 'H WEW 
'PcoCcx.',
B 13 (1938), 227-232; Zlatarski, Istorifa III, 322-323.
33,6-12. Akropolites' account (repeated by Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas,
68, 11-19 and Ephraim, 8055-53) seems to be the only one for the con-
filet between Boril and John Asen. His source is unknown.
Asen II defeated Boril in 1218, as an inscription in the
church of the Forty Martyrs in Trnovo reveals. See Jireek, Geschichte
der Bulgaren, 251-252. Akropolites is probably not well informed about
the duration of the siege. Prinzing (Bedeutun, 136, note 81) has
suggested a seven month period instead of seven years. See also
Zlatarsky, Istori, III, 322-323.
XXI, 33,1-19. Theodore conquered territory from the Bulgarians and
Latins in Macedonia and Thessaly. Ochrid, Prilep, Dibra and Prosek
were liberated from the Bulgarians by 1219. See Apokaukos' letters
of congratulations to Thedore wnich are a record of the latter's vic-
tories: 'Epirotica', ed. Vasilievsky, 24-2k6. 	 Theodore gradually
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reduced the area of Latin control to Thessalonike itself. On the
conquests of Neopatras, Platamon, Serres see 'Epirotica', ed. Vasi-
lievaky, 2k3-2k1f, 2k6-2k8, 276; Nicol, Desjpotate, 57-59. Theodoro
began his attacks on Thessalonike in 1220. Forces which the Pope
Honorius raised in the west did. not succeed in reaching the city before
Theodore took it, late in 122k. See Richard of San Germzzno, 119-129;
Pressutti, Regesta, nos. 530k, 5305; 3. Longnon, 'La Reprise de Sa-
lonique par lea Grecs en 122k', ftctes du VIe Congrs Internationale
d'Etudes Byzantines_I (Paris, 1950), iki-ik6; B. Sinogowitz, 'Zur
Eroberung Thessalonikes irn Herbst 122k', BZ k5 (1952), 23. Coins
depicting St. Demetrios presenting a walled town with three towers to
Theodore, date to his conquest of the city; see Hendy, Coinage and
Honey, 267-268; p1. 37.
33, 19-20. Theodore was proclaimed Emperor shortly after his conquest
of Thessalonike in 122k. See Apokaukos' letter of congratulations to
him:'Epirotica', ed. Vasilievsky, 286-288. In response to Theodore's
assumption of imperial authority, a synoda]. letter was drawn up by
forty bishops in Asia Minor notifying Theodore that he must lay aside
the purple for there could not be two Emperors among them; see Nike-
phoros Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, ed. Heisenberg, lk,17-22; Laurent,
Regestes, no. 1239. In turn, a synodaJ. letter was issued by the eccle-
siastical heads of Epiros (before Mtrch 1225), publishing the reasons
why the clergy, army and senate had deemed Theodore worthy of the un-
peria]. dignity.: 'Epirotica', ed. Vasilievky, 285-286.
33, 20-3k,1. Constantine Mesopotamites was appointed Metropolitan of
Thessalonike in 1196-1197 after a career as 1t ¶O xctvt.xXcCoi,
under the Emperors Isaac II and Alexios III. He was relieved of his
position as Metropolitan in 1197 and. reinstated sometime between 1198-120k,
only to be dispossessed of his see by the Latins. See Choniates, CSH]3,
6k8,1-652,23; ed. van Dueten, k89,k7-k92,50 ; van Dieten I, 20k-206;
van Dueten II, 123-12k; V. Laurent, 'La Succession episcopaJ.e de la H-
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tropole de Thessalonique dans la preinire moiti du XIIIe sic1e',
56 (1963), 285-286 ; 288-292; 3. Spieser, 'Les Inscriptions de
Thessalozuque', Travaux et Me,oires 5 (1973), i66. Theodore Komne-
nos reinstated him when he reconquered Thessalonike from the Latins:
'Epirotica' ed. Vasilievsky, 280-281.
The reason for Mesopotamites' refusal to crown TheQdore is
not known. Perhaps he believed htbat this act was reserved for the
Patriarch. The claim that he was forced to leave his see as a result
of his refusal was apparently made also by the Patriarch at Nicaea
at the time, Germanos. A letter of George Bardanes, Metropolitan of
Corfu, denies the charge; see Loenertz, 'Lettre', 111-112.
3k,1 .
	
Demetrios Chomatenos was appointed Archbishop of Ochrid in
1216/7 upon Theodore's conquest of the city. See above 25,11-12 for
the conquest of Ocbrid and K. Drinov, '0 Nièkotorykh Trudaith Dimitrifa
Khomatiana kak istoricheskom MaterialI', VV 1 (189k), 332, for the date
of his appointment. He succeeded John Kaxnateros (not to be confused with
the Patriarch) in this position who appears to have fled to Asia Minor
after 120k as he is a signatory of a synoda]. act of 1213 issued by the
Patriarchate at Nicaea. §ee Choniates, CSHB, 355,10-12; ed. van Dieten,
27k,27-28; Geizer, Der Patriarchat von Achrida, 11; A. Pavlov, 'Sinoda].-
nai Gramota 1213 goda o brak grecheskago imperatora a docher arrnn-
skago knIazlb.', VV 1+ (1897), 166.
The seat of the Bulgarian Patriarchate was established at Ochrid
by Samuel. After Basil II's conquest of Bulgaria, Ochrid was recognised
as an Archbishopric while the head. of the Bulgarian church at Ochrid was
called cp e,tCcxo?to' it&n BoX'apCct	 and had jurisdiction over
thirty bishoprics; see Skylitzes, CSHB, II, '+68, 6-9; ed. Thurn, 358,11+.
During Chomatenos' tenure of office the title 'Arcnbishop of Bulgaria'
was an empty one since Demetrios had ecclesiastical jurisdiction only
over the parts of Bulgaria subject to Theodore Komnenos (see 33,16-19)
2614.
314,2. Theodore's coronation date has now been assined to the
sprin/suJm'ner of 1227 on the basis of some unpublished letters by
John Apokaukos. See H. Bees-Sepher].es, Byzantinisch-Neugriechische
Jahrb1cher 21 (1971-1976), 272-279. For the protests of the
Patriarch at Nicaea see Chomatenos' correspondence: ed. Pitra, 148k,
k87-k88.
The word diadema (band, fillet),used of the imperial crown,
is misleading with regard to its shape. Representations of the
crown which survive show that it was hemispherical and had strings
of jewels suspended from either side. See on 19, 23-2k.
3k,2-k. Choznatenos himself claimed the right to crown and anoint
Emperors as 'Archbishop of Prima Just iniana and Bulgaria'. This title
had been adopted in the mid-twelfth century by an Archbishop of Ochrid
who identified the archbishopric of Ochrid with Justiniana Prima because
of the higher prestige of the latter. See H. Gelzer, Der Patriarchat von
Achrida, 8-9; Zlatarski, 'Prima Justiniana im Titel des Bulgarischen Erz-.
bishops', BZ 30 (1929-1930), kSk-489. The Emperor Justinian had decreed
Justiniana Prima autonomous in the matter of appointing bishops.
	 How-
ever, it appears that the privile of crowning and anointing Emperors
was not granted to Justiniana Prima but was concocted by Chomatenos to
strengthen his argument against the Patriarch at Nicaea.
	 See Chornatenos,
ed. Pitra, k94-k95; Gregoras I, 26, 11-16; Karpozilos, Ecclesiastical
Controversy, 73, note 23. Justiniana Prima is thought to be Tsaritsin
Grad near N1, north-east of Ochrid. See C.A. RaJ.egh Radford, 'Justinia-
na Prima (Tsaritsin Grad): a Sixth Century City in Southern Serbia', An-
tiguity 28 (195k), no. 109, i-i8.
Anointment of an Emperor was part of the ecclesiastical coro-
nation rite from the twelfth century at least. See now D.M. Nicol,
Kaisersa1bung. The Unction of Emperors in Late Byzantine Coronation
Ritual', Byzantine	 Modern Greek Studies 2(1976), 37-52.
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3k 1
 5-8. Theodore gave his brothers Manuel and Constantine the
title of Despot. For Manuel as Despot see note on k3, 19-23; for
Constantine see below 65,2; 'Epirotica', ed. Vasilievsky, 298;
Perjancic, Desnoti, 60. Theodore's bestowa]. of the Despotic
rank on his brothers presents a departure from the earlier prac-
tice of granting the title to imperial sons-in-law who were considered
heirs apparent. See Per3anic, Despoti, 58-61. The title of sebasto-
krator was usually bestowed on the brothers of Emperors. For this see
below on 3k,22-26. The Lmperors at Nicaea did not depart from twelfth
ci.ntury custom in the bestowal of th title of Despot (see on 88,i-i6).
It is perhaps for 3ust this sort of practice that .Akropolites criticises
Theodore; see on 3k, 8-12.
3k, 8-12. Akropolites ' reference to Theodore's Bulgarian manner of
dealing with imperial affairs is perhaps an allusion to Chomatenos,
the Archbishop of Bulgaria who crowned Theodore. However, Akropoli-
tes' remark is also possibly an allusion to Theodore's usurpation of
imperial power in which he resembled Bulgarian rulers such as Asen
(i8, a3-25), his brother Kalo3an (21,6) and his cousin Bori]. (2k,5-7)
who, from the Byzantine (Nicaea.n) point of view, had no right to wear
the crown or imitate Byzantine imperial customs. For Bulgarian imita-
tion of Byzantine practices see I. Goschew, 'Zur Frage der KrUnungszere-
monien und die Zeremonielle Gewandung der Byzantinischen und der Bulgar-
ischen Herrecher im Mittelalter', BB 2 (1966), ik5-i68, esp. 158, note 35.
3k, 13-16. Only Akropolites (Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, k69, 6-9; Ephraim,
7963-66) refer to this offer made by the Emperor John.
XXII. 3k, 17-21. What Akropolites says here suggests that the reason
for the outbreak of war with the Latins was the Emperor John's wish to
extend the bouxdaries of his Empire. This reason for hostilities with
the Lat ins is repeated by Akropolites in his pitaphios for the same
Emperor (Opera II, 16,17-27). However, Gregoras CI, 25,3- 7)states
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that Theodore.'s brothers took the lead in the offensive see below
3k,23-26. By giving the Emperor John credit for initiating hostili-
ties Akropolites is shifting attention away from the brothers of the
Emperor Theodore and the fact that John's accession to the throne
was being challenged, see note on 32,12-1k. Gregoras' version of
events is probably closer to the truth.
3k,22-26. Theodore Laskaris had at least six brothers. Akropolites
names only four of them: Alexios and Isaac (3k,22-23; 35,11); Michael
and Manuel (109,9-11 and ff.). A George is mentioned in a document
from the Cartulary of Lembos (MM,IV,35) and may be the unnamed bro-
ther who was taken prisoner by the Latins at the siege of Lentiana
(above 29,3). For Constantine Taskris see on 10,21-23. The honorary
title of sebastokrator, created by the Emperor Alexios I, was often be-
stowed on brothers of the Emperor. See R. Guilland, Recherches, I, 5; II,
280, 283.
Akropolites does not give the reason for the defection of the
Laskaris brothers to the Latin.s but Gregoras elaborates:'they were driven
by envy and great jealousy because they had not become successors to the
throne' (1,25,3-7). Isaac and Alexios probably hoped to use Eudokia as
bait in obtaining the Latin Emperor's support against the Emperor John.
She had been promised in marriage to Robert before the
	 Theo1ore's
death. See above 31,2-11.
3k,27-35,1. The battle took place in 122k. Poimanenon, south-west of
Cyzicus, was in a part of Asia Minor still under Latin control, in accor-
dance with the treaty signed by Henry and Theodore after the campaign of
1211/1212 (above 27,21-28,2). 	 The church of the Archangel Michael,
referred to here as the church of 'the commander-in-chief of the forces
on. high', was remembered long after the battle as the site of the Emperor's
victory. See the 1230 tome of the Patriarch Germanos (ed. J. Nicole,
EG 7 (189k), 77,3-k) and the fourteenth century 'Life' of the Emperor
John (ed. Heisenberg, BZ ik (1905),222,3-23, esp. 222,6-7).
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35,12-I?. Theodore Komnenos had been in. possession of Serres (or
:Kantakouzenos, I,5Lf2,6) since 1222. See 'Epirotica', od.
Vasilievsky, 2%; Nicol, Desotate, 58-59. For the Latin forces
there see Philippe Mouskes, 23180-87; Longnon, L'Empire latin,162-3.
36,9.
	
These towns are in the area of lake Aphnitis. See Ramsay,
Historical Geography, i8.
36,9-12. Akropolites gives the impression that a Nicaean fleet was
first built under the Emperor John. However, Theodore I's naval
power was considerable, although he used it mainly for purposes of
defezxe in the Propontis and along the Aegean coast. See Choniates,
CSHB, 8k2,6-8; ed. van Dieten, 638,6k-65; Villehardouin, k63,k76,LI.79;
letter of the Emperor Henry :ed. Prinzing, 'Der Brief',k12,kOk2; k2tf..
1+25; treaty (1219) of Theodore I with the Venetians: TT, 11,207;
letters of Michael Choniates, ed. Lampros, 11,150,159,259; Abrweiler,
Byzance et la Mer, 30k-316.
For Holkos, on the shore of Asia Minor between Parium and lamp-
sakos, see W. Tomaschek, Zur }hstorischen Topographie von Kleiaasien,15.
According to Skoutariotes, the Emperor John stationed galleys there to
trap boats coming through the straits of the Hellespont on their way to
Constantinople (Additamenta, no. 23; ed. Satbas, k70,20-.22).
36 ,13-15. The mperor John did not actually capture these places on the
southern shore of the Chersonese until 1235. See below 50,12-16; 51, 13-
16.
XXIII. 3616-23. The conspiracy took place in 122k since Akropolites
says that the Emperor was fighting the latins at the time
	 e on 31+,
27-35,1.
The Nestongos (or Nostongos) family was one of the most
prominont in the Empiro of Nicaoa. Pachymoros includes them in his list of
the	 cyaXoyev( oci.pt (1,65,9-11). Members of the family are
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particularly in evidence in the reign of the Empr Theodore II who
is said to have bad such a high opinion of a George Nestongos that he
planned to give him one of his daughters in marriage (Pachynieres I, 65,
12-17). For other Nestongoi see below 115,6-?; i42,iO-ii . The
Andronikos and Isaac of the conspiracy are known only from this pasago.
On the Nestongoi see lemis, Doukai, 150-151; Angold, Byzantine Govern-
ment, 69,82; Ahrweiler,'Sinyrne', 173.
36,24-37,2. With the exception of the Phlamoulai and Stasenoi, the
families of the participants in the plot are known from other sources
for the period. For the Tarchaneiotai see on 55,15-16; the Makrenoi,
see below 90,6; Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 146-7; Synadenoi : Polemis, Doukai,
178-9; Cli. Hannick, G. Schmalzbauer, 'Die Synadenoi', JOB 25 (1976),
125-161, esp. 132-133. The Synadenos of the conspiracy is perhaps the
man who was taken captive by the Emperor Theodore I in the battle at
Nicomedia against David Komnenos of Trebizond; see Choniates, CSHI3, 828,
11-18; ed. van Dieten, 626, 64-71.
The hetairoiarches was in command of the'tcpcCa , the
Emporor's body-guard. The title was uzually conferred on men with mili-
tary careers. See P. Karlin-Hayter,'L'H4te'riarque', J(5B 23 (1974), 101-143
esp. 132. P. Karlin-Hayter is mistaken in saying that the r'tn'cas hetairei-
arches was Makrenos. It is clear from this passage (36,24-25) that Phlamou-
lea was so entitled. For other holders of this title at Nicaea see below,
40,19-20; 67,10.
37,4-6. Larnpsakos, on the Asia Minor coast of the HeUespont, was the
site of one of the two major shipyards of the Nicaean Empire. See
Abrweiler, Byzancet La Ner, 315-316; below 45,19.
377. The fortress of Achyraous near Adramyttion was subject to the
Iatinsprobab1yunti]. the 1224 hostilities between the Emperor John and
the Latins as a result of which the Emperor John gained control of
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towns in north-west Asia Minor. See above 36,8-9.
37, 8-15. Treason was punishable by death and confiscation of pro-
perty. See Z. von Ligenthal, Geschichte des Griechisch-P3mischen Rechts
(Berlin, 1892), 336-337. The Emperor's philanthropia in dealing with
the conspirators is eulogized in his fourteenth century 'Life t
 (ed.
Heisenberg, BZ ik (1905), 226-227), as well as by Akropolites in his
Epitaphios for the Emperor (Qpera II, 22,1-25).
37,16-25. Magnesia (Manisa) in Lydia, not to be confused with its name-
sake on the Matander river, was a major stronghold which housed the
treasury and served as the functional capital of the Empire. See note
below on 159,13-15. The fortifications at Magnesia, parts of which still
remain, are thought to date to the time of the Nicaean Empire.
38,k-5. Akropolites is consistently favourable to the Empress Eirene.
See below 52, lk-15. Mention is made here of her imperial manner,
prrhaps in order to stress the Emperor John's lawful claim to the throne
in view of his .marriage to an Emperors daughter. The two conspiracies
at the outset of John's reign point to the difficulties he experienced
2.n his accession. See on 32, 12-1k.
XXI'!. 38,6. The agreement mentioned is the treaty concluded between
the Emperor John and Robert of Courtenay in c. 1225 to end the hostili-
ties initiated in 122k by Theodore Laskaris' brothers. See 31f-36.
Akropolites' account of that campaign is resumed here after the interrup-
tion made to relate the conspiracy against the Emperor. See 36,16-18.
38,7. Pegai £'Espigal', Spigacius', in western sources), a port on the
Hellespont west of Cyzicus, at the mouth of the Gra.inJ:os river, had a
large Latin population even before the Fourth Crusade. oth Greek and
Latin sources attest to tlus Villehardouin, 305; Choniates, CSHB,?95,18-19
ed. van Dieten, 601,79-80; Skoutariotes, Additamenta, no.2; ed. Sathas,
k52, 18-21.
	
Pegai was one of tLe first places in Asia Minor which the
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Latixis occupied after their conquest of Constantinople (Villehardouin,
305) but by 1211/1212 it was their only remaining possession in Asia.
Minor. See the Empr Henry's letter of 1212: ante civitatem Spir-.
cii, guam illuc solam habebamus (ed. Prinzing, 'Der Brief ', ki5,ioi-
102; k29). The Latiriz made one more attempt to take it under John
of Brienne. For this see below XXX.
38,12-15. The appeal of the people of Adrianoplo to the Emperor John
probably took place some time in 122k, since Akropolites describes it
as happening before the settlement of terms between the latins and the
Emperor John. Adrianople changed hands several times in the period
120k.-122k and provides an example of the independent attitude of ic
inhabitants of Byzantine towns with regard to choice of ruler, something
which was to become prevalent in the civil wars of the fourteenth cen-
tury. The inhabitants would accept anyone who could give them protec-
tion and maintenance of their economic situation. See Akropolites'
comment to this effect below 167,20-2k and the case of Melnik, XLI7.
See aLso Ango1d, Byzantine Government, 287.
38,15-17. The protostrator John Thea is mentioned in an act of 1236:
MM, VI, 181, 190; D.c', Pegesten, no. 1755. For the title see on
20, 15-16.
John Kamniytzes may be related to Manuel Kammytzes, the cousin
of, and protostrator under, Isaac II and Alexios III. For himsee on 20,
15-16. A Kammytzes, probably a relation of John, is mentioned in a letter
of the Emprror Theodore II: Epistulae, ed. Festa, 222,2.
38, 17-22. 'Macedonia' is most often used by Byzantine writers to refer
to present day western Thrace, from the Nestos to the Hebros rivers. See
K. Arnantos, EEBS 1 (192k), k1+_k5; P. Koledarov, BB 1 ( 1973), lkS-1k9.
However, in this passage Akropolites must be referring to eastern Thraco
since the area west of the Hebros was in the control of Theodore Komnenos.
See also above 23, 3-12 where .Akropolites seems to be using the name Mace-
donia to refer to the whole of modern Thrace.
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38,23. Achridos, the name which Akropolites gives to the entire
Rhodope mountain range (1. 23), is Slavic in origin and is not to
be confused with the town o Ochrid ('AXPC', 'AXptôa) , although
probably a form of the same name meaning 'built on rock' (see on 25,11-
12). The toponymic, it seems, was once the name of a town in the
Rhodope which came to be applied to a. roion. This can be deduced
from a seal of a bishop 'Apc.(ô)o (11/12th century) published by
V. Laurent who swgested that the bishopric of 'AXPÔ6C was a
place of 'unknown location' in the Rhodope and was attached to the
Metropolis of Philippoupolis; s'ee V. Laurent, Corpus VI, 522-523.
Now see C. Asciracha, La Pion, 10-11, who does not, however, suggest
that Achridos was originally the n'ne of a town.
38,2k. Melenikon (present day Melnik), south-west of the Pirin mountains,
between the Roupel (below 115,27) and Kresna defiles, is a few kilometers
from the Greek-Bulgarian border. According to one theory, the name is
thought to derive from the Slavic mel , sandstone, limestone. See H.
Grgoire,'Encore les Melniki-Melingi', B 21 (1951), 280. This etyrnolo-
gy is convincing since Melnik ic 2.cated on, and surrounded by, sedimen-
tary rock formations which have eroded to form irregular, flagged
crevasses. It was therefore impossible to attack as Akropolites (39,5-7)
and Skylitzes before him remarked (CSHB II, k60,7-10; ed. Thurn, 351,83-
8). For the history of Melnik see I. Du3ew, 'Melnik au Moyen Age;,
B 38 (1968), 28-41; I. Vlachos, Die Geschichte der Byzantinischen Stadt
Melenikon (Thessalonike, 1969); also below XLIV.
39,1. Alexios Sthlavos or Slav (Esclas, Esclave, in western sources)
was a distant relative of Asen, a cousin of cousin Boril. See
Henry of Valenciennes, ed. Longnox, 505. For his name see Moravcsik,
Byzantinoturc.ca, II, 233.
39,2-k. Henry of Valenciennes is the source for relations between Slav
and the Emperor Henry. Slav, unable to maintain his independence after
the victorious Latin battle against Boril at Philippoupolis in 1208,
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approached the Emperor Henry and became his vassal (ed. Longnon, 5k6).
In return Henry pledged to give Slav 'toute le conqueste ke nous avons
faite ichi' and his daughter in marriage (5k7-
.5k8). See also Henry's
letter of 1212 in which be refers to Sciavo, genero nostro (ad. Prinz-
ing, 'Der Brief', ki8,i). That Slav was made Despot is known from his
sigillion of 1220 for the monastery of the Virgin Speleotissa, signed
in black ink, 'AXi.oC ICGt&T)'	 2Xd43oC ( edd. J. Papadopoulos,
A. Vatopedinos, SBAN li.5 (1933), 6; Vlachos, Die GescIu.chte,12; Ferjan4,
Despoti, 33-3k.
395-7. Slav's establishment in Melnik is documented by his sigillirn
of 1220 which serves as a terminus ante ciuern. Slav had been based at
Tzepaina, fi'ty kilometers west of Philippc'upolis, from which he trans-
ferred his residence to Melnik, perhaps after his agreement with the
Emperor Henry. See Papadopocalos, Vatopedinos, SBAN k5 (1933), k
Viachos, Die Geschichte, 70-71k Asdracha,	 Rdion, 21f1. The exten't
cf Slav's authority would seem to have been. limited to the north-west
Rhodope mountain region since only Tzepaina and Melnik appear in the
sources as his seats of power.
The ruined remains of a three storey brick rectangular structure
in Melnik are referred to by the people of the town as 'Slav's house'.
The structure has architectural elements of the twelfth and fourteenth
centuries. See Viachos, Die Geschichte, 5k-56, for a discussion of the
building. Another yes tige of Slav's residence and authority in the re-
gion can perhaps be seen in the name Dospot, the Turkish name for the
mountain chain in the north-west Rhodope, at the source of the Nestos
river; see Asdracha, La Pe' c ion, p. 5, note 2 and p. k note 10.
39,8. Slav joined forces with Eustace, Henry's brother, and other Latin
barons when Boril attacked Thessalonike during Henry's absence in Asia
Minor in 1211. See Henry's letter of 1212, ed. Prinzing, 'Der Brief',
k17, 159-418,2.
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39,9. Two pieces of evidence, one a ring found at Trnovo, another an
inscription on the wall of the fortress of Stenimachos (Asenovgrad) in-
dicate that Slav became dependent upon his cousin Asen, sometime after
1229. A docuxent of that years refers to Slav and his territory as
still distinct from, and independent of, any other powers: TtII, 268:
totam terrart de Esciaves. But the inscription at Stenimachos, dating to
1231, the period of the height of Asen's power, states that Tsar Asen
ordered A1'xios the sebastoG to have the fortress built; see D. Cov,
St. Stoilov, BS 22 (1961), k9. If the Alexios of the inscription is
Slav, the inscription shows that Slav was not able to maintain his inde-
pendence after Asen defeated Theodore Komnenos in 1230.
	
A study of the
title of sebastos, based on its use in Bulgarian sources of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, indicates that it was bestowed on important ad-
ministrative officials, governors of provinces; see P. Petrov, '0 titulakh
1 Iprotosevast v srednevekovom Bolgarskom Gosudarstve', VV 16
(1959), n.s., 52-62. See also the ring found at Trnovo which bears the
inscription, 'Slav Stolnik Care y', 'Slav, Seneachal of the Tsar' (= ,
'i	 rpaC). See J. Ivanov, 'Anneaux anciens bulgares et byzantixies'
Bulletin de la Socie'tarche'ologigue bulgare 2 (1911), 6; p1. 1, fig. 1.
3912-15. The name of Slav's second wife, a daughter of John Petraliphas,
is not known. Theodore Komnenos' wife, Maria, was a sister of John
Petraliphas. For her see Polernis, Doulcai, 165; 'Epirotica', ed. Vasiliev-
sky, 282. The Petraliphas family was descended from a flpoc #toU 'AXC-
cc.. who served in the army of Robert Guiscard at the time of his inva-
sion of Epiros in 1082. John Fetraliphas, father of Slav's wife, was
megas chartoularios under the Emperor John at Nicaea. For him and his
offspring see on 58,19; 90,19-21. He should not be confused with his son
Theodore (see on 90,12-21) as Heisenberg, 'Index Nominum',360, and Prinz-
ing, Bedeut'mg, 116, have done.
39,17-18. Mosynoupolis, Xantheia arid Gratzianous, situated between the
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Nestoa and Hebros rivers in modern Thrace, were in Theodore Komnenos'
possession by 122k-1225, the terminus post quem for his expeditici
),22_1+o,1. This can be inferred from Akropolites' use of
Xci. (39,18). For Nosynoupo].is (ancient lv aximianoupolis, modern
Messoune) see above 8,20; 9,12; 23,12; Asdracha, La Reion, 10-109.
Xantheia (modern Xanthi), apparently spared by Kaloan n 1206 (see
23, 8-16), became increasingly important in the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries; Psdracha, La Reion, 93-96. Gratzianous (or Gratia-
noupolis) does not seem to have been built on the site of an ancient
city and is not mentioned in the sources before the thirteenth cen-
tury. The present day village of Gratine, ten kilometers to the
north-east of Komotine, is at the foot of the hill on which stand
remains of the Byzantine fortress. See Asdracha, La Re'ion, 113-115.
39,18-19. Makre, th name of a mountain and a town (above 23,11) on the
Aegaean coastal strip of Thrace is mentioned by Greek and latin sources
of the thirteenth century: Villehardouin, 382; Henry of Valenciennes,568.
Both Choniates (CSHB, 595,1-2;ed. van Dieten, k52,2) and Akropolites
associate the name Stageira with Makr, Choniates saying that Stageira
is 'now called' Makre and Akropolites stating that the two toponymics
are used interchangeably of the mountain. Mdracha (La Pion, 117-8)
claims that Choziates is wrong in identifying Stageira with Makre.. How-
ever since both Choniates and Akropolites make this identification it
is possible that Stageira was the ancient name of Makr, especially
because both authors speak of the name Makr as if it were a popular
or non-classical name: Mthcp'iv 6vo
	 vcc.v o
	 oXXoC (39,19).
39,22-kO,1. Didymoteichon, situated on a tributary of the Hebros river,
had been pillaged and destroyed by Kalojan in 1206: Villehardouin,kk2-9.
The Latins rescued its inhabitants from Kalojan's hands and placed the
town (along with Adrianople) in the care of Theodore Branas who held it
from the Latins (Villehardouin, k23; Choniates, CSHB,852-3.. It prcbably
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remained in Latin c.Qntrol until Theodore Kornnenos took it in 1224-
1225. Theodore's expedition through Thrace, related in this passage,
probably took place after his conquest of Thessalonilce in 122k, and
therefore after his proclamation as Emperor. See notes on 33,16-19;
33,19-20.
1+0,7_I?. This incident is related only by Akropolites and Skoutariotea
(ed. Sathas, 473,10-18).
ki,i-iO. Bizye (Visoi in Latin sources; present day Vize), between
Adria.nople and Constantinople, had been assigned to the Latin Emperor
of Constantinople by the Partitio; see Carile,'Partitio', 217,232-233.
'O &C'CoC (1.2) is a reference to the unfortified part
of the town, .lying outside the walls. See G. Lampousiades,' 0Ooop.-
xov,' ®pctXL.XcI 9 (1938), 55-59. At the time of Theodore's attack on
the town, a date anywhere from 1221+151229, Bizye could have been under
the control of Anselm of Cahieu (A0 ô& Kcc) who shad been appointed
to command the Latin garrison there late in 1205; Villehardouin, 403,1+21.
However, Anseim figures prominently in two documents issued by the Latins
in Constantinople in 1219 and 1238, in one as head of the barons of the
city, in the other as baillie. See TT, II, 211+, 346; B. Hendrickx,'Les
Institutions de 1'Empire latin de Constantinople', B CLVT(,V( 6 (1971+),
1 1 41k7. It is possible then that Akropolites' mention of him in this
passage (1.5) is related to Theodore Kornnenos' attack on Constantinople
and not Bizye. For Anseirn's wife, Eudokia, a daughter of the Emperor
Theodore I, see 26,11-13 and, note on 85,8-u.
XXV. 41,13-18. Manuel and Maria were married some time between 1225
and 1229, he for the second time; Nicol, DesDotate, 104-105. Manuel
was married previously to the sister of Stephen II Nemanja, King of
Serbia. See the letter of Chomatenos, ed. Pitra, 50-51.
41,18. On Akropolitez' use of the name Angelos for Theodore see on 26,6
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kl,19-23. Akropolites seizes the opportunity to point out Theodore's
treachery. For the Nicaeaxis,this was 3ust another example of his
perfidy. See the letter of George Bardanes, Metropolitan of Corfu,
in response to the charge made by the Patriarch at Nicaea that Theo-
dore had violated, the oath heore to Theodore Laskaris: Loenertz,
'Lettre', 116,391 ff.
Gregoras (I, 28,10-1k) does not mention the agreement between
Asen and Theodore and gives the impression that Asen took the initiative
in attacking because he knew Theodore had designs on his territory.
ki, 23-2k. These 'Italians' were probably western auxiliary forces
sent by the Emperor Frederick II Hohenstaufen • Theodore Komnenos
had sent an embassy to Frederick in 1229 with gifts and soldiers.
S'- Richard ci' Sa Germaxo, 162, 16k; Auvray, ed., Les Registres de
Gregoire IX I (Paris, 1896), no. 332, cols. 203-20k; Nicol, Despotate,
107.
1f2,9... 12. The name of the site of the battle is known only from Akropoli-
tee and Skoutariotes. The battle at Klokotnitza, a few kilometers from
present day Haskovo, took place in April 1230, according to the commemO-
rative inscription in the church of the Forty Martyrs at Trnovo. See
Ziatareky, Istorii'. III, 587-596, with a facsimile of the inscription.
For references to the battle in other sources see Gregoras I, 28, 13-1k;
Richard of San Gormano, 166; Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 927,5-7.
Until the 1930's the church of Sveti Du1h n te £c'rtrc naa
the mineral baths at Haskovo was the site of an annual ceremony on the
eve of Pentecost, the feast day of the church, in remembrance of those
who died at Klokotnitza. See R.F, Hoddinott, Bulgaria in Antiquity (Lon-
don, 1975), 316.
+2,12ik. Asen's inscription in the church of the Forty Martyrs (Trnovo)
boasts that he took prisoner Theodore Komnenos with all his 'boyars'.
See Ziatareky, Istorifà III, 593.
'+2,20-21. On documents issued after 1230 and on coins Asen calls himself
'Tsar of the Bulgarians and Greeks'. See Smiiklas, Codex Diplor'aticus,IIi,
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no. 296, p. 337; T. Gerasimov, 'Sceaux bulgares en or des XIIIe et
XIVe sic].es', 33 21 (1960), 61-65. His seals and coins bear the
effigy of St. Denietrios, patron saint of Thessalonike. Hendy
(Coinage and Money, 296-297) speculates that these coins, which aie
similar to those of the empire of Thessalonike, might have been struck
after 1230 to be used largely in the territories conquered from Theodore
Koninenos.
14.2,2k.	 cot memo:to inscription at Trnovo mentions Adrianople
as the easternmost limit of his newly conquered territory: Zlatarsky,
storiiI, 593. A document of 1230 granting trading rights to Dubrovnik
includes Didyznoteichon as one of the places over which Asen extended. the
rights: T. Snu.iklas, Codex Di1ornaticus III, no. 296, p. 337; Thalloczy,
Jireek, Sufflay, Acta et Diplor'ata Pes Albaniae Mediae Aetatis I, no.
163, pp. 50-51. Theodore Komnenos had gained control over Adrianople
and Didytnoteichon after 122k. See note on 39, 224.0,1.
k2,25. By B6Xpov ta.V the theme of Boleron is meant which inclu-
ded the territory just west of the Nestos to Makri in the east, the
southern pa35t of the Rhodope mountains to the north and the Aegean
sea to the south. The theme of Boleron was part of the larger tri-
partite theme of Boleron, Strynon and Thessalonike. See TT, I, 26k
(1198 chrysobull of Alexios III); Asd.racha, 'Lea Rhodopes', 278, for
the division of the theme after 120k.
Prilep and Pelagonia (Monastir) are mentioned together in the
chrysobuJ.l of Alexios III and in the Partitio as constituting a theme
(provincia). See TT,I,262-3; Carile, 'Partitio', 221,280. Both towns
were under Theodore 	 control from early in his tenure of power
(see above 25, 11-12).
k3,1. The name iJCy.?LT) BXc.Ca. appears in the sources for the first
time in the thirteenth century with Choniates (CSHB, 81f1,lk-15; ed. van
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Dieten, 638,50), Akropolites (k3,1;61,23- . 25) and Pachymeres (1,83,11),
although the toponymic Viachia, land of the Vlachs, existed from the
twelfth century both in western and Byzantine sources as	 name for
certain regions of Thessaly. The name Vlachia came to be applied to
Thessaly because of the large Viach population settled in its mountain-
one regions from the time of the Slavic invasions. When the name first
appears (in Ben3axnln of Tudela), it refers to the mountainous regions
of south Thessaly, around Mt. Othrys. See G. Soulis, 'The Thessalian
Vlachia', Zbornik Radova 8 (1963)= 1elnges Georges Ostrogorsky I, 271-
3;ideri., 'BXQ.XCa, Mey.X IXCLXCQ.,
	 V	 L?4Ot BXO.XCCL,' rpA.
Ko'to7ou (Athens, 1953), k89-1+97. Again, in the chrysobull of
1198 and in the Partitio, Blachie or Valachie refers to only a part of
Thessaly, the southern or western part. The same is true of Choniates'
reference to 'the mountainous parts of Thessaly'. A1cropolites, then,
is the first author to use (Great) Vlachia of the whole of Thessaly,
whose boundaries more or less coincided with natural frontiers:(north)
Mt. Olympos and Servia, (3outh) Neopatras and Lamia; (west) Pindos uioun-
talus; (east) Aegean sea.
Souli '('The The3sal1n Viachia', 273) claims that the ad3ective
'Great' was added to qualify Vlachia in order to distinguish it from
'Small Viachia' and 'Upper Viachia' but the sources in which these
toponymics appear are afl. later than the thirteenth century; therefore
the name Great Vlachia antedates them and cannot be said to have been
created in order to make a distinction from them. See Sphrantzes (ed.
Grecn, 128,18; 555,6-7; 18,9-10) where 'Small Viachia' is used of Thessaly
and 'Great' of Rumania.
k3.2, Albanon is the name given to the mountainous region on the via
Egnatia to the east of Dyrrachion and
	 west of lake Ochrid. In the
eleventh century its centre was the upper Shkumbi valley and the fortress
of Elbasan but by the thrtoenth century the fortress of Kroai, between
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the Ishmi and Mati rivers, had become it main fortress. See A.
Ducel].ier, Travaux et Mioires 3 (1968), 353-368. Akropolites uses
'Albanon of th entire area; see on 140,3-13. The form of the name
Elbanon, as it appears in the Heisenberg text, is unattested. It is
clear from Skontariotes (ed. Sathas, 474,31) and Ephraini (8092) that
Albanon and not the fortress of Elbasan is meant in this passage.
Asen refers to his control of A].banon both in his inscription
in the church of the Forty Martyrs at Trnovo (1230) and in his trade
agreement with Dubrovnik (1230): Zlatarsky, Istorifa, III, 393; Srniiklas,
codex D1D1O'naticus, 337: 3e'l" Ap Ha-'53 ' . For the history of the
area in the thirteenth century see below 91,11-1?and Nicol, iespotate,
152-153.
43,2-3. Akropolites is probably referring to the area north of Epiros.
The ancient region of Illyrikon included roughly the area from New Epiros
to the Danube. See Pauly-.Wissowa, Real-Eyclodie, cola, i085-i088.
XXVI. 43,18-19. Al]. the sources, except for Akropolites (Ephraini, 8107-
8110, and Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, 475,8-10) speak of Theodore's blinding
without any reference to his plotting. See Aubry of Trois Fontaines,
927,5-7; 933,10; 938,42; Richard of San Germaxio, 166; Pachymeres I, 82,
9-12. Perhaps this is a touch Akropolites has added to his picture of
Theodore's treachery.
43,19-23. Manuel himself did not use the name Angelos but rather,Doukas.
See blenas Doukai, no. 43. .Akropolits makes it clear that Manuel was
Despot both before and after 1230 (II. 20-23). Manuel could have been
named Despot by his brother Theodore anytime after the latter's proclama.
tiori as Emperor in 1224. Unfortunately, the only document in whih Theo-
dore refers to Manuel as Despot carries the indiction number 8, which
dates the prostacma to 1219-1220 or 1234-1235. See A. Papadopoulos-
Kerameus,'AvXex'rctIV (St 4 Petersburg, 1897), 118-119, The earlier
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date seems unlikely since Theodore was not yet Emperor while the
later date is equally difficult because Theodore was in captivity.
B. Fer3an6l6, Dospoti, 59, suggests that the indiction is incorrect.
For Manuel's residence in Thessalonike, his brother's capital,
see Chomatenos' account of a lawsuit of a citizen in that city in
123k/1235:ed. Pitra, k51, k6i.
k3, 2k. Siing documents in red ink was a privilege which belonged
to the Emperor and was extended to the Despot as well. See Dlger-
Karayannopulos, Byzantinische Urkirndenlehre (Munich, 1968), 29-30;
Ferjanôi4, Despoti, 21; Pachymeres, I, 335,17-1 8 .	 Manuel's prostagma
of 123k granting trading privileges to the Raguzans is signed in red
ink; see MM,III, 66-67; N. Markov36, 'l3ie Byzantinischen Urkundezi in
Staatsarcb.iv von Dubrovnik (Ragusa)', Zbornik Radova 1 (1952), 260.
Although Manuel officially held only the title of Despot he minted
coins in his name bearing his effigy as Emperor. See 1endy, Coinage and
!Toney, 27k-279; p1. 39. His coins, like Theodore Komnenos', represent
St. Demetrios holding a walled city labelled óXc.0
	aco.XovCx
k3,2k-25. The 'ambassador' is probably Christophoros, Bishop of
Ankyra, elected by a synod held in Micaea in 1232 to act as the
Patr.arcli Get msnos' plenipotentiary in the west; see NN,III, 65;
Laurent, Reestes, no. 1261. Christophoros was sent to Greece in
response to Manuel's request that his bishops not travel to Nicaea to
have their appointments ratified (MM,III, 61, 6k). See E. Kurtz,
'Christophoros von Ankyra als Exarch des Patriarchen Germanos II',
BZ 16 (1907), 13k-136; Nicol, Despotate, 118-122; Karpozilos, Eccle-
siastical Controversy, 87-99.
k3,26-kk1. The 'hymn sung to Christ' is the hymn for the Sunday
vesper service ' 	 'c?v 3aai.X	 xat Lco'6'civ/ wArrsXot,
. flpaxXxi (Rome, 1885), 635; Meliarakes, 'I y opCcL
255. The expression 	 stc xo ôcoit&C applied not only to
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Christ but also to Christ's representative on earth, the Emperor.
See L. Bre'hier, L'0rigine des titres inipriaux Byzance', BZ 15
(1906), i68, 174. The honorific	 was
appropriate for Manuel because he posed as Emperor and as such was
entitled to be cafled 'Emperor and Lord' but also, and especially
( xcLt 
.Xov) because Manuel was in fact a Despot in the technical
sense of the word. The ambassador from Nicaea was no doubt ridiculing
Manuel's assumption of imperial privileges and attributes (see on 43,24)
although he was only a Despot. Christophoros uses the expression
'Emperor and Lord' of Manuel in a letter to Men II of Bulgaria:
Kurtz, Li6 (1907), 141.
1 4,2_5, The extent of Manuel's territory is not known. See note on
43,5-8 and Nicol, Despotate, uk. For Manuel's marriage to Men's ille-
gitimate daughter see 41,15-18.
XXVII. 446-8. The area of the latin 'Empire' was reduced to the city of
Constantinople and some territory outside it. Those left in the city
quarrelled among themselves as to whether they should abandon it entire-
ly (Ernoul, 469). Pope Gregory IX describes the situation in 1229 in a
letter to Henry, archbishop of Rheims: status eiusdem 1mperii debilita-
tus enormiter tot adversis et diversis pulsibus guateretur: J.van den
Gheyn, 'Lettre de Grgoire IX concern.ant l'Empire latin de Constantinople',
Revue de l'Orient Latin 9 (1902), 230-234,esp. 231.
kk,8..io. For an account of the scandal which caused Robert to leave
Constantinople and go to the west see Ernoul, 394-5; Dandolo, 291;
Longuon, L l Evnpire latin, 167-168. According to western sources, Robert
died in the Peloponnese in 1228, as he was returning to Constantinople,
and not in Euboea (Euripos): Dandolo, 291; Ernoul, 395. For'Euripos',
a name which	 rfer to the island of Euboea, the straij between the is-
land and maiuland Greece, or the city of ChaJ.kis on the island see
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J. Koder, Neroponte (Vienna, 1973), k,k8.
44, 10-11. Baldwin, son of lolanda and Peter of Courtenay, was the
first of the Latin Emperors of Constantinople to be born in that city.
See above 25, 20-22. He w.s probably in his early teens at the time
ofthis embassy to John of Brienne. See Longnon, L'Empire latin, 157.
44, u-ui. The barons and the baillie of Constantinople sent three
ambassadors to John of Brienne in Italy in 1229; see TT,II, 265-270;
letter of Pope Gregory IX, ed. J. van den Gheyn, Revue de l'Orient Latin
9 (1902), 231. John of Brienne had inherited the title to the kingdom
of Jerusalem through his wife Marie of Montferrat. See Ernoul, 407,
408-ku; L'Estoire de Eracles Empereur, 320. For John's military
prowess see Philippe Nouskes (29068-a9074).
L14,lS...20. The terms of the 1229 agreement between John of Brienne and
the Latins in Constantinople confirm what Akropolites says here: TT,II,
265-270. John was to be crowned Emperor and. to rule as Emperor with
Lull power his entire life. Akropolites' use of autokrator (1. 16)
reflects the term of the agreement that John would have sole imperial
power. These stipulations show John's desire to prevent his being
displaced by his future son-in-law Baldwin. He had already had one
such experience with Frederick II who had married his daughter Isaelle
(Ernoul, 450-453; 464-465).
	
Akropolites does not mention the provision
of the agreement that John capture all the land in Asia Minor or all the
territory held by Theodore Komnenos : TT,II, 267-268; Longnon, L'Eire
latin, 170-171.
kk,21-25. Akropolites here for the first time introduces himself into
the narrative. He was a boy of fourteen when John of Briezme arrived in
Constantinople in 1231 (see below 46,12-13) and consequently what he says
about John's size and age may be exaggerated. No other contemporary
source comments on John's appearance except Matthew Paris (ii, 396) who
says of Johncorpuc fuit elegantissimus. .Akropolites' figure for
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John's age has boon shown to be wrong by about twenty years. See
J.M. Buckley, 'The Problematic Octogenarianism of John of Brienne',
Zeculum 32 (1957), 315-322, who bases his arguments for a. :at
birth date for John on. family documents
kI 25-k5,3. Although an agreement was reached between John of Btienne
and the delegates in 1229, John did not leave for Constantinople until
1231; see Auvray, ed., Registres de Grgoire IX, cola. 175-176; Richard
9
of San Germano, 175; Ernoul, k72. Venetian ships transported him and
his men to Constantinople from Venice: TT,II, 277-299; Ernoul, k71-2;
Dandolo, 292. For the numbers of the men accompanying John see the
terms of the agreement with the Venetians: TT,II, 293-29k. There is
nothing in the Latin sources to corroborate the reason Akropolites gives
for John's sea voyage to Constantiople.
5, 3-16. John of Brienne's agreement of 1231 with the Venetians con-
cerning transport to Constantinople contained a provision that he and
his men would be taken either to Constantinople or to the territory
of John Batatzes (in terrarn Vatacii): TT,II, 293. From tnis it is
clear that fighting Batatzes was a priority for the Latins in Constan-
tinople. However, John did not leave on the expedition against Batatzes
until 1233, as Akropolites says. See i5, 16; note on 46, 13. The roaon
kroolttcz g yes, that the renown of Batatzes' military ability was an
obstacle to John of Brienne,is not corroborated by any source. Philippe
?4ouskes does however claims that John of Brjenne ld back because he
was miserly: ha ot este ne sai qans ans...son or garda et sea deniers'
(29031-2903k ; 29246-29249)..
5,20-2i. The Caesar (Leo) GabaJ.as (see 86,3-k for his name) was in
power in Rhodes from 1204 or earlier. Choniates, in listing the inde-
prndent .ru1er who had established themselves in various parts of the
Empire in 120k, does not mention Gabalas by name but says X&V ¶11
ô ¶1 v,cio XXoC 'r,C tpw'rCc'cu& (CSHB 842, 20-21; ed. van Dieten,
639, 76). Nikephoros Blemmydes gives the impression that Gabalas had
24
been established at Rhodes for some time. He states that Gabalas
had received the authority to rule not fro'n the 'government' (xpco)
but from an 'ancestral inheritance': Curriculum vitae, ed. Heisenberg,
62,11 ff.	 While Akropolites uses the word 'rebellion' to explain
the cause of the Emperor Batatzes' expedition against Gabalas in
1233, implying an act of aggression on Gabalas' part, Blemmydes says
that the Emperor took action because he was angered by Gaalas' inde-
pendent attitude (ed. Heisenberg, 62, lk-19). It is clear from the
contrast in these accounts that Blemmydes was sympathetic to
and was free to express his attitude in his autobiography while Ak'opo-
lites presents the official point of view. See the Introduction 64.-65
Leo's title of Caesar is known from narrative sources
(Akropolites, 1.5,2O; k6,5; 86,3-k; Blenirnydes, Curriculum vitae' , ed.
Heisenberg, 61,13-1k; 62,11), copper coins (G. Schiumberger, Numismatie
de l'Orient latin (Paris, 1878), 215; Hendy, Coinage and Ionej, 296),
and from his treaty with the Venetians in 123k (TT,II, 320: dominus Rhode
et Cicladum insullarum Ksserus (sic) Leo Gavafla). It ths been assumed
that the Emperor John Batatzes bestowed this honorific title on Gabalas:
Guifland, Recherches, II, 33; N. 0ikonomids, 'La Prtitio', i8 and note
ko. However, it is possible that Leo received the title from a source
other than the Nicaean Emperor with whom he seems never to have been on
good terms. If he was established as an independent ruler in Rhodes be-
fore 120k, as seems likely from what Blemmydes says (ed. Heisenberg, 62,11 u)
he may have received the title from a Byzantine Emperor before the conquest
of Constantinople. Choniates says that the Angeloi bestowed high titles
freely, including that of Caesar (CSHB, 7k9, 17-19; ed. van Dieten, 566,
23-25). H'zor, an even more likly	 rce for the title %1 the Latin
Emperors who are known to have granted Byzantine titles to their subjects,
both Latins and Greeks. See on 13,7-8 for the tespot Dandolo; 39,1-3
for the Despot Slay. Theodore Branas, the Greek who cooperated with the
Latins in Thrace (Villehardouin, k03) is referred to in a Latin document
of 1206 as felicissimum Caesarem ( TT, II, 18; Guilland, flecherches, II, 37)
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while Choniates does not mention him with any title (CSHB, 664,6;
ed. van Dieten, 500,81). See B. Hendrickx, 21 llo).t'rxot xat
tPa'rt.(1YI.XOt ®CC3JIOC, ii6. Narjot of Toucy, Branas' son-in-law,
is also called cesar in a document of 1223. See R. Predefli, Ii Liber
Cormunis detto anche Plegiorurn (Venice, 1872), 184. Since Gabalas'
collaboration with the Latins is well-attested (see on 46, 3-5), a
Latin source for his title would be perfectly appropriate.
XXVIII. 1^ 5,22. Stadeia, situated on the Knidian peninsula: Pachymeres,
I, 311,9; Toniaschek, Kleinasien, 40; F. W. Hasluck, 'Datcha-Stadia-Hali-
karnassos', The Annual of the British School at Athens i8 (1911/12), 211-
212.
LS,2321+. Akropolites did not mention this Andronikos Palaiologos ear-
lier as he says be did but rather another man by the same name who was
married to Eirene, daughter of the Emperor Theodore I: 26,16-18;29,5.
The megas do'estikos Andronikos Palaiologos was the father of the Emperor
Michael VIII: Pachymeres, I, 222,3-4; below 84,3-5. Gregoras (I, 69, 11-
12) says that Andronikos was appointed megas doniestikos or general of
the armies by Theodore I and that he kept tne title under Batatzes.
For the title see Guilland, Pecherches I, 405.417; Angold, Byzantine
Governiient, 183-184.
4525-k6,3. The expedition discussed here is probably identical with
te one alluded to above 45,19-21. See Blerimydes,(Curriculum vitae,
ed. Heisenberg, 62,18 if.) who was on the island at the time of the
arrival of the Emperor's forces and describes their actions.
k6,3-.	 Akropolites is rather vague about the outcome of the campaign,
possibly because the Emperor's forces were not completely successful.
This is known from Blemmydes who says that Batatzes' men failed to
take the capital (at the north-east tip) and instead plundered the land
outside the walLs (op. cit., 62, 19-23). It is certain that Batatzes'
expedition did fail to curtail Gabalas' independence for in 123 4 , a year
later, Gabalas signed a treaty with the Venetians swearing to aid them
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in Crete if the Emperor should attack them or if the Greeks on the
island should revolt: TT, II, 319-322; Venetiarum Historia, edd. R.
Ceasi, F. Bennato (Venice, 196k), 157.
Several western chroniclers report that Leo Gabalas fought on
the side of the Emperor John in his navy against the Latinz in 1235 or
1238: Martino da Canale, 362-36k; Dandolo, 295; Venetiarum Historia,
156-157. They may be confusing Leo with another Gabalas, megas droun-
garios of the fleet (iiN,IV,25k-255). There is also a mention of this
man in a note dated 1261 , witten on the titl ?& of tanucript
(cod. Par. gr 2625). See S. Kougeas, Byzantina-Metabyzaztina
I (i9k9), 61. On. the Gabalas family see now S. Kourouses,
et'ra ? ra'rectCoC M rpoto?C'trç 'pcou (Athens, 1977),
299-300.
k6,ii. For Sigrene, between Lampeakos and Pegai, see below, 68,2-9.
Xxix. k6,12. There are no more specific statements about Akropolites'
parents apart from these comments. Theodore II confirms that they were
from Constantinople; see Markopoulos, EEBS 36 (1968), 113,98. For
further discussion of the Akropo].itai see the Introduction, 11.-25.
Li.6,. He was born in 1217/18; 8ee below 63,22 where he makes
another reference to his age and Heisenberg, Proiegomena$, Qpera II,
iv, note 2. Therefore, Akropolites went to Nicaea in 1233.
k6,ik. For the term	 XUXXI.O taCôSiiOt. which I have translated
as general education' see F. Ldmerle, Le Pre'nier Humanisme Byzantin
(Paris, 1971), 100, note 88; F. Fuchs, Die h3heren Schulen, kl-k5.
This'secondary'education included, it seems, study of the trivium
(grammar, rhetoric, dialectic) and the uadrivium (arithmetic, music,
geometry, astronomy); see Lemerle, 2.I. cit., 101-102 and Introduction,
34.,note 1.
1f6,16-20. See also 65,17 where OsCwot	 is used of an imperial
gift or donation. It would seem, therefore,that these gifts were from
the Latins to Akropolites' father. See the Introduction., 16-17.
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XXX.k7.,7-19. Akropo].ites' account is the only one, Greek or Latin,
to deal with this campaign. Ephraim (81k0-81k3) and Skoutariotes
(ed. Sathas, k76,2k-k77,25) foflow him.
k7,21. Since the Latins' movements were confined to the territory be-.
tween Lampsakos and Pegal (11. 20-23), Kenchreai is probably located
somewhere between those two towns. The fortress by the same name
near the Skamander river is too far to the west of Lampsakos to be
the place referred to here. See J. Clarke, Proto-lonic Capital from
the Site of Neandreia', A-ierican Journal of Archaeology 2 (1886), iko-i;
J.M. Cook, The Troad (Oxford, 1973), 288, note 1.
k7,2k. The fortress of Keramdas was located in the Arctonnesos (Kapu
Dagh) peninsula, north of Artaki. See .W. Hasluck, Cyzicus (Cambridge,
1910), 19; Ramsay, Historical Geography, 162.
+7,25. Cyzicus, on the narrow strip of land connecting the Arctonnesos
peninsula with Asia Minor, was ceded to the Emperor Theodore I in 1207
by the Latin Emperor Henry: Villehardouin, k87, k89; Hasluck, Cyzicus,
passim..
i+8,1_5. The Latins had ceded Pegai, their last possession in Asia Minor,
to the Emperor John in 122k: above 38,7. See Aubry of Trois Fontaines,
933 and L'Estoire de L'Ernpereur Eracles, 382, for brief mentions of
John of Brienne's conquest of Pegai.
XXXI. Li.8, 19-22. Theodore II's birth coincided with the beginning of
his father's reign in 1222. See below lOk,20-23.
k8, 2i..
-k9,5. These uecd-tiig plans were made in 1233: D8lger, Regesten,
no. 1730 and note on k8, 15-2k. Ephraim (8160-8171), Gregoras (I, 29,
15-2k) and Dando].o (295) attribute to Asen the initiative for the pro-
txesal. Se.e G. Cankova-Petkova, BB 3 (1969), 56, for a discussion of
the passage.
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XXXII. 1f98-9. Akropolites was one of a group of five sent on to
advanced instruction. Two of his classmates are known by name:
Krateros and Romanos; see Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, 29-32.
The frequency with which the sources mention this class of five
may be an indication that it was the first officially placed
group of students at Nicaea. See the Introduction, 26, note 3.
k9,1O. Hexapterygos is known only from Akropolites' mention of him
and from an unpublished seal in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection: Acqui-
sition number 58.106.k608; Lead seal; diam.: 2k rim.; field: 15 mm.
Good condition; slight chip at bottom.
Obv. Bust of St. Theodore, nimbed; in his right hand a spear; in his
left a shield. Inscription in two columns: 0 -
	
- 0 - . - 2 ,-. •
Lyt.oC ec6 [ o ]w Ijpo ] all within a border of dots.






Xii/Xiii century; Dodecasyflabic. See Plate 1, figs. 3a, 3b.
Theodore's name, Hexapterygos, perhaps derives from the monad-
tery 'r3v t EatTSP5YWV (Seraphim) in Prousa. For mention of this
monastery see Michael Viii's typikon for the monastery of St. Deme-
trios: ed. Gr4oire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), k73; Janin, Lee Eglises et
lee Monastres, ik8. Only one other bearer of this name is known to
me, a Stephen Hexapterygos from the late t'1:elfth century, the recipi-
ent of a letter from Constantine Stilbes. See Krumbacher, Geschichte,
762.
k9,17. The ot'rpci.ov was an income paid either in kind or in
coin. See the letter of Gregory of Cyprus complaining that :
	 oXu-
6pXXTyroC 3aCt.?xô at'coc ox v vop.CC otv...&?? or'toC Ca-
ipô	 iteMei LtV; see Leontopolis,' 'EitcyroXaC',
poC 3 (1909), 5.
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k9, 20-21. For the philosopho, the learned man or intellectual, see
I. evdenko, 'The Definition of Philosophy in the l:iife of St.Constan-
tine t , For Ro'an Jakobson (The Hague, 1956), kk9-k50; F. DBlger,
Byzanz und die eurooasche Staatenwelt (Ettal, 1953), 197-200.
See the introduction to Bleinmydes' Epitone Logike where he discusses
the relationship of3aw.AcCa and p(.A000cpCcL (PG, CXLII, cola. 688-689).
k9, 2k-50,k. Akropolites' statement that Hexapterygos was 'not very
learned in the mathematical sciences' indicates that his speciality was
not in the ¶C'tX'L	 ¶65V	 Op.&tcov, the guadriviurn (astronomy, geo-
metry, music and arithmetic) but rather in. those of the trivium, grammar
and rhetoric. See the'Life of Nikephoros'by Ignatios the Deacon (ed. de
Boor,(Leipzig, i88O 1k9, 27) where the expression
	 'tepa.x'r	 ¶V pctOii-
icv occurs. Akropolites would have studied these subjects as part of
his enkyklios or secondary education (see above on k6,ik) but must have
continued to study them in a more detailed and specialised way with Hex-
apterygos and Blemmydes. Akropolites studied with Ilexapterygos for appro-
ximately four to five years (123k- c. 1238/9). See below (63,k-6) where
he says that he had just begun to study with Blemmydes (=1239).
50, k-6. The monk Nikephoros Blemmydes refers to his instruction of
these five young men both in his Autobiography and in a letter to the
Patriarch in which be refused a request that he take on more students.
See Curriculum vitae, ed. Heisenberg, 29, 7-11; pistulae, ed. Festa,
328,90-93. His experience with two of the students was so bad that it
poisoned him against giving further instruction. See .Akropolites'
pp'rveCa	 (0era II, 71,1-k) where he refers to his studies with
Blemmydes. See also below on 106, 9-15.
XXXIII. 50, 13-16. Icallioupolis (Gallipo].i), on the Helleapont opposite
Lampsakos, had been awarded to the Venetians by the terms of the Partitio
( Carile, 'Partitio', 219,k2;
 252-3). The Emperor John had attacked it
in the early 1220's (36,lk-15).
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50,16-25. The wedding is dated to 1235 : Dt3lger, Regesten, nos. 1730,
17Lf5,17Lf6 ; Gregoras I, 29,21f-30 ,3; van Dieten, Gregoras, 221.
Germanos II succeeded Manuel (above 32,22) as Patriarch in
1223. See Laurent, 'La Chronologie', 136-13?; Xanthopoulos, PG, CXLVII,
Lf65 C; Karpozilos, 'An unpublished encomium by Theodore Bishop of A].ania',
Buavivt 6 (197k), 229-2k9.
50,25-51,3. Asen's uncle, Kalojan, had negotiated with Pope Innocent III
as early as 1199 concerning the raising of the Bishop of Trnovo to the
status of Patriarch but the Pope recognised him merely as primate. See
Wolff,'The 'Second Bulgarian Empire' ', 190-198. The establishment of
the independent Patriarchate of Trnovo in 1235 was probably one of the
terms of the alliance between Men and the Emperor J0hn. Skoixbariotes
makes clear the political nature of the recognition of the Patriarchate
when he states that ti3 £&vour was extended to Men in return for his
promise to ally himself with the Emperor John in freeing Constantinople
(ed. Sathas, 1478,222k; Additarenta, no. 2k).
The texts of the imperial and synodal ordinances are lost
but they are mentioned in an account appended to the Synodikon of Boril.
The Bulgarian account claims that Trziovo was to be equal to the other
Patriarchates but a statement of the Patriarch Germanos, inserted into
a later act of the Patriarch Kallistos (1355) states that Trnovo was
not completely autonomous Ml4, rz, k38,26-'+39, 19; Laurent, Regestes, no.
1285). For the Synodikon see Popruenko, 8k-87; B. St. Angelov,'Deux
Contributions l'histoire de la culture medie'vale bulgare', BB k (1973),
75-83.
51,7-20. The joint campaign is related by Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, k78,
27-k79,15) and Ephraim (8191-8206). Gregoras (I, 30,6-!12) does not refer
to Men's part in the expedition.
The precise location of Kissos is not known, although from this
passage and below 72,15-17, it appears to be near the Maritza river
(Mellarakes ,ctlYroPCa
 , 269). The Ganos mountain is to the north of the
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town by the sa Tne name on the coast of the Propontis (Carile, 'Partitio',
250; Eoistul	 ed. Festa, p. 12,1+0). Xsppc5vT)Go 1 (1. 20) refers to
the Thracian Chersonese: Pauly-Wissowa, RE III, 221+2.
ji20-26. Nicholas Kotertzes is not known to us from any other source.
Tzouroulos, Churlot in Latin sources, (orlu today, in eastern Thrace,
had been awarded to the Latin Emperor by the Partitio (Carile, 233;
Villehardouin, 337,390). See below 55,10.
51426-52,9. The western sources give a very different account of the
attack, or rather attacks. Pope Gregory IX's letter of 1235 to the
King of Hungary, Bela, refers to more than one assault: Registrea II,
ed. Auvray, no. 2872; Longnon, L'Exnpire latin, 173. According to
Philippe Mouskes, John of Brienne was not a mare spectator as Akropoli-
tea states but exhibited great courage in the defence of the city
(29039-29121). Akropolites' description of John's passivity has a
parallel in Choniates' account of Alexios III during the Latin attack
of Constantinople: OEx1C 'it3v ôpp.vwv x1Oirco, 'tot {tcpuXou
ôLOuC &VV (CSHB, 720,5-7; ed. van Dieten, 5kk,11-13).
XXXIV. 52,15-20. A Franciscan source desribe the condition of
Constantinople and its inhabitants at this time: terra Constant inopolis
quasi destituta fuit omrn. presidio dominus Im perator loannes pauper erat.
See P.O. Golubovich ,' Disputatlo Latinorum et Graecoruxn Archivum Francis-
canum historicurn XII (1919), kk6.
John of Brienne's death is dated to 1237: Richard of
San Germano, 19k; Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 91+1; Wolff, 'The Latin Empire
of Constantinople and the Franciscans', Traditio 2 (191+11.), 216.
52,21-53,21. Since Helen was only nine when she was married (1+8,213.)
and her marriage was not consummated (52,10-13) legally she could be
separated from her husband. See Chomatenos, an expert in canon law,
on this sub3ect who claims that a girl was not required to consummate
her marriage until the age of thirteen (ed, Pitra, 59-62).
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XXXV. 53,22-25. This invasion of Tatars, a people of mixed Mongolian
and Turkic origin, and the Cuman movement south across the Danube
(Ister) river can be dated to c.1237. For the Haimos (today Stara
Planina), the name for the mountains which have come to be known as
the 'Balkans' see J. Cviji, La Peninsule Balkani que (Paris, 1918),
3-6. See Choniates who describes in detail the Cumans' use of the
oxo or skin bag in crossing rivers (CSHB , 12k,5-20; ed. van Dieten,
91f,80-92).
53,25-5k,1.	 Pope Gregory IX,in a letter of 1238 to bishops in Hungary,
speaks of Asen II's willing reception of tne Cuxnans into his lands:
haereticos in terra sua receptabat et defensabat: Registres, ed. Au'v'ray,
II, no. k059. See Asdracha, La Re"gion, 81, for the descendants of these
Cumans, and below 65,15-20.
By Macedonia Akropolites means here the area of the theme
of 1acedonia, which included Adrianople and Philippoupolis. ee P. Le-
merle, Philippes etla Macedone Orientale (Paris, 19k5), 123.
k,i-8. Judging from this passage it seems that Akropolites distinguishes
between the upper course of the river Hebros and its surrounding region and
the lower course of the same river which he calls the Maritza. See Asdra-
cha, La Region, 13-1k. However, he is not consistent in making this dis-
tinction. See 39, 19-20 where he uses the name Hebros with reference to
the lower region near the mouth of the river.
Akropolites and other sources comment on the Slavic name Maritza
saying that it is a local, popular name. See 51,17-18;72,17-19; Pachyme-
res II, 562,7-8. The name first appears in the Typikort of the Kosrnoso-
teira monastery (12th century). ee L. Petit, Izvestifa na Russkago Ar-
keolo.gieskago Instituta v Konstantinopole 13 (1903), 66,39; 69, 15.
511.,114.....15. Other sources likewise attest to the strength of the fortifi-.
cations of Adrianople, Didymoteichon and Bizye. See Choniates, CSHB,
835,5-8; ed, van Dieten, 632,18-20; hllehardouin, 390. Adrianople had
two sets of fortifications, one for the acropolis-kastron, the other for
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the lower city. Tidyrnoteichon had a double wall surrounding its
kastron, whence its name. See Asdracha, La Pgion, 132, iki. In
addition, it is surrounded by water on three sides (like Trnovo)
which contributes to its impregnable position.
XXXVI. 553k. See the letters of Pope Gregory to Asen from May 1237:
Auvray, Registres II, nos. 369k, 3719.
55,3-7. The Latins also contracted marriage alliances with the Cumans.
See Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 9k7; Jean of Joinville, L'Histoire de
Saint Louis, ed. N. de Wailly (F&ris, 1867), 331.
55,8-1k. The campaign against Tzouroulos must date to 1237 since in
that year Pope Gregory was corresponding with Asen concerning his
alliance with the Latins while by January 1238 he refers to Asen as
perfidus. It seems that Tzouroulos was in Batatzes' control at this
time although in 1235 (above 51, 19-22) it was still in Latin hands.
55,15-19. Nikephoros Tarchaneiotes was from a distinguished family,
described as &iCcpavoi. in the thirteenth century sources : 36,2k-25;
Pachymeres I, 65,10. The Tarchaneiotai owned property in the village
of Vare, near Srnyrna, but it is not known wtether they were property-
owners in Asia Minor before 120k. See MM,IV,25k, and H. Glykatzi-Ahr-
weller, 'La Politique Agraire', B 28 (1953), 59. Nikephoros probably
received the title of meas domestikos during the reign of Michael VIII;
see Pachymeres I,3k,1-2;127,17-20; Angold, Bjzantine Government, 184.
The date of his marriage to Maria Palaiologina is not known. (For An-
dronikos, her father, see above k5,23-2k. She was his second wife:
Pachymeres I, 297,8-9. His first wife, a daughter of Andronikos Doukas
Aprenos, protostrator, is known from a marginal note to Pachymeres' His-
tory (cod. Monac. gr. 442) . See Heisenberg, 'Aus der Geschichte', 11;
G.I. Theocharides, ' MC1X 1oxaC TXi(36
	 ctpXavsiiC,s'Eitt,o1n-
LOVt,X 'Ee'nipCC	 000c21,x1C	 oXflc Jlavc c'rriCou ®ec,c5a)o-
VXT7 (1957), i86-i88.
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56,lk-17. Asen's wife, Maria, was the sister of Bela, King of
Hungary (Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 950). They had at least one
other son, Kaliman, who succeeded Men. (6k, 11-13) and two daughters
Helen ( 1+8,23-2k) and Thamar (6k,13-i k). The 'bishop of Trnovo' is
perhaps a reference to the recently consecrated Patriarch Joachim.
See 50, 25-51,3.
56,2k. A pun on the name Nikephoros. See also Ephraim 8257.
57,1-15. The reconciliation took place at the end of 1237 or the be-.
ginning of 1238: DBlger, Reesten no.1758; Pegistres II, ed. Auvray, k059.
XXXVII. 57,20-58 , 1. At the time of John of Brienne's death in 1237
(above 52,18-20), Baldwin was already in the west asking for aid for
the impoverished Latin Empire of Constantinople and was therefore not
crowned Emperor until his return to the capital in 12k0: Longuon, L'Em-
pire latin, 17k-5; 178-9. Baldwin was related to Louis IX through his
wife, Marie of Brienne, herself a great niece of Louis'mother, Blanche
of Castile. See Philippe Mouskes (299k3); Wolff,'Mortgage and Redemption
of an Emperor's son:Castile and the Latin Empire of Constantinople', Specu-
luni 29 (195k),60.
58,2-16. Akropo].ites' figures are not comparable to those given by Aubry
of Trois Fontaines (9k6) who says that Baldwin left France in 1239 with
seven hundred soldiers and thirty thousand horses. Confirmation of the
lack of 'resources' mentioned here (58,3-5) is found in a letter of Pope
Gregory IX to the count of Brittany asking him to reduce tne number of
men who were to accompany him to Constantinople because of the magna
stipendiarioru rnultitudo (Auvray, Registres, II, no. k027).
Both Philippe Mouskes (30k70-30k7k) and Aubry of Trois Fontaines (9k6-7)
repeat the itinerary Akropolites gives for the forces.
58,16-18. For the Cuniane as allies of the Latins see above 55,k-7.
The town was taken in 12k0-12k1: Matthew Paris, IV, 5k-55.
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8,i8-59,3. For John Petraliphas see 39,12-15. Tarchaneiotes
(55,ii.-i6) had been in command of the fortress at the time of the
previous Latin-Cuman-Bulgarian attack. Both men held court titles
while performing a military function. See Angold, Byzantine Govern-
ment, 183, 201. For the title megas chartoularios see Guilland, 'Le
Chartu3.aire et le Grand Chartulaire', Revue des tudes sud-est europe-
ens' 9 (1971), k05-k26, especially k19-k20. Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas,
k82,31; Additamenta, no. 25) calls Petraliphas a megas hetaireiarches.
It is impossible to resolve this discrepancy in the two accounts.
59,k-1O. The Emperor John Batatzes had at least two ship building
centres, on the Hellespont (36,10-12; 37,k-6) and at Srnyrna (87,11I_17).
The naval tax (ploimos) collected in the area of Smyrna, helped to finance
the navy. See Angold, Byzantine Government, 199, 225; NM, IV,2k9-253.
By the terms of the treaty made in 122k/1225 between the Emperor
John and the Latins (38,6-11), Nicomedia and the area to the west, in the
direction of Constantinople, went to the Latins. Charax, Dakibyza and
Niketiates are all on the northern coast of the gulf of Nicomedia and to
the west of that city. For Charax see Villehardouin, k60; Dakibyza:
Ramsay, Historical Geograpiy, 208; Niketiates: Janin, Lea Elises, 9k.
59,11-1k. The fourteenth century 'Life' of the Emperor John confirms
whet Akropolite says about the sailors. They were vac OevO1'pco'rc
some of whom were going to sea for the first time. The author of the
'Life' ascribes the failure of the fleet to this factor (ed. Heisenberg,
BZ 1k (1905),22o,1-7).
Iophre is not mentioned in any other source. He was an Ar-
menian , according to Akropolites, with the Latin Christian name of
'GeoUrey See Choniates (CSHB,791f,3-6;ed. van Dieten, 600,k6-k9) and
below (170,16) for this transliteration of the Latin name. The Armenians
who were settled in the Troad of Asia Minor before the thirteenth century
are known to have been sympathetic to the Latin conquerors and to have
collaborated with them against the Greeks. See Choniates CSHB,795,17-
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20; 796,5-6; ed. van Dieten, 601,79-83;602,1-2; Villehardouin,310;
J.M. Cook, The Troad (Oxford, 1973), 377 Iophre could have been
the offspring of a marriage between an Armenian and Latin.
59,15. Manuel Kontophre would seem to have been of Latin origir,
judging from his surname, the Greek transliteration of'Godfrey. He
had the honorific title of ansebastos sebastos (MM,IV,2k9,250; Laurent,
-nvtX'l	 5 (1932),1k2, no. 2i0) and was doux of the Thrakesion
theme in 1237 and. 12k0 (MN,IV,2k9,250; Ahrweiler,'Smy-ne',1k3-1141f).
It is interesting to note that as doux of the theme Kontophre was
concerned with the collection of the naval tax (MH,IV,2k9-253). How-
ever he was not doux of the theme when he was in command of the fleet.
The two functions were not related in the Nicaean Empire as they were
in previous times. See Angold, Byzantine Government, 200, esp. notel27.
As in the case of Iophre, Kontophre may not have held the title
of megas doux as the commander of the fleet. At Nicaea command of the
fleet was assigned to men with various titles (see 87,17-18)..
59,22-603. It is not clear whether this naval battle of 12k0-12'+l
took place in the gulf of Nicomedia or outside the walls of Constanti-
nople. The Latin sources claim that the Emperor John lost ten galleys
(Dandolo, 298,1O-1 1f;
 Martino da Canale,366) while the 'Life' of the
Emperor reports no losses (ed. Heisenberg, BZ 1 (1905),220,11-13).
See Angold, Byzantine Government, 198 for an account of previous defeats
of the Nicaean fleet.
XXXVIII. 60,10-13. Asen's first wife died in 1237. This date is
based on the siege of Tzouroulos (56,1'#-lG; see also below 60,1961,1I).
His second marriage must have taken place some time between 1237 and 12k1,
the date of his death (see 6k,6). Since he had three children by his
second wife, he should have been married to her at least by 1239.
See Aubry of Trois Fontaines, 950: secunda...uxor...erat filia Thedor1
ceci; Zlatarsky, 1:stori, III, '+05-406.
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60,13-15. Akropolites means that Asen paid no attention to the
fact that his daughter uas married to his new wife's uncle, Manuel,
a marriage which made Asen's marriage to Eirene uncanonical.
60,18-19. See below 6i,16-17, where Asen's children by Eirene are
said to be Michael, Maria and Anna.
60,19-61,k. The 'reasQn' for Theodore's release from prison was
Asen's marriage to Eirene. See Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 11811,9) who
is more explicit.
Theodore's release from prison is usually dated to 1237
(Nicol, Despotate,13k). However, this date may have to be changed in
light of Aubry of Trois Fontaines' statement (938) that Manuel,privatus,
went to Geoffrey of Villehardouin and recognised his suzerainty: rivatus
fugit ad donmuni Gaufrdum et factus est horio illius. This information
is related under the year 1236 and has been cited by Nicol, Despotate,
125, 1a7 note 2k, but not with reference to Theodore's return to Tnessa-
lonike. But if privatus has the meaning of 'deprived of office', 'a
private citizen','not-iniperial' (Lewis and Short; Revised Medieval Latin
Word-List, ed. P.E. Lathan (London, 1965) then Manuel went to Geoffrey
when he had been expelled from Thessa]..onike by his brother Theodore.
If Manuel had made an agreerient with Geoffrey befo4.e Theodore's return
to Thessalonilce, what is the significance of Aubry's privatus? There-
fore, if we take Aubry's word literally, the date of Theodore's return
from prison will have to be pushed back at least one year. Likewise,
the date of Asen's assault on Tzouroulos and his wife's death (56,lk-.17)
will have to be revised (see above 60,10-13).
61,k-9. No documents survive which might have been issued by John
during his 'reign' but see the mention of a regium di ploria in a letter
of George Bardanes, Metropolitan of Corfu, to a clerk of the IEmperor
John: edd. Hoeck-Loenertz, Nikolaos-Nektarios von Otranto, 227-228.
See also his coins (Hendy, Coinage and Money, 279-288) and a seal
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reading 'I4vvT ... cjq ô	 ,cat	 'roxpt'wp 'PO4La.Cwv
(Zacos,Veglery, Byzantine Lead Seals, 1,1,105-106).
That Theodore was the real power behind the puppet Emperor
John is reflected in a letter of Bardanes in which he refers to
Theodore as if he (Bardanes) were dependent on him and not on John:
Unum vero mihi tantuin relictum est solatiuin, domini Theodori impera-
tons e captivitate reversi antigua erga me benevolentia et dilectio
(Hoeck-Loenertz, 228, 22-2k).
61,9-17. Only Skoutaniotes (ed. Sathas, k8+,22-30) and Ephrairn (8351-
8353) relate Thooc5ore's banishment of Manuel to the Turks. For other
examples ofreeks who sought refuge among the Turks in this period
see A. Ducellier, BF k (1972),'l-7; C. Cahen, Polychronion. Festschrift
Franz DBlger I (1966), 1k5-1k9.
61,17-22. Relations between the Seijuk Turks and the Empire of Nicaea
were apparently friendly at this time , a truce having been made in 1231.
See Ibn.Natif, quoted in C. Cahen,'Questiona d s histoire de ].a province de
Kastamonu an XIIIe siecle', Selçuklu Aratirma1ani Dergisi (Journal of
Seijuk Studies), 3 (1971), ik8. It had previously been thought that
relations between the Greeks and Turks were peaceful from the time of
the battle of Antioch (1210/11) but now see Cahen's reconsideration of
this issue, based on Natif's account (Journal of Seljuk Studies 3 (1971),
1k7 ff.).
61,23-62,5. Pliarsala, Lanissa and Platainon, in Theasa].y (Great Viachia:
see on i-3,1) were presunbly under the control of Theodore and John.
Oiketos or oikeios anthropos are words used of a man
bound to the Emperor in service (=Latin, fainilianis). However, men
other than the Emperor could have their own oikeioi. See 3. Verpeaux,
'Lea Oikeioi. Notes d'Histoire Institutionnefle et Sociale', REB 23
(1965), 91. See also below on i'i4,Z-23.
62,15. The Peloponnese was, for the most part, in the control of
Geoffrey (II) of Villehardouin, whose father, nephew of the author
of the chronicle of the Fourth Crusade, had originally conquered
territory there in 120k; see Villehardouin, 325-326; A. Bo..i, La More
Franque (Paris, 1969), 51-80. For Manuel's contact with Geoffrey of
Villehardouin at an earlier 1ate, on a- different occasion from that men-
tioned in this passage see above on 60, 19-61,14-.
62,16. The Partitio had assigned parts of Euboia (Euripos: see 4k,9) to
the Venetians and the central area of the island to Boniface, but the
lands were ruled by Lombard lords with Venice as overlord. See Cartle,
'Partitio',219; J.B. Bury, Journal of Heflenic Studies 7 (1886), 309-
352; J. Koder, Negroponte (Vienna, 1973), k5-k6. 	 The agreement
Akropolites refers to here may have been made with William of Verona,
lord of the southern part of Euboia; he posed some threat to the Komne-
no-Doukai since he claimed rights over Thessalonike through his rrarriage
to a relative of Demetrios, ex-king of Thessalonike and son of Boniface
of Montferrat and the widow of Isaac II. See Ncol, Despotate, 136;
Loenertz,'Les Seigneurs Tierciers', B 35 (1965), 235-2k6; esp. 2k5-2k6.
XXXIX. 62, 17-19. The usual date given for Manuel's death is 12k1:
Nicol, Despotate, 136. But see commentary on 6k,1-5, for an earlier
date.
62,19-23. Eirene's imperial origins are emphasised by Akropolites in his
History (above 38,3-5) and in the verses written upon. her death by a
megas logariastes and attributed to Akropolites. On this see the Intro-
duction, 63	 .	 See also the letter addressed to her by the King
of Cyprus: ¶1
	 0k1U)V ¶(V Qapyvcv 'tfl c (3ctot.XeCa	 vrpcipctoa.
xat xX1pov ita'rpov 'vv f3aotXeCav itoXa13otk$a (lampros, 'Kutpi,ax.
xat XXcx. -(ypaqa', NH 1k (1917),kl). Her imperial upbringing may
have been a particularly important sub3ect because of the fact that it
was through her that the Emperor John had a right to the throne • She was
the link with the last reigning Emperor at Constantinople, Alexios III,
her grandfather.
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62,23-63,4. The conversation took place in the summer of 1239, since
Akropolites says he was twenty-one years old at the time (see above 46,
13 for the date of his birth) and the sun was in Cancer. See Grumel,
La chrono1oie, 467; Heisenberg, Opera II, iv, note 2.
Periklystra is probably Halka Pinar (the Circular Spring)
also known as the Baths of Diana, in a suburb of Smyrna, which even in
the last century was a popular sunmer resort. See G. Bean, Aegean Tur-
j (London, 1966), 46-47; Ahrweiler,'Srnyrne', 37; below 103, 8-10.
635-12. The explanation which Akropolites gives for the eclipse is,
as he says, one which he learned from Blemmydes. Proof of this is found
in a passage of B].emmydes' Epitome or Manuel of Natural Science in which
he explains the diffc:ence between an eclipse of the sun. and that of a
moon (PG,CXLII, col. 1265 C). Akropolites' explanation is a paraphrase
of Blemmydes' which itself ultimately derives from the second oentury A.D.
astronomer, Cleomedes (Kux?u.xfl 	ccpCa Ii cpv ed. H. Ziegler
(Leipzig, 1891), II, 172).aee D. Pingree, DOP 18 (1964), 135 and 1. Lack-
ner,	 4 (1972), i64, on Blemmydes' use of Cleoinedes. The Epitome which,
as Blemxnydes says in his prologue, is meant as an introduction to phi].oso-
phy for beginning stud ' ntS (PG,CXLII, col. 688) was not actually written
unti]. 1258, many years after Blernmydes taught Akropolites. For the date
see Nercati, 'Blemniidea', Bessarione 29 (1915), 226-228; Lackner, BF 4
1972), 162. Akropo].ites could have written this passage on the eclipse
from his memory, notes ) or even a copy of Blenimydes' work at hand. Thir-
teenth century manuscripts of the E pitome are known to have existed:
Lackner, BF 4 (1972), i6o.
63, 13-16. This man is said to be the same Nicholas who wrote the Dynameron,
a compilation of prescriptions for drugs wPrich is based on ancient Greek
and Arabic texts. The prescriptions contained in this work were in use
in France until the seventeenth century: Krumbacher, Geschichte, 615,
620; G.A. Costomiris, REG 10 (1897), 4o6-kik.
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Although in the mid-Byzantine period an aktouarios' duties
were connected with the taxis of the hippodrome (0ikonomids,Lee
Listes, 326-327; Guilland, BS 26 (1965), ii-), from at least the thir-
teenth century aktouarios was a title given to the court doctor. See
Pachyrneres I, 530, 10; Verpeaux, Pseudo-Kodinos, 337, 122; B. Trapp,
'Die Stellung der flrzte', BS 33 (1972), 233.
63,18-25. McopóC has the meaning of 'fool 1 (moron) and. also of
'child'; see Helsenberg, Opera II, vii, note k; Krumbacher, 'Die Moe-
kauer Sammiung Mittelgriechischen Sprchworter', Sitzungsberichten der
philos.-philol. und histor. Classe der Kgl. bayer. Akademie der Wissen-
schaften III (1900), k53. Certainly the Emperor's reply to the comment
implies that the word had both meanings and shows the intended. pun.
The Empress Eirene's reaction to her statement rexlet
what the author of the 'Life' of the Emperor John says about her charac-
ter:' he could not bear to hear or see any-thing discordant or ungraceful;
moreover she was far from doing anything which was unseemly: ed. Heisen-
berg, BZ 1k (1905), 218, 3k-36.
6k,1-5. Eirene's death has been dated to 12k1 (Heisenberg, Opera I, 62;
uralt, Essai de Chronoloie II, 360) but this date is not secure since
it is certain only that she died sometime after the eclipse of the sun
in the summer of 1239. See Blemrnydes' poem in political verse addressed
to the Emperor on the Empress' death: J.B. Bury, 'An Unpublished poem of
Nicephorus l3lemmydes', BZ 10 (1901), k18-.k2k. In the poem Blemmydes
puts a great deal of emphasis on light and darkness in nature, using
the analogy of a solar eclipse.
Eirene became a nun shortly before her death. This is known from
the verses written for her tomb and ascribed to Akropolites. See HUrand-
ner, BF k (1972), 92,lOk-108. Her monastic name, Eugenia, is given in
a manuscript lemma. See J. Darrouzs, 'Notes d'Asie Mineure', 'ApXctov
flóv'ov 26 (196k), 28-29. It was previously thought that she was the re-
storer of the monastery of Christ Philanthropos in Constantinople but the
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discovery of her monastic name now makes this identification an
impossibility: See Janin, La Ge'ographie Ecclsiastique de l'Empire
Byzantin (Paris, 1969), 527; HtSrandner, BF k (1972), 95-96.
6k,6-ii. Aubry of Trois Fontaines records Asen' death in 12111 (950).
611-,12-1k. Ka].iman was a Hungarian name which Asen's son presumably,
got front hi mother. See Moravcsik, zantinoturcica II, 1117. For
Tharnar, see also 911,1 if. Helen, also Asen's daughter by his first
marriage, is not mentioned here. For her see '+8,23-2 11. ; 6k,17-20.
Aubry of Trois Fontaines claims (950) that in 12111, after Asen's death,
a two-year truce was made between the people of Constantinople (Constan-
tinopolitani), Kaliman, the Emperor John Batatzes, and his son (Theodore
ii).
6k,20-22. Michael Komnenos Doukas was the illegitimate son of Michael
I, brother of Theodore, Manuel and Constantine (above 2k,19-21; Iklemis,
Doukai, no. '+8). Some events from Michael's early life are known from
the thirteenth century 'Life of St. Theodora'. According to this work,
Michael was exiled to the Peloponnese after his uncle
	 accession
to the throne but returned when Theodore was imprisoned by Men in 1230.
Upon his return from the Peloponnese he 'inherited his father's rule'.
See Mouxtoxides, Heflenomnenon I (18k3), 114 • Other sources furnish
evidence that the
	 information may be reliable on this matter.
Bartholorneo Scriba mentions Michael as one of the people with whom
Genoese ambassadors negotiated in 1231 (MGH XVIII (1863), 177,29-33).
Philippe Ilouskes mentions a 'Micalis' as one of the enemies of the
Latins in Constantinople at about this time (290110). Likewise, a
1236 chrysobull issued by Michael to the people of Corfu, and an horis-
mos of 1237 to the merchants of Ragusa, giving them free access to all
ports of Epiros, indicate that Michael was indeed based in Epiros as
his father had been. See P. LemerleEXXTIVI' X., 11. (1953), kii,kik-4i8;
Nicol, Despotate, 133; F. Bar3.si, 'Pisn'o Nihaila II Angela Dubrovackorn
) Ui
knezu iz 1237', Zboriiik Raova 9 (1966), i-i8.
W do ..ot know what lands Uichael took over from Nanuel
upon his death since the extent of anuel's territories is no
where specifiea. However, that some of 1anue1's lands were in
Thessaly is known, for Akropolites says that :hen anuel returned
fror Asia Minor he gained coatrol over Pharsala, Larissa and. Plata-
mon (62,4-5).
XL. 65,k_i L3.. Only Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 486, 16-25) and Epr1rai.
(8399-8409) give an account of this episode.
Theodore was related to the Emperor John Batatzes through
Eirene, Batatzec' wife, who 'ia the granddaughter of the Emeror Alexios
III, a first cousin, of Theodore. See 13,24-25. Therefore, the Emperor
John's use of	 in addressing Theodore was n'ore a gesture of re-.
spect of a young man for an elder than a description of a blood. rela-
tionslup. On this see St. Binon, 'A propos d'u,n prostama iri4dit d'
Andronic III Paleologue', r.z 38 (1938), 146-155.
5,15-20. The Cunians had been forced to move into Thrace by the
Tatar invasions of the late 1230's. eeXXXV.	 Gregoras (1,37,3-
9) and Kantakouzenos (1,18,12-15) confirm that Batatzes settled.
them in the area of the Naiander and in Phrygia. For Curians in the
area of Smyrna see Ahrweiler,'Srtyrne', 26-28; NN,IV, 167. Theodore
II Laskaris, in his oration for his father, says that the settlement
of Cumans in the east served as a check against the Turks' westward
movement (cod. Par. gr. 3048, 1kv).
By 'transformed from teir wild nature' Akropolites means
that the barbariai, Cunians (above 55,4) formerly nomads, were settled
and 'Romaiised'. See lakobos, Archbishop of Ochrid: 'the nomad Scythian
...shedding his wild nature, asuined a Roman-loving one' (ed. Mercati,
Collectanea Byzantina. I, 84,23-85,1). However,tbat their'transforrnation
also involved baptism is kno%Jn from several sources, all official orations:
Abropolites EDitaI1os for the Enperor John (Qpera II, 21f,lLf_22);
Blecmydes' verses on the monastery of Sosandra (Curriculum vitae,
1l8,97-99); Iak000s' oration to the Ernperor(Iiercati, 2P . cit.,85,2):
Theodore II's Encomiu.m :
	 p2v 'ta. Octa. \oYcp.u. OCôw
(cod. Par. gr. 3O118, 1kv).
65,23. This expedition should be dated to 12k1. See below XLI and
rn3lger, Regesten, no. 177k.
65,27-28. Christoupolis (Kavalla) on the coast opposite the island of
Thasos, was described by Villehardouin as one of the strongest forts
in the world (280). See Lemerle,
	 i1itpes, 18k-.185. Rentina, near
lake Bolbos, was a day's distance from Thessalonike, according to Kanta-
kouzenos III, 236,k-6.
66,5-8. The nine Probatas appears in the sources fro'n the eleventh
century-g Zkylitzes, CSHB, 511,6-7; 513,21; 527,1; ed. Thurn, 396,26;
398,80; 11.09,83_3k; N. Banescu, 'Sceaux Byzantins Trouve . Silistrie',
B 7 (1932), 326-328. A Theophanes Probatas is rientioned in Eustathios'
description of the Norman conquest of Thessalonike (ed. S. Kyrakides,
Eustazio di Tessalonica, La Espugnazione di Tessalonica, Testi e Monu-
rienti V (Palerrno, 1961), 92,3k; pp. 17k-175). This member of the Proba-
tas family zright well have had possession of tne prop3rty which was
still, known in the thirteenth century by the toponymic xfl'o 'ro rrpo-
ç3cv . See also the mention of a George Probates by Chomatenos (ed.
Pitra, 287). It cannot, however, be ascertained if he was from Thessalo-
Like.
Va$kalotou1os locates the 'Orchard of Probates' to trie north-
east of Thessalonike in an area called xCX.a	 directly- behind
tne acropolis of the city
	 ('p	 53 (19k9), 22-27). See also
Tafrali, Thessalonique de ori-ines eu XI'Te sc1e (Paris, 1919),226.
kropolites' specification of the encariDment's distance from Thessalonike
about 'eight stades' is not a help in locating the 'orchard of Probatas'
L - ce it is difficult to kno'q
 what neasure'ents he is referrng to with
the word 'stade'. See E. Schilbach, Byzantinisne Ietroloie, 32,-
on this problem and below on 126,19-20.
66,lk-23. The men Akropolites lists here and describes as
held prominent positions in the Empire after 120k as their ancestors
had in Constantinople before its conquest. Most of these men could
trace their ancestry back to the late eleventh century, if not earlier.
See Angold, Byzantine Government, 69-70. They are all mentioned several
times by Akropolites in the course of his narrative. Demetrios Tornikes
and Andronikos Palaiologos were perhaps the two most important men in
the Emperor John's reign, the one an administrator, the	 other a con-
der. For Tornikes' family an function see on 90,20-91,2. For Palaio].o-
gos see on k5,23; 83,17-22. Alexios Raou]. of Norman ancestry, was a
descendant of a Constantine Raoul, sebastos, who played a prominent role
under the Angeloi. See Choniates, CSHB, 593,15-18; ed. van Dieten, 11.51,
70-73. Choniates singles out ancestors of Palaiologos, Raoul and Petra-
liphas as men related to the Angeloi rulers who had a. say in proclaiming
Alexios III Emperor in 1195 (CSHB, 593,13-19; ed. van Dieten, 1f51, 70-73).
For Alexios Raoul, his fa.nily a?ld his position at Nicaea, see S. Fassoula-
kes, The Byzantine Family of Raoul-Ral(l)es, 2,k,13_I Lf,15-16; below 92,17-
18. For John Petraliphas and his descendants see notes on 39,12-15; 58,19;
90, 19-21. Theodore Kontostephanos was from a family which owned exten-
sive property along the Maiander river valley before 120k. See M14,IV,291;
DBlger, Regesten, nos. 169k,1695; Carile, 'Prtitio', 218:Provintia Lao-
dikie et Meandri...cunt Contostephanatis. After Theodore, who held the
honorary title of protosebastos and a militarycinmand (below .87, 17-88,1)
duiring the Emperor John's reign, the family is rarely heard of again;
Angold, Byzantine Government, 61-62, 71. A Demetrios Kontostephanos
of the late thirteenth, early fourteenth century, is mentioned in a note
to cod. Vat. gr. 307.: I. Nercati, F. de' Cavallieri, Codices Vaticanl
Graeci I (Rome, 1923), i56. Nikephoros Tarchaneites is the only man in
this list whose ancestry is little krown. The family seems to have
flourished in the thirteenth century; see note on 55,15-19.
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67,1 -3. The name Ta.Xpro(. which Akropolites uses to refer to the
Tatars is a form of the name T6Xapot. (Pachymeres I, 3kk,13-16) which
goes back to Dionysios Periegetes (3 .D.). See oravcsik, zantino-
turcica II, 301, 329. Akropolites calls the Tatars an evoc a word
the Byzantines used of a body of foreigners not under the immediate
sovereignty of the Byzantine Empire.
The Tatar offensive began in 12Lf2 but tie decisive battle at
which the Turks were defeated was at KBse Dagh in eastern Anatolia,
June 12k3. Sae C. Cahen, 'Que].ques textes ne'gligSs', B 1k (1939), 136;
Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 227; Bar Hebraeus, trans. E.A.W. Budge (Oxford, 19k2),
k06-kO7; see beloi 69, 9-70,12.
67k-b. Theodore II Laskaris, the Emperor John's only child (see
Gregoras I, 44, 7-12), was not actually crowned and proclaimed Emperor
until the Eniperor's death. See below lOk,19-105,21; 106,6-8; Pac'nymeres
I, 38,10; Gregoras I, 53-5k. Pegai, on the Hellespont, was a point of
departure for many of Batatzes' campaigns to Europe and was also a rnaor
campsite; see 88,21; 175,21-22 and XLI.
John Mouzalon, known only from tnis mention, was in charge of
the Emperor's personal correspondence as mystikos • AflgOld (3yantine.
Government, 161, note 70) suggests that he is the deacon, mystos and
ton kanikleiou to whom the Patriarch Gerrnanos addressed two homilies.
See Lagopates, 273-287. See also Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, 17-18.
for reference to a 1ouzalon, arcon of Nicaea.
Michael Libadarios is perhaps to be identified with the
Libadaros who betrayed Philanthropenos to the Emperor Andronikos II
in 1296. See Pachymeres I, 65,10. Altuough this event took place some
fifty years after the date to which Acropoltes' account refers, Gregoras'
statement (1,195,23-25) that Libadarios was an 'old ian' in 1296 makes
the identification possible. See also Ahrweiler, 'Sriyrne', 16k-165.
For the title ne-as hetaire:arches see above on 36, 21^-37,2.
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67,1L._25. The account of John's dernotion from Emperor to Despot is
related only by Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, k88,6-25) and Ephraim (8kko-
8k5k). It took place sometire in the year 12k2 for Akropolites goes on
to describe the winter of 12k2 (LI). See Nicol, Descotate, 138-9;
Feran6i, Despoti, 62-63. The Emperor John's bestowal of the title
of Despot on John was the first occasion on which an Emperor of Nicaea
granted a title to a ruler of Epiros/Theesaly. The bestowal of this
title was a noteworthy departure from Nicaean custom in another way.
Before 120k, the title of Despot, the highest title an Emperor could
bestow, was granted to a son-in-law of the Emperor with the intention
that the Despot would succeed the Emperor on the throne. Nicaean Emper-
ors conformed to this practice as strictly as possible. The Emperor
John's bestowal of the title on John Komnenos was an exception since no
marriage alliance was contracted. For the Emperor John the granting of
the title was a means of assuring John's loyalty and obedience to Nicaea.
See the coin published by M. Hendy and S. Bendafl,'A Bilon Trachy of
John Ducas, Emperor, and John Comnenus-Ducas, Despot(?)', Revue Numisma-
tigue 12 (1970), 1k3-1k8, which, the authors argue, may be commemorative
of the Emperor's bestowal of the title of Despot on John Kornnenos.
However, see now T. Gerasimov, 	 Nonetina loan III Batatses a Epirskia
Despot Michail II', Izvestia na archeologicheskif. institut 3k (i97LF),
319-321, who argues that the coin represents the Emperor John and Michael
II of Epiros. See below on 88,15-17 for a discussion.
XLI. 68,1. At least frc the time of the Emperor John Batatzes' reign
the imperial residence was situated at Nympbaion, although the patriarchal
throne was at Nicaea. See Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, 7,5-7, who discusses
the move from Nicaea. For the palace, whose walls are still standing,
see S. Eyice, Akten des XI Internationalen Byzantinisten Konreasea (Munich,
1958), 150-153. The Emperor John was accustomed to spend the winter there:
85,1-2; 12k,2k-25; 175,2Li.27. Nymphaion was noted for its mild climate;
see Manuel Holobolos' oration to Michael VIII, ed. N. Treu,I, k8, 29-32.
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63, 15-16. 12'+2 not 1232: Heisenoerg, 'Notae ad Georgii Acropolitae
Historiam', Orera I, 306; D5lger, Resten, no. 177k (=Wirth, Reeste'i,
no. 177k). Heisen'oerg attributes the error in date to a coyista mis-
take, a substitution of an p. for an v in tne date	 6751. How-
ever it is not likely that Akropolites would have written the date in
such a manner, using letters instead of writing out the year long-hand.
There is no evidence in the critical apparatus for such a hypothesis.
Furthermore this method of expressing the date would have been extreme-
ly awkward given .Akropolites' use of o1p.av. (1. 16). Therefore, it
seems that tha error should be ascribed to Akr000lices' bad memory.
He himseLf shows his hesitation by the use of 'I think'.
68,20-69,9. latbatines is the Greek transliteration of Ghiyath ad-Din
(Kaikhusraw II, 1237-1 2k5 ,son of Kaikobad I (1220-1237) and grandson
of Kaikjusraw I (120k-1211). See above ik,iO ff. For Greek translitera-
tion of Turkish names see a colophon written by a 15reek scribe at Caesarea:
R.L. Wolf f,'The Lascarids' Asiatic Frontiers Once More', OCP 15 (191+9),
196-197.	 During the reign of Kaikusraw II, Turkoman. revolts in
central Anatolia weakened the Seijuk state, thus leaving it unprepared
for the Tatars. See Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 216-220; Bar Hebraeus, trans.
Budge, 1.r05_k06 ; Simon of Saint Quentin, Histore aes TartaresL ed. J.
Richard (Paris, 1965), 62-63; Encyclopaedia of Islam II, 638-639.
According to Vincent of Beauvais, the Sultan was under the effects of
liquor when he fought at K5se Dagh. See Biblioteca undi (Douai, 162k),
p. 1281+, Book XXX, chapter 150: soldanus eorius fuerat in nocte oraecedenti
et adhuc vino aestuabat Quando prrni bellatores fuer-unt devicti. This
account confirms AkropoHtes' characterisation of the Sultan.
69,10-70,12. The treaty is dated to the autumn of 12k3, after the defeat
of Iai1cusraw II: D3lger, Regsten, no. 1776= 'Jirtr., Rezesten, pp. 36-37;
Encrcloaedia of Islam II, 6'+o-G'-i. There was a 'aor ±ortress at Tripolis
on tne iaiander river which was rebuilt by the Emeror Jorn: Pachymeres II,
1+33,9-15; Angold, Byzantine Govern.-ent, 100. This area was on the frontier;
see tne letter of Theoiore II Laslcaris wnere Tri polis is mentioned as the
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easternmost boundary of the Nicaean Ernpire(Epistulae, ed. Festa, 57,33).
Philadelphia was another frontier fortress (Pachytneres I, 99,6-16)
whose well-armed people were constantly prepared for war witn. the
Turks (below 105,22-26).
XLII. 70,13. John's death is dated to c. 1214-k since Akropolites says
that he died not long after the treaty between the Sultan and. the Emperor
John had been concluded (l2LF3); see D5lger, Regesten, no. 1776; 1778 =
Wirth, Iegesten, pp. 36-37.
73,15-17. No coins of the Despot Demetrios are known. See Hendy,
Coinae	 Mone7, 288-289. A £ourteenth century inverthry of charters
from the Chilandar monastery on Nt. Athos describes documents issued by
Demetrios as Despot. See A.V. Soloviev, 'Un Inventaire de Documents
Byzantine de Chilanr', Seminarium ICondakovianurn 10 (1938), no. 9: a
chrysobull with a silver seal; no. 39, a prostagma; no. 514, a chryso-
bull; no. 55, an act (KIHrA).
70,18-71,13. This character sketch is found only in A.kropolites,
Skoutariotes,(ed. Sathas, 1f90,6-20) and Ep'nraim (8k69_614.80). Demetrios'
story is continued below, XLV.




Patriarch Germanos II died in 1214-0 and was buried in the
church of the Kyriotissa in Nicaea; see Xanthopoulos, PG,CXLVII, 14-65;
Janin, Lee Eglises, 113-Ilk. Nethodio.s came to the throne in 12141.
No acts are preserved from his three months in office: Ephraim 102614_66;
Laurent, 'La Chronologie', 137-138; Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, 38-39.
For the Hyakinthos monastery see above 17,23 • According to Xantiopoulos,
Pethodios was buried there (PG, CXLVII, 14-65).
72,2-8. Akropolites again later repeats the opinion that Emperors chooee
as Patriarchs men who do not oppose them • See below 106,18-107,3 for a
discussion of this point of view. Also, Blemxriydes,Curriculum vitae, 14-2,5-
7, for a similar opinion.
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XLIII. 72, 9-13. The territories in the west under John Batatzes'
authority extended along the Thracan coast and included Kallioupolis,
I4adyta, the entire Chersormese, Ganos and Kissos (51,13-18). Rentina
(b5, 29-66,5), tai:en in 121-2, was the farthest west of his European
territories at this time (12'-6). For Zichna, between Serres and Drama,
see Meliarakes, 'c3'iopCci. , 365, note 1; G. Theocharides, KrC-rCLVCX1
'c?t IxcoovCi	 (Thessalonike, 195), 60, note 2; Henry of Valen-
ciennes, 572, :'Gge'.
72, 17-18. The monastery of Veros ( ' ro j Bpc5 c ) dedicated to the Koamo-
soteira, was founded in 1152 by the sebastokrator Isaac, a son of Alexios
I Kornrxenos. It was with the foundation of the monastery that the region
began to be inhabited, as the Typon itself states; see L. Petit,
'Typikon du monastre de la Kosmosotira pies d'Aenos, Bulletin de l'Th-
stitut archo1o r iaue russe de Constantinole 13 (19 08), 19,6-8. Akropo-
lites qualifies the monastery as 'con BTIp6C, giving the genitive of the
article but leaving the proper name undeclined. Ie is in. fact preserving
the original Slavic word 13111) which ias used to name the marshy, over-
grown region where trte monastery was founded: xcu.vCCt opov'C'cpt.ov
pTu.xotC 'riio	 xct	 cpc. 'to xp&tcpov, ¶ot xa.t 13TpO
x&.oup.vot. ci xoi.v ouvnescq. (Petit,	 cit., 20, 30-31). The
name 13flpó given to the region at the time of the foundation of the
monastery therefore derived from the physical characteristic of the land.
With the foundation of the monastery and the growth of population,
became Bpa. , the feminine form for city or town; it is in this form
that the place name appears in the sources c 1' the twelftn century on;
see Choaate CThB, 363,8; ed. van Dieten, Lt52,2:v v t apc
Akropolites is tne only e:ception; he keeps tne or1gnal form of the
name. Bera, four to five kilorneters from the west bank of the Hebros,
is the present day errai. See Carile, 'Partitio', 269-270. For the
etynoloy of	 see Vaser, D: Slaven, p. 23, no. 23; Adracha,
ion, 125, note, 5.
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72,22. Although Dlger (Reesten, nos. 1788, 1789) interprets the
date given here as 3-k September, it is clear that cpeCvov'ro
refers to the end of the month. The third or fourth day from
the end of the month would be the 27th or 28th of September.
The dry season in.this region lasts from June to October.
See Asdracha, La Pgion, 21. This explains why the river was t3cvr6C
for the horses.
72,23-21+. '.AXpÔv refers to the region which comprises the central
Rhodope mountains, extending to the Arda river valley; see above 38,23;
Asdracha, La Rion, 10. The name appears in the sources in a form which
indicates the genitivep].ural: Akropolites, 72,2 1+; 108,16; 113,11; Pachy-
meres, 1, 335; Anna Komnena I, iv,151, 23. It derives from	 AXPLÔ5C,
'rfl C AXpi,ôo , another name for the Rhodope mountains; see 38,23; 119,
12,15; Choniates, CSHB, 535, 20-21; ed.. van Dieten, 1+09, 38-39. If the
reading 'tApt.O65v , the genitive plural form, is correct, then a word
should be understood between the feminine singular article 'rflC and
'Axpiô1V . Heiseriberg ('Index Nominuxn', Opera I, 31+1+) suggests i
&PX CtI.C%O fl but he is confusing the mountain region with the town
of Ochrid, the seat of an archbishop. It is more likely that cZpcz. 	or
some such word should be understood. If, however, the reading 'AXp.ô6v
is incorrect, as S. Dragoumis (B,javiv 2 (1911-1912), 202-203) has
suggested, then the V should be dropped and the word becomes the dative
case of 'AXpc.ô& . Heisenberg's critical apparatus shows that this
reading is possible. See the apparatus for 72,21+; 108,16; 113,11; Skou-
tariotes, ed. Sathas, 518, 31; 519,3.
The fact that the person mentioned in this passage, the man
in charge of	 authority' in Achridos, sent a message to the Emperor,
has led Asdracha to assume that the area was already in Nicaean control
('Les Rbo.d.opes', 275, if.). However, it is quite possible that the
area was, nominally at least, in the possession of the Bulgarians at
	 -
the time described in this passage (end. of September 126), even if'
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central autnority was not strong enough to prevent local independence,
especially after Asea's death in l2L+l. The ran mentioned in this
passage may have been a Greek living under Bulgarian domination.
The territory described as Achridos, or the Rhodope mountain region
including the Arda river valley, seers to have become subject to Nicaea
only in 12k6 (see 78, 15-16).
73,1-6. According to N. Muchniov (flonetitie i nechatite na blarskitie
tsare (Sofia, 1924 ) . 71-72), Eirene, Asen's second wife, poisoned Kali-
man, Men's son by another marriage (above 6 k ,13-20) so that her son,
Michael, might succeed to the throne. There does not seem tobe any
evidence for this. See the silver coin of Eirena and her son Michael
which Mushznov Oonetitie, 71-72) dates to Eirene's 'regency' (1a1+2-12+6).
73,8. 't7!V	 XCtoi	 is not Phlippoupolis, as Heisenberg indicates
in his 'Index', 365. Akropolites always gives Philippoupolis in its
full form (20,11+; 21,15; 23,18) and Philipi as	 (73,8; 92,
26), the accusative plural acting as the feminine singular. See Lemerle,
Failipnes, 173, note 1. 181+. For Christoupolis (KavaJ.la) see above 65,28.
73,12. Only Akropolites and Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 1+91, 21+-1f92,1)
relate this deliberation. 	 ppc.t. (pat.) had been in the hands of
the Bulgarians since 1230 (1+2,25) when Men II took it from Theodore
Komnenos (35,11+).
7k, 1+-6. Michael, Asen's son by marriage to Eirene (acove 60,18;61+,15;
73,1-6) was, at the most, ten years old in 121+6 since Men could have
married Eirene no earlier than 1236 and no later than 12 1+1 (see on 60,
10-13 ). A fresco portrait of Nichael survives in the church of the
Taxiarchs, Kastoria. See A. Orlaridos, BivTC.	 liv iLL . CC. 1 1 KO.Gto-
pc,ã c (Athens, 1939), 1O1+-105; I. Vera, 'Deux Inscriptions des Assenides',
Bulletin de 1'Institut	 hoccue buJ	 15 (191+6), 133, fig. 1+5.
31)
?L ,lg_26. Villehardouin (392-39k) describes the kastron at Serres as
being 'very strong' before Kalojan destroyed it in 1205 (see 23,3 1f , 8).
From Akropo].ites' description 2 appears that Serres, before Kalojan's
attacks, was like Thessalonike and the large cities oftthe Empire which
preserved a distinction between the lower city (. xcIw 'icXi.c: 1. 25)
and the kastron on the acropolis (II. 22-23). Each part had its own for
tification.s. See Asdracha, Ia RRion, lkl-1k2. Today there is no trace
of the walls surrounding the lower part of the City. See A. Xyngopoulos,
Epsuvai. c	 Bvctv'v MVTLSCCL ¶5V ZppflV (Thessaionike, 1965)
(= 'Eta.peCa. MaxcôovLx5v 2ouOv) , , 10, 18-19, p1. 1, for the
town's situation and the remains of the kastron.
Akropolites suggests in his discussion of Serres the i6X C
and Serres the X(L1 that the difference between a 'city' and a
?yil1age lay in their size. However, he does not himself hold to
this definition and calls places cities or villages interchangeably and
indiscriminately, as do other Byzantine writers.1 see on 121, 25-27.
75,1-2. The etymology of the name Tzouloukones is debated. The word
appears only in Akropolites and Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas k92, 26) • Ihe
tact that Akropolites does not refer to the word as forelgn) as he does
in other cases(see 181,11-12; 183,11-12)>but qualifies it with 	 uOa.Ca
yA'ra XCVOVOP.(ZCL indicates that the word had become incorporated
into the popular spoken language. Heisenberg gives it a Slavic deriva-
tion: A0YTA ôoXo( ('Notae ad Georgii Acropolitae Historiam', Opera
I, 307; also F. Mikiosich, Lexicon Palaeoslovenico-Graeco-Latinum (Darm-
stadt, 1963), 859. However, H. KtSpstein finds this derivation phonetically
unsatisfactory and prefers the Turkish kullul9u; see Antichnafa Drevnost i
srednie veka (Sverdlovsk, 1973), 161-166; esp. 161i..; H.C. Hny, A Turkish-
Eniish Dictionary (Oxford, 195k) : '( formerly) Janissary stationed at a
guard-house, subaltern in the Janissarie'. Another possible derivation,
not suggested by Kdpstein, is the Turkic oluk, children, family, retainers:
31i.
New Redhouse Turkis-Cnlsh Dictionary (1968), 259. For Turks
in the Nicaean army see below 169,3; 170,2k. Akroo1ites mentions
the	 tT1P&rO.I of tne soldiers again below (122,15-16) but does not
name them.
75,9. The xpa. must refer to thex
	 (7k,25) or the
x&c XPU.	 (75,13), at the foot of the hill, below the fortified
acropolis, itself not fortified, according to Akropolites (7-,25-75,1).
See Asdracha, La R 'gion, 13k; iki-1k2.
75,12-16. Drgotas, military commander of Serres (above 7k,23; Ephraizn
8k92: cpAc.
	 ) may have been in charge there from the time of ita
conquest by Asen II in 1230 (above k2,25). See llk,22-2k; 115,1; 117,
10-11, for Akropolites' comments on the faithlessness of Bulgariaas in
genera]. and Dra 1 otas, in particular. For the name Dragotas see Moravcsik,
!yzantiriturcica II, 113.
75,17-18. The purple cloak XP1X3C GUVV9(LaLV7]V was probably made
of a material woven with purple and gold threads rather than a purple
textile embroidered with gold since the earliest embroideries are thought
to date from the reign of And.ronikos II. See A.iI. Talbot, The Correspon-
dence of Athanasius I, Patriarch of Constantinople (Washington, D.C., 1975),
377.
76,2. Litovoes is a Slavic name, meaning 'brave warrior' (floTLI 	 O)'%1 )
See Kekaurnenos, ed. and trans. G. Litavrin,Sov..etyi Rasskaz Kelcav"ena
(Moscow, 1972), p. 172, 31; 429, note 24. The far ily's	 nn3ctioa
'with Pelnik is confir- by a document of 1323 which refers to the pro-
perty of a Litovoes in Melnk; see i. Goudas, 'Bav'o.x& Eyypapc.',
EEBS 4 (1927), 226-228; esp. 227,3.
. Laskaris has ar'ued that rperty ci Co.stantine Lito7oes in
Sko013e ientioned in a document of 1299/1300 as rroperty wnich cae
"to the fanily's hands in 1246 wnen the Eripero J3hn Batatzes gave it
to rli.cholas Liovoes after he gained control of elni; see H. Laskaris,
.1 5
'Cinq iotes ala hp6vocL.de 11. Ostrogorski', 3 21 (1951), 265-263,
esp. 268, note Lf; R. Gru3i, 'Tn Hilandarske povel3e', Zbornikza
istoriu uzne srbi
	 1 (1936), 12: H4aA . - fl-orooi.i.
But it is probable that this property belonged to the Litovoes family
from before 12k6, since there is a reference to a George Litovoes, an
vepwi':o of Theodore Komnenos who had property at Skopije in the
1220's (Chomatenos, ed. Pitra, col. 261ff. ).
76,5. For the name Mangla'ucites which probably derives from the
t3 (rj, bodyguards of the Emperor mentioned in the sources from the
eighth to eleventh centuries, see Du Cange, Glossarium. 846-847; Oi.ko-
nomids, Lee Listes, 328. Manglavites was undoubtedly a Greek himself.
See Asdracha, La ±gion, 5k.-55 and note 7. A Serbian document of 1299/
1300 mentions the property of a Manglavites in Skoplje. Laskaris claims
that this was the gift of the Emperor John in l2 1f6, as IL the case of
Litovoes; see note on 76,2 with bibliography and G. Ostrogorsky's reply
to Laskaris, 'Sur Ia Pronoia', B 22 (1952), 161-163.
76,11-77,9. Because of its location, Melnik was impregnable. See
note on 39,5-7. To conquer by persuasion was the only means open to
a would-be conquerer. This fact is demonstrated by the account of the
Emperor Basil II's taking of the place. Basil sent Sergios, a
	 no-
ted for his powers of speech. who, by using 'many persuasive arguments'
was able to make the people surrender the fortress: Skylitzes, CSHB II
460,l lf-17; ed. Trn'-n, 351, 87-92. The speech which Akropolites puts in
the mouth of Manglavites contains arguements which were all true.
(i) Me].nik had been in Byzantine hands from Basil II's time until the
end of the twelfth century. (z) When PhlliDpoupolis ias conquered and.
dastroyed by Kalojan in 1205, many of its inhabitants were enslaved and
transferred to other places (above 21,13-16; 23,8-15; Viflehardouin, '+oi).
(3) Asen's daughter Helen had been rarried to Theodore II Laskaris over
ten years earlier (50, 21-25). Although the last point lent legitimacy
to the inhabitants' choice of the Emperor John as their ruler, considera-
tions of race seem to have outweighed tins as a reason for going over to
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him. The population of elnik was lar3ely Greek until its liberation
from Turkish rule in the nineteenth century; see Th. Viachos,
Geschichte der Byzant'nsche'i Stadt elenikon (Thessalonike, 1969),
112-116. ?or a discussion of this speech see Angold, Byzantine and
Modern Greek Stidies 1 (1975), 62-6k; Asd.racha, La e'gion, 5k-55.
77,lk-16. No chrysobuJi. issued by a Nicaean Emperor before 1259 is
preserved. See Angold, Byzantine Government, 162; D5lger, 2egesten,
no. 1789.
77,17-25. The number 500 seems to be a standard figure given when the
exact number could not be remembered or determ1ned. ee below 118,7-9.
o xpcC'rovc or the 'better people' are the heads of village peasant
families: MN, IV, 81, 82; also expressed in the sources as xpeC'r'rovc(
oxoôec&ro • See G. Ostrogorsky, Pour l'histoire de la fe'odalit
(Paris, 195k), 75,77.
Valavisda has been identified with present day Siderocastron,
twenty-eight kilo'ieters north-west of Serres; see Kantakouzertos I, 51+7;
acts of Philotheou: etC 'iv Xpo.v i3v 3ouv63v 'roe icXcvCxo1) v
xcurstavxCu1 Ba Lc3CcJ'rrIC (Actes de Philothe, edd. W. Regel, E.Kurtz,
B. Korablev, VV 20 (1913), suppi. 1, 25,+0).
78, 9-25. All the territory mentioned here came under Njcaea's control
as a result of direct negotiation wth local authorities and not because
of a treaty made with Michael Asen. See 78,23.
ii. ik-13. Stenimachos, present day Asenoygrad, and Tzepaina-
(epino) are at the extreme north-west Rhodope region. Aledos Slav
ruled at Tzepaina independently, prior to 1220, before moving to iielnik.
See noon 38, 22-39,1. Stenimachos may also have been in his control,
at least until 1230. See note on 39,3. See ksdracha, La Pion, 162-166
D. Conev, St. '3toilov, 33 22 (1961), 2O-5; D. Con'ev, P3 20 1959), 285-
3014, for the arcnaeolc;ic1 reiains of Stenimachos and Tzepaina.
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1.18. Stoumpion, present day Stob, south of Sofia on the
banks of the Rila river, is noteable for its pyramid-like cliffs
of sedimentary rock, about ten meters high. See honiates, CS,
569,1; ed. van Dieten, k3,17; Jireek, Geschic 1ite der Bu1aren, 5k.
78,19. Dragoumis (Byzants 2 (1911), 208) suggests that Chotovia,
6-7 kilometers north of Veles, is the Chotovos of Akropolites' text.
Velevousdion, present day Kiustencli]. (ancient Pautalia) is
in the Strymon river valley, near the western frontier of Bulgaria
with Yugoslavia. For the various forms of the toDonyrn, from ancient
to nodern times, see A. Sa1a, 'La vile de Pautalie dane l'oeuvre de
Procope	 cpt x o1'rwv , BS k (1932), 131-13k.
78,20. Skopije, in the Vardar river valley, mentioned as a theme in
the sources of the period (Chomatenos, ed. Pitra, col. k12; Et,istulae,
ed. Festa, 281,71) had come into Asexi's control in 1230 after the battle
of Klokotnitza. Velesos (1es) in the Vardar valley, may also have been
taken by Asei after Theodore Komnenos' defeat. It changed hanas several
times after 12k6. See notes on 92,1; ii8,i.
78,20-22. Prilep, and probably Pelagonia (Bitola), were under Theodore
Kornnenos until his defeat in 1230 (above 25,12; k2,25). At the time of
this treaty (12k6) they were in the control of Michael (II) Komnenos
Doukas ( 81i ,19). It is to be supposed that Prosakos (Prosek), on the
Vardar, and Neustapolis (0vepolje: see on ii8,i6), the region between
Skolje and Stp, were also in the hands of the Koineno-Doukas family,
although this is not specified.
"9,1-7. Heisenberg(0era ii, vii) refers to the documents Akropolites
drew up to be sent to the 'conquered' cities and territories as 'chryso-.
bulls'. From the description Akronolites gives, they would appear to
have been iriperial letters and not chrysooufls: This type of document is
mentioned by the Latn Ernperor Henry In a letter of 1212 to 'friends' in
the west Qua de caui Lascarus acr.or	 e1atir fctus	 1itr
ad o'ines Graecoru provincias continentes h9orem et lucrur
victorie (Prinzing,'Der Brief', 1i-11,2-3). See also the letter of
the Emperor Theodore II Lascaris to his subjects sin. the
announcing his victory over the Bulgarians and. the terms of the
peace settlement (EDlstulae, ed. Pasta, 279-282). The conquered
territories mentioned above (78,1'#-22) had, for the ii'ost part,
been Byzantine lands taken by the Bulgarians after the Fourth
Crusade. The Emperor John's letters were sent to inform former
Byzantine subjects of his success, i.e. their return to Byzantine
hands.	 Ses the Introduction, 38-39, for Akropolites' position
at this time.
XLV. 79,17-23. Then John died in l2kk, Demetrios sent an embassy to
the Emperor John Batatzes to tf.rm his right to the despotic rank
(see on 70,15-17).
79, 14-27. The persons mentoned by Akropolites are known to us from
other sources as well. In fact, the degree to which these names appear
in documents in the thirteenth century con.firris what is generally thought
about the situation in the European provinces at the time of the Nicaean
conquest, namely, that individuals wielded. a great deal of political
power. The 'conquest' of Melnik by Batatzes is a case in point (XLIV).
It can be shown that the families of the conspirators at Thessalonike in
12tf6 were important figures in that city before the Latin conquest as
well as during Theodore Komnenos' reign. After 1230, the date of Theo-
dore's downfall, they appear to have been in coriplete control of the
city, especially while Deietrios was Despot. Again, durmn the Nicaean
occupation and after 1261, the sa-e figures are found in inportant posi-
tlons coth in Thessalonike and else.qhere in the Epire.
SPATENO3, De-ietriou (the 'on.: David): He .s called sebastos in.
an act of Chilandar in wic his t'iree sons cede their la'id in Izikion
to Chilandar (en. L. Petit, VI 17 (1910), no. , pp. 15-16). By 1265, tha
the date of this act, Spartenos was dead C o.Xcvo). Spartenos
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himself owned land in Lozikion, near Thessalonike. This fact is
mentioned in his son& act and also in the title of an entry found
in a fourteenth-century inventory of Chilandar: 'act of Spa.rtenos for
Lozikion' (ed. Soloviev, 'Inventaire', no.-k9, p. 38. Although the
act is not preserved, Soloviev dates it to between 12k? (after Nicaa-
an acquisition of Thessalonike) and 1265 (the year of Spartenos' death). -
Howevei, there seems to be no reason to reject the possibility that
Spartenos owned land in Lozikion before 12k7 and, therefore, that the
land was not necessarily a gift from the Emperor John in return for
Spartenos' part in the 'conspiracy'. However, even if this property
was not given to Spartenos as a reward, he was given various functions
to fulfil by Nicaean Emperors after 12Lf6. In 1256 he was sent on an
embassy to Pope Alexander IV by the Emperor Theodore II Laskaris; see
Schiflmann, P'iische Quartalschrift 22 (1908), 110; D8lger, Reesten,
no. 1835. In 1262, by request of the Emperor Ilichael VIII, he was
responsible for issuing a praktikon which contains an apoc'ra phe of the
theme of Thessalonike; see F. Dlger, BZ 36 (1936), 201; I. Iberites,
"H 'Icpt.oc7c5C ', rpnpoc	 flcc.0 17 (1933), 15. To this ni-ak.-
tikon was attached a seal which reads 'seal of tne sebastos Demetrios
Spartenos' (D8lger, Schatzkarnriern, no. 122.2). The family's long-
standing importance in Thessalonike is attested by several documents.
Spartenos son John was prokathemenos of Thessalonike (mentioned in a
will of the ex-Archbishop of Thessalonike, Theodore Kerameas, 128k), while
his grandson, also named Dernetrios, is referred to as pansebastos sebastos
and oikeios of the Emperor in a donation of Maria Angelina, Spartenos'
great granddaughter, in 130k; see Actes deLavra, edd. Lemerle, Svoronos,
Papachrysanthou, II, 32, 135-IkI.
KAIPAN0S, Nicholas, sebastos: Someone of this name, probably an
ancestor of the Karnpanos of the 12k6 conspiracy, is mentioned in 1180 as
the signatory of a oieCccC of the Bishop of Hierissos and Mt. Athos
concerning 3 rroperty dispute; see 1. Goudas, E33 k (1927), 215. The
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Karnpanos of the conspiracy issued an act concerning his property
in Lozikion; see Soloviev, 'Inventaire', no. 62, p. 39. However,
again, this land my have been in his nossession before 12 1f6. By
1262, when Kampanos issued the praktikon along with Spartenos, he
was prokathe rnenos of Thessaloru.ke; see I. Iberites, rpi-y6p.o
17 (1933), 1; Dlger, Schatzkammern, no. 122.2. Ephraint
(8531) calls Kampanos a isyphos in character, no doubt referring to
Kaznpanos' greedy ways.
LkTROrOULOS; A Demetrios latropoulos played an important role
in the Nicaean Empire under Theodore II Laskaris and in Constantinople
under Michael VIII. He was prokathetnenos of Philadelphia, at least
dtring the reign of Theodore II, for he is addressed as such in a letter
of the Emperor: Epistulae, ed. Festa, no. i'+O, p. 197. Ee was present
at the siege of Galata in 1260 and held the honorary title o Xoyoe'r
¶V oxecLxcV at that time (Pacnymeres I, 125,1-2). He is mentioned
as such again in a chrysobull of Michael VIII (1275) whion confirms the
possessions of the monastery of Xeropotarnou (Actes de Xerootarnou, ed. J.
Bornpaire (Paris, 196k), 92,21; 93,59) and in an apohasis of 1295 con-
cerning the priest Platyskalites and Iveron (D31ger, Schatzkammern, no.
59/60). latropoulos was protasekrets at the trial of Platyskalites
which took place in the church of St. Dernetrios, Thessalonike, and,
therefore, was in charge of the central tribunal or sekreton; see
Angold, Byzantine Governrient, 171; Sevenko, 'Leon Bardales et les Juges
generaux', B 19 (199), 257. latroDoulos was also a meer of the senate,
an indication that he belonged to the civil aristocracy: Pachymeres, 1, 377,
9-10; Angold, Byzantine Governrnent, 73. The large difference in dates
(12k6/1295) makes it difficult to identify Derretrios with tne latropoulos
in Thessalonike in 12kG. He could certainly have been a son of tnat nan.
In any case, his distinguished career illustrates tne proinence of the
family.
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KOUTZOULATOS: This narie appears in various forrns in tne
sources. See Ephraim (8530) where this conspirator's name appears
as KovaouX&to. A Peter Kounsoulatos is one of the witnesses t
a w3.l]. (128k) of Theodore Kerameas in Thessalonike.; see Actes de Lavra
II, 30. Hc is also mentioned as present at a trial held in the church
of St. Dernetrios, Thessalonike in 1295: DBlger, Schatzkamrnern. no.. 59/60.
Because of the great difference in dates (12'6-128k/1295), it is unlikely
that the Koutzoulatos of Akropolites' narrative is the same as the Peter
of the documents. However, Peter could have been a son or grandson of
the conspirator. In any case, these references show that the family
was well-established in Thessalonike. 	 -
LASKARIS, Michael: There are two references to a Michael Laskaris
in documents of the period. (1) A Michael Laskaris,
signatory of a (YTIIiCCCi)CYI.0 of ii8o concerning a property dispute be-
tween Vatopedi arid the inhabitants of Hierissos: N. Goudas, EEBS k (1927),
215. (2) A Michael Laskaris who owned property on Mt. Athos, mentioned in
an apographe of 1262: I. Iberites, rpypoc flaXc 17 (1933), 69.
These two mentions must, obviously, refer to two separate men of the same
name for the time span of eighty-two years is too large to aflow an iden-
tification of the men. The question remains whether either of these men
is the Laskaris of the ThessaloniLce conspiracy of 12k6. The second
Michael Laskaris is more probable as regards chronology. However, the
problem is complicated by the fact that a flichael Laskaris, brother of
the Emperor Theodore I Laskaris, described	 qp'ito during Theodore
II's reign (125k-1258: below 109,9-17) could possibly be the Laskaris of
the conspiracy and/or be identified with one of tne Lascaris mentioned
above. Akropolites says that flichael left Asia Ninor when John Batatzes
became Emperor (1222) and trelled, become acquainted witA various
places and rulers (109,19-23). 2rifore, he could have been in Thessa-
lonike at the time of the conspiracy. However, as this brother of Theodore
Laskaris was opposed to the Emperor John Batatzea, it would seem unlikely
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that he would have helped the same Eriperor tae Thessalonike unless,
of course, it was to his personal advantage. The fact that Akropoli-
tes calls the iichael Laskaris at Tnessalonike 'distinguished' might
be an indication that he was in fact the orother of Theodore I Laskaris.
It is not possible to resolve tnis problem of prosotiography. There
may be as many as three different Michael Laskaris in question here.
TZ!RITHON, Constantine: An act (x.pT	 Tt4LC(L)v) of John
Apokaukos, Metropolitan of Naupaktos (1208-1233) mentions the property
of a Constantine Tzirithos in Epiros and refers to him a-s
• See S. Petrides, 'Jean Apokaukos, lettres et autres documents
indits', Bulletin de l'iristitut archeoloiue russe a Constantinople
ik (1909), 19-20 , no. xv; V. Laurent, 'Lgendes sigillographiques et
families byzantines', E0 30 (1931), i-77. This man is probably to be
identified with the Tzyrithon cf the conspiracy since tne latter is
described as distjnguished, an ad3ective appropriate to someone
addressed as cyaXoôo&a.toC. lie way also be the Tzyrithon who
was the proprietor of a pronoia at Bare, near Snrjrna: fl1,IV,215-216;
for the date of this document see D1ger, BZ 27 (1927), 3lLf, note 8;
Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 177. For the title regas chartoularios see Guil].arid,
Revue des tndes sud-st euronenes 9 (1971), k19-k20.
8o,k-6. The privileges, both municipal and private, granted by the
Emperor John Batatzes to the inhabitants of Thessalonike, ca-ri only be
surased. The ?conspirators, the leading men in Thessalonike at least
from the tiwe of Theodore Konnenos' reign there, held po.er in their
hands and were able to state the conditions of their surrender. This
method of negotiating witn toirs and cities individually was seen above
in the case of I'elnik (XLI/) and in Thracian cites in the early years
of the Latin occuaticn (see, for ecampie, AJranople: Villehardouin, k23;
TT,II, iS). Such a system of conquest by reotaton In Thrace and
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Macedonia arose from conditions brought about by the events of 120k
and after. The reasons behind the granting of privileges were poii-.
tical, occasioned by the particular eircumstarices of the time. See,
for example, a much earlier case of an attempt to buy the favour of
the citizens of Constantinople by Michael Parapinakes: Attaleiates,
256,21-257,k. See D. Zakythinos, P. Lemerle, Diskussionsbeitrge
zumXi Internationalen Byzantinistenkongress, Munich, 1958 (1961),
75-96. esp. 85,87,89, 9k.
In the case of Thessalonike, however, municipal franchises do
seem to have been already in existence. See 0. Tafrali, Thessalonigue
au guatorziè'ne siecle (Paris, 1913), 66-68. The cources emphasize that
they were long-standing. Both Villehardouin (280) and Choniates (CSEB
793,15-21; ed. van Dieten, 599, 35-kO) refer to the 'old' rights and
customs of the inhabitants of the city which Baldwin had to confirm
before the people of Thessalonike would surrender the city. See also
the fifteenth century (1k23)agreement between the Venetians and the
citizens of Thessalonike: observaret dicte communitati statuta et con-
suetudines suns :Sathas, Documents indits relatifs 3. l'histoire de la
Grace au Moyen	 I (Paris, 1880), l Lfl,32_3?. According to Choniates,
the confirmation of rights was granted by a	 pvOpdpacpov...
ita, orc e4i.oe 'r itc5Xet. 'rô	 itcôov Xap^IieVoV (CSHB 793,
19-21; ed. van Dieten, 599,39-kO). However, the precise nature of these
privileges cannot be defined.
806-8. The conspirators received positions at court, assignments
having to do with the local administration of Thessalonike, and land
as a reward for their services. On this see above note on 79,lk-27.
80,11-13. According to Ephraim (85k3-85k6). the Emperor John demanded
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of Decetrios that he make obeisance (7poC1x3vflCJ.C) to him as he
had promised in oaths taken when he received the despotic rank
from him.
80,19-82,7. Further instances of collaboration between Spartenos
and Kampanos are confirmed by other sources. As mentioned above
(79,2k), they issued a praktikon jointly. Attached to the praktikon
was a lead seal with the name of each man on. either side (DBlger,
Sehatzkammern, no. 121.2). In addition, both men owned land. in the
village of Lozikion (Soloviev, 'Inventaire', nos. k9, 62). Soloviev
(op. cit., 39) speculates that these men were related.
81,27-82,3. St. Demetrios was associated with the city of Thessalonike
as its patron saint from at least the fifth century. See note on 23,
19-2k,
82,1-1k.	 opv	 w '1 eec ?ovCxr is a reference to the
emporeion or market place, usually situated in the lower city, below
the acropo].is/kastron or, as was probably the case in Thessalonike,
outside the walls of the lower city. See Asdracba, La Rd'gion, 1k2.
82,17-18. This gate has not been identified. See M. Vickers, 'The
Byzantine Sea Walls of Thessalonike', Balkan Studies 11 (1970), 261-
280, who does not know this passage in Akropolites. See a plan of
the city in G. Theocharides, TooYDCLQCci XCLt TtoXI rrt.xi 'Ia'roQ Cci.
®coao.XovCx	 xcvrô. 'rv IA c16va (messalonike, 1959).
82,26-83,12. Eirene, daughter of Theodore Komnenos, wife of Asen II,
and mother of Michael Asen, is not mentioned again after this incident.
It is possible that she ended her days in Kastoria where there is a
fresco portrait of her with her son Michael; see note on 7k,k-6.
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83,12-14. . See Hendy, Coinaze and Money, 29O29LI, and p1. k2, for coins
attributed to the period shortly following the Nicaean conquest of the
city in December 12'+6.
Akrorolites' statement that the Komneno-Doukai were opposite-
or contrary-minded to the Rornans, i.e., that they were not themselves
Romans, is an extreme Nicaean opinion. For this see the Introduction,
63-64..
XLVI. 8k1-5. Michael Doukas Angelos Komnenos Palaiologos, Andronikos'
eldest son by marriage to Theodora, graaddaghter of Alexios III (above
9,1-2), was born about 1225 in Asia Minor; see on 98,16-17; A. Papadopu-
los, Versuch, 3; Geanakoplos, Emseror Michael, 16-19. Note Akropolites'
use of the name Kornnenos wnen. referring to Michael, a surname which shows
his descent from Alexios I Komnenos, the most illustrious of his ancestors.
Michael claims to have been brought up and educated at the court of John
Batatzes and to have entered upon a 'nilitary career at the age of eigh-
teen Cc. 12k3). For autobiographical details see Michael's tyrn.ka for
the monastery of St. iDemetrios (ed. El. Gregoire, B 29-30 (1959-1960),
k51 and for the monastery of the Archangel Michael (ed. A. Drnitrievskij,
Opisane, I, 790).
From Akropolites' description of Michael's function, it
appears that he held a military post ( 7r1iv) in Serres, Melnik
and the surrounding areas. Angold (Byzantine Government, 292-293) has
suggested that Michael and other 'governors' in the European provinces
under Nicaean control were called kephalai, the title used in the late
Byzantine period to denote military commanders.
8'+,7-9.	 Little more is known aoout Andronikos' position than that he
was based in Thessalonike and was in charge of various military commanders.
Hoever, his precise duties can be ascertained from piecing together
evidence fro'n other sources. George kropolites later held the same
appointient (139,13-1k). This can be s.xrcased froT i the fact that he
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was based in Thessalonike and exercised control over military
commanders in the area1 ee 139,2-15; 11+0, 16-17. He tells us
that he was given the title of praitor upon his appointment. The
duties of a praitor, as far as they are known from the preceding
periods, th, eleventh and twelfth centuries, are those of a judicial-.
financial functionary. See H. Glykatzi-Ahrweiler, 'Recherches sur 1'
administration de l'Empire byzantin aux IXe-XIe sic1es', Bulletin de
orrespondance he1lniue 81+ (1960), 't4,75,76 and note 2; 3. Herrizi,
'Realities of Byzantine Provincial Government :Hellas and Peloponnesos,
1180-1205,' DOP 29 (1975), 266-267; Michael Choniates, ed. Laxnpros,I,
11+2-11+5.
	
Although it is not certain that afl. those appointed by
Nicaean Emperors to supervise the western provinces (Andronikos Palaiolo-
gos, Theodore Philes, George Akropolites) were called praitor, it is
possible to show that Andronikos performed the functions ascribed to
praitors. The Archbishop of Ochrid, lakobos, in a funeral oration for




€SaGC.XovCx i1 (ed. Mercati, Collectanea Byzantina, 77, 1+9-
50). Ahrweiler has pointed out that &vOuz're'3s CV is archaising language
to refer to a praitor (o cit., 76 and notes 9, 10). In addition,
lakobos alludes to Andronjkos' judicial duties: 'he is no longer
on the Pnyx, or presiding over judgernent (ôt.xcLC1OXCCOU)' (1ercati, 70,
21-22).
These references would seem to indicate that Andronikos did
fulfil the function of a praitor. However, at the same time, he and
itlzropolites performed duties which are clearly military and are not re-
lated to the prait,r's duties as they are known for the period prior to
1201+. Andronikos was meRas dor'estikos and s iii ry achievements
are attested by Akropolites (1+5,23-25; 83,19-22), Ephraim (8567-71) and
lakobos (Mercati, 77,1+7-51). It is quite clear then that at least in
the early years after the Nicaean conquest of European provinces, both
military and civil authority was exercised by the Emperor's 'viceroy1
in ¶thsssalonike.
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L.,1')_12 Demetrios is not heard of again after this date.
8k,l2_l Li.. Information about Andronakos' death is suopfled 'by
I&wbos, Archbishop of Ochrid, who wrote four poems and one ora-
tion upon hic death. According to him, Andronikos died of pleuri-
tis rt c. 12k7 and was buried in the monastery of the Archangel
Michael in Asia Minor (Mercati, Collectanea Byzantina, 78-80).
Shortly before his death he became the monk Arsenios (ilercati, 78-9).
He was survived by three sons and three daughters (flercati, 67, 79;
Poletnis, Douka, 156-157). lakobos singles out Michael, the eldest
son, and mentions him by name alone of all the cnildreza, an indication
of Michael's prominence even at that time, when he was in his early
2C' a.
8k,15-16. The Philes family rose to prominence under the Emperors
of Nicaea. See Angold, Byzantine Governrient, 69, 70. Theodore, to-
gther with his riother-in-law, Eirene Komnene Branaina, owned the
village of I'inobare, near Smyrna; see H. Glykatzi-Anrtieiler, B 28
(1958), 59-60; ITh1,IV,225-226; 213). Although Theodore found favour
at the court of the Emperor John, he fell into disgrace during the
reign of Theodore II who blinded hii (see below 155,2). See Theodore
II's letter mentionirtg 'roiY 'itapo.v6ou paCopo
	 (E2lstulae, ed.
Festa, 2514,105. The letter was written during Batatzes' reign when
Philes' would have been in charge in Thessalonike as praitor. For
other mentions of Philes see below 163,19; i6k,8; A1irweiler'S'nyrne'
17k.
8k,16-22. For Iichael Io-inenos Do^as' title of Despot see note on
88,i5-i6. Michael probably held Platarion fro, the tiie of his uncle
flanuel's death (62,k;6k,20-22). PelaSonla, Prilep and Ochrid had been
in the hands of the Konneno-Douzai itil Theodore tonnenos' defeat at
Klootnitza (25,11-12; k2,2L4_25) but obviously were restored to the family
soie titie in the late 120's or earlj 120's; see note on 78,20-22.
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For Theodore at Vodena (Edessa) see below 89,21-23. The abundance
of water on the site of the town gave rise to both the ancient name
of tne place, Edessa, and the Slavic toponyriic, Voderia. See Vasmer,
Die Slaven, 197; Ephraim, 9022. 'Qr Strio5 or 0stro'os, near lake
Ostrovos, see 90,2; Carile, 'Partitio', 256-257. Vasrner (Die Slaven,
95,200) derives the name from the Slavic ostroi,i, island.
Staridola is mentioned by Kantakouzenos (II, 355,9 III,130,4,)with
Edessa and. 0strovos and must have been in the vicinity. Leake (Travels
j Northern Grec (Lonaon,1835 ) I, 311-312) identified it with Sari-
gol, north of Kozani.
XLVII. Akropolites' account of the Nicaean conquest of Tzourou].os
and Bizye is supplernente4 by a anuscript note written in 121f7 by a
Greek or a hellenized Bulgarian who was a subject of the. rulers of
Bulgaria • See D. Polemis, 'A Manuscript Note of the Year 12k7', BF
1 (1966), 269-276. There are only minor discrepancies between Akro-
polites' account and that of the note.
85,6-7. According to the anonymous note, the Emperor John was accom-
panied on his campaign by forces of the Bulgarian ruler flichael, son
of Asen II (Polemis, 270,1-5). Latin possessions were, at this time,
in a severely reduced state and. limited to a small area outside Constan-
tinople. For Tzouroulos, which changed hands several, times from the
period of the Latin conquest, see 51,20-22; 55,10 ff.; 58,16 ff.
85,8-il. Eudokia, daughter of Theodore I Laskariz, was married to
Anseim early in Batatzes' reign, perhaps as early as 122k. See on
+1,1-10.
85,11-22. For the minor discrepanctes between Akropolites' account of
the conquest of Tzouroulos and the description fo'znd in the anonymous
note on 12k7 see Polemis,
	 . cit., 271,17-21; 275-276. Skutariotes
adds the information that the Emperor John was nearly wounded in 'the
siege (ed. Sathas, k99,1-3; Additarenta, no. 28).
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85,22-21+. According to the anonyou.s note, the towns of Derkos
and Medea, on the shores of the Black Sea, were also taken on thiz
campaign. See Polemis, 	 1 (1966), 270-?71; 27k-275.
XLVIII. Reference to the Emperor John Batatzes' campaign on Rhodes
can be found in other sources which confirm Akropolites' account in
its main aspects: (1) two letters of the Emperor Frederick II to the
Emperor John Batatzes: FIN,III,72 ; Ihstoria DlDlon'atica, ed. Huillard-
Bréhofles, VI, 2, 686; (2) an oration by lakobos, Archbishop of Ochrid:
Mercati, Collectanea Byzantina , 88-89.
86,1-2. The Genoese conquest of Rhodes took place in 12 1+9 since Akropo-
lites says that it occurred before Villehardouin set out for the east,
a journey which has been dated to May of 121+9; see Sir George Hill,
A History of Cprus II (Cambridge, 191+8), 189-190. The 'town of the
island of Rhodes' corresponds to the modern city of Rhodes, at the north-
east tip of the island.
86,3-7. It is not known when John Gabalas assumed authority in Rhodes.
For his brother, the Caesar Leo, who was in control of the island in
1233 when the Emperor John Batatzes unsuccessfully invaded it, see
above 1+5,20-21; 1+6,3-5. In contrast to his brother, John Gabalas is
not known to have held any official title. Copper coins witu his name
cfl him	 ev'tT) ¶flC ' ?óôot : G. Schlumberger, Nurnis,atiqie de 1'
Orent latin, 215-216, p1. viii. Tue colopnon written by him in a
manuscript of John Climacus which he himself copied does not attribute
any title to him; see 'F Xrjvt.xô	 oXoyt.xô	 XXoyo , uppl. to
Vi. 17 (1382-1883), 31+-35;, He is perhaps the person addressed in a
letter by Henry of Lusignan (1218-1253) from Cyprus to a
	 ya.0 ôo,
O1)GLOO'Vi	 o.f Rhodes: S. Lampros,' 	 OE1t.(YCOXat va.epop.va
c	 'rv Mcoav.x?iv 'POov ', ii 6 (1909), 32-38.
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86,8-io. John Komnenos Kantakouzenos is recorded in the sources
of the period with the court title of pinkernes. This title appears
in documents, from 121+2, in letters and on seals. See Wilson, Darrou-
zs, RE3 26 (1968), 20-21; MN, IV, 139-11+0; VI, 183; pistu1ae, ed.
Feata, 288; V. Laurent, 'Les Bulles mtriques', 'EXX'vx 7 (1931+).
no. 621. Akropolites alone calls him ei ton kerasmatos, the formal
and fuji. title from which the word pinkernes derives; see Guil].and,
Recherches I, 21+2-250. Kantakouzenos held the title of pinkernes all
the while a doux of the Thrakesion theme (121+2-121+9). See Angold, Byzan-
tine Government, 250-252; Nicol, The Byzantine Family of Kantakouzenos
(1968), no. 13.
86,io-i Phileremos, the acropolis of the ancient lalysos, is 5 km. to
the south-west of the city of Rhodes. Skoutariotes add& that the Greeks
took the fortress of Lindos as well, on the eastern coast of the island,
about 1+0 km. south of the city of Rhodes (ed. Sathas, 1+99,16; Additamenta,
no. 29 ),
86,2k-87,k. William II Villehardouin, brother of Geoffrey II and
'prince of Achaja' (121+7-1278), was on his way to Cyprus to meet with
crusaders bound for Egypt (not Syria) when he stopped at Rhodes. He
had with him 1+00 knights. See Sanudo, Istoria, ed. Eopf, 102; A His-
tory of the Crusades II, edd. Wolff and Hazard, 2kk-2k5. See Frederick
II's letter of congratulations to the Emperor John Batatzes on his vic-
tory over the Achaians, Achivis, presumably a reference to the men Ville-
hardouin left behind on the island: Huillard-Brholles, ed., Historia
Diplonatica VI,2, 686.
87,1+-b. lakobos describes the intervention of the Franks 'as if 'by
preconcerted signal' and their looting: Mercati, Collectanea Byzantina,
88,30-89,5.
87,1k-88,1. See also lakobos' oration for the Ernperors preparatioii
of the fleet: Mercati, op. cit., 89,9. For Theodore KontostephanQs
see note on 66,111-23.
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LXIX. 88,15-17. The marriage alliance is dated to 12k9 (Dolger,
Regesten, no. 1799) since it follows an account of the Nicaean
victory at miodes (XLVIII).
The question of Michael's title of Despot -- the date
of its bestowal and the issuing authority - is exremely problematic.
Akropolites introduces Itichael as Despot for the first time in the
course of relating the events of 12kG (8k,16-19). But he mentions
Michael twice before this passage, in neither case with any title
(2k,20; 6k,20-22). .Akropolites' use of the title the third time he
mentions Michael would not seem to be pure chance. In other instan-
ces Akropolites is careful or at least deliberate about his expression;
lic. makes an attempt to be historically accurate about personal titles.
See the Introduction, 53...5	 • Therefore, it seems that one must see
some significance in the fact that Akropolites calls Michael Despot
much before 1252, the date of the treaty concluded between Michael and
the Emperor John (92,6-10).
But Akropolites is not our only source for an earlier
date. Michael's signature on. two charters issued to the citizens of
Corfu in 12tf6, preserved in Latin translations, is said to read Michael
despota; see Lemerle,'4- k (1953), +20, k23. Perhaps Ferjani6
is correct in arguing that this ttle was added to the description of the
signature by those who translated the documents into Latin because they
did not know at what date he received the title (Despoti, 66), but does
this argument also apply to Micnael's charter to I!akrinitissa, also of
12!E (iay)? An official of iiichael Viii's chancery prefaced the text of
Micnael II's chrysobull to the monastery iith tne explanation tnat at
the ti'ie Michael II issued the charter 'he had already received the ttle
of Despot frov the irperial authority ( ãrj '-p ap& 'fl	 aaXr,x
prc 'th iG5v Ocato'tv	 CLua	 c)::, 17, 3k5. It is likely
tnat someone llvin3 and iorkng in Constantinople after 1261 would use
xi to refer to tne Emperors in Asa tlinor and. not to
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Theodore Komnenos and his family. On. the basis of this statement,
then, one would have to conclude that Michael received the title
of Despot before May 12+6 from an imperial authority, probably the
Emperor John Batatzes. See also Barii, Zbornik 1adova 16 (1975),
73 and notes 6,7, for this opinion.
A billon trachy recently published by T. Gerasimov (Izvestia
na arkheo1oicheskià institut 3Lf (l97Lf), 319-321) depicting the Emperor
John Batatzes bestowing the dignity of Despot on flichael II arid, which
Geraairnov dates to 1252, would seem to put an end to the discussion of
the source and date of Michael's title. Gerasirnov dates the coin to
1252 because he finds in Akropolites' account of the treaty concluded
in that year an ecpldnation for the ceremony, albeit symbolic, depicted
on the coin. He has no more concrete reason for the date. However,
Hendy and Bendall, in a publication of another specimen àf the coin,
argued that the style in which the coin is rendered makes it necessary
to date it between 122i' and late 12k6; see Pevue Nurusriatigue 12-13 (1970-
1971), i'+k.
Although it cannot be established conclusively that Michael
received the title of Despot for the first and only time from the Emperor
John Batatzes (it could have been granted to him first by an Emperor at
Thessalonike, his uncle Theodore or cousin John, for example), it is
certain that he did receive the title at some point from John Batatzes,
probably before 1252, possibly in 12k6. In fact, the only two sources
which are opposed to this earlier date are Gregoras (I,k8,2Lf_k9,2),
whose account is much too late to be given precedence over the other
sources quoted above, and flichael's charter of 1251 to Ragusa (original
preserved) which he signs simply, Michael Doukas; see Lemerle, 'EXXrvt,x
(1953), Lf12_1f13; F. Bari'id, Zborrtik Radova 9 (1966), 19-22.
88,17. Nikephoros, eldest son of Theodora and ilicnael, is thougnt
to be the figure depicted next to his mother on a marble tomb in the
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church of St. Theodora in Arta. See A. 0rlanos,'Apyctov ¶V Bcv'tr..vv
MV1ThL8Cu)V ¶flC EXX&5o' 2 (1936), 109-110; tne 'Life of St. Theodora
of Arta, ed. Moustoxyces, k5-1+(z, Polemis, Do:a, no. 49.
88,18-19. Maria was one of five children born to Theodore II and his
Bulgarian wife Helen; see 153,25-154,9. She and :Iikephoros were be-
trothed in 1249 to be married the following year, according to Gre-
goras (I, 47, 5-6), but the rnarriae did not actually take place until
1256; see below, 134,3-6.
88,19. Theodnra, the wife of Michael II, was tie daughter of John
Petraliphas, rie c as chartoularios under the Emperor John Batatzes.
Theodora was canonised in local tradition.
	 The 'Life' which was
composed in her honour at the end of the thirteenth century is a
source for the careers of Michael I, Theodore Koenos and Michael II,
het husband. See floustoxydes, '+247; Polemis, Douka, no. 162.
89, 4-6. .Akroolites does not specify what it ..ias liichael did. Gre-
goras (1,48,6-12) indicates that flichael was tain territory away
from the Emperor John in the west. This account is borne out by the
fact that Velesos (Veles), one of the towns ceded by Michael at the
end of the campaign described here (91,24-92,1) had last been mentioned
in 1246 as part of the Emperor's territory (73,20).
89,11-19. The campaign took place in the winter of 1252-1253.
For Nikephoros Tarchaneiotes see note above on 55,15-19.
89,20-90,1. Vodena (Edessa) was under the control of Theodore Komnenos
from 12+6: see above 84,20-22.
90,4-5. For Alexios Strateopou1os, one of tn new generals mentioned
here, in disfavour during Theodore II's reign, see below on 114,2-19.
90,6. Although the suriar1e !arenos appears ir. several sources in this
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period, John Makrenos is not nacied specifically. A Makrenos,
rakoimomerios, commanded troops in the Peloponziesos in 1262;
Pachymeres 1,206,2; 207,1k; Ahrweiler, Byzan.e et la Mer 1 35k ff..
Angold (Byzantine Govern'ient), i8k, note 1, identifies this
commander .n.th our John Makrenos. For other members of the
family see above (37,2,12): a Makreno involved in a conspiracy
against the Emperor John; MM,IV,2k7: George Makrenos, doux of the
Thrakesion n 1256.
90,6-7. A person of this name, Goudelles Tyrannos, ceded his pro-
perty in Nymphaion to the Lembos monastery in 129 k; MM,IV,286,k;
Angold, Byzantin Government, 109. However, because of the forty-
two years difference in dates, Abrweiler ('Sniyrne', 170) hesitates
to claim that the Goudelles Tyrannos of the 1252 campaign is the
same man.
The name Goudelles Tyrannos is composed of two surnames:
for the Goudefles family see S. Lampros, NH 13 (1916), 211-221; for
Tyrannos see the will of the founder of the Virgin (S)koteine monas-
tery in Philadelphia (12k?), ed. S. Euztratiades, 'EXXrty,.xc 3 (1930),
336,2k; 337,21. In his unpnblished catalogue of seals from the Shaw
collection, V. Laurent records several examples of names composed of
two patronyms( Isauros Tzykandiles, Goudeles Karainalos and postulates
that in such cases the one name is used as a surname, the other as a
first name. However, this is not certain.
90, 18-19. A Glabas, kouropalates and meas papias is mentioned by
Pachymeres (1,350,8-11) as the head of an expedition sent during Theo-
dore II's reign to take Mesembria on the Black ea coast. He is pro-
bably to be identified with the Glabas of this passage; see Angold,
Byzantine Government, 173. For the name see Polemic, Doukai, 120.
)3
90, 19-21. Theodore Petraliphas, brother of Michael II's wife
Theodora (88,19; 91,6) was the son of John Petraliphas, the Emperor
John's mezas chartoularios (58,19; 66,22). Akropolites does not tell
us that Joh.n and Theodore were related. We know this only from the
'Life' of St. Theodora (ed. Moustoxjdes, k2). Theodore had two
sisters besides Theodora, Maria (l ti.0,2k_25) and. another tuinamed sister
who married the Bulgarian Alexio8 Slav (39,13-1k). Theodore's wife,
Tornikes' daughter, is not known from any other source.
The Petraliphas family provides an example of the division
in political loyalties which could exist within the same family in the
period 120k-1261. The father John served the Emperors at Nicaea, al-
though Iohn's sister Ma.ria,and. daugnter Theodora were married to the
Kornnenoi rulers of Epiros and Thessaly. John's son Theodore served
Michael II but was married to the daughter of a man who served he
Nicaean side.
90,20-2k. This passage, througn 91,5, is a major digression from the
account. It is introduced by a description of Petraliphas' relation-
ship with Tornikes and ends with a statement about Akropoltes position,
the real reason for the digression.
Demetrios Komnenos Tornikes came from a family wnich had
served the Arigeloi as administrators. He is the grandson of Demetrios
Tornikes, epi tou kanikleiou in the twelfth century. For tne family see
J. Darrouzs, 'Notes sur Euthyme Torniks, Eu.thyme Malaks, et Georges
Torniks', REB 23 (1965), ik9, 152-155, 163, 165-167; L Adontz, 'Lea
Taronites Byzance', B 11 (1936), 21 !+2; Polemis, Doukai, i8k-i85.
Demetrios' mother was a Komnene; see Darrouz"es,'Les Discours d'Euthyme
Torniks (1200-1205)',IEB 26 (1968), 108, note 22. He married a first
cousin of Andron.ikos Palaiologos (below, 93, lk-15) by who r he had four
children, a daughter who married Theodore Petrali'has (90, 19-20), a son
Constantine (below llk,3-k; G. Schnalzbauer, j'3 13 (1969),
 117-1 19), a
son John, sebastokrator under ichae1 VIII (Schalzbaer, 121-122) and
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Azidronikos (Schmalzbauer, 122-123).
It is clear that Demetrios was an influential man both at
the court of Theodore I Laskaris and that of John Batatzes. See
the letter of Michael Choniates (ed. Lampros, II, 356); above 66,ik-
15. His position of power was symbolised or expressed by the name
of 'brother' which the Emperor John bestowed on him. This honori-
fic epithet is found in documents, mainly prostaniata, having to do
with the internal affairs of the Empire: MN,IV, 1f 1, 1k7, 193, 199.
Pachymeres (I,6k,lk-17) states that Tornikes' sons received considera-
ble prestige from the fact that their father had been cailed 'brother'
by the Emperor JGI1n. - - -
Demetrjos held. no other honorific title or title of office
known to us.	 However, he did perform a function or functions which
are loosely described by Akropolites with the expressions 'administra-
tor of public affairs' and 'mediator in affairs'; see 66,15-16; 90,21;
93,20. Neither of these expressions is a title; see Loenertz, OCP 26
(1960), 29?-298 ; Guilland, Recherches, I, 102; Verpeaux, BS 16 (1955),
273, note 2k; Angold, Byzantine Government, 155. No such titles exist
in the official lists or are ever used in signatures, seals or inscrip..
tions. It is clear that the person described as
	 or a
mesazon ,was the intermediary between the Emperor and various services.
He had great power and freedom of speech with the Emperor; see Choniates,
CSRB, 281,k-7; ed. van Dieten, 215, 8-9. His duties were wide-ranging:
advisory ambassadorial, administrative See Angold, Byzantine Govern-
ment, 1k6-1k9. A mesazon could then be described as an 'adrnini.strator
of public affairs' • See now 0ikonomids' comments on the mesazon ara-
dynasteuon in the XIth century) in 'L'Evolut14 de l'Organisation admini-
strative de l'Empire byzaritin au XIe siecle (1025-1118)', Travaux et
Vnoires 6 (i976), 131-132.
_J.) I
90,23-2k. Tornikes' death can be dated tol2Zf6/7 .-snce Akropolites
says (93,10-Il) that Andronikos Palaiologos was in Thessalonike when
Tornikes died. Palaio].ogos is known to have been in Thessalonike
only from 12tf6_12k7, the year he died. See note on 8k,12-lk.
9Q,2k-91,1. The interpretation of this sentence has caused problems.
I take it to mean that after Tornikes' death there was no person
who administered public affairs who was notable or distinguished by
any dignity or name of office. No one person did the work which Tor-
nikes had done. It was distributed among many men who themselves
were not titled. The passage does not, however, imply that an
or publicaffairs' held a specific title of office.
See Loenertz, OCP 26 (1960), 299, for this interpretation. He could
hold any dignity or title whatsoever. See 0ikonomids, Travaux et
Mmoires 6 (1976), 131-132.
91,2. The word &VO)Vt51.LOI , used, to describe he clerks or secretaries,
has the genexal meaning
	 'undistinguished', but in view of
the fact that Akropolites makes a point of saying that Tornikes' work
was done by people who did not hold honorary or official titles (90,2k-
91,1), the word can be given the more specific meaning of 'untitled'.
See also Akropolites' use of thw words ?voLcL?6p.cvo 	 or xcLTovoLaZ6-
pcvoC with the meaning 'to be called', in the sense of 'bearing the
title of ': 32,2k; 66,22; 77,k-5; 79,18; 12k,8. Further, it is true
that none of the people mentioned here bore a title, whether one of the
chancery, such as 	 tou kanikleiou, or any other court or office title.
Only Akropolites himself (90,5) presents a problem in this respect because
he is thought to have helththe title of megas logariastes by this time
(post 12k6) if not logothetes tou genikou. 5e Guilland, Jc5B 13 (1969),
112; Angold, Byzantine vernent, 206; Trapp, Prosooraphsches Lexikon,
k8. If this is so, he could not be described as &V(VULO	 with the
sense of 'undistinguished', rnuch less with the speciiic meaning of 'wititledt
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But 2ee the Introduction,3G-I0, where it is argued that Akr000lites
did not hold an official title at this time.
91,3. Joseph Mesopotamites was a correspondent of the Emperor
Theodore II before the latter's accession to the throne; see E pis-
tulae, ed. Festa, 150-153. He is mentioned in a document as a judge
in a laisuit concerning the monastery of Lembos and private indivi-
duals: IM,IV, 208, dated 1259; DBlger, 9eesten, no. 1879. For his
family see Angold, Byzantine Government, 163, note 77.
91,3_i1. Nikephoros Alyates was made eoi tou karukleiou under Theodore
II Laskaris but later had his tongue cut out by the same Emperor; see
below 165,6. He may be the Alyates who was the author or drafter of
the preface to a pktikon: I. evenko, 'On the Preface to a Praktikon
by Alyates', JOBG 17 (1968), 68,69. There is also the possibility that
he was the apographeus responsible for the actual survey of the proper-
ty which would have been described in the praktikon of which only the
preface survives. On Alyates see now Trapp, Prosopograchisches Lexikon,
68-69. Like Mesopotamites he came from a family who served the Angeloi
as administrators; see Choniates (CSHB 632,18: apparatus; ed. van Dieten,
k79,kl: apparatus).
91,5. He is perhaps tne Makrtos who is the recipient of a letter
from Nikephoros Blemmydes, written while Blernmydes was on Mt. Athos
in 1238-1239 (ed. Westerink, BS 12 (1951), 55: 'r 	 (pJ.a.'rt.-
,cc 'r McLxpo'r ) and the correspondent of George Babouskomites,
teacher of the future Patriarch Bekkos (V. Laurent, 'La Correspondartce',
Et	 LVñLT1V	 AtpO1) (Athens, 1935), 92-93).
91,10. Kantakouzenos (1,279, 23) also uses the plural when refer'ing
to Deabolis (Devol). Apparently Devol had two fortresses; see Nicol,
Despotate, It was located on the river of the sae name to the
south of lake Ochrid, on the north side of mount Toor. See A. Zakythi-
nos, EEBS 17-1 8 (191+1_19r8), 222-223; Carile, 'Partitio', 282; homatenos,
ed. Pitra, 321: Oa-roC
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91,11-17. Albanon, the mountainous area between lake Ochrid and
Dyrrachioxi, had come under Theodore Komnenos' control (25,12) and
then Asen's in 1230 (k3,2). It must have reverted to independent
rule upon Asen's death. Goularnos (Golem), the local magnate, was
married to the granddaughter of Eudokia, the daughter of Alexios
III who had been married to Stephen Nemanja (9,9-6). Golem's wife
was therefore a niece of the Empress Eirene. See Nicol, Desotate,
Genealogical Table III, p. 237. For earlier rulers of Albanon see
Nicol, Despotate, 17, 26, k8-k9; idem., Fifteenth International
Congress of Byzantine Studies (Athens, 1976), 2k-25,
91,21. John Xeros had gone to Nicaea in 1250 to obtain a synoda].
decision on his transfer from the metropolitan see of Larissa, in
which he was a bishop, o that of Naupaktos, where he became Metrow
politan; see Laurent, Regestes, nos. 1316, 1317; MM, III, 61; Nicol,
Despotate, 5k-.59; 118, 132. See also Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 502,1f;
Additamenta, no. 30) who adds Xeros' Chritian name to Akropolites'
account.
91, 21-22. Constantine Meliasenos was married to Maria Komnene Angeli-
na, daughter of Michael I Konisenos Doukas, and niece of Theodore Komne-
nos. See Polemis, Doukai, 1k2-1k3; NM,IV, 3k5, 382. He was the
founder of the monastery of Makrinitissa on Mt. Pelion. (1215: MM,IV,282-3)
and enjoyed considerable privileges and benefits under Michael II Konine-
nba Doükas (MM,IV, 3k5-3k9). Maliasenos had appealed to two Patriarchs
at Nicaea, Germanos (1223-12k0) and Manuel II (12k3-125k), for help
against a local bishop and therefore, like John Xeros, had had contact
with Nicaea before the embassy of 1252; see MM, IV, 35k.
91, 22. Chomatenos mentions a Constantine Lainpetes who had referred a
case to the synod while Theodore Kornnenos was Emperor and wno was still
alive while Manuel was Despot (1230-c. 1236): ed. Pitra, 501-50k. It is
not certain, ho,ever, that he is to be identified with th. Lanipetes
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mentioned here.
92,1 -2. Michael had held Prilep at least from 12 Lf6 (above 78, 20-22;
8k, 18-19). Velesos (Veles) was last mentioned by Akropolites as
belonging to the Emperor John in 12k6: 78, 20. Michael had probab-.
ly seized it in the interim. See on 89, k-6.
92,2. Kroai, between the Ishmi and Mati rivers in Albanon, was the
main fortress of the region in this period. See note on k3,2.
The Emperor John granted privileges to the inhabitants of Kroai at
this time which are known from a chrysobull of Andronikos II, inserted
in a document of Alfonso V of Aragon (1k57): D8lger, Pegesten, no. i8iO;
Thalloczy, Jire'ek, Archiv fir Slavische philologie 21 (1899), 97.
Th privileges provided for the freedom of the inhabitants and their
control over a].]. their possessions, both within and without the town.
92,k. Phokas, Metropolitan of Philadelphia, seems to have become the
Emperor John's advisor and confidant after the death of Dernetrios Tor-
nikes. See Akropolites' comments to t1u3 effect, 96 ,19-97,7. See also
Theodore IIs letter to him, written about 125k, concerning the appoint-
ment of an abbot to the imperial monastery of Kouzenas: Epistulae, ed.
Festa, 162-163; D5lger, Pegesten, 1823a; Angold, Byzantine Government,
52. He is not to be confused with Michael Phokas, pane'zgenestatos "and
stratopedarehes of the Thrakesion theme and of Philadelphia See Ahr-
weiler,'Smyrne', lkl-1k2. In the first instance Phokas is a Christian
name; in the second, it is a family name.
92,k-5. Isaac Doukas, nicknamed !Iourtzouphlos, is mentioned as a
leader of an army during Theodore
	 reign (l Li4,S_iO). He is not
to be confused with the sebastokrator Isaac Doukas, brother of the
Emperor John (below, 1 01,8-9 ) . For the nickname Mourtzouphlos which
became a surname in t'e fourteenth century see Pole rnis, Doukai, 1k5;




92,6. The Hyaleas family may have been established in Asia Minor
from the eleventh century. See Anna Kornnena, III, 26,2-3, for a
Hyaleas, doux of Smyrna. Michael Hyaleas, protoransebastos and
assessor in a court case of 1216, could have been the grandfather
of the Hyaleas of this passage; see MM,IV,290. See also the re-
ference to a Hleas, property-owner in Philadelphia, listed in the
iraktikon (1214.7) of the monastery of the Virgin (S)koteine: Euztra-
tiades, EXXT1v,.xct 3 (1930), 338.
92, 9. Ferjani6 (Desooti, 65-69) assumes that Michael also received
the title of Despot from the Emperor John at this time (1252). On this
subject see note on 88,15-17.-
92,11. A similar fate was Demetrios', son of Theodore Komnenos:8'+,lO-
12. This is the last mention of Theodore in the sources.
92,114-15. Easter day, 20 April 1253.
92,17-18. The proto,estiarios Alexios Raou3. was one of the Emperor's
men (above 66,19-20; Angold, Byzantine Government, 70). Mem-
bers of his family were large property owners in the region of Srnyrna
(see MM,IV, 259; Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 175-17G),w'i1e he himself was
lated to the Emperor John through marriage to his brother's daughter.
For this brother, not known by name, see Polemis, Doukai, no. 73.
However, both Raou]. iand his sons suffered under Theodore II Laskaris:
Pachymeres, I, 108, 17-109,1; below 155,6-7. See Fassoulakis, The
Byzantine Faj1y of Raoul-Ral(l)es, 15-16. For the honorary title of
proto'stiarios see Guilland, Pecherches I, 396; II, 281; Angold,
	 -
antine Government, 206.
92, 21. According to Akropolites ( 8k,19), Ochrid was one of Michael's
possessions in 12146. Aithougn it is not mentioned among the places
ceded by Michael in the 1252-1253 agreement (91,2 14._92,2, it is one
of the places the Emperor John visited in his inspection of newly-
acquired territory (92,20). As Ochrid is rientioned along with Deavolis
313.2
and Kastoria, both of which went over to the Emperor as a result of
Petraliphas' desertion to him (91,6-11), it may be that Ochrid was
one of the places which was under Petraliphas' rule, or C-olem's (91,
ii) and was ceded to the Emperor by direct negotiation with either
man, and not with Michael L
L. Akropolites' account of the trial held at Philippi in the sping
of 1253 is remarkable for its inordinate length. It is by far the
fullest account Akropolites has given on any subject up to this point
in tne narrative. The blow by blow description he offers of the pro-
ceedings is the result not so much of his being an eyewitness and par-
ticipant as of his preoccupation with clearing Michael Palaiologos'
nao. A comparison with the other source for this episode, Pachymeres
(I, 21,1-23,15) will reveal differences in details significant for under-
standing Akropolites' manner of narration and the reason behind it.
Hs account can, in its broad lines, be regarded as encorniastic of
Michael Palaiologos.
92,26. Bisaltia, the region bet'.jeen lake Bolbe and the Strymon: Hdt.,
Vu, 115;
	 AcFv.v 'Excuecpouoxii (Atnens, 1928),III.
93,2-13. Nicholas Manglavites, one of the leading citizens of Melnik,
had been responsible for persuading the people of that town to subject
themselves to the Emperor John's rule in 121f6 (above 76,5-77,9). His
official position,if any, is not known. One of his seals has survived,
but it does not bear any title; see Laurent, 'Melanges d'epigraphie
grecque et de sigillographie byEantlne', EQ 31 (1932), kk3, no. 1k.
93,7-9. Two judges are rientionea specifically by name: Akropolites
and Iakrotos (99,7-9). 'embers of the arriy (99,3-6), as well as the
senate (99,12-150 seen to hare nad a say, althoua the imortance of
their role is difficult to estimate. The senate and representatives o'
the amy zere present at tio otrier trials for treason known to nave taken
place during the years ifl exile: see Skoutariotes (dditaea, no. 6 )
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and Blenimydes (Curriculum vitae, k9, l k.
-15). Little is known about
judicial procedure at Nicaea. See Angold, Byzantine Go7ernient, 166-
172.
93,9-91+,lk. The conversation took place in 12Lf6/7 see on 90, 23-2k.
It is remarkable,therefore, that six to seven years passed before the
matter was examined in 1253. A reason for the delay could have been
the need to have the Emperor present at the inquiry. His campaign in
1252/1253 was his first appearance in the west since 121f6. But the
fact that rumours were circulating as early as i2W7 a d were apparent-.
ly still considered serious enough to warrant investigation in 1253,
reveals the degree oZ Michael's prominence in thic pericd. See also on
8k, 12-1k.
Prom this suggestive and. impressionistic conversation it
emerges that	 demeanour after Tornikes' death (for him see
90, 20-2k) was thought to have been caused not by his relation..'s
death but by some sort of political disappointment (93, 21-9k,3).
What this is, is not stated clearly. It is probable that the allusion
is to Michael's projected usurpation of power and political alliance
with Bulgaria, to be cemented by a marriage with Thamar, Asen II's
daughter. Pachymeres, in contrast, clearly states that Michael was
suspected of having made an agreement with Michael II, ruler in Epiros
and Thessaly, whereby he would cede the land under his control (Serres,
Melnik, and surroundings) to Michael II and would have a share in the
government as Michael's son-in-law (I, 21,11-17). It is possible that
the accounts of Pachymeres and Akropolites present two versions of
rumours about Michael Palaiologos which were circulating at the time.
In any case, Akropolites states his belief in Michael's innocence from
the first: 93, 12-15; 9k, 13-1k.
9k15-95, k. The first part of the investigation was devoted to ascer-
taming whether the inhabitants of Melnik had obtained their information
from Michael laimseif.
95,5-9. The trial by battle or duel is considered to nave been
imported to Byzantium from the west before 120k and, like the or-
deal by hot iron (below 96,6-98,1k), to have been used only occasion-
ally. See now D.J. Geaxiakoplos, Interactio'i of the 'Siblinz' yzantine
au Western Cultures (New Haven, 1976), 1k6-155. It is of interest to
note that trial by ordeal was officially outlawed in the west at this
time, both by the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 and by the Emperor
Frederick II, the Emperor John's father-in-law: J.W. Baldwin, St,eculurn
36 (1961), 613-636, esp. 61k and note 8; J.C. van Cleva, The Erieror
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen (Oxford, 1972), 24k-245.
c'r!ôt,ov (1. 7) is possibly merely a reference to any area
in which the struggle took place. However, it could be a specific refer-
ence to the ancient theatre at Philippi which was still intact in the six-
teenth century and. tharefore could have served as the scene of the trial
and the duel. See P. Collart, Philies (Paris, 1937), 6, 371; ibid.,
Bulletin de correspondance hellnaue 52 (1928), 7k-79.
96,6-98,14. Pachymeres does not make any mention of this incident, the
discussion of the use of the ordeal. He had knowledge of this method,
as he relates having observed its application in a case under Theodore
II (1,33,7-1k). Since it was not used in Michael's trial, he probably
saw no point in mentioning it. However, Akropolites relates the dis-
cussion concerning this method of proof in order to highlight Michael's
character.
97,4. Here Phokas (see on 92,4) acts as a go-between or spokes-
man for the Emperor. It is not clear whether he was actually a judge.
37,12-1k. See Pachyrneres' de5crlptlon of the procedure involved
in the application of this method ;hich was similar to western practice
(I, 33,7-14; H.C. Lea, The Ordeal (Philadelphia, 1oo, repr. 1973), kO-42'.
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98,5-9. Although the ordeal by hot iron was known and used in
Byzantium, at least in the thirteenth century, it was never recog-
nised as a legal means of establishing innocence. See Chomatenos'
objections to the procedure (ed. Pitra, cola, 389-392). During
the reign of Theodore II Laskaris it was constantly used in the
trials of people accused by the Emperor of having cast evil spells
on him (Pachymeres I, 32,11-33,7). See Angold, 'The Interaction of
Latins and Byzantines', paper read at the Fifteenth International
zantine Congress (Athens, 1976): Pesums des Communications;
98,16-17.
	
As the trial took place in 1253 when Michael was twenty-
seven, almost twenty-eight, he must have been born in 1225-1226: But
ee A. Pipadopulos, Versuch, 3; Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael, 17.
98,22-993. Akropolites' remarks concerning the Emperor's part in
the trial are critical and antagonistic. See especially 99,9-11,
where he accuses him of wishing to obtain a conviction of Michael.
99,3-5. For the large number of Latin mercenaries in thc Nicaean
army and their say in matters, see below 120,22-24-; Angold, Byzantine
Governr'ient, 185-186; 187-188. Michael was later in command of the
Latin contingent in the army, with the title of megs konostablos.
See below 13k, 10-13.
99,11-12. Probably a pun on
	
y-o , meaning both 'word' and 'reason'.
99,12-100,1. Part of this encomiuxn for Michael is repeated by Pseudo-
Sphrantzes (Makarios Melissenos): ed. Grecu, Memorii (Bucharest, 1966),
154 ,17-22; ibid., BS 26 (1965), 67-68. See the Introduction, 54W.
This passage contains one of Akropolites' rare mentions
of the senate (99,15). Members of the senate must have been drawn from
the groups of office holders ( o1 1v 	 Xet.) s well as from the aris-
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31.6
100,5-1. For u'ene, Theodore II's eldest daughter, see below 152,
18-20. Michael's mother was the granddaughter of Alexios III (8k,i-
5), as was Theodore II's mother. Therefore, Theodore and Michael
were cousins and Theodore's daughter was Michael's niece.
LI. 100,15-17. Akropolites vaguely says that Micnael was still held
in suspicion when the trial ended ( s3Aiteo), not malcing it clear
whether he was free or in prison, while Pachyrneres states that Michael
was imprisoned (1,22,7-8).
100,20-22. See Theodore III's letter to the Patriarch Manuel (12k3_125L1),
mentioning the tc56cot.	 of Palaiologos and saying that the Patriarch's
secretary will inform him about the matter (Eistiilae, ed. Festa, 130).
This letter perhaps dates to the time of the incident described in this
passage.
101,2-6. Both Pachymeres (1,22,8-23,10) and Akropolites refer to oaths
Michael had to swear. Pachyrieres, however, adds that Michael had to
swear oath before the synod (1,23,8-10). The penalty or
(101,2) Michael was placed under if he did not keep his oath was one
of excommunication : Pachymeres I, 23,9; koutariotes, ed.. Sathas, 503,
30-31. See also N. S'ororios,'Le Serrnent de fidlit', PEB 9 ( 1951), 106-
113; laurent, Rsgestes, no. 1320.
101,7. Skoutariotes' remark that although the oaths supposedly cleared
Michael of any guilt, he was always held in aspicion, indicates that
matters were not as simple as .Akropolites suggests• (ed. Sathas, 50k,2-k).
101,7. For Isaac Doukas, one of the Emperor John's two brothers, see
Polemis, Doukai, no. 73. lLchae. Pala.ologos refers to his marriage to
the Emperor John's cLYCaV€RV XLt Ion. OurcvpC in his typikon for
the monastery of St. Demetrios (Groire, B 29-3 0 (1959-1960), k51.
For Theodora Doukaina Komnene Palaiologiia see Polemis, Douka, no. 7k;
Zacos-Veglery, Bvzaritin Lead	 I, 1, no. 122, p. iik-ii5.
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101,9-18. ?rothing else is known of John Doukas, son of the
sebastokrator Isaac, nor of Eudokia Angelina, his wife. John
Angelos also ptesents a problem of identification. Is he to be
identified with John Angelos, doux of the Thrakesion theme and
'uncle' of the Emperor John (MN,IV,36,kO: 1235-1236); with John.
Angelos, meas primrnikerios, later protostrator, a favourite of
Theodore II (below 115,7; 12k,9-10) or with Jon.n Angelos, who
was in charge of the garrison at i'Ielnik in 1255 (below 155,7-8)?
Nothing definite can be said on the subject although, as Angold
suggests, the protostrator John, friend of Theodore II, would seem
to have been too young aman to be the John Angelos of this passage.
(Byzantine Governnent, 251, note 12). To complicate the issue, Eudokia
the daughter of John Angelos, also had a brother called John Angelos,
known from Pachyineres (1,72,3-k; 109,1-17).
Akropolites comments that John Doukas was &v ieCpa.v
when he died (see 101,11). From another passage where the author
says he was twenty-one and a petpct%.ov (above 63, 21) it seems
that a person in his early twenties could be described as a	 pci.
LII. 101,20-21. A letter of Theodore II to the Patriarch Manuel
mentioning his	 triumphal return from the west to Nicaea
probably refers to the Emperor's arrival in 125k, described here;
see Epistulae, ed. Festa, 12k-125. Nicaea was tue Metropolis of
Bithynia but after 120k it became, in addition, the seat of the Pa-
triarchate, all the while maintaining two clergies, one for the metro-
politan see, the other for the patriarchal throne; see Blemnydes, Curri-
culum vitae, 7,1-11.
1 01,23-26. It is thought that tue Eriperor John's illness was epilepsy,
since his son Theodore II suffered froci attacks of epilepsy, a heredi-
tary disease; see Pachymeres I, 32,1-2; A. Gardner, The I.se.arids192,
note 1. Gregoras (I, LI.9,23_2k) also says that the Emperor suffered from
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falling sickness'.
101,26-102,3. Eoholbon or euohorhium, a plant named after the
doctor who discovered its medicinal properties, whose milky juice
was used as an antidote for various poisons: Pliny, Natural History,
(Lepzig, 1906), V,i (1), 16; Du Cange, Glossarium, col. k53. It
was probably one of the ingredients used to make a plaster which.
was then applied to the open cuts on the Emperor's legs to draw out
the 'poison' which was thought to be in his system.
102,8-12. The 2mperor took part in a ceremonial procession (tepC-
itciro) from palace to church on Palm Sunday, in remembrance and re-
enactment of Christ's Entry into Jerusalem. See Pseudo-Kodinos' descrip-
tion of the ceremony which is thought to date to post-iconoclastic times:
ed. Verpeaux, ?2k-226; 227,20; Heisenberg, 'Aus der Geschichte', 82-83.
The procession was in the manner of a triumphal adventus and may have
he'd a special significance for the Enperor John in 125k, in view of
his recent victorious returi. from the west. See E. Kantorowjcz,'The
'King's Advent' ', Art Bulletin 26 (19Li4),207231, esp. 210.
102,12-103,2. A similar description of the illness and its attacks
is found in Gregoras (I, k9,21-50 , 1 9). It is not known whether his
source was Akropolites or whether both authors had a o-nmon source.
103,3-11 . The churcn at Smyrna which the Emperor visited, and prayed
in, may have been the monastery church knewn as Kamelaukas, which was
dedicated to Christ. See MN,IV,12,1 1f9,179; Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 93.
For Periklystra see above 63,2.
j2,13-15. The palace at Nymphaion is thought to have been built
during the time of the Latin occupation of Constantinople, probably
during the reign of the Emperor Jorm, since it was this Emperor who
moved the i"peral residence from icaea to Ny'-ipaion. See note on
68,1, with bibliography; also, T. Kirova, 'Un palazzo ed. una casa di
eta tardo-Bizantina in Asia flinore', Felix Ravenna 103_10 L+ ( 1972), 291-2.
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&vcix'topt.xô 5XTVcC (1. 15) is a common expression for
'imperial residence', or any structure in which the Emperor was
residing. Akropolites is referring to a building on the imperial
estate which was distinct from the palace. See Andreeva, Ocherki,
23; Bleramydes, Curriculum vitae, 7,Lf.7•
103.16-19. Although there is no question about the year of his
death (125k), the day and the month are disputed. Akropolites
claims 30 October (third day of the Kalands of November), wnile en-
tries in short chronicles give the date 3 November. See Laurent
(E0 36 (1937), 162-5) who resolves the discrepancy by arguing that
Akopolites, unfamiliar with the Latin system of dating with Ka].ands,
really means 3 November when he says 'on the third day of the Kalazids
of November'. See also Polerxu.s,Doukai, 108, note 7, on this problem.
The Emperor was buried in Sosandra, the monastery church
he founded. See below 153,23-25; Skoutariotes, Additarnenta, no. 3k;
Gregoras I, 50,22; Schreiner, Kleinchronikn, 7k,2. Although the
church never canonised him, a local tradtion of his veneration as a
saint, t! Xefjpwv, the Almagiver, grew up in the region of Magnesia,
his burial place. According to Pachymeres, there were miracles connec-
ted with his name by 1301:II,kOO,3-k02,2. See his 'Life' written in
the fourteenth century by a monk (Jphn of Pelagon.a) in Asia Minor:
Heisenberg, BZ 1k (1905), 160-233; For a different opinion on the date
and author of the 'Life' see N. Festa, VV, 13 (1906), 1-35.
103,19-23. Akropolites attributes to the Emperor the standard imperial
virtues but mixes these with criticism. In his EDltaohios for the
Emperor th same virtues are expounaed but without any reference to
faults, of course: Onera II, 12-29, esp. 22-2k. Here, as below (105,
3-6), Akropolites does not credit the Emperor with real generosity
towards his subjects, whereas Skoutariotes (Addtamenta, nos. 32, 33),
Pachyner3s (I, 38,11-39,10) and Gregoras (I,kk,15-k5,k) all emphasize
this aspect of his character and reign. it is difficult to know whether
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there is any truth in Akropolites' complaints or whether, as seems
more likely, his dissatisfaction arose from a personal disappointment.
See the commentary on 32,2-8, for Akropolites' Kaiserkritik in general.
103, 23- iok,iO. The Emperor John's first wife, Eirene, daughter of
Theodore I Laskaris, died about 1239; see note on 64,1-5. They had
only one child, Theodore (II): Gregoras I, 44,7-12. His second
marriag3, in c. 1244 to Constance Anna, the daughter of Frederick II
Hoheziataufen, did not produce any offspring; see Pacb.yrneres I, 181,9-
11+; fl. Dendias, EEBS ik (1937), 402, for the date. For her death in
the west see Gregoras (1,92,3-6).
The Marchioness de Frigga, tue Emperor John's mistress,
was the subject of much controversy. Blemmydes clearly did not approve
of her high position pcoTcouacL) and made his feelirgs known in a
public letter (PG, CXLII, 605-609). See also his admonition in the
'Imperial Statue', which is a reference to the Emperor's affair: PG,
CXLII, 613C-620A; K. Ernminger, Stuchen zu den griechischen FUrstenspie-
gem (Munich, 1906), 9-13.
iok,io-i8. This aspect of the Emperor's approach to warfare is dis-
cussed at length by Akropolites in his Eoitahios for the Emperor.
See Opera II, 17-18.
104,19-23. Gregoras (1,50,25-51,4) claims that Theodore's mother
gave birth to him as John Batatzes was ascending the throne. Confir-
mation of this is found on an hyperpyron issued during Theodore's reign
which refers to him as 'porphyrogen.netos' (Hendy, Coinage and Money, 256).
1D,23-105,6	 In ni.s Epitaphios for the Emperor Jonn,Akropolites
expresses hope and anticipation of better things in Theodore: Opera II,
26-29, esp. 29,14-16.
105,12-14. According to Blerrnyaes, the fatner bias much more sensible
than the son (C,jrricu1, vitae, ki,ii-i6). Pachymeres lik3wlse says
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that Theodore did not have his father's wisdom in what he said and
did (1,36,8-10).
LIlt. 105,18-19. Theodore, named Laskaris after his maternal grand-
fatherTheodore I, was not proclaimed Emperor during his
lifetime. In his Epitaphios for the Emperor Joim Akropolites espe-
cially emphazises Theodore's claim to imperial authority both because
of his descent from Emperors and because of his qualifications as a
result of his education (philosopher king) and his experience as an
Emperor's son: ODera II, 26,13-30; 27,25-28,1 k. Perhaps these two
ideas on succession, fitness and hereditary right, were stressed and
said to be united in the person of Theodore precisely because he had
not been proclaimed Emperor during his father's lifetime. See Aiagold,
Byzantine Government, k.
105,20-21. The elevation on a shield of a candidate for the imperial
office was in use from the fourth century but references to it disa-
appear from sources from the seventh to the thirteenth century, until
its reappearance in this very passage. Although all the sources which
describe Theodore's proclamation use the word OoC in conuuction
with the shield raising ceremony, it is not clear whether the ceremony
was in use throughout Byzantine times or whether it fell out of use
and was revived after 120k; see Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 509,17-18),
Gregoras (1,55,2-3), Ephrairn (8912-8913). However, it has now been
shown that if there was a revival in the thirteenth century, it was
not based on imitation of the Latin Emperors of Constantinople. For
this idea see G.Ostrogorsky, 'Zur Kaisersalbung und Schilderhebung un
Sptbyzantinischen Krnungszeremoniell', Histor'.a 4 (1955), reprinted
in Zurn zantinischen Geschichte (Darnistadt, 1973), 148-152; now see
Ch. Walter, '2aisng on a shield in Byzantine Iconography', RE3 33
(1975), 133-175, esp. 160 and notes 95, 96. At any rate, in the thir-
teenth century there seems to have been a change in the posture of the
candidate. While in earlier descritioris the man is said to have
'stood' on the shield, from the thirteenth century the candidate
'sits' on the shield (XcLe€c3eCC)• See the examples given by
Walter, op. cit., 160, note 96, 163; also, A. Christophilopoulon,
'Ex\oy, 'Avav5oeuc c xat	 , 177.
103,22-106,2. Gregoras (I,56,'+-7) says that Theodore renewed and
confirmed his fatherz treaty of 12k3 with the Turks; see above 69,
23-70 , 12 ; DBlger, Regesten, no. 1776. At the time of this embassy
the Sultan was Kaikaus II. See C. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 27tf_275.
i06, 1f-6. For Manuel see above 100,21-101,1. Ephraim (8923) states
that he died. two months before the Emperor. See also Blernxnydes:'the
Emperor and the Patriarch, as if by agreement, trave].led together to
the other world' (Curriculum vitae, kl,18-20).
i06,6-8. In Theodore's case, as in that of his grandfather Theodore I,
the patriarchal throne was vacant at the time of proalaniatiou. In
these instances, the significance of the role of coronation by the
Patriarch is especially stressed. It is clear from the sources that
neither candidate felt that his investiture as Emperor was complete
or secure without coronation by the Patriarch. 	 See Svorouos,
9 (1951), 173 ff., for various views on the significance of the act of
coronation.
106,9-15. Nikeprioros Blenunydes taught Akropolites in c. 1238/1239;
see 50,3-6 and note on 63,5-12. He took monastic vows at the age of
thirty-eight. At the time of the patriarchal election he was living
in the monastery he built near Ephesos, called Emathia; see Curriculum
vitae, 22, 72-73. Blemrnydes was aware of his unpopularity and attri-
buted the various mishaps and problems which befell him to the
or malice of others; see Curricu1m vitae, 32-33; kO,1?-16; 60,ti_6.
i06,i6-i8. Blemrnydea was Theodore's teacher from about 12k0; see
Curriculum vitae, 38,6-10. The teacher-student relationship is
apparent in their correspondence: Epistulae, ed. Festa, 1-66; 290-319.
Akropolitea followed Blernxnydes as a tutor to Theodore; see below 131,
5-7.
106,18-22. Blemniydes confirms what Akropolites says here. He claims
he turned down the offer to be Patriarch because of Theodore's charac-
ter and attitude. He would compel Blemmydea to serve him, the Emperor,
and not God: Curriculum vitae, +2,5-9.
106,22-107,3. Akropolites consistently comments that Ezitperors prefer to
have submissive, often-uneducated men as Patriarchs. See above 72,2-7.
What Pachymeres says about another candidate for the Patriarchal. throne
who was rejected by the Emperor John bears out Akropolites' statement
(1,117,7-12). At least in the cases of Methodios (71,2t-26), Manuel II
(100,21-101,1), and Arsenios (107,6-8), it was true that Patriarchs at
Nicaea were not particularly well-educated men. Blemmydes had been
asked to undertake the education of Methodios: Curriculum vitae, 39,10-11f.
107,3-k. Akropolites implies that personal relations between Blemrnydes
and the Emperor Theodore were the decisive factor in Biemmydes rejec-
tion as a candidate. Skoutariotes presents an entirely different account.
According to him there were three candidates including Blemmydes, all. of
whom were rejected on the basis of a random selection of readings from
the Bible: ed. Sathas, 510,1-26; Additamenta, no. 35. Blemmydes,
Akropolites and Gregoras (I,55,13-1+) do not make any mention of ether
candidates. Blemxnydes' high opinion of himself may have contributed to
the oversimplification of his account (Curriculum vitae, kl,21-31) while
Akropolites and Gregoras might have mentioned Blemmydes alone since he
was the most prominent man under consideration.	 knowledge
of thurch affairs should be trusted. See the Introduction, 55-58.
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107,5-8. Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 510,27-512,2; Additarienta, no. 35)
and the unpublished Encomium of Arsenios (cod. Patmiacus 366, tf. k3Ov
i-3), both obviously pro-Arsenite sources, provide more information
aoout the monk Arsenios (George Autoreianos); see the Introduction,
George, son of a Kamatere and a functionary in Constantinople,
Alexios Autoreianos, went to rlicaea during the Patriarchate of Germanos
(cod. Patm. 366, 1. k33). He became an abbot of tne monastery on Oxeia,
the westernmost of the Prince Islands, and later retreated to lake Apollo-
nia (Artynia) in Bithynia, between Lopadion and. Prousa; see Hainsay, His-
torical Geogr.Dhy, 181; Janin,
	 Elises, 139, map p. 130. rsenios'
obscurity was possibly a point in his favour in. this difficult and. hurried
election. However, Skoitariotes claims that Arsexuos had already come to
the attention of the Emperor John who sent him on an embassy to Pope Inno-
cent IV in 1253 (ed. Sathas, 511,10-li).
The low level of Arsenios' education is constantly referred to
in the sources hostile to him; see below 177,7_173,2, where Akropoljtes
true feelings come through; Epbraiii, 89'+9-8951; Gregoras I, 55,18. Even
Skoubariotes and the Encomium confirm that his studes were at a secori-
dary level (grar'rnatike, enkyklios). A letter written on his behalf in
1256 by the Metropolitan of Thessalonike to the Pope is pernaps further
evidence of the low level of his education. See below on 139,25_lLfO,2,
for this lot cer.
107,9. The Encomiurn na'nes a Karyanites as one of the messengers sent
to fetch Arsenios. He is pernaps the aryanites, pfotovst1ar1tes Un-
der Theodore II, mentioned below (12k,13_lLr; 159, 19 ff.).
1071O-13. All the sources are in agree-nent that Theodore was in a great
hu.rr:r
 to leave Uicaea and go on car-aign; see Blemnjdes, Curriculu" vitae,
k2,2-k; Pach-peres I, 116,2-k. It is herfore surprisir.; that the latest
s.hoiarship on tne subject d'tes Irsnios' ele ration to the Patriarchal
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throne late in November and 	 coronation to December (25);
see Laurent, PEB 27 (1969), 139-l tfO
 ; J. Pappadopoulos, Theodore IL
65, There is no evidence for dating either the election of Arsenios
or Theodore's coronation precisely. However, in view of the urgency
of the matter, as expressed in the sources, such a late date seems
out of the question. Theodore was proclaimed Emperor in early Novern .
-bar and began to look for a Patriarch soon after, a process which all
in all would have taken two to three weeks, since the longest esti-
mate for Arsenios' elevation is one wetk (Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas,
512, 1-2). In fact, the speed with which Arsenios was elevated from
an unconsecrated noac 3.v Ce OV; 1. 8) to Patriarch was considered
uncanontcal by some and in later years was questioned; see Pachyineres,
1,115,20-116,7; I. Sykoutres,'flept 'r ZCaio?, 'E7Xr)vix 2 (1929),
272_2714.
LIV. 107,l tf-108,2. Michael Asen, the son of Men II and his second wife,
Eirene, was Theodore II's brother-in-law since Helen, Theodore's wife,
was a daughter of Asen by his first marriage. If irene and Men II
were married by 1237 (see on 60,10-13), Michael would have been about
seventeen or eighteen at the time of his campaign in 125k; see note on
7k, lf-6; I. Dujev, 'Prinosi', 175-176.
The territory which Michael wished to retrieve was
situated in the Rhodope mountaIn region and had been taken by the Emperor
John in 12k6, after negotiation with the inhabitants of Melnik; €ee
above 77, 10-78,22.
168,15-20. All the places mentioned are in the Rhodope mountain region.
For Stezu.machos, Krytzirnos, Peristitza and Tzepaina, in the north-west
part of the mountain) to the south of the Hebros, see Asdracha, La Re'-
gion, 162, 168, 170-171. Michael's donation of land to the monastery
at Bakovo, near Stenimachos, may date to the tine of his reconquest of
this territory; see I. Vera,' Dva nadpisa ot Asenevtsi Batoshavskiit i
Brachaskit', Bulletin	 l'Institut arcboloiaue bulzare 15 (19k6),
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11-117. Mneiakos, Oustra, Perperakion, Krybous and Ephrairn all lie
in. the eastern part of the Rhodope, on the north and south banks of
the Arda river; see Asdracha, 'Les Rhodopes', 275-277, and map. For
the fortress at Oustra see D. Conev, 'Le Chateau Medival 0a'tpo.
dans les Rhodopes', BS 25 (1961 i.), 25k_260. Ephraim (Le Fraim) and
Mneiakos (Moniac) are mentioned by Villehardouin (k33,k35,kko). Per-
perakion or Hyperpyrakion is located on a river of the same name, an
offshoot of the Arda; see C. Karamandzukov, Bulletin de la Socite'ar-
chologigue bulgare 7 (1919-1920), ik6.
109,1-5. The territory Michael Asen reconquered had been in Greek hands
for only eight years (12.6-125k).
LV. 109,9-110,k. Michael and Manuel Laskaris, tw of Theodore I's
six brothers (see on 3k,22-26), were apparently slighted during the
reigns of Theodore I and John Batatzes but played a large role in mili-
tary affairs under Theodore II and 1ichael VIII. Akropolites shows his
hostility to them, possibly because they fared so well under Tneodore
II. Their exile, catin to the reign of the Emperor John, may have been
connected with the plot against the Emperor's life in which two other
brothers of the Emperor Theodore were involved; see 3k,17-35,12. Unlike
Isaac and Alexios, Michael and Manuel did not hold the dignity of sebasto-
krator, a title often bestowed on brothers of the Emperor. This slight
was, according to Akropolites, the reason for their dissatisfaction with
the former Eriperors at Nicaea (ii. 2k-27).
110,17-111,1. Skoutariotes says that Houzalon, the rmegas dorestikos,
was in favour of the expedition (ed. Sathas, 51k,3-5;_Additamenta, no.
36). For him see below 118,2i-, where he is first introduced to the
narrative.
111,2-3. Skoutariotes adds that Theodore saw St. Tryphon in a dream
urging him to rake the crossing; see Aitamenta, no. 37; ed. Sathas,
51k,8-12). St. Tryphon, nartyred at Nicaea (FeDruary 1), was a favourite
saint of Theodore. That Theodore attributed special significance
to the saint's role in the campaign can be seen not only from
statement but also from Theodore's reference to
St. Tryphon's help in a letter written during the campaign (Epis-
tulae, ed. Festa, 2k6,l-3).
LVI-LX. Akropolites' eyewitness account of Theodore II's Bulgarian
campaign, together with Theodore's letters to George Mouzalon (for him
see below, 118,2i-) in Amatolia, are the only sources for the expedition
which lasted from the winter of 125k/5 until the spring of 1256. For
the letters see Epistulae, ed. Festa, Ad Mouzalonem, and. Appendix I,
279-282.	 -- -
111,11. Adrianople was the Emperor's headquarters for this early phase
of the campaign; see 113,8-9; 115,16-19.
112,16-113,. Beroe (Stara Zagora), located at the foot of the Raimos
(Balkan) mountain.s, was the site of Bulgarian-Greek contention during
the reign of Alexios III (above 20,1k). It probably passed into Bul-
garian control early in the thirteenth century, at the time of Kalo-
jan's campaign of devastation in Thrace, which Akropolites mentions
here. The great abundance of provisions which Beroe had to offer was
also commented on by Villehardouin:'et la trova garnie de blez et de
(kk5).
LVII. 113,10-15. Akropolites is referring to the fortresses along the
Arda river valley region which had been taken by flichael Asen after
the Emperor John's death: Oustra, Perperakion, Krybous and. Ephraim;
see 108,16-20. Presumably all these were reconquered. In a letter
to Nouzalon Theodore mentions the anticipated. conquest of Krybous
(ed. Festa, 2k7,3-1f). For Krybous, see Asdracha,'Les Rhodopes', 276,
note 6.
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1l3,l9_2Lf. In a letter obviously written during tais campaign,
Theodore states tnat Stenirnachos 15 about to be reconquered by
his army (Epistulae, ed. Festa, 2k7, 3_L1)•
1l3,2t1._llk..2. TzeDalna was the only one of the fortresses in the
western Rhodope wnich Theotore ias not able to take during hi
Bulgarian offensive; see 119,21 if. 	 The fortress at Tzepairia
(epino' was made inaccessible by its location in a mountainous
region anu by the dense forest which covered the slopes of its
acropolis. See D. Conev, ES 20 (2959), 285-30k, esp. 290 if. for
the fortress reiains; C. Asdracha, La Rgion, 172.
llk,2-7. Alexios Strategopoulos and Constantine Tornikes were from
distinguished families. Both men were descended from the Komnenoi.
For Strategopo'1os see Zacos, Veglery, Byzantine Lead Seals, 1,3
no. 2756, pp.1577-l579; for Tornikes see above on 90,20-2k. They
fared well under the Emperor John. Alexios' son, Constantine was
married to the Emperor's niece, daughter of tne sebastokrator Isaac
Doukas; see Pachyrneres I, 2k,8-10; 6 1f,19-20; II,15k,12-155,2.
Alexios was one of the generals sent by the Emperor John in an offen-
sive against 1ichael II of Epiros/Thessaly in 1252 (above 90,k-5).
Constantine Tornikes, son of Demetrios, rnesazon under the Emperor
John, was given tne honorary title of riegas primmikerios; see Pachy
meres I, 6k,13-lk; Guilland, Recnerches I, 300-320.
11k,7-1. A long letter by Theodore to Mouzalon describes in detail
the deeds of the two ren (Eistuie, ed. Festa, 251-255). Akropoli-
tes' comment that 'the Eniperor tas beside hiri.self iitn anger (u.i6-
17) is not an exageraton, to judge from the language of the letter.
In fact, the accuracy of Pkropolites' account in this passage is borne
out by the ctintents of tne letter. Theodore coolains that the disobe-
dience of che vO1.LO Strateopoulos and the ôucvo.toC	 Torn2.kes
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caused the army to desert, leaving territory open to Bulgarian attack
(Epistulae, ed. Festa, 252,56-253,62). Theodore describes Tornikes
as 'frightened at every sound' and describes his flight (25k,116).
He also confirms Akropolites' statement that the men were ordered
to return to battle: 'we return the flute to the mouth for a repe-
tition of the earlier tune' (25L4.,122_255,1). It is clear from later
refer&ices to Tornikes and Strategopoulos that their performance in
this campaign brought about their downfall; Alexios was imprisoned
and Constantine lost his title; see below 151f,26-155,2. They were
however restored under Michael VIII: below 170,23; 173,8-9.
LVIII. llk,2022. Theodore's letter (discussed above on uk, 7-19)
gives the impression that the siege at Melnik was a direct result of
the cowardice and incompetence of Tornikes and Strategopoulos. By
fleeing they had given the Bulgarians the upper hand: ¶6V &vópsv
'cv xpwv p!i5v ¶oC BouXy1pou xvc
oCrae (Epistulae, ed. Pesta, 253,60-61) Theodore was on his way
to Melnik when he wrote this letter (255,12k-127).
llk,22-115,2. The Bulgarian Dragotas was last mentioned (71+,2k_75,21)
as a military commander at Serres who surrendered the town to the
Emperor John in 12k6. He had been given gifts as an incentive to
help persuade the inhabitants of Melnik to surrender to the Emperor
(see 7, 18-21). He must have been assigned a position of authority
in the army at Melnik after Melnik's surrender to Nicaea. See also
M. Laskaris who claims that Dragotas received land in pronoia at Skopije
from the Emperor John as a reward C 'Qui est Dragota?',B 21 (1951),265-
268).
115,6-7. The Nestongos family figures prominently in the thirteenth
century. For Andronikos and Isaac Nestongos, first cousin of the
Emperor John see above 36,19 ff.; for Isaac Nestongos, 	 tes trapezes
under Theodore II, see 1 1f2,10-11. Theodore Nestongos is known only
from this passage. See Polemis, Doukai, 150-152, for the family.
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115,7. John Angelos, one of the Emperor Theodore II's favourites,
was megas prirninkerios and protostrator under that Emperor; see
9-10; i60,k-8. He iray have replaced Constantine Tornikes as megas
pririniikerios after Tornikes' disgraceful performance in the Bulgarian
campaign. Nothing- is known about his ancestry; see on 101,9-18.
115,16-2k. See Theodore's letter to Mouzalon, written as he was
travelling to Melnik by way of Philippi (Epistulae, ed. Festa, 255,
12k-126).
According to a legend, preserved in Theodore
ExOcOL c
 'i.vv Oaup.&twv (lkth c.), the Emperor Theodore prayed at
them ohurch of the saints Theodore Tyron and Stratelates in Serrea on
hi way to Melnik; see Treu, Theodori Pediasirni (Potsdani, 1899), 21-22.
The saints were said to have been responsible for Theodore's success at
Melnik; see F. D8lger, 'Zwei Byzantinische Reiterheroen Erobern die
Festung Melnik', Bulletin de l'Institut arche'ologique bulgare 16 (1950),
275-279, now available in Parasora (Ettal, 1961), 299-305; also Z. P13a-.
sov, BE k (1973 ) , 193 for comments on the legend.
115,27-116,9. The Roupel or Ropel defile (today Kleidi), between Serres
and Melnik, parallel to the Strymon, is about L. km. from the Bulgarian
border.
	
The word Roupel, from pa. Slavic dialect for 'monatain
ravine' is the equivalent of xXe i.ô C , the Greek word for a narrow pass;
see Rechnik na svremennifa Blgarski Knizhovei. III (Sofia, 1959); Demetra-
kes, ?Jti AXOy (Athens, 1939). The Roupel pass was the site of the
final defeat of the Bulgarians by Basil II in 101k: Skylitzes, CSH3 k57,15-..
16; ed. Thurn, 48,-ik-i5; Runciman, First Bulgarian Empire, 2k0 fl. and map.
ii6, 19-117,13. Reference to Dragotas can be seen in Theodore's letter
where he states that the dog	 ) died; Epistulae, ed. Festa,
282, 86. He was one of the three who came together in an offensive
against the Greeks. The other two were the'whelp' (O%p.VOC ) or
Michael Asenand the'bear' (pxo ), the Russian Rostislav (see 127,2).
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117,16-17. The Emperor's swiftness is commented on. by Akropolites
elsewhere ( 111,23-25; 115,18-20; 119,5-7; 126,19-21) and by the
Emperor Theodore himself: i3aCvoev tax'rc	 ( Eistulae,
ed. Festa, 252,5k).
LIX. 117,18 II. Very little of the foflowing account can be confirmed
by Theodore's letters. See below (118,15-20 and 119,22 II. ) for re-
marks supported by his correspondence. The events described took place
in the summer and winter of 1255.
117,23. Vodena (Edessa) was taken by the Emperor John. from Michael II
Komnano Doukas in 1252 (above 89,2k-90,1).
117,26-118,3. Prilep, along with Ve].es, were ceded to the Emperor John.
by Michael II in 1252 (above 92,1). Veles, it seems, had fallen into
the hands of the Bulgarians in the meantime.
118,15-20. Neuetapolis (0vepolje), in the Vardar river vaUey, south
of Skopije. The place name appears elsewhere as Eutzapolis, the Greek
transliteration of 0vepolje (sheep's field); see Ephraimn 8516; crLtical
apparatus of Heisenberg's text, p. 118: G, H. See Jire'ek, Heerstrasse,
70, for the name. To my knowledge, Akropolates is the only source to
give this form of the name with the initial N. However, thia reading
should perhap8 not be rejected; see below 1k5,9, for reasons.
Confirmation of Akropolites' description of the conditions
at Neustapolis can be found in Theodore's letter which tells of the
e-eme discomfort he and his troops suffered as a result of the scarcity
of water and food: pistulae, ed. Festa, 2k8-250.
118,20. Strournmitza(Strumica, ancient Tiberioupolis), between the Bar-
dar and Strymon rivers, southeast of Stip; et L.Yetit , Bulletin de i'm-
stitut archologiaue russe a Constantinole 6 (1900), 9k-96; Chomatenos,
ed. Pitra, col. 63.
113 , 23-11 9, 1 . George flouzalon was the Emperor Theodore's closest
friend. He was not from a distinguished family but was one of the
'pages' ( a,OovX.) brought-up at court along with Theodore; see
Pachymeres, I, 21f,5-6; ki, 18-42,2; Gregoras I, 62,3-8; Angold, Byzan-
tine Governrient, 176-177. Upon Theodore's accession to the throne
George was made megas domestikos and later, when Theodore returned from
lus Bulgarian campaign, he bestowed many other titles on him; see below
12L1,k_6. Because of their special relationship, Theodore called George
his 'brother' as had the Emperor John. with respect to Demetrios Tornikes;
see the lemria to Theodore's Kooix LiiXwat,C, dedicated to Nouzalon:
3v...xax€toeat. ¶O13'Cov &ôcXcpôv iCwae (ed. Festa, Giornale della
Societa Asiatica Italiana 12 (1899), 971. It is not known what relation-
ship, if any, George Mouzalon had with John. Mouzalon, the mystikos (above
67,7-9). See Polemis, Doukai, 1+8-19, for the name, wnich appears in
the sources from the eleventh century.
Mouzalon stayed benind in Asia Minor during the Bul-
garian campaign and never held a military command, as had previous holders
of the title megas dornestikos; see Angold, Byzantine Government, 183-18k.
None of his letters to Theodore II has survived while Theodore's letters
to him are a major source for the campaign.
119,1-2. For this see below 136,15-16.
119,6-7. A oa6.L6 or station was synonymous for an LCpiCoC ôpô-
p.oC or day's journey. Akropolites nuii.self gives no indication of the
distance normally covered in a day but see E, Scnilbach (Brzantinische
I etroloie, 36 and note 7)iho calci..iates between k7-60 km. a day.
119, 8. Didymoteichon, along with Adrianople, had fallen into Bulgarian
hands in 1230 as a result of Theodore Konenos' defeat at Klokoth.itza
(Lf2,ll_l2; 23-2+). It is to be sposed, then, that both to.ns returned
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to Greek rule in 12#6 when the Hebros river becarie the boundary be-
tween the two powers (78,17-18). This can only be speculation., how-
ever, since they are not mentioned by Akropolites between Asen's vic-
I.
	 tory in 1230 and Theodore II's campaign in 125k/5, when they are ob-
viously under his control.
119,9-15. The fortresses along the Arda river had been taken early
in the campaign (above 113,10-18). Patmos is thought to have been
located in this area but no archaeological remains of the fortress
have been found; see Asdracha, La Re'git,n, 153.
Alexios Doukas Philanthropenos (not to be confused with
his grandson, Alexios Philanthropenos, who staged a revolt in. Asia
Minor in the reign of Andronikos II) is mentioned by Akropolites
only in this passage. According to Asdracha, he was doux of the
Achridos theme; she deduces this from Akropolites' statement that
he was left & parXCLxV ¶(V V 'AXpLô	 ('Lea Rhodopes' 279-280).
Under Michae. VIII, 'hilanthropénoa va rotostrtr and meaa doux;
see Pachyrneres I, 206,-i5.
119,16-120,2. Tzepaina eluded the Emperor's attempts at conquest twice,
early in the campaign (see above 113,2.-11k,19) and. again at the end.
In a letter he described it as 'rtXeov &itoXprrtov (E pistnlae, ed.
Festa, 281,57). See note on 113,2k-111f,2.
By the Haimos mountains (119,18-19) Akropo].ites means
Sredna Gora, separated from the Rhodope by the Hebros river; see A.sdra-
cha, La Rgion, k, note 7.
120, 10-13. In other words, they had travelled for four days when they
reached Makrolibada, half way between Adrianople and Stenimachos; see
Asdracha, La Pe'-ion, table 1, p. k8. The Greek name, which means literally
'lone meadow' was translated into the Turkish equivalent, Uzundova; the
toponyinic survives today in Bulgaria as Uzundovo; see Asdracna, 	 3ion,
31f
11 and note k. Makrolibada was named in the terms of the thirty
year peace treaty between Ornortag and Leo V in 815-816; see Runci-
man, A History of the First Bulgarian Empire, 72-73.
121,25-27. Batkounion (Batkoun), on the northern slopes of the
Phodope to the west of Plovdiv, is described both as a city t6X)
and a village (xii	 ) by Akropolites (121,25; 123,2). The rich
agricultural plain of the Hebros, at wriose centre Pazardik lies,
supplied it with the provisions wnicn Theodore's army plundered; see also
below 123,1-2; Jireek, Heerstrasse, 37-38; Asdracha, La Ron, 169.
122,1-2. Manuel Laskaris, a brother of the Emperor Theodore I, was
active during the reign of his grandnephew Theodore II. Manuel was
given the honorary title of protosebastos (123,-5) and a military
command. He appears to have received the title and the èommand imrne-
diately after his failure in properly reconnoitering the area around
Tzepaina (122,5-29). Theodore was muca less lenient in dealing with
the incompetence of Tornikes and Strategopoulos (above llk,2-19).
For Manuel's command see below 123,3-5; Asctracha, 'Les Rhodopes',283Z8Lf.
122,3-If. Constantine Nargarites, a man of undistinguished parentage
who had served in the army of the Neokastra theme was raised to the
rank of izeousios and then megas zaousios of the imperial retinue
by the Emperor John, a title i^hich he created at that tLne, it seems;
see 123,6-15; Guilland, Pecherches, I, 596-598, for the title. When
he was assigned to reconnoitre the area of Tzepaina in 1E55, he was
archon of the imperial retinue, a title which was not as elevated in the
hierarchy of titles as was megas tzaousios, the title he had held under
the Emperor John; see Guilland, Recherche I, 597-598. However, Theodore
soon pro'noted him to the position of r.eas archon (123,15-17), entrusting
him with the conmand of the army at Didyoteicbon, along with Tanuel
Laszaris. The title of r as archon, again apparently a new creation,
was two ranks above that of r eas tzaoisos , at least in tne fourteenth
century; see Pseudo-Kodinos, ed. Vereaux, 138,16,18.
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It is difficult to distinguish between the functions of
the tzaousios and the archon, especially since both titles are quali-
fied by the phrase ¶fl c'ro TewC or c.XXaiou, i.e., the
archon or tzaousios of his (the Emperor's) retinue; see 122,3; 123,1k,
16; arid note on 123,11-17. However, it seems that they were two dis-
tinct titles (albeit low in the hierarchy of ranks) since Pseudo-Ko-
dinos names each separately: Verpeaux, 138,16,18; 182,15-16, 18-21. A
According to Pseudo-Kodinos, t'ie megas tzaousios was in charge of main-
taining order in the imperial retinue during court ceremonies while the
meas archon had no function at t'ae time of his writing (182,15-ti; 18-
21). Angold claims that_the megas archon was, in effect, military
commander of the imperial retinue (Byzantine Government, 186). Akropo-
lites gives no evidence one way or the other, but it is unite possible
that both titles were dignities with no particular functions attached
to them. As illustrated in many instances, Emperors at Nicaea gave
military commands to holders of honorific, non-functional titles,
122,5-10. Theodore had not accompanied his father on his campaigns
in the west either In 12k2 or in 12k6; see above 67,3 ff; Epistulas,
ed. Pasta, 12k-125. Therefore, he did not have first-hand knowledge
of the terrain.
122,25-29. For Tzepaina's high situation. (300-600 meters) see 113, 2
ff.; Asdracha, La Ré'gi.on, 171, 177.
123,6-9. Akropolites here describes the titles Constantine held
using the word 'C(1L
	 whereas above (122,3) he speaks of the &XXc-
Yt. OV • Both words are equivalent to T&yiLo. and refer to a regiment
of the army assigned to the imperial corps or tetinue; see TAngold Byzan-
tine Government, i86, note 30; Heisenberg, 	 Nominum', 3k1.
The megaS attachsd to the titles tzaousios and archon respec-
tivelyin Margarites' case, did not change the functions, if any, attached
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to the title but raised the rank of the title-holder. See above
122,3-, for a discussion of flargarites' functions.
12k,'-f-7. The accunulation of titles wth which iouzalon was honoured
can be attributed to an exaggerated display of affection on Theodore
II's part. It is probable that i'Iouzalon was protosebastos, protoves-
tiarios and rreas stratopedarches at the same tine and not at different
stages. The lenria to Theodore's JCoox
	
, aedicated to
flouzalon, mentions all three titles; see Festa, GlorrLale della Societa
Asiatca 11 (1897), 98. Of the three, proto-iestiarios s the one which
Akropolites (133,22; 15k,ik-15), Pachymeres CI, 5k,21), and Gregorás
(I, 62,17) use 'rhen referring to Mouzalon. Alexios Paou]. held this
honorary title until Theodore II took it 	 from him to bestow it
on Nouzalon; see above 66,19; 92,17; Pachymeres I, 23,18-20. This t
was only one of Theodore's moves to take honours and dignities away from
men who held office by virtue of their high birth and to bestow them on
men according to their ability and merit; see Pachymeres 1,37,11-38,1.
There is no way of determining Mouzalon's ability since he never held a
military command but seems, rather, to have been honoured by Theodore
because of his affection for him; see Pachyweres I, kl,19-k2,12. How-
ever Gregoras claims that Mouzalon had excellent judgernent and was a
good administrator (I,62,lk-16).
The 'meg' of the title rregas stratoDedarches was created
specially for Mouzalon according to the lem.nia of the KOOILX1 1XWGt. C
x vou x voupoc.0 'th ¶ot.orov &Cwp.a(Festa, Giornale 11 (1897),98)
However, it is difficult to ascertain what his role was as such. Pseudo-
Kodinos says that the holder of this title was in charge of provisioning
the army (ed. Verpeaux, 17k,10-13) but we have no evidence that Ilouzalon
performed this function. However, Pachymeres (i,5-,i5-55,i) does speak
of his part in carrying out certain changes in the army cdered by Tneodore.
See Anold, Byzantine vernment, 186,193, 252 ; Guilland, flecherches, I, k98-
513.
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12k,7-8. The title of megas doestkos does not seem to have had
any military command attached to it in the cases of George and
Andronikos Mouzalon, as it had for Andronikos Palaiologos (83,17-
811.,9) and Nikephoros Tarchanejotes (89,1+-19). See Angold, Byzan-
tine Governnent, 18k-185.
12k,9-1O. Is this John Aitgelos the same man as the commander of the
garrison at Melnik (above 115,7-8)? It does not seem likely since
Akropolites is scathing about the Angelos of this passage and compli-
mentary about the commander at Melnik. See note on 101,9-18, for
comments on the various John Angeloi.
12'+,13-lk. For Karyanites, see below 159,19-160,3 and Theodore's re-
f.rence • to him in a letter to Nouzalon (E pistulae, ed. Festa, 227,8-9).
Pachymeres (1,63,7-8) also mentions his honorary title of proto-',estiari-
ts. For this title see note on 26,20-22.
i2k,1 Li.18. Akropolites means that he also was given a title on this
occasion. See the Thtroduc1non,	 39-14) , for a discussionof the
passage.
LXI. 12k,25-125,7. Most of the action of this, the second campaign
(spring-summer 1256) against the Bulgarians took place around Adrianople,
Didymoteichon and east of the Hebros, along the Rhegina rivers It was
a defensive, not an offensive, campaign. See Gregoras (1,56,9-13)
for similar remarks on the composition of Theodore's army.
125,17. Theodore had left Manuel Laskaris and Constantine Marga.rites
in charge of the army at Didymoteicnon; see 123,k-20.
125,29. Rhegina (Ergene), a tributary of the Hebros, branches off to
the east into Thrace.
126,1-k. The Emperor had ordered them not to leave their encampment
which was between Didyiioteichon anc the Hebros; see 123,20-28. Accor-
ding to Skoutariotes, they disobeyed ana went to the area of Adrianople
to a place called Barsanika (Bersnikeia) ; aae Adii'aenta, no. kO. 	 .
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This was the second time that Laskaris and Margarites were unsuccess-
fu]. in their commands (see above 122,1-29).
126,15. Boulgarophygon (Eski Baba), south-east of Adrianople:
see Jireek, Heerstrasse, 100.
126,19-20. The o'r&ôt.ov had no clear practical meaning in Byzantine
times as a unit of measure. The term is used by Byzantine authors who,
like Akropolites, resort to the vocabulary of the ancients as a literary
device. When an author does use the word it is difficult to know to
which of the many ancient cyrô1.cL he is referring. Based on Schilbach's
calculations, kOO stadia would be almost double the usual day's journey
and, therefore, anywhere from 94 . to 160 km.. The Emperor Theodore's re-
putation for swiftness, mentioned above (117,16-19), was certainly well-
earned.	 *
126,25. Skoutariotes gives some information which makes the outcome of
the chase seem less unsuccessful. According to him, the Emperor gave
George Nestongos, pinkernes, and a Cuman, Kleopas, a detachment of the
army and sent them against the elusive Cumans. They were cucc3s ]. in
finding them (perhaps because of the help of Kleopas, a Cuma.n. himself)
and killed many; see Additamenta, no. k2. George Nestongos' name does
not appear in Akropolites' account but he is known from Pachymerea (I,
65,12-66, 11. ; 75,111-15). Kleopas is mentioned in a letter of Theodore II
to Mou2a].on (Epistulae, ed. Festa, 259,28 ff.). Skoutariotes' account
of this second campaign of the Emperor Theodore contains many addi-
tions to Akropolites' narrative; he was in all likelihood present on
the campaign. For a discussion of the value of his narrative see the
Thtroduct ion, 5 8-60.
LXII. 126,29-127,1. Other sources for the peace treaty are Theodore's
letter to his subjects in natolia, describing the terms of the treat7
(Epistulae, ed. Festa, 229-282) and a letter of Niketas Karantenos to
the abbot of St. John's monastery, Patmos, written soon after the treaty
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was concluded; see MM,VI, 198; new edition by Nystazopoulou, 'rp4qi'
288, 295 and note 26.
The date usually given for these negotiations,'slightly
before 6 August i256, should be revised in favour of a more precise
date which is supplied by Skoutariotes 29 June • The forrier date is
based on the fact that Akropolites relates an incident which took place
on the day of the MetamorphosIs (6 August), directly after discussing
the treaty; see 127,2k-27; Wirth, Regesten, no. 1893 c. However,
Skoutarjotes' account of this canmaign is very precise in chronologi-
cal details and should be accepted; see ed. Sathas, 525,1-5.
127,2-k. Akropolites' reference to the mediator (p.coCi c ) in the peace
settlement as	 'pcscoc O'bpoC	 or	 Oi',poC has led. to the mis-
understanding that the man in question was Stephen Uro, king of Serbia;
see Jireek, Geschichte der Bulgaren, 266, note 9. However, that Akroo-
lites is referring to a Russian is clear from Theodore's letter announcing
the peace treaty in which he calls the mediator Pwocv a.pxQ)V and the
'bear' (Epistulae, ed. Festa, 282,kO; 282,87-88). The Russian can be
identified with Rostislav Michailovi, son-in-law of the Hungaria. king
Bela IV and father-in-law of Michael Asen; see Jireek, Archiv fUr Slav-
ische Philolo gie 21 (1899), 622-626, esp. 622-k; Ilicol, Dest,otate, 158.
Akropolites does not call the man
	
by his Christian name but by his
title 0?po( , the Greek transliteration of the Hungarian title 'Ur'
or 'Uruin'; see Ostrogorsky, 'Urum-Despotes', Zurn 'zantinischen Geschichte
(Darmatadt, 1973), 153-165; P. Nikov, 'Bilgaro-Ungarski Otnoshenifa',
SBAN 11 (1920), 60-61. This title was bestowed on flostislav by his
Hungarian father-in-law and he was given a district of northern Serbia
over uhich to rule.
127-9-1 0. In his 'letter to the east' Theodore II says that Rostislav
was acco'rnanied by some Buisarians: 'v poXv'v Xao ¶O BouXyc.pt.-
xoU (2rnstulae, ed. Festn, 280, k2-k3).
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127,10-1 6. Theodore II claims that he had decided on certain demands
to make of the defeated party but the 'appeals' of the 'Russian
leader' made him soften and abandon all demands except for the
-	 cession of Tzepaina, the only fortress he had been unable to reconquer;
see Epistula, ed. Festa, 280,31f-37. Like Akropolites, he states
that the old boundaries between the parties were once again to be
observed (Epistulae, 281,68-73). He gives these as Philippoupolis,
Sofia and. Velevousdion (Kiustendil) to the north and west.
127,18-21. In his letter to his sub3ects Theodore II does not mention
the gifts given to Rostislav, perhaps because this might reduce the
dramatic quality of the terms of the agreement. 	 -
127,21-23. According to Skoutariotes, who gives precisechronological
indications, the Emperor waited for Tzepaina to be ceded from the end
of June (29) until August (ed. Satbas, 525,1-5).
LXIII. The episode related here brings out the relationship of Theodore
II and Akropolitea, as well as their characters. It is a self-indulgent
passage but helps to explain Akropolites' animosity towards the Emperor.
Skoutariotes has a shorter version of the incident: ed. Sath.as, 525,6-
526,13.
127,25-29. The feast of the Transfiguration or Metamorphosis: 6 August;
see Pseudo-Kodinos, ed. Verpeaux, 2tf5,710, for the Emperor's part in
the celobration of this feast. While the Emperor was on campaign, the
liturgy was celebrated in a tent attached to the imperial tent. See the
synodal decision dating to some time after 120i, authorizing measures
to be taken to reinstate this custom: A. Pappadopoulos-Kerameus, 'Icpo-
ooXiut'xI Bt3XtoexT! 1 (1891), 3k1; Laurent, Regestes, no.. 1302.
128,21-129,2. The rumour which the Emperor relates was false, it seems.
Nothing n'ore is said of it subsequently.
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130,3_h. For Akropolites' title at tziis time see the Introduction, 39-40.
130,18-19. In an attempt to avoid a word or expression of everyday
speech Akropolites uses 
.sCôcLp0C instead 01 yôapo	 for
tdonkey or
	
This form is based on an etymology of the word
found in glossaries:	 o ()pw ; see Ety"iologicum Graecae Linguae
Gudianum, ed. F. Sturzius (Leipzig, 1818), yaeCôaoo : iXLp. ¶ "CV fV
OciCpet,v, i icap 'rÔ &ct öat.pp.sVo'. Krumbacher believes that the
Ernperr' s comment was a popular saying but he does not give any parallels;
see Mittelgriecnischen SDr1ch'rter (Munich, 1893), 237.
130,20-21. The Emperor may be referring to his mother's, the Empress
use of this epithet with respect to Akropolites; see 63,17-25.
Theodore elsewhere refers to Akropolites in a maimer which betrays irri-
tation or lack of sympathy with him: 'iôv 	voocpov 'AxpotoX('riv lva-
I3puv6evov ('priding himself ont)S'C'VSc toX.o'tcLt 	 VCLX)i€0	 (Xp0-
pistulae, ed. Festa, 36,9; 251.18.
130,29 If. Pachyrneres describes Theodore as hot-headed (ecp.6 	) and
blames his illness, epilepsy, for a great deal of his actions: 1,23,16-18;
32,1-3.
131,6-7. Akropolites instructed Theodore in mathematics and logic in the
12k0's. See the Introduction, 26.
131 8-9. The meaning of this passage is rather elusive. I believe a pun
on the name Akropolites is intended. The expression itp ma. xat ovop.a
is usually used to draw attention to the literal meaning of a name,i.e.
®EpU)Vo..Lt tpy.LcL xat 6voct.	 'v	 v14LCaV pyt 'reXoa.0 :
Vita TheraDontis, ed. Deubner (Leipzig, 1907 ), 125,9 . Perhaps Akropoli-
tes was an xpo' 1CoXCT1(, in name and in fact.
131,10-13. The xopuvocp5po or mace-bearers may be identified with the
Bardariots mentioned below (131,26 fr.)0 They were 'iembers of the imperial
retinue whose duty it was to maintain order. See Pseudo-odinos
iwho sars they wore .LayXa. 	 (short whips) with which they
whipped those who deserved punishment Cod. Verpeaux, 181 ,29). It
is thought that the Manglabitae, guards of the rnperial retinue armed
iiith LayX 43CL , who drop out of the sources in the eleventh century,
were replaced by the Bardariotai; see N. Oikonomids, Los Listes, 328.
131,26-29. According to Pseudo-Kodinos, the Bardariots were Turks
who bad been settled of old in the region of the Bardar river and
were named after their new home (ed. Verpeaux, 182,6-10). But it is
now generally accepted that the people who settled in the Bardar region
in the tenth and eleventh centuries were Hungarians, not Turks; see
Asdracha, La Pgion, 75-76. See note on 131,10-13, for the function
of the Bardariots. The prirnmikerios was at tieir head; R.Guilland,
Recherches, I, 300,30k; A. Horxlweg, Beitrge zur Verwaltungs Geschichte
des strornischen Reiches unter den Komnenen (Munich, 1965), 61-63.
See the case of a George Pissas who was so desperate to avoid service
as a Bardariot that he became a monk: Laurent, Rgestes, no. 1299; A.
Pappadopoulos-Kerarneus, 'AvcXcx'ro. 1, k66-k67.
132 ,30-1339. The engagement between Nikephoros and Maria, the daughter
of the Emperor Theodore II and his Bulgarian wife Helen, had taken place
five years earlier, in 1251; see above 88,15 ff.	 According to Skouta-
notes, the meeting between Theodore and Theodora took place in the
region of Boleron at a place called Lentzas, at the time of the feast
of the Exaltation of the Cross (ik Septenber). The Emperor was on his
wa. to Thessalonike from his encampment on the Rhegina river (ed. Sathas,
526,22-30; Additamenta, no. kk.
132 ,10-1 8 . The town of Servia in northern Thessaly and. Dyrrachion
(Durazzo) on the Adriatic, had been in the possession of
	 uncle,
Theodore Kornnenos, from the 1220's. For D'rrachion see above 25,12;
Servia: Nicol, Desotate, 58-59; Choriatenos, ed. Pitra, cols. 335-338.
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A letter of Niketas Karantenos to tne abbot of St. John's, Patrnos,
refers to the cession of 'Dyrrachion and other large kastra'; see
MM,VI, 198; Nystazopoulou, ' rp414.La.', 288,299.
133,31-13k , 2. Langadas: north-east of Thessalonike, 'not far' from
that city: Kantakouzenos II, 236, 8; Actes de hi1andar, ed. L. Petit,
VV 17 (1910), no. 68, p. 15k,1.
LXIV. 13'f!36. According to Skoutariotes, the Patriarch Arsenios per-
formed the marriage ceremony in Thessaloru.ke (Additamenta, no. k6).
See also the Introduction,	 , and note on 139,25-lkO,2, for
t.13 Patriarch's presence in ThessaJ.orn.ke .
Nikephoros had already been designated Despot by the
Emperor John at the time of his betrothal to Maria; see 92,8-10.
13k,? ff. The sequence of events set forth by Akropolites - treaty
w.th the Bulgarians, marriage of Nikephoros and Maria, news of Michael
Palaiologos' flight - is reproduced in the letter of Niketas Karante-
nos to the abbot of St. John's on Patnios, a letter which dates to 1256;
see Nystazopoulou, ' rp4.4-La. ', 288-289.
Akropolites' account of Michael Palaiologos' flight to
the Turks (1256),is borne out, in its main lines, by Pachymeres (I, 2k,
15-26 ,9) who supplies some additional details. Michael's own version
of this episode in his life can be found in his typika for the monas-
teries of St. Michael and St. Demetrios; see Dmitrievski, Opisanie, 790-
791; Gr4goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), k51-k53.
13k,7-lk. Akropolites c1a'is to have 'ientionea Michael's title of
mecas konostablos and appointnent above C 5 X6-o e cp0c. ... aeoi-
Xwxe) but he has not. 1 Iichael's appointhent dates to 1253, when he
was cleared of charges of treason and was given in rarriage to the
Emperor'John's niece. Before tnat date he held a cornmand in Serres and
Nelnilc; see 8k,i-k. hicnael is tne first known rnegas konostaolos but
3Th-
Pachymeres indicates that this title was not new; it 	 old'
( x iaXa.o) bestowed on men who had the whole of the Latin
contingent under their corvunand (1,21,3-5). The title is not,
however, a continuation of that of Xu1 'o c13?oi (last
attested in the 10th c.), as Guilland claims (Iecherches, I, k70 IT.).
It appears rather to have been borrowed from the Latins, possibly
before the thirteenth century, if Pachymeres' statement is to be
believed. Anna Komnena mentions a genera]. under Bohemund who was
a konostablos (II, 28,5-7).
Michael's appointment was to a military command. As megas
konostablos he had control of the Latin soldiers in the army (Pachy-
meres I, k,i5-i6) and he fought the Latins in Constantinople from
the Asiatic shore. Both Michael and Pachymeres (I,2k,15-17) state
this; see Gré'goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), k51-k53. His area of
command was Bithynia and. the Optimates region, opposite Constantinople;
see Pachyrieres, I, 2k,15-16 and below on 135,22. Although Akropolites
describes his function only in general terms --'mv
	 jpa
fryC ILOVtO (13k,12-13), it is possible to be more precise about his
official position. Michael may hare been kephale and/or doux of
Bithynia and Optimates. In fact, the language of Michael's letter to
the stratarchal under his command in Bithynia (below 135,21-22), stress
stressing that low and order must be maintained in his absence, is re-
miniscent of the standard formula for a prostagjia addressed to a kephale;
see Sathas, MeCawvCx7) B ?oe'cr VI, 6'-2-63; Angold, Byzantine
Go'ernment, 293-29k, for the duties of a kehale.
Akropolites claims to possess knowledge of Michael's thoughts.
He probably knew Michael personally since he was married to a relation
of his; see the Introduction,
13k ,2k- 1 35, 12. The reason for Micnael's flight offered by Akroolites
is repeated by all the other sources. The specific form of punishment
Michael feared, blinding, is put forth by Pachymeres as well (1,25,1-2).
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Tneodore's acts of mutilation, especially against members of the
aristocracy, are well-attested. flichael himself attributed hia
difficulties to cp66vo , the 3ealousy which led others to make
malicious statements to the Emperor and to raise fears in his mind;
see Dmitrievski, panie, 790; Gregoire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), 453.
Manuel Ho1ooloa, in an oration addressed to Michael in the 1260's,
again refers to cpe5vo as the cause of Michael's flight to the
Turks; see Treu, Proranw1 des KBniglichen Victoria-Gymnasiums zu
Potsdam (1907), 3Lf,23_3Lf.
135, 1 5. The Sultan was Izz eddin Kaikaus II. See above 106,2.
135, 22. Mesothynia appears to have been another name for the Optima-
tes theme, north of Bithynia; see Alexios III's chrysobul]. (1198) for
Venice: prou1n"ia Mesothine (TT,I,269). See also D. Zakythinos,
EEBS 25 (1955), 130-132; Angold, Byzantine Governrent, 245,note 11.
The stratarcha, 'generals' or 'commanders' who were under
Michael's command may have been sailed kastrophylakes tecmically,
since they are described as being in charge of guarding the towns and
fortresses. See Ango].d, yantine Government, 193-19k.
LXV. 136,11-22. Turkomans, nomadic tribesmen, were especiafly numerous
on the fron.tiers of' the Seijuk empire, in areas which were an adau.ni-
strative	 land. They were particularly active in their raids
on the Maiander valley; see S. Vryonis, The Decline of Medieval Helle-
nis'n in Asia Minor (Berkeley, 1971), 133-13k ; 1 85-19k, for complaints
of Turkoman attacks in other perioas.
136,24-26. There were many precedents for Byzantines who took refuge
among the Turks. See aoove for Manuel Komnenos (61,9-10; 15-16),
Alexios III (14,8-10); also . Caher, Polvchronion,Festsch.rift Franz
Dölrrer (1966), 145-149.
136,29-157, 1 . 'They id;e nim worthy of rionarchy' is Akropolites'
way of slipping in iichael's worthiness to rule. Even the Turks could
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see this in him
137,9-13. This is a reference to the Mongol invasion of 1256 led
by Bayju; see Ibn Bibi, ed. Ducla, 269-273; Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Tur-
z, 275.
Axara (Greek trana].iteration of the Turkish Aksaray),
located in Cappadocia, south-east of lake Tatta. The fourteenth
century chronicler Baibars MansCiz' states that Akaaray was one of
the principal cities of the Sel3uk sultanate on the eve of the Mon..
gol invasions; see Cahen, B ik (1939), 137. It is noteworthy that
Akropolites does not mention its 'pure', i.e. ancient name (Archelais,
Koloneia), nor does he take care to point out that it is a foreign
name, as he usually does; see above 39, 18-19; 5k,1-4. His use of
the Turkish name is perhaps a sign that the original name had been
forgotten. On this see Cahen, Pre-Ottotnan Turkey, 1k5. However, at
least at the time of Choniates' writing, both the ancient and Turkish
name were known(CSHB, 72,7-8; ed. van Dieten, 53,5-k6).
137,13-25. Michael himself clai'ns that he led Turkish troops (ed. Dmi-
trievski, Opisanie, 791) while all the other Greek sources say that
his soldiers were 'Romans'; see Gregoras I, 58,19; Sphrantzes, ed.
Grecu, 158,10-12; Karantenos, ed. Nystazopoulou, 'rpici. ', 289.
Pachymeres claims that he led hla contingeat of men under the imperial
standard ( onjictCa.L 3ac3AI.xarC) 'to appease the Emperor Theodore
should he hear about it' (1,25,19).
138,1-7. Akropolites gives the Greek transliteration of the Arabic
aLnir &khflr, a title equivalent to the XL7 iof ai43Xou. See
Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica II, 68; Encyclopaedia of Islam I (1960),
i-k2; Guilland, Recherches, I, Li69 if.
38,i0-16. The xXpwc, Greek transliteration of the Turkish
bg]1rbai, beglerbeg or 'comiander of the conrianders' was the commander-
in-chief of the arriy. The beglerbeg under discussion in tnis passage
was Tavt9, beglerbeg in Kastamonu, a town. and province in north-west
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Asia flinor which had. fallen to the Zeljuks in the twelftn century.
On Kastamonu and its government see Cahen, 'Questions d.'histoire de
la province de Kastarnonu au XIIIe sicle',Seguklu Aratirmalari. Der-
gisiz (Journal of Seljuk Studies) 3 (1971), 1 1f5152 ; ibid., Pre-Otto-.
rran Turke, 21I32kk.
LXVI. 139, 2 ff. Akropolites gives an account of the posts filled by
Theodore II's favourites, men not mentioned before, with the exceptions
of Michael Laskaria arid AkroDolltes. The posts wouls seem to have been
military ones. See Angold (Byzantine Government, 291-29k) for a dis-
cussion of the functions of a kehale, the title he postulates for
these men. In general, for the organisation of the 'European' provinces
ot the Nicaean. Empire see D. Angelov, 'K voprosu o praviteliakh',BS 12
(1951), 56_711. ; esp. 59-63; L. Maksiniovi, Vizantiska provincijska upra-
va, 27 ff., English summary, 168-170, 17LF_185.
139,2-7. Michael Laskaris, brother of the former Emperor Theodore I,
becomes more prominent from this point on in the narrative. Akropoli-
tea is never very favourable to Tki.chael, hence his ipô 	iAat.v Ofl-
0ev (1. k); see also above 109,10 ff.
Paphlagoriia, the narrow coastal region along the Black Sea
whose major city was Pontic Herakleia, had come under Nicaean control
by 121 1+; see i8,i-k.
139,7-1 0. Xyleaa, known only from Akropolites, was held in high regard
by the Emperor Theodore (see i1+i,i1+-i8), even though Akropolites himself
had reasons to doubt his merit; see 11+5, 23-11+6,12. Akropolites' snide
comment that Xyleas ('woodcutter') was an appropriate name for the man
may be his way of saying that Xyleas was from an undistinguished family.
The title of skouterios, not attested before this case, seems to have
been purely honorary. See Pseudo-Kodinos, ed. Verpeaux, 183,11-15; 196,
12-17.
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139,10-Il. Theodore Kalarnpakes is known only from Akropolites but
members of his faiiily are attested in the area of Srnyrna; see L,IV,
129, 267-269; Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 165. He is the first recorded tatas
of the court. Guifland believes that this title was bestowed on the
tutor of the heir apparent to the throne (Recherches I, 577). Although
this was so in the late thirteenth century, it is not known whether the
same was true at Nicaea; see Andreeva, Ocherki, kl-k2.
139,12-13. Constantine Chabaron apparently grew up at the court of the
Emperor John, along with Michael Palaiologos; see below 1614,16_19 and
Gre'goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), k51. Angold (Byzantine Governnent, 292)
claims that Constantine was himself from Albanon, basing this idea on a
letter of the Emperor Theodore to Uouzalon which states that the Emperor
is sending Mouzalon a horse from Albanon which is a gift of Chabaron
(pstulae, ed. Festa, 250,1-17). However, as the letter was written
while Theodore was in the west (ed. Festa, 250,15-17), Chabaron. could
already have been at his post in Albanon. In fact Theodore uses the
word 'ctxpapv1	 ' (250,11), 'pure', in speaking of Chabaron, to say
that Mouzalon should not think the gift 'barbarian.' for, although from
Albanon, its donor is 'pure'. Members of the Chabaron family from the
vicinity of Thebes are attested in the twelfth century; see N. Svoronos,
Recherches sur le Cadastre Byzantin (Paris, 1959), 72.
139, 13-1k. For Akropolites' duties as praitor see on 8k,7-9 and below,
1 1I2,1215. Although Akropolites does not specifically say so, his pre-
decessors in this post, based in Thessalonike, Andronikos Palaiologos
(12k6-12k7), and Theodore Philes (12k7-?), probably also held the title
of praitor; see on 8k,7-9. Theodore Philes was not in favour during
Theodore	 reign and may have been removed from his post in 125k,
upon Theodore's accession.
139,ik-22. Akropolites is referring to an episode which took place two
months earlier; seeLXIII. A letter of the Emperor Theodore to Mou-
zalon, written during the Bulgarian campaign, shows that Akropolites
was outspoken in his criticism of the Emperors policies. In one
letter Theodore appears to be saying that Akropolites did not approve
of Theodor&s leaving Ilouzalon behind in Asia Minor (Epistulae, ed.
Festa, 251,19-21).
LXVII. 139,23-25. Skoutariotes dates the Emperor's departure from
Thessalonike to 23 October (ed. Satnas, 529,9-10). However, Theodore
did not actually leave European territory until the beginning of De-
cember; see koutariotes, ed. Sathas, 530,12-13; below 1k3,23-2k.
139, 25-lkO , 2. Pope Alexander IV sent Constantine, Bishop of Orvieto,
a'ong with. other legates ad partes Grecorum in July 1256; see Scull-
mann, 118,127. Akropolites' statement oi3C	 sx3cx.A,cv 3cLoXx
pO0t	 .L€X1.OV has been interpreted as meaning that the
Emperor refused to meet with the legates; see Laurent, EYJ 3k (1935),
k2; Schillmanii, 112. However, this idea al'ises from a misunderstanding
of the word	 exX.w which simply means to 'dispatch'. Furthermore,
other sources show that the legates did in fact meet with the Emperor
Theodore and the Patriarch Arsenjos in Thessalonike • See the letter
written on behalf of the Patriarch by Manuel Disypatos, Metropolitan
of Thessalonike which refers to this meeting: Laurent, Regestes, no. 1332
and BD 3k (1935), 26-55. Skoutariotes corroborates the fact that the
legates were in Thessalonike at the same time as the Emperor (ed. Sathas,
529, ik-i). See Laurent, E0 3k (1935), k7, for the outcome of the meeting.
lk0,37... Akropolites' trip took place in the late autumn and winter of
1256-1257 (see 1+0,18-2O). Serv-ia and Dyrrachion had. been acquired about
a month earlier by cession from the Despot !iichael (133,12-15). Kastoria,
Ochrid, and Albanon came under Nicacan autnority in 1252/3; see 90,18-19;
91,9; 92,21. Ocririd was the ey to the Albanon area; see l tfO,5; 1k2,8-9;
A. Duceflier, Travaux et c"oirs 3 (1968), 367-368.
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i tf0,i012. Chounavia is the name of the region along the Adriatic
coast between Dyrrachion and the Mati. river; see Meliarakes,
k59-k60, note 2; G. StadtmUller,'Forschungen zum Albanischen FrUhgeschichte'1
171, note 53. Anna Komnena mentions a mountain pass called 'Petra' (III,
106,7) which is probably located in the Kake Petra, in the Chounavia
region; see Zakythinos, EEBS 21 (1951), 199, note 9. For Dibra, east
of the Drin river, see Chotnatenos, ed. Pitra, 517:
	 'rv Lep3v.
The face that Akropolites does not refer to this northern region as
Albanon does not mean (as Duceflier, Travaux et M4moires 3 (1968), 368,
thinks) that he is making a distinction between Albanon. in the Shkiimbi
river valley and the Mati river valley region to the north. Akropolites
describes Kroai, situated in this upper region between the Ishmi. and the
Mati, as ¶ô v	 'AX3tv ppopov (92,1-2). Therefore, for Akxopo-
lites, 'PJ.banon'includes both regions. See also Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas,
529,23) who adds that Chounavia is a 'region of Albanon'.
lkO,15. The men described as 'managing fiscal matters' ('to
	 ' ôrp.6-.
a. ocvsp-o .ivoC itpctcvra) are probably to be identified with
the 'aktors, subordinates of the doux of a theme, who had financial as
well as judicial duties; see MM, IV, 257; Angold, Byzantine Government,
258; Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 125-126; see on ik2, 13_Ill.
LXVIII. iko, 22-lll-1,6. Maria, sister of Theodora Petraliphin (wife of
Michael II Komnenos Doukas) and daughter of John Petraliphas (90,19) is
mentioned ('Phrantzaina') in a chrysobu].1 of Andronikos II (i307) as the
former owner of movable property within the kastron of Kanina, on the
Albanian coast to the south of Dyrrachion. See P.J. Alexander, 'A Chry-.
sobull of the Emperor Andronicus II PaJ.aeologus in favor- of the see of
Kanina in Albania', B 15 (19k0-19k1), 180,61-62, 197-200. (On the form
of the name Sphrantzes see V. Laurent, 'Zçpav1l1C et non
BZ kk (1951), 373-378.) Maria may have been in possession of property in
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Kanina, perhaps through her former husband Sphrantzes, at the time
of this episode with Chabaron. Ephrairn (9158-9161) actually states
that Chabaron was at Kanina when !Iaria won him over.
i 42,9-l2. Isaac Nestongos is not to be confused with the first cousin
of the Emperor John who was involved in a conspiracy against the Emperor
early in his reign; see above 36,19-23; 37,10-11; Polerras, Doukai, 150.
For the title eni tes baslikes tranezes see Guilland, Recherches, I,
237-239; Angold, Byzantine Government, 291.
1k2,13 11+.	 vcp'y-6iv or	 o.cvcpyv had both financial and judi-
cia]. duties; see note on 11+0,15.
11+2,20. E. Vranousses claims that Akropolites is the first Byzantine
author to refer to the Albanians by their ethnic name: T j ¶(i5V 'AX(3CLVt...
'r45v Ovo . However, Anna Komnena (II, 60, 1k-i5iv xcLXoup.&vwv
'Ap 13 av vt6v ) and Skylitzes (CSHB, II, 739, 10: 6x
would seem to disprove this assertion. See E. !ranousses, • ç 3p
"A?s43cLVoC" xat "'Ap3cLvC'Lxt1." xcLt 	 p'rr1 p.vetci. 'coTi	 LVULO1)
Xa.oS ¶flC Bxav	 e	 '	 tiyx 'ro'(i IA acvoC ',"Eevt.xov
v IopD p.CL 'Epcuvciv (Athens, 1970), 207-251+, esp. 233-235.
11+2,21-22. Akropolites first uses the name 'apostate' or 'renegade'
of the Despot Michael in. the course of relating the events of 1252:
89, 2 if.	 Note that Akropolites drops Michael's title of Despot
when he calls him an 'insurgent' ) avrcpi'riC : 11+3,8-9; 11+5,1.
11+3, 1+-5. Kantakouzenos (I, 51+2,6) refers to a Siderokastron near
Serres but this place cannot be identified with the Siderokastron of
this passage since it is too far to the east of Prilep and Prespa;
see on 77, 17-25. The Siderokastron of this passage is unidentified.
LXIX. 11+3,23-21+. The Emperor Theoore II and Akropolites h3d parted in
Thessalonike at the end of October; see 139,23-2k-. The Emperor's where-
abouts from that time until the beginning of December when he crossed the
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Hellespont (according to Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, 530,i2-1t1.) are
not known.
13,25. For Sardis, on the banks of the Pactolos, at the foot of
Mt. Tmolos, see C. Foss, Byzantine and Turkish Sardis . According
to Skoutariotes, the Emperor did not reach Sardis until after the
new year 125?.
if3,26-1kk,2. The Sultan was Izz eddin Kaikaus II, whose mother was
a Christian and whose Christian uncles played a considerable role at
his court; see Pachymeres I, 131,2-3; Ibn Bibi, ed. Duda, 265; C. Ca-
hen, B 1k (1939), 135-13 6. It was to Kaikaus II's court that Michael
Palalologos bad fled; see LXV.
1 144,215. Skouta.riotes' account differs from Akropolitea' and should be
preferred since Akropolites was in Europe at this time while Skoutario-
tes was most probably close to the scene of the events he describes.
The terms of the agreement were arranged at Magnesia, not Sardis;
see Skoutariotes, Additarnenta, 295, 7-9; Foss, Byzantine Sardis, 78.
In addition to Laodike..a (Ladik), Chonai and two minor fortresses were
ceded to Theodore: Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, 531,k-7; Additarenta, no.
k8. Both Chonai and Laodikeia had passed into the hands of the Turks
in 1206 as a result of a treaty between Theodore I and the Sultan Kai-.
khuzraw; see Choniates, CSHB, 8k2,8-12; ed. van. Dieten, 638,65-68.
They remained under Turkish control until the time of this treaty (1257)
but by 1259-1261 the Turcomans had seized them from the Ureeks. See
X. de Planhol in Laodce'e du Lycos (Quebec-Paris, i969, k03._14.03;
Cahen, 'Notes pour ].'Histoire des Turcomans	 Mineure an XIIe
siecle', Journal Asiatiq 239 (1951), 335-30.
1 !44,20_23. .Akropolites leaves the question open as to whether Michael
or the Emperor took the initiative in resuming relations but Pachymeres
(1,25,22-26,9) states that Ilichael, repenting nis actions, appealed to
to the Emperor, using the Bisnop of Iconiwn as mediator. In his
ty'Dlkon for the monastery of St. Demetrios, Michael himself gives
the impression that the Emprer begged him to return and sent letters
and embassies to this purpose (Grgoire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), k53.
Akropolites and others mention Theodore's oath to Uichael
Se.'	 J(p(tXCt.o.V : Pachymeres I, 26,5-6; Gregoras I, 59,13-1k;
Spbrantzes, ed. Grecu, 158, 19-20. It is thought that the Emperor's
oath to his subjects came into existence at Nicaea; see Svoronos, REB
9 (1951), 1381k0. This idea is based on this passage and a treatise
by Theodore II in which he discusses the rights and obligations of the
Emperor to his subjects and vice versa; see E. LappaZzicas,Un Traite"
indit de Theodore II Lascaris',Actes du VIe Conrs International d'E-
tudes Byzantines (Paris, 1950), 119-126. Theodore talks of a bilateral
contract in which the oikeios owes tne Emperor fidelity and servioes
while the E'nperor must give his subject protection and benefits. The
treatise, however, describes an informal, unwritten relation.sb.ip which
existed between sovereign and subject but which had no formal expression.
it s a philosophical and literary work rather than a literal description
of an existing contract. With time, as imperial power weakened, the
Emperor's oath to his subject became more frequent; Svoronos, 138-139.
But it was still uncommon during Andronikos II's reign. According to
Kantakouzenos, Andronikos III had to remind Andronikos II that such an
oath of assurance had been sworn by an. Emperor to Michael Palaiologos
before the latter would return from his self-imposed exile (I, 83, 7-
19). Theodore's oath to Michael would seem to have been an exceptional,
isolated case.
LXX. ILF 5,1-5. In addition to sending ?icnael with troops Theodore had
the Patriarch Arsenios and the synod unlish an interdict on all people
living in teLritory under the control of the Despot Hicnael; see Laurent,
3824-
ReRestes, p. 11+2. Ble'nmydes comments that this was Theodore's way o±
subjecting the Despot, since all his other attempts had failed:
Curriculum vitae, 1+5,11-1+7,10.
1k5, Li5. Skoutariotes (ed. Sathas, 531,18-19) does not mention the
size or quality of Michael Palaiologos' troops. The detail is prcbab-
ly supplied by Akropolites as an explrntion for Michael's lack of
success in the undertaking but it is not inconceivable that the iziforma-
tion is true since .Akropolites saw the soldiers himself; se 1k8,2021+.
Theodore's suspicion of 'alaiologos may have led him to give the man
poor forces.
11+5, 8-9. Axios was the ancient name of the Bardar; see Carile, 'Parti-
tio', 277. The name Naxios appears only in Akropolites, it seems. The
presence of the initial N may represent a local dialectic peculiarity,
the n having been added to prevent the external hiatus which results
when two vowels come together in successive words. See Demetrakes,
VLyc. A.x6v (Athens, 191+9), 1+836, 21+. This perhaps also applies
to the case of Neustapolis-Eutzapolis, above 78,21; ii8,i6.
11+5,10-15. Berroia must have capitulated to the Despot Michael a short
time earlier since in December of 1256, when .Akropolites visited the
town, it was in Nicaean control: 139,25; IL1O,l8_19.
11+5,16-21. Stephen Uro I, the Kral of Serbia; see Jire8ek, Geschichte
der Serben I (Gotha, 1911), 317.
1245,22. Kytzabis (Ki 'evo), to the east of Dibra.
11+5,23-1 1+6,12. Akropolites, Ephraim (9188-9191) and Skoutariotes (ed.
Sathas, 531,25-532,5) are the only sources for the Serbian campaign.
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LXXI. 1k6,13 ff. Akropolites is the main source for the battle at
Vodena (Edessa) in 1257; see Nicol, Desootate, 16tf.
1 1f6,232k. Michael had at least two illegitimate sons, Theodore
(Pachymeres 1,26,20-21 calls him Manuel) and John (Gregoras I, k7,18-19).
Polemis (Doukai, 91f,97) conjectures that they might have been sons by
his mistress, a Gangrene; see the 'Life' of St. Theodora of Arta, ed.
Moustoxydes, k5; below ik8, 6-7.
1k6,25. Manuel Lapardas is not known from any other source although
a Theodore and a Michael Lapardas are known from documents of the
period; see Ahrweiler, 'Srnyrne', ilk; Laurent, 'Legendes sigillogra-
phiques et families byzantines', ED 31 (1932), 3k3-3kk, for a prosopo-
graphy (incomplete) of the family.
ik8,k-ii. Pachymeres (1,26,20-27,2) claims that Michael Palaio].ogoa
killed the Despot Michael's son. Akropolites perhaps has more precise
irformation. Note his use of Toi3pxoC iistead of his usual flpao.
This "culd seem to be the result of a slip of the pen.
LXXII.1k9, 3ff. Akropolites is the only source for Michael II's cap-
ture of Prilep. Even Skoutariotes does not record this event. See
Nicol, Des potate, 165-i66.
150,20-21. Note Akropolites! reference to Prilep as '	 tv.xpôv xstvo...
ppOpt,OV , an obvious attempt to minimize the importance of the fortress
and of his failure. For Prilep's impressive natural and man-made defen-
ces see A. Deroko, Starinar, N.S. 5-6 (195k-1955), 83-10k.
150,21-2k. Akropolites was eventually imprisoned at Arta; see below 171,17.
His trac'Against the Latins' were written while he was in prisons see
the Introduction ,
i5i,6-ii • ? anuel Rariatas and Poulachas are not kno n from any other
source.
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151,20-22. There is mention of the property of an Akropolites near
Skople in a document issued by King Milutin (1299/1300), donating
various properties to the monastery of St. George; see Gruji, 'Tn
Hilendarske povel3e', 13: IBA AKPOIIOiWTOBA (Akropolites' field).
N. Lascanis conjectured that the Akropolites of the Serbian document
is our George Akropolites and that he was given the property as a gift
from the Emperor John when Melnik, Skopije and various other towns came
under the Emperor's control in 12f6; see B 21 (1951), 265-.268 . Even if
Gcorgs Akropolites did own property in Skopije (see Ostrogorsky5 re-
marks to the contrary: B 22 (1952), 161-163), it is unlikely that the
Emperor Theodore II could have done anything to safeguard it at this
time (1257), since the area was overrun by the enemy. Nicaean was
extremely weak, not to say nonexistant. It is more likely that Akropo-
lites is referring to some property of his in Asia Minor.
The horisnos or prostagma was an imperial document issuing
orders or setting down decisions in cases of challenge of a privilege
(DBlger-Karayannopulos, Byzantinische Urkundenlebre, 109) • For an
example of the kind of horismos which would have been issued to pro-
tect Akropo].ites' property see MN,IV, 256-257:
	
6G'rcLyLcL &7CO'rp1tOV
itv'rc 'robC	 Xqo,cLC'rC	 v...xi5.'rwv xa.t &oxOr5v'rcL c 'ra1rci.
LXXIII. 152,13. Michael Amen succeeded his half-brother Kaliman to
the throne in 12k6; see above 73,1-6. For his relationship to the
Emperor Theodore II, see above 107,lk-108,2.
152, 1i_6. Michael's murder by his cousin Kaliman is not related by Gregoras
(I,60, Lf-6) or Pachymeres (I, 3k9,8) who merely state that he died. How-
ever, a marginal note dated to 1258, written by an Armenian priest living
at Trnovo at that time, confirms Akropolites' account that Michael was
assassinated by 'Kalajrnan, the son of his uncle'. See A. argos, 'Deux
Sources Arrne'niennes du XIIIe si&cle concernant certains viaemezitz his-
toriques du second Empire bulgare', Etudes Balkaniques, 2-3 (1965), a95-
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299. !'Targos (op. cit., 299) claims that Kaliman was the son of
Asen II's 'only brother the seoastokrator Alexander'. For Alexan-
der see above 33,1.
152,6-8. Kaliman probably never ruled as tsar. This may be the force
of Akropolites' statement 	 Ooc ¶v...&pv cYpcTspCccLoec1.
152,8-10. The RuzsianYUr', Rostislav Michailovi', Michael Asen's father-
in-law, had been the mediator ui the peace treaty negotiations of 1256
between the Bulgarians and Nicaea; see above 127,1-k.
152,12-13. According to Pachymeres (I, 3k9,3_1 L+) and Gregoras (1,60,6-12),
since Michael Asen had no children, the next in line to succeed to the
throne was Mytzes, Michael's brother-in-law, but as he was not in
favour with the Bulgarian magnates, they chose Constantine Tikh (or Tih).
He was related to the Nemanjids of Serbia through his mother, a daughter
of Stephen II Neman3a; see Pachymeres I, 3k9,13-lk. The name TOCOC
Constantine's surname, is the Greek transliteration of the Slavic
	 x
(calm, quiet), itself a short form of the names T XoLp , TiXocAc3.
See Ziataraki, Istorifa, III, k7k, note 3; Jireek, Geschicnte, 316-317.
152,15-22. Constantine apparently had trouble in asserting his right to
rule. Mytzes was in control of the area surrounding Trnovo ; see Pachy-.
uieres I, 3k9,18-350,k. It may have been on account of Constantine's
precarious position that he divorced his own wife and married a daughter
of the Emperor Theodore II. As Eurene uas a granddaughter of Asen II,
his marriage to her strengthened his uin to the throne. et portrait
of Constantine and Eirene survives in the church at Boyana, outside
Sofia. the fresco dates to 1259; see K. !Iuyatev, The oyana Murals
(Sofia, 1961), p1. 51.
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LXXIV. 153, ff. Although Akropolites was not in Asia Minor at
the time of Theodore's death, his account is similar to that of
Skoutariotes who was, by his own admission, privy' to information
concerning the circumstances surrounding Theodore's last days :
t'rPPXfl ILOt ö 1Y Cc1't O (ed. Sathas, 53Li,i8_i9).
153,+-6. Theodore's symptoms of falling (Pachymeres I, 32,1) and
paralysis (Epistulae, ed. Festa, 65,23-27) are similar to his
father's; they are both thought to have suffered from epilepsy;
see on 101,23-26. According to Pachymeres (I, 32,11-35,15), Theo-
dore attributed his illness to the sorcery of his subjects; see also
Blemmydes, Curriculum vitae, k8-o.
153,7-20. Skoutariotes says that Theodore asked the Patriarch to
give him a letter of absolution after he had confessed his sins
(Additarnenta, no. 50). A patriarchal and synodal letter of abso-
lution was apparently issued because Blernmydes claims that Theodore
received it, although Blemmydes himself refused to sign it: Curri-
culum vitae, k7,15-17; Laurent, Regestes, no. 133k.
A note to a ynodikon from CyDrus mentions Theodore's
taking of monastic vows with the name Theodore; see N. Cappuyns,
'Le Synodicon de hypre au XIIe siecle', B 10 (1935), 1491; Polemis,
Doukai, 110, note 10.
153,20-22. Theodore was thirty-six wnen he died: Gregoras I, 61, i8-
19 and above lOk,19-23. A marginal note in Vat. Gr. 2LI6 containing
Blern.rnydes' Epitone of Natural Science (PG, CXLII, col. 1256 C) mentions
Theodore's death in August of 258 ; see llercati, Bessarione 29 (1915),
226-227; also P. Schreiner, Kleinchrotnken, 75,3, for the date.
153,23-25. The monastery of Sosandra, founded by the Emperor John, was
located in the reaion of Magnesia. See Ahrweiler, 'Smyrne', 89-91 and
map for its problematic location; also Heisenberg, BZ 1k (1905), i66-i68.
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It ns dedicated to the Virgin or Christ: see Ahrweiler,'Srnyrne',
9'+ .. .96, See H. Grgoire (ecueil des Inscriptions I (1922), no. 84,
21+-25, for the inscription on a sarcophagus at Nyrriphaion which Grgoire
believes to be Theodore's tomb.
153,25-15k,1. Akropolites does not ..ention
	 wife, Helen,
the daughter of Asen II. They were irarried very young; see above 50,
16-25; 52,10-11. Helen's death probably dates to before Theodore's
accession; see J. Pappadopoujos, Theodore II, 31+ and note 2. Their
only son, John, named after his grandfather, was born on Christmas
day in 121+9 or 1250; dee Pachymeres I, 35,a3; 192,7-8; Scbreiner,
Kleinchroriiken, no. 8, p. 75. See Blernmydes verses on his birth in
which he is compared to Christ and his mother to the Virgin: Curricu-
lum vitae, 110-111. Both Theodora and Eudokia are mentioned by Gre-
goras witri. respect to their marriages at a later date to a Valincourt
and to the count of Bentimiglia: I, 92,21-93,5; Polemis, Doukai, 110,
note 17.
154,1-9. It would seem that Maria died before her father for Michael
II Komnenos Doukas' 'revolt' can be dated to 1257 (above 11+1,5 ff.).
Nikephoros remarried in the 1260's; see Pachymeres I, 21+3,7-8; Pole-
mis, Doukai, 95. For Eirene's marriage to Constantine Tikh see above
152, 19-21.
The lack of any general statement about the Emperor is
conspicuous. Of all the sources for the period Akropolites alone
makes no comment whatsoever on the Emperor's reign. See Skoutariotes
(Additarenta, 296-298) and Pachymeres (I, 32,6-39,11) both of whom
knew Theodore. Their encomia would not appear to be mere tooi.
Pachymeres especially shows an intiriate knoiledge of the
	 ways.
Akropolites' bitterness went very deep; see 139,11+-22.
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LXI. i5k,'iO ff. Akroo1ites, who was not present for the events
he describes here, gives a very summary and entirely pro-Iichael
Palaiologos account of the situation alter Theodore's death. Skou-
tariotes was in Asia Minor at the time (see note on 153,1+ ff.) but
unfortunately reverts to following Akropolites' account. Pachymeres
gives the fullest narrative oi events. He was a relation of one of
the people involved (see I,59,12_11I..). Another account, 'that of the
Arab historian Bar Hebraeus (trans. Budge, 1+28) had an anti-Nouzalon
source. See Angold, Byzantine Government, 87-88, for a discussion of
the sources.
15k, 13-20. The will and 'oaths taken on it are mentioned by Pachymeres
(1,39,12), Gregoras (I,62,19;63,10) and Arsenios (PG CXL, 91+9 C).
Two oaths were sworn, one before and .oae after Theodore'à death:
Arsenios, PG CXX, 91+9 C; Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, 537,10-17. Accor-
ding to Arsenios, everyone took the oaths, senate, army,people and, the
ecclesiastical hierarchy. For those not present prostamata were sent
out announcing the Emperor's death, th proclamation of the new Emperor,
and asking for oaths to be svern øn behalf of the new Emperor; see Pachy-
meres, I, 53,17-5k,1.
Akropolites seems to believe that Theodore was more concerned
for Mouzalon's well-being than his own son's. In this he discredits Theo-
dore more than Mouzalon. However there were many who suspected Mouzalon
of having bewitched the Emperor and brought about his death: Pachymeres
I, 32,11-15; 51I,iO15.
154,20-21+. Akropolites is wrong about the date. The events rio is about
to d3scribe took place nine days after the Emperor's death, on the occa-
sion ef a memor'ial service held for the late Emperor Theodore at 'Sosandra
where he was buried; see Pachyreres I, 55,11-12; Gregoras, I, 65,15-16.
The presence of Latin mercenaries is stressed by Pachynieres (1,55,21-56,1).
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15, 2'^-26. The catalogue of distinguished men consists of families
of old ancestry (with the exception of Philes) whose members held
important positions at Nicaea ('tflC P(T ... ¶cCCC) (11.25-26),
as they had earlier in Constantinople; see Angold, Byzantine Govern-
ment, 68-71. Pachymeres explains that Theodore's behaviour towards
these men was based on his idea that their high. birth was sufficient.
They did not need to be raised to positions in the court as well.
Most of the men who fared badly under Theodore were restored under
Michael VIII.
151f,26-155,2. Alexios Strategopoulos and Constantine Tornikes had, lost
favour with the Emperor Theodore as a result of their performance in
th Bulgarian campaign (1255-1 256); see aoove 11 . ,2-19 for their careers.
According to Pachymeres (I,61l.,19_65,1+), Alexios' son, Constantine, had
been blinded by Theodore II because he treatect tne E'nperor with disdain.
j5,2-3. Theodore Philes replaced Andronikos Palaiologos as viceroy in
Thessalonike in 12k7 (8+,15). Theodore's hatred for the man is evident
in a letter he addressed to Akropolites during his father's reign:
Epistulae, ed. Festa, 105,23-2k.
155,3-6. George Zagarommates is known from several documents which date
to the Emperor John's reign: 12k9: rrotoestiarites, ebastos (IC',VI, 191;
D8lger, Regesten, no. 1797). See Laurent C t EXXT1Vt.X1 6 ( 1933), no. 551)
for Zagarommates' seal as protstiarites. For his property near Smyrna
see Arwej1er,Smyrnet, 177-17 8. His fitle of ar oio'enos is known
only fron this passage. Before 120k the title was usually bestowed upon
eunuchs and entaid the charge of protecting the Ec'peror during the
night; see Gu1land, Recherches I, 202-211.
155,6-7. Alexios Paoul, the Eiperor John's orotoistiarios (92,17-18),
married to a niece of teriperor, ad been deprvect of his title by Tneo-
dore ino bestoT:ed it on George cuza1on; see ?actI:-ieres 1,23,18-20. For
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his sons, John, i1anuel, Lsaac and another whose name is not known,
see Fassoulakes, The Byzantine Family of Paoul-Ral(l)es, 17-23.
155,'?-9. Nikephoros Alyates was a rammatiko5 under the Emperor
John; see above 91,3-k. As ei tou kanikleiou he may have had
duties connected with the chancery; see Angold, Byzantine vernment,
161_1 62. Skoutariotes adds that the Emperor Theodore confiscated
Alyates' property (ed. Sathas, 537,3-k).
15 c5,16_19. Theodore Mouzalon had grown up at the court of the Emperor
John, along with his brothers George and Andronikos; see Pachymeres, I,
2k,k-5. Theodore is the first known protokynegos; he	 in charge
of the imperial game presrve;ee Guilland, Recherches, I, 601-603;
Pachymerea I, 2k,k-5; Gregoras I, 66,2.
Akropolites uses the third person plural of the imperfective,
,ccL'rwvLoZov , xouv to make a point that he had no part in,and
wanted nothing to do with,the titles which these men held. Akropolites
himself did not recognise them.
155,19-1 56, 8. Pachymeres attributes the murder of the brothers to the
Latin mercenaries iii the army who were under Michael Palaiologos' con-
trol as megas konostablos • According to him, a KpovXoC or Charles,
killed George Mouzalon who was hiding under the altar table in the
sanctuary; see Pachymeres I, 5k-55, 60-61; 2811,19_21. Bar Hebraeuz
also places the responsibility in the hands of 'Michael and the other
nobles' who 'commanded the Franks.., to o up to the monastery and to
hack Mouzalon in pieces with their swords' (trans. Budge, k28). Akro-.
polites does not	 o single outanyone	 as the murderer of the Mou-
zalon brothers but see below 159,20-23 where he claims that Karyanites,
one of	 'magnates' was responsible.
156,8-18. Akropolites used this quotation from Homer (Ii. 2k.261) above
when reporting the promotion of Theodore's favourites. An account of
the scene by Theodore's tomb is not to be found in Pachymeres or in
any of the other sources, including Skoutariotes.
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LXXVI. lS6,19.1S7,Lf. This is an account of the assembly which met
after the death of the Fouzalons to decide on a new guardian for the
young John IV. See Angold, Byzantine Governnent, 85-86, for the cornpo-
sition of the assembly.
157,11-1k. See above 137,9-138,18 for the last encounter of Turks
and Mongols in 1256 which ended in a serious defeat for the Turks.
157,15-19. The Despot Michael II had taken Albanon, frilep and
Ochrid in 1257; see LXVIII, LXX, LXXII.
157,19-23. Akropolites has not said anything of this wedding alliance
before, as he claims he has. Michael II had three daugnters, Helen,
Anna, and another whose name is not known: Pachyineres II, 319,16-17;
Polemia, Doukai , 9k. Helen's marriage to Manfred, King of Sicily,
and son of Frethrick II, took place in 1259 although arrangements for
the marriage seem to date to 1258. See M. Dendias,	 'Ary'eXC-
va. o6xa.IvcL 13aGCXacJcL	 xe?.Cct c xctt
XQOVt.XI 1 (1926), 219-29k ; Nicol, Despotate, 183, note 6 and Ce.nakop-
los, 'The Eattle of Pelagonia', 103-105, for a discussion of the date of
their marriage.
157,23-158 ,1. Anna's marriage to William of Villehardouin, prince of
Achaia, took place in 1258; see Pachymeres I, 83,3; Gregoras I, 71,22;
Nicol, Despotate, 172-173. For William see above on 86,2k-87,k.
i58,i-k. The Latins in Constantinople have played a relatively minor
role in Akropolites' narrative. Nicaean-Epirote and Bulgarian relations
were the major concerns of the Emperors John and Theodore. However
Michael Palaiologos cla-ns to have fought the latins from the Asiatic
shore opposite Constantinople, during the reign of the Emperor John;
see note on 13k,7-lk. This is the only reference to hostilities with
the latins in the 1250's. For Baldt.an II, son of Peter of Courtenay,
see above 57, 20 ff.
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158,5-21. Akropolites, in an attempt to show that Michael Palaiologos'
popularity was wide-reaching and the fame of his competence well-known,
presents the selection-process as a vote among the people, especially
the mercenary contingents in the army. Pachymeres on the other hand,
who was closer to the proceedings than Akropolites, says that the
officials deliberated among t'ienselves for several days before agree-
ing on Michael. He gives three reasons for their choice :
military skills, nobility of birth, and relation to the ruling family,
both by birth and marriage (1,66,5-20). At this time Michael was named
megas doux and guardian (Cpoto( ) of the young Emperor John IV.
158,22159, 1+. Both by_Pachymeres' account and the Patriarch Arsenios'
admission, the decision to choose Palalologos had already been taken
when the Patriarch arrived at Nyrnphaion: Pachymeres I, 67,9-11; 13-16;
72,12 If.; PG, CXL, 9k9 C:XcCov't6C o1. The Patriarch's role
appears to have been one of confirmation. His approval was considered
a means of assuring more security tQ the p'ocedure : Pachymeres I, 67,9-11.
Pachymeres also states that a synodal tome was issued which absolved
Michael of any guilt in transgressing the oaths he had sworn to the
Emperor John Batatzes or to John IV (I,95,k-16).
LXXVII. 159,6-7. Akropolites gives no idea of the length of time which
elapsed between the stages of Michael's rise to imperial power. The
brevity of his account may be due to the fact that he was not in Asia
Minor when these events took place. But it is more likely that he did
not wish to draw attention to the way in which Michael managed to rise
from megas konostablos (rank 11: Pseudo-Kodixios, ed. Verpeaux, 137,7)
to Emperor in a few months (August 1258-January, 1259), displacing the
rightful heir, Pachymeres, however, was an eyewitness (1,71,19; 72,7)
and presents a full, detailed account of the stages in 	 career.
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159,8-a . The 'Short Chronicle of 1352' is tne only source for the
date of Michael's elevation to the despotic rank: 13 Noverner 1258;
see Schreirier, Kleinchroniken, no. 5, p. 75; Loenertz's cotimientary
in OCP 29 (1963), 3ki. The senate and niembers of the ecclesiastical
hierarony had a hand in this promotion; see Pachymeres I, 79,11-13;
snios, PG, CXL, 9k9D. The actual ceremonial bestowal of the des-
potic rank depended on the reigning Emperor who in this case was the
young John. IV, proclaimed but not crowned Emperor. The Patriarch
assisted him in the ceremony: Pachytneres I, 79,1i--16; Gregoras, I,
71,8-9. The )estowal of the title on Michael was a significant de-
parture from the norm as established in Constantinople and followed
in Nicaea; see above on 9,1-2; 67,11-25.
Pseudo-Kodinos describes the actual ceremony as well as
the headpicce nich the Emperor places on the new Despot's head, a
ste'jmato nyrion. It is said to have four small arches, in the front,
the back and on the sides (ed. Verpeaux, 275,2-2k). This description
does not conjure up an image of a ¶cLt.vCU.	 or fillet, tne word. Akro-
polites uses to describe the desiDotic headpiece. However, whenever
possible Akropolites chooses to use an archaising word or expression
rather tnan a current term and this could be tne case in this instance
as well. Se Hendy and Bendall for a coin showing the ceremonial
crowning of a Despot by an Emperor: Pevue Huriisriataue 12-13 (1970-1971),
1k31 Ll.8, esp. lLf7, note 1.
159,9-12. The tine which elapsed between Michael's proclamation as
Despot and as Emperor could ri;ve b'n y&r from 18 to 9 aays ;
see on 159, 13-15. Lichael Palaio1oos clairis that God persuaded him
to accept the charge; Gre'goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), k53-k55. Michael
persuaded his suporters, drarn fror tne ar-cr a tb church, with gifts:
Pac ii:-rieres , I, 71,7-11; 79,16-20,3.
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159,13-15. Michael uas proclaimed Emperor on 1 January 1259, pro-
bably at Magnesia (Ianisa); see Pachymeres (1,96,15-16) whose date
differs from Gregoras' (i December 1258; 1,78,1-12) but should be
preferred. 1Jirth, relying on a later oration by Manuel Holobolos
and, the 'Short Chronicle of 1352', claims that the ceremony took
place at the palace in Nyrnphaion; see JOBG 10 (1961), 86-87. How-.
ever he overlooks the testimony of Blemmydes, an eyewtness who,
along with Pachymeres (1,96,15-98,17) claims that Magnesia was the
site; see Curriculum vitae, 89,19-25. Although the palace was at
Nymphaion, Magnesia was also considered an imperial residence; see
Andreeva, Ocherki, 23-21+; A±irweiler,'Smyrne', 'i'-1+5. The accounts of
Blemrnydes and Pachymeres should be trusted.
For the ceremony of the elevation on the shield, which was
lifted by men of te church as well as the magnates see above on 105,
20-21 Pseudo-Kodinos, ed. Verpeaux, 256,1-14-.
159,15-18. It is not known how much time elapsed between the proclama-
ion (i January 1259) and the coronation but it would have had to have
been long enough for Michael to go to Philadelphia from Magnesia and
back again; see Pachytneres I, 99,2-100, 1+; Arsenios, PG, CXL 9k9D: xcLf.pb
oi 7to7C taps?6(v • Theodore II had also gone to Philadelphia after
his proclamation for the same reason as Michael Palaiologos, to send
an embassy to the Sultan and make a display of the return to the status
quo with a new Emperor on the throne; see abee 105,18.,.106,3
The Patriarch Arsenios agreed to crown Nichael with the
stipulation that John IV should be crowned first: Arsenios, PG CXL 9k9D;
4.
Gregoras I, 79,5-8. However, at the last minute Michael managed to
bring pressure to bear so that he and his wife were crowned first while
John was not given an imperial crown but merely a ,ccxpuq4Xw ivrup.-
3Cw , a close-fitting cap decorated with precious stones: Pachytneres,
I,103,2010k,3. Note Akropolites' lack of reference to John.
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159,19-160,3. Above, in his account of the killing of the Mouzalon
brothers, Akroolites did not name any murderer; see note on 155,19-
156,3. Pachyneres, however, put the blame on. a certain Charles, a
Latin mercenary. It may be that Akropolites used Karyanites as a
scapegoat for the crime, so as to divert suspicion from Michael Palai-
ologos who, as meas konostablos, was in charge of the Latin mercenaries
at the time of the murder. Pachymeree does not say that Karyamtes
fled to the Turks, but only oL..cpt 'tv KapixivC'crv (1,63,7-11).
Whether they were his relatives, his retainers, or men under his
charge is not known. For the Karyanitai see Abrweiler,'Smyrne', 117,
i6i.	 - -
i?-10. For John Angelos, first megas prinnikerios, then protostrator,
see above note on 121f, 9-10. He is not to be confused with an Angelos,
brothet of Michael Pa1aiologv'mother-in-law and megas primmikerios:
Pachymeres I, 72,314.
i60.1(-20. Michael conferred the title of megas domestikos on his brother
John when he was Despot. Since,as Despot, he did not have the right
to grant such a title, Pachymeres says that he made it look as if the
young John IV conferred the title (I, 81,1-3k. Michael also arranged
from John's marriage to Constantine Tornikes' daughter (Pachymeres I,
97,9-11) and raised him to sebastokrator, second in the hierarchy of
titles after Despot. For the insignia of a sebastokrator see Pseudo-
Kodinos, ed. Verpeaux, 1k7,9-1k8,21.
Little is known about John Komnenos Palaiologos but the
letter (1256) of Niketas Karantenos to the abbot of St. John's, Pat-
moe, supplies the information that John was sent to Rhodes in 1256.
It is not clear, however, whether he was sent on military or a±ninistra-




160,21-2k. Both the Strategopouloi and the Raoul family had suffered
under Theodore II Laskaris; see above 15k ,2k-155,7. For John Raou3.
see Eassouiakes, The Byzantine Family of Raoul-Ral(1)es, 18-19.
Strategopoulos does not seem to have held a title before that of
megas domestikos which Michael VIII conferred on him (161,3-k), al-
though he was sent on various military campaigns both under John III
and Theodore II.
i6i,k-8. Constantine Palaiologos' predecessor at Nicaea with the
honorary title of Caesar was a Romanos (Pachymeres I, 222,3-5). The
8OUrce of Leo
	 title of Caesar is open to question; see note
on k5,20-21. For the title see GuiUand, Recherches II, 25-33.
LXXVIII. 61,9-2k. Michael Palaiologos courted all those who had
grievances against Theodore II. Pachymeres de8crlbes the form his
generosity took: offices and pronoiai to members of the senate, chry-
sobulls to members ofthe army granting life-long pronoiai, cancella-
tion of debts and amnesty for the people: 1,97,7-98,13. The source
of	 money was, according to Pachyrneres, the public treasury
(I, 98,10-11). Compare Akropolites' statement here to the one he
makes on Theodore
	 accession (above, lOk,23-105,17).
1 61,25-1623. This embassy is not mentioned by any other source (with
the exception of Skoutariotes), either Greek or Latin. It has elements
of the fanciful in it and it seems to have as its purpose the display
of Michael's wit as well as a demonstration of the pitifully weak posi-
tion of the Latins in Constantinople.
162,k-13. Michael's father, Andronikos Palaiologos1
 died in Thessalonike
in 12k7, shortly after hi appointment there; see note on 8L1,?_9.
A funeral oration by lakobos, Archbishop of Ochrid, says that he
was buried in Thessalonike and then transported to Asia Minor where
he sas reburied; see note on 8k, 12-1k. Michael's statement to the
Latins is made for effect and is not concerned with the fine points
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of the truth.
162,16-23. Michael had a military co"imand at Serres and Melnik from
12-6; see note on 8'+,i-5.
162,26. The theme of Boleron extended from the Testos river to the
Hebros; see above +2,25; Kyrakides, M'ra,i IV, 291-359.
163,7-9. Michael is referring to the time he held a military command
in Bithynia and the Optimates region, from 1253/k until his flight to
the Turks in 1256; see note on 13k,7-lk. Fr Tarsia, the district bor-
derin.g on the Optimates theme see Ramsay, Historical Geography, 191.
163.11. The komr'erkion was both a customs tariff and a sales tax,
levied at 10'uritil the fourteenth century. The word itself, how-
ever, has various meanings: trade, merchandise, the place where
trade takes place; see H. Antoniades -Bibicou, Recherchesur 	 Dou-
anes a Byzance (Paris, 1963), 102-110, llLf.
163,12. It is thought that the	 is related to, or
identical with, the xpuooXoetov, xpuaotXGca, xapwri or mint,
housed in the Great Palace in Constantinople: Chon.iates, CSBB *53,6-8;
ed. van Dieten, 3k7, 144-50; Nicholas Mesarites, Die Palastrevolution,
ed. Heisenberg, 25-26. The €CaoöoC or revenue from the chryseDse-
telori would be the money charged for presenting bullion to the mint to
be melted down, refined and refashioned into coins or luxury ob3ects
See N. Oikonoraids, Les Listes, 317.
LXXIX. i6, i8i6L ,io. The embassy to the Despot flichael II described
here dates to after Iiichael Palaiologos' -proclamation as E'peror.in
January 1259. Tns cronor can be inferred from the sequence 9f
Akropoltes' narrative; se also Ncol, 'The Date of the Battle of
Pelaona', 69.	 Pac'rjr'eres clairs tnat licnael II rad 	 iLwn to
take Constantno1e and be roned rperor. This idea, : well as
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his alliances with flanfred and Williar't enboldeiied him: 1,81,19-83,3.
i,15-21. Chabaron had been appointed governor at Albarion by the
EmPeror Theodore in 1256. Michael II had taken Albanon and Chabaror).
through the wiles of his sister-in-law, &Iaria Sphrantzaina; see above
lkO,21-lkl,6 . Ceorge Akropolites had been in prison since 1257; see
150,7-21f. For his wife, Eudokia, and her relationship to Michael
PaJ.aio].ogos, see the Introduction, 17-18,22 and. notes I and. 2.
16k,23. For the battle at Ybdena in which Michael Palaiologoa killed
a son of Michael II, see above 11f7,25-1'+8,19.
165, L.iO. Nikephoros Alyates had lost part of his tongue at the bands
of Theodore II (abovei55,7-9; also 91,3-4).
LXXX. 165,lk-166,i. The events which follow lead up to the battle of
Pelagonia in the summer of 1259. On the place see Geanakoplos, 'The
Battle of Pelagonia', Appendix A; Nicol, 'The Date of the Battle of
Pelagonia', 68-71. Michael Palaiologos had sent his brother John
to Thrace and Macedonia when he was made Despot (November 1258) but
apparently no action uas taken until after Michael's assumption of
imperial power in 1259. The offensive of the Nicaea.n troops dates to
the spring of that year; see below 167,232ti. ; Nicol, 'The Date of the
Battle of Pelagonia', 68-69.
Kastoria, where Michael II was encamped, as well
as Ochrid and Deabolis (Devol) which the Nicaean troops proceeded to
conquer (below 167,2-17) had been in Michael II's control until 1252/3
when all three places went over to the Emperor John : see 91,6-11; 92,
21-22. They came under Michael II's control again in 1257 : lkO,21_1LFI,
6; 151,3-11.
166,i_Li. . Theodore Petraliphas was the brother of Theodora, Michael II's
wife. He ad gone over to the Emperor John's side in 1252 but obviously
returned to Michael II, probably in 1257; see,9O,18-19; note on 165,1i-166,1
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166,5-2. old Epiros extended. from the Ambracian Gulf north to the
Akrokeranian. promontary; New Epiros from that point to Dyrrachion;
see note on lI+,1-Lf	 . Akropolites' statement that the Pyrrenaia
mountains separate Old. and. New Epiros from the part of Greece to the
east of Epiros would seem to describe the Pind.os mountains. In this
passage men are fleeing from Kastoria across the mountains; below
(171,13-14), men at Neopatras cross the Frrrenaia to get to Arta and
loannina. Therefore, it seems that Akropolites gives the name Pyrre-
naia to the whole of the Pindos. In using this name Akropolites may
be aaopting archaic usage which does not seem to have survived in any
other source; see Meliarakes,'IovopCa. 526, note 1.
.Akropolites' expression, 'our Hel].enic land.' would seem to
be a reference to territory under Nicaean control, to the east of the
Pindos mountains, in Thessaly and. Macedonia. The Nicaeans had. not,
u to this lime, succeeded in taking any of the Epirot possessions of
the Komneno-Doukai. 'Heflene came to be used by the Nicaeans to dis-
tinguish themselves from the Latins, since both Greeks and. Latins were
entitled. to the name 'Romans'; see .A.kropolites' 'Tract on the Procession
of the Holy Spirit' where he makes this point:Opera II, 6Zi,17-f 9. The
Komneno-Doukai and. their subjects in Epiros, beyond. the Pyrrenaia, were
not considered. 'Romane', much less 'Hellenes'. On this see.above,63-65;
also Angold, 'Byzantine 'Nationalism' and. the Nicaean Empire', Byzantine
and Modern Greek Studies 1 (1975), 49-70, esp. 6Z4.
166,11-15. The stages of Constantine Kabasilas' career are known from
Demetrios Chomatenos' correspondence with hm on questions of canon law.
However, the chronology of hs career has not yet been fixed with accuracy.
He was Bishop of Tiberioupolis (Strournmitza), Metropolitan of Dyrrachion,
and. finally, Archbishop of Ochrid; see Chomatenos, ed0 Pitra, 63-66, 617-
682; A. Papad.opoulos-Kerameus, EZ 8 (1899), 76.
The date of Constantine's appointment to Ochrid 13 problematic,
as is the history of the archbishoric after Chomatenos' death (c.1235).
Nikeohoros Blemmydes was offered the position of Archbishop of Och.rid
when he visited Thessaly in about 1238-1239, but he refused it see
Curriculum vitae, 36,28-37,k; Heisenberg, 'Prolegornena', xviii. It
would appear that lakobos, a monk in the monastery of St. Meletios,
south of Thebes, during the early years of Theodore Korztnenos' rule
in Epiros, directly succeeded Chomatenos; see note on 25,8-10. Pachy-
meres (1,82,9; 137,9-10) says that he crowned Theodore Komnenos Emperor,
a confusion with Chomatenos which would not be plausible if lakobos were
not Chomatenos' successor at Ochrid. 12k6-12k7 is the earliest date
which can be ascribed with ciertainty to lakobos as Archbisnop. In a
work written on the death of And.ronikos Palaiologos (l2LF7), lakobos
refers to Andronucos' hospitality to him in Thessalonike hon he fled
from 'rv 7 xo5oav , his bishopric; see Mercati, Collectanea Byzantina I,
73,5-7. It would. seem, therefore, that lakobos was Archbishop from at
least 1211.6, since that is the year of Andronikos' appointment to Thessa-
lonike. He was probably still Archbishop in 121 9. The inscription in
a manuscript he donated to a monastery in Ochrid in that year cl1 him
'Archbishop of Bulgaria'; Dujev, Medioevo Bizantino-Saavo I, 363.
Kabasilas may have followed lakobos in tnis posit1cn but the
date of his appointment is open to question. Nicol's date of 12 116 must
be revised in view of lakobos' incumbency; see Desrotate, index:icabasilas.
Gelzer (Der Patriarchat von Achrida, 12) attributes a document of 1250
which carries the attribution &vv1ov yypapov 'c?T tpXr.eioxoitflC
'ApôtV to the time of Kabasilas' incumbency; see Pappadopou].os-Kera-
meus, 'Avc7cx'ra I, k7k-k76. However, this document has since been
ascribed to the Patriarchate at Nicaea by Laurent (Pegestes, no. 13111. , pp.
120-121). Therefore, there is no secure date for Kabasilas as Archbishop
at Ochrid apart from Akr000].ites' reference to the Emperor Theodore's sus-
picion of him and his subsequent confinement. kcording to Skoutariotes,
Kabasilas was sent to Asia flinor where the Emperor Theodore kept an eye on
)O3
him (ed. Sathas, 514.2, 26-28). Therefore, it is clear that Kabasilas
was Archbishop during Theodore lI's reign, although the t erminus post
giem for his appointment cannot be ascertained, For portraits of
Kabasilas as Archbishop in churches in Ochrid. see R. Ljubinkovi., 'Lee
influences de la vie politique contemporaine sur la decoration des
glises d'Chrid.', Actes duXil Congrs internat.ional byzantine III (19611.),
2214..
166,16-20. Kabasilas' brothers, John end Theodore, are not known from
any other source althou other members of the family are. A DemetrIos
Kabasilas, de acon of the Metropolis of Dyrrachion, is mentioned, in a
document of I 21.6: A. Pappadopoulos- .Kerameuz, BZ 14. (i 905), 568-569, 571.
Also, a George Kabasilas .LeyoC otxov.ioC V'as member of an ecc].e-
siastical court in Thessalozuke in 1295; see D8lger, Schatzkarxnern, no.
59/60, p. 163.
167,8. Charitonides has suggested an emend.ation to thetext: 	 eoeu'ro
instead of	 0TtO; see	 '-P'	 ', 85-87. This
reading should probably be accepted. See 168,2; 169,25, for other uses
of the same verb.
167,17-20. Prespa, Pelagonia (Bitola), oskos and Molyskos, all to the
east of Ochrid. and. Deabolis, are referred to in the sources not only as
towns but also as homonymous regions (provincia, xfpct); see Carile,
'Partitio', 221; Zakythinos, EEBS 17 (194.1),225, 233. Molyskos, mentioned.
in the Partitio and the chrysobull of Alexios III for the Venetiaris (ff98),
is said. to be near Ostro-ios and. Vod.ena; see Zakythinos, EEBS.17(191+.1),234..
For Soskos, also near Ostroits, see Skylitzes (CSHB II, 1i.62,23;ed.. Thurri,
353,59-60).
167,20-214.. Akropolites refers to his fellow-Greeks, inhabitants of
Epiros arid ThessaJ.y under the political control of the Konieno-Doukai,
as the "ciestern race' (91,15) and 'inhabitants of the west' (1.21).
Zf01.
They are practically foreigners (non-Romanz) to his rand. For this
use of ô,yg c.xoC see also Pachymeres (1,20,11-15); A. Failler, 'Signi-
fication du terme 'dytikoi' dans l'histoire de Pachynre, Resums des
Co v iriunicationz, Fifteenth International Congress of Byzantine Studies,
Athens, 1976.
LXXXI. 168, 1+-9.Pachymeres (I,83, k-5) says that 3,000 rien were sent by
Nanfred but this figure seems to be greatly exaggerated. See Geanakop-
los, 'The Battle of Pelagonia', 122 and notes 105,108.
i68,io—i6. William led his contingent of troops in person:
see also Pachynieres I, 83,5-6; Michael Palaiologos, typikon, ed.
Gre'goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), 455. For the background to Mihael's
alliance with his sons-in-law see Geanakoplos' analysis in 'The Battle
of Pelagonia', ioi—ii8. Both Gregoras (1,72,2-6) and Michael Palaiolo-
gos (Gre'goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), 455) point out the selfish, coritri-
viug aspect of the help which these allies provided Michael II.
168,15-1 6. The Lakones were inhabitants o2 the south-east area of the
Peloponnese called Lakonia: Pachymeres I, 309,16; Ahrweiler, 'Les terrnes
ToxcVc-TOcLxC)VCat, , t leur volution smantique', REB 21 (1963),
243-249. Earlier editors of Akropolites' text gave the reading AwrCvczw
(see critical apparatus, p. 168, note 16) . However, in view of what
Akropolites says of William's Greek fighting force (i68,i tf—i5), Acixvwv
is '.ierfectly-acceptable reading.
169,3-5. According to most accounts, the Nicaean army was composed of
Turkish and Cuinan mercenaries; see llanuel Holobolos' oration to Michael
Palaiologos, ed. Treu, 40,9; Greek chronicle of the Morea, ed. P. Kalo-
naros, 206,17. Michael Palaiologos also mentions Bulgarians (Grgoire,
B 29-30 (1959-1960), 457.
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1697 The narie B0pCXXL A&yoc , literally 'Boril's Wood', was
originally the name of an individual's property which came to be a
place name. See Vasmer, Die Slaven, 1+0,77,93,106, for place names
containing the Slavic word 10gb (ig) . The exact location of
Borilla Longos and, therefore, of the battle is not known although
it is thought to have been in the vicinity of Pelagonia or Kastoria;
see Geanakoplos, 'The Battle of Pelagonia', Apendix A; Nicol, Des-
potate, 185, note 22.	 Skylitzes refers to a fortress cafled 1.&'oC
near Kastoria (CSHB, 1+65,8; ed. Thurn, 355,19). Since William of
Achaia is said to have escaped from the battle to Kastoria (Below
170,10.-Il), the site of the battle may have been near Kastoria rather
tban Pelagonia.
169,20-21. Stanos is mentione&.j.n the Partitio in connection with
Prilep and Pelagonia; see Carile,'Partitio', 221, 105; Zakythinos,
BS 21 (1951), 209.
169,23-170,5. Of all the accounts of the battle, Akropol.tes' is the
least complicated with respect to the reasons for the enemy's flight.
He presents the event as the outcome of the enemy's fear of the Nicaean
forces. Since the sources give the impression that the Nicaean army
greatly outnumbered tne others, Akropolites' reason for Nieaean victory
seems plausible; see Angold, Byzantine Governent, 191, note 71 and
Geanakoplos, 'The Battle of Pelagona', 125, note 120, for figures.
See also the accounts of Gregoras (I, 7,1-75,6) and Pachyrneres (I, 81+,
10-86,3) for different accounts
170,5-9. For John Doukas, known as John the Bastard, see Polemis,
Doukai, 97. According to Pacnymeres, John defected to the Nicaean
side because of an argument between him and illiam of Achaia (I, 81+, 2-
C 5,11); see also Sanuno (ed. Hope, 107).
By 'Roman army' (1.5) Akropolites reans the Greeks righting with
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the Komneno-Doukal, as opposed to their Latin allies. In this case
Akropolites generously appJ4.s the name 'Rooan' to the subjectw
of the Komneno-Doukal because they defected to the Nicaean side; see
note on l67,20_2Lf.
170,15-16. Anseim of Toucy was related to William of Achaia through
his sister who was married to the prince; see the Chronicle of the
Morea, ed. Kalonaros, 233,51 :cpCXe %(Lt OU(EV LOU • Anseim was
one quarter Greek through his grandfather, Theodore Branas, and he
himself was said to have known Greek: Villehardouin, 403, p. 215, note 3;
Chronicle of the Uorea, ed. Kalonaros, 218,30-35, 40.
Geoffrey, lord or baron of Karitana, is probably Geoffrey
of Brieres, nephew of William of Achala; see the Chronicle of theiMGrea,
ed. KaLmaros, 233,53, 240,26. Karita.na or Karitaina was the main
fortress in the mountainous region of the Peloponnesos called Skorta,
located on either side of the middle course of the Alpheos river; see
A. Bon, La More Prangue I, i05-io6.
170,24-171,1. Akropolites' use of Topxot. here is inconsistent
with his usual practice of using
	
to refer to the Selp.ik Turks.
See also above 118,10 for another example.
The Rimpsas of this passage is probably the same man
mentioned by Pachymeres (1,329,2) and a document of 1286 (MM,IV,276).
In the latter> Rimpsas is qualifred as pansebastos, praitor tou demou.
The holder of this title, Justinianic in creation, originally had the
function of keeping peace in the capital. By the thirteenth century
the title was merely honorific; see Guifland, 'Preteur du peuple', Pevue
des tudes aud-est europe'enes 7 ( 1 969), 81-82.
171,2-7. In his oration to Michael Palalologos (1265-1266), Ilanuel
Holobolos makes speoiaJ. riention of captives who. wera thirty in .nuinber;
see Treu, 42-43. See also !Iichael Palaiologo& comments in his tyoikon
(Grd'goire, B 29-30 (1959-1960), 455-457),
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LXAXII. 171,3-1O. Neopatras (modern Hypate) was taken from tne
Latins by Theodore Komnenos in 1218 and remained under the authority
of the Komneno-Doukai from tiat tine; see Nicol, Despotate, 35, 57.
Arta and loannina were two of the most ixwortant towns under
the control of flichael I Komnenos Doukas; see above ik,k; Nicol,
Despotate, 16-17. None of these towns had been challenged by Nicaean
forces before this time.
171,17. George Akropolites was taken captive after Michael II's cap-
ture of Prilep in 1257; he was apparently imprisoned at Arta; see above
150,7-2k. The fortress at Arta, parts of which still stand, is thought
to have been built by Michael II; see A. Orlandos, ' Th K&,'cpov 'flC
Ap'r-qC ', 'ApXetov ¶V u v'rt.v5v MvrieCv	 'EXXcÔo' 2
(1936), 151-160.
171,27-172,5. In his ypikon for the monastery of St. Demetrios,
Michael Palaiologos mentions 'his' plundering of Lebadia; see GrJgoire,
B 29-30 (1959-1960), k55. Levadia and Thebes had been awarded to Otto
de la Roche after the Latin conquest of Constantinople and. formed part
of the 'Duchy of Athens'; see W. Miller, Essays on the Latin Orient
(Cambridge, 1921), 63-6k; A. Ban, 'Forteresses iedivales de la Grce
Centrale', Bulletin de CorresDondance Helld'niaue 61 (1937), 187-191.
This was the farthest south Nicaean forces penetrated.
172,5-11. Akropolites is the only source for Th.chael II's actions
at this time. The lonian island of Leu.kas had probably been under the
control of the Komneno-Doukai. from the time of 1ichael I. There was a
Greek bishop on the islnnd by 1212; see Nicol, Despotate, 19,23, note 27.
Kephallenia (Cephalonia) was in the hands of 1aio Orsni who was married
to Theodore Konnenos' sister. o had close ties with the ¶omio-Doukai
rulers of Epiros although rLe was nolitical?y independent of them; see
Nicol, Despotate, 10,17,19, 107; N. Bees, 'Em politisches Treubekennt-
nis', Byzantmnmsch-IeurcniScne JanrbUcier 3 (1922), 165-176.
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By the 'islands of Kephallenia' ('â 'V Ke ?.iV(V ) Akropolites
probably means Ithake, to the east of Kephallerüa, and Zante (Zakyn-
thos), to the south. Zante, at least, 'ias under the control of Orsini,
along with Kephallc.iia; see Bees, Bvzantinisch-Neuriechische Jahrbllcher
3 (1922), 1G6.
172,16. Bouditza (Vonitza), situated on the Ambraciari Gulf, was part
of the Komneno-Doukas territories from the time of flichael I; see Nicol,
Despotate, 19, LFO,102,note Li4. The name appears as Bond.itza in. other
texts; see Pappadopoulos-Keracieus,	
'Ic&4vvo
'AtoxcLxou', Bu?a.v'cCC 1 (1909), 26; Skoutariotes, ed. Sathas, 511.6,3;
critical apparatus, Jleisenberg's text of Akropolites, p. 172. Therefore,
the reading BovôC't1	 should perhaps be adopted. For the Slavic
origin of the name vodia, meaning 'hook' (rt01POv), see H. Gre'goire,
'Deux Etymologies', B 21 (1952), 265-267; Apokaukos, ed. Vasilievsky, 2119.
173,1-18. For these promotions see also Pachyrneres (1,103,3-16).
Constantine Torru.kes was not mentioned as having been sent to the west
against Michael II (above 160,17-22) but this passage implies his presence
there.	 daughter was married to John Palajologos when he was
still megas domestikos, probably in 1258 , before he left for the west;
see Pachymeres I, 97,9-11; Schmalzbauer, JOBG 18 (1969), 118. For the
sebastokrator's slippers see the description in Pseudo-Kodinos (ed1.
Verpeaux, 1118,3-6).
LXXXIII. 173,19-171f,3. The attempt to take Constantinople described
here dates to 1260. This must be the expedition which George of Cyprus,
later Patriarch Gregory, refers to in his autobiography; see Laxneere,
183,2-6.
The identity of 'AOX , a cousin of Michael
Palaiologos, has been a subject of debate. Is he Anseltn of Cahie'i,
husband of a daughter of the Emperor Theodore I Laskaris (above kl,5-10;
85,9-11) or Anseim of Toucy, a relation of Uillian, Prince of Acnaia, who
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was taken prisoner at the battle of Pelagonia (above 170,15-18)? Both
men fit the description of the nan who made promises to Michael. Skou-
tar:otes does not supply any additional information on this matter,
while Ephraim identifies the man as Anseim of Cahieu (9k53). See
Geanakoplos ('The Battle of Pelagonia', 137_I LF 1) who gives a discu.ssion
of the problem and choses Anselxn of Toucy
171f,17. The Emperor encamped at Galata, the quarter o Constantinople
across the Golden Horn, also called Pera (= beyond Ithe Golden Horn I).
The tower which stood on the waterfront at the south-ea.sternxnost tip
of the promontory, is said to have been built in the sixth century.
The present Galata Kulesi was built in 13f9 and restored several times.
S"e R. Janin, Constantino ple Byzantine (Paris, 1961f),
 251-253; k57..k58;
A.M. SchneLder, Is. Nomidis, Galata, Topogaohisch-Archoloischer Plan
(Istanbul, 19k), 1-6.
15,2-k. Akropolites' account of this episode differs considerably from
those of Pachy'ueres (I, 122,1_12 !+, 12) and Gregoras (I,80,20_81,I LI) wx'o
present the expedition as a serious attempt on the Emperor's part. In
contrast to Akropolites' claim that the Emperor took only a m1 1 army
with him (17k,1-3), Pachymeres and Gregoras stress the large size of the
army, 1arger, says Pachymeres 'than was necessary for taking such a
Anselm is not mentioned in their accounts. In addition, Pachy
meres states that the outlying areas of the city were taken before Galata
was attacked (1,110-ill; 119). These accounts therefore describe a seri-
ous campaign. The importance of the attempt on the city is likewise wider-
lined by Skoutariotesand Hol000los, in an oration for .icnael Palaiologos
(1265-1266)who say that the attack on Galata lasted several mouths -
fro the winter until the spring; see Sathas, 5Lf6,21l_25; 5k7,12-13;
Tre, 1+3,17_t.k,28.	 Therefore, it ould seem tnat Akropolites deliberate-
ly played own the size of the Ereror's amy and tue importance of the
atte pt. He may have errnnasized inselm's duplicity in order to shift
4.10
the blame to another person. Akropolites' account of this campaign
constitutes the most inaccurate passage in his entire narrative.
He would have returned froc Arta by the time of the expedition
and therefore one cannot clarn that he was far from the scene and
unaware of the details of chronology; see 171,17-26; 173,19-20.
It is perhaps not unfair to conclude that Akropolites' overriding
loyalty to Michael VIII dictated lus presentation of the siege of
Galata.
175,10-16. It is not clear whether by archon of the city Akropolites
is referring to Baldwin, the Latin Emperor at Constantinople, sarcasti-
cally alluding to tne fact that he had power over Constantinople alone,
or whether he had another person in mind, the baillie, for example.
175,16-19. Pacliymeres (I,12k,11-12) claims that the Emperor did not
conclude any truce with the Latins, thus leaving the way open for
another attack.
LXXXIV. 175,23-26 .	 Nymphaion, the site of the imperial residence from
the Emperor John's reign, is always mentioned by Akropolites as the win-
ter residence of the Emperor; see note on 68,i. The presence of the
palace at Nymphaion made it a centre for ceremonial occasions and displays;
see 102,8-11; 105,21.
175, 26-176,10. Constantine Tikh assumed power after Michael Asexi's
death in 1258. He was married to a daughter of the Emperor Theodore II
(see LXXIII). Akropolites spent Christmas and Epiphany, the feast day
of Christ's Baptism (6 January) at Trnovo, the capital of the Bulgarian.
Empire. See Pseudo-Kodinos' description of the ceremonial attached to
Epipha'iy which along with Christmas, Palm Sunday arid. Easter were
the major holy days in which the Emperor played a large role:(ed. Ver-
peaux, 220,8 fl., 189, k ff.). ze note cn 19,23-20,7, for the cere-
monial at the Bulgarian court.
il_Il
176,12. Easter Sunday: 2k April 1261.
176,15.-21. Ahr',ei1er ('Smyrne', 72-73) locates Phelbia and Klyzomee
in the plain of Nynrnhaion, watered by the Kryon river. From Akropoli-
tea' comment that Klyzomeme was near cities and towns she infers that
Klyzomene was itself a region, not a town. Tomaschek,'Zur Iu.storischen
identifies Klyzomene with Clazornenes but the latter is
too far from Nymphaion for it to fit Akropolites' description.
176,22 ff. Akropolites discusses here, altogether, events which both
precede and follow the siege at Galata (above 17k,16 ff.). He presents
a garbled account which obscures the issues. Pachymeres version of
the same events follows a more strictly chronological sequence.
177,1-5. Nikephoros, Bishop of Ephesos (121+0/1_1260) was elected
Patriarch in the spring of 1260, after Arsenios' retreat and refusal
to return (see below 177,1-178,10). See Pachymeres, I, 113-117; Laurent,
'La Chronologie', iko. Only Adcropolites and Blernrnydes (Curriculum -vitae,
38, 5-27) are complirentary about Nikephoros. He was strongly disliked
both by the Emperor John, who ob5ected to his appointment as Patriarch
in the 12k0's on the grounds that he could not stand the man (Pachymeres,
I, 117,7-13) and by the Emperor Theodore II who complained of the man's
avarice (Epistulae, ed. Festa, 15-16,lkQ-1k9, eap. 1k7,19 if. ). He did.
not fare better as Patriarch under Michael VIII. He was rejected by
those who believed Arsenios to be the rightful Patriarch since he had
never resigned. Seeking comfort and support he %:ent to Selymbria in
1260 to be with the Emperor flichael who was preparing the siege of
Galata at that time; see PacLlyrieres I, 119,7-18; Bar Heoraeus, trans.
Budge, I.28_ 1+29. He died shortly after'his return to Nyrnphaion in 1261;
see Pachyrneres I, 126,12-17; Laureflt, 'La Chronoloae', lkl-1k2.
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177,5-178 ,10. Arsenios was a monk of modest education who lived
on lake Apollonia before he became Patriarch in 1251r; see note on
107,5-8. He left Nicaea and went to the monastery ¶O1 rrcLoXa.aCou
near the gulf of Nikomedia, outside the sphere of the iletropolis
of Nicaea, a little over a year after he had crowned Michael Palaio-
logos Emperor; see Pachyneres I, 111-112; Laurent, 'La Chronologie,
I LFO; Janin, Les Eglises et les flonastres, 118. Akropolites presents
the ecclesiastical problem which arose as a consequence of Arsenios'
retreat in terms of personality: Arsena.os' malevolent attitude towards
the Emperor Michael after his coronation was a manifestation of his
'terrible disposition'(178,8-10). By makingArsenios' actions appear
to be without reason, he not only simplifies the matter but also shows
Michael in good lignt as the 'forgiver' (below 180,10-13). Skoutario-
tee, however, in a passage departing from Akropolites' text, makes a
point of addressing himself to this very charge -- that Arsenios' ac-
tions arose from his ill-will towards the Emperor. He claims that this
accusation was based on ignorance of the facts. He vouches for the man's
integrity and says that Arsenios withdrew because Iichae1 would not lis-
ten to his advice (ed. Sathas, 58-5LF9; Additamenta, 300-301). In writing
this, Skoutariotes may have been addressing himself specifically to Akropo-
lites' accusation, contained in a manuscript Skoutariotes was copying or,
more probably, he was stating has rebuttal of a common accusation made
of Arsenios in anti-Arsenite circles at the time.
The real reason for Arsenios' retreat was apparently not
understood by contemporaries. Pachymeres says that Arsenios did not
make his reason clear (1,111,17-19). Presumably tnis is wnat gave rise
to the accusation that he retreated simply out of ill feelings towards
the Emperor. Pachyneres himself did. not believe the reason waich. Arsenios
'made up' (Xdir'c'ro) -- that 'he was despised.' and 'ne got nowhere
wh.n ta1kn to the Eriocror about his duties witri regard to the church'
(1,111,18-19). Pachy'ieres himself suggests that Hichael's disregard for
1f13
John, Theodore Ii's son ana rightful heir, 'ray have been behind
Ar55flo3 retreat; I, 111,12-15; GregoL'as I, 80,13_1 L1. , also. Arsen2.os
hi"iself claims that Michael acted even riore 'lawlessly' than before
when he became Emperor, provoking nim to leave the Patriarchate
(PG C, 952-953). Although Arsenios does not spell out the nature
of tichael's lauless behavic bur, it follows from his Drevious state-
ments that he is referring to Micaael's disregard for the oaths he
had sworn to protect and. defend the rights of John IV. Of all the
reasons offered for Arsenios' retreat, Akropolites' is the most true
to the interests of Michael VIII.
178,10-17. The 'schismatics' as Pachymeres refers to them (1,118,7-12;
119,20-21), or men who reiused to recognise the legitimacy of Nikephoros
election as Patriarch, were Andronikos, Metropolir.an of Sardis, who bad
accompanied Arsenios on an embassy to the Pope during the Emperor John's
reign (Skoutariotes, Addita"en.ta, 290,11-13) and Manuel Disypatos,
Metropolitan of Thessalonike, nicknamed Opsaras by his chi)hood friends
because of hs preference for eating fish. For this explanation of trie
origin of his nickname see G, critical apparatus, p. 178; also E.A. Sopho-.
des, Greek Lexicon (flew York, 1957), 2nd edn.,II,
&xt. c. Manuel was Metropolitan at Thessalonike during Theodore II's
reign, at least from 1256; see Pachymeres I, 28,10-11; Eiistulae, ed.
Festa, 235,1-2; Laurent, BZ 56 (1963), 295. Accordin; to Pachyrneres
Manuel was forced into exile because of his opposition to the Patriarch
Nikephoros: 1,120,1.
Andronikos was the more active of the two schisrnatics. The
story of his taking of monastic vo'ts is told by Pachy'ieres at length.
Anth'onikos went to Selymbria ihere the Emperor was encamped, preparing
to lay siege to Galata, and threatened to take monastic vo'is; when the
Er'oror paid no attention to um he bent aneaa with nis plans and. became
the moni: A thanasios in the church o±' the Savour .n Sely rthria where
loannikios, Letropoltan of Pniladelpnia was officating; see Pacheres,
4.14.
1,119,18-120,21; I. Sykoutres,'fl 8p 'th ZCc.ic. 'tv 'Apacva'i.i'
'rTh*flV L% 2 (1929), 286. Axtdronikos returned to his Bishopric during
Arsenios' 8ecOnd Patriarchate and remained a leader of the schismatic
faction. For Sardis, which flourished during the Nicaean period for
the first time since the seventh century, see Foss, B-rzantine and Tur-
kish Sardis, 87-88.
i8O,-i5. Tornikes' meeting with the Emperor at Klyzornene took place
in the spring of 1261 (See 176,22-2k). 	 His	 reason for suppor-
ting Arsenios is not clear; see above 154,28 ff. and Pachyrneres I, 76,
6-10, where he is mentioned as one of ie chief supporters of Michael
Palaiologos. However, see manuscript G (critical apparatus, p. 180)
which 'ovides the information that members of the senate were also
in favour of Arsenios.
LXXXV. 181 ff. Aicropolites' account of the taking , of Coritantinople
does not differ substantially from that of any other source. Pachyieres'
version is fuller and more detailed with less emphasis on. póvoa. OcoS
and more on the actual manner in which the Nicaean forces penetrated the
walls and held the city.
181,1-9. For the date of this expedition, see below 183,20-22. Pachy-
rneres records Michael's dispatch of two armies, one led by his brother
the Despot John, against the Despot Michael II Komnenos Doukas, and an-
oTher by Strategopoulos against the Bulgarians. Michael II was on the
offejve because of his recent loss of territory while the Tsar Con-
stantine, a son-in-law of Theodore II, was protesting Iichael Palaiologos'
disregard for the rightful heir John IV; see Pachytneres I, 137,5-138,6.
Strategopoulos' troops consisted of Greeks and Cumans, numbering
800 men; see Pachymeres I, 137,20; Gregoras I, 83,10. The fact that his
army was omall supports the contention made by Akropolites and Pachymeres
that Palaiologos had no intention of making a serious attempt on the city.
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Pachyrneres (1,138,6-10) agrees with Akropolites in saying that
Strategopoulos only intended to frighten the Latins. See also
the oration by flanuel Hololos which refers to this'side-trip' to
Constantinople:o 	 v avi ôctov c cp3ov
iO13 a.XCt V
 (ed. Treu 66,30-32).
181,10-22. The highest Venetian titled official in tne Latin Empire
of Constantinople was the Podest. Akropolites gives the Greek trans-
literation of the Latin potestas; see also Pachymeres : to'rca'&toC
ouat.ao'r-v citot. tv	 &]Xvwv x63aoa (1,162,18). Marino
Zeno was the first Podest in Constantinople after the Latin conquest;
Marco iGradenigo, the last (1259-1261). The title was not used. by a
governor of the Venetian colony in Constatinople after 1261. On the
title and the Podesta in Constantinople (1205-1261) see R.L. Wolff,
'The Oath of the Venetian Podest', 539-573, esp. 558, S6tf. Gradenigo
was in Constantinople and did not arrive on a Venetian ship as Akropo-
l'tes says.
Both Gregoras (I,85,'+-8) and Pacnyrneres (I,i9,1-3) mention
the fleets' expedition to take Daph.nousia, a city on an island of the
same name located in the Black 3ev-, off the Bithynian coast; see Ram-
say, Historical Georanhy, 182-183. The island was aoparently a Nicae-
an possession; see Sanndo, Istoria, ed. Hopf, 115: contra la Terra de
Greci. The absence of the Venetian fleet (30 ships: Pachymeres, I, 1k5,
12-13) from Constantinople at the time of StrategopouJ.os' presence near
the city was not mere coincidence according to Bar Hebraeus (trans.
Budge, i-28-k29)0 See Geanakoplos' discussion (E"rneror Michael, 97-10^,
102 note 30a) of Bar Hebraeus' sources.
i82,+-13. The rien Akropolites describes as 'men who had come from
the city'	 are the @e
	 or 'Volunteers'
whori Pachymeres disc.isses at lengtn, Greeks i'n inside and outside
the city walls who changed their allegiance at will; hence their name.
4.16
Their good-will was cuJ..tivated by Greeks and Latins. The Nicaean
forces had made contact with them during their campaign against
Galata and the environs of Constantinople (Pachyrneres I, 111,3-7).
Pachyrneres states that these men were instrumental in helping the
Nicaean soldiers enter the city. However, in Akropolites account
they merely tell Strategopoulos about the opening in. the wall (or
ground). Pacymeres gives the OcX .i.a'rpo a more significant
role. They let the troops into the city after having done away with
the Latin sentinels (I,l Lfl,18_1k2,12; see also Bar Hebraeus, k29).
Akropolites' story gives more credit to the Nicaeanz...
It should be noted that Akropolites' phrase it-rçv ¶IVC....
itcpt ' ¶CtXo( (i 8) is not clearly a description of an under-
ground passage, as Geanakoplos interprets it (Emperor Michael, 107-108).
The phrase could be taken to mean an opening in the wail; see now
K. Setton, The Papacy and the Levant I, 93.
182,15-18. The gate through which the men entered was the Gate of the
Fountain (ItX1 'fl	 III), named after the monastery of the Fountain,
also called the Gate of Selymbria, to the north of the Golden Gate:
R. Janin, Constantinople Byzantine (Paris, 19611.) 2nd edn., 275-276;
Pachymeres I, 111-1,15-16; 111.2,8-12.
182,21-27. Baldwin, the fourth and last latin Emperor at Constantinople,
born and raised in that city (see above 114,10 ti.) fled, from the Bla-
chernai palace)
 at the end of the Golden Horn , which the Latin Emperors had
inhabited, to the Great Palace at the other end of the city, on the Sea
of Narmora (Pachyrneres I, i114,ii-i6). The Blachernai Palace, as well
as the Boukoleon, had been assigned to the Latin Emperor by the treaty
of March 1201f: TT,I, 1147; Villehardouin, 23k,21F9,263.
182,23-183, 11. . According to Pachymeres (I, l tfS,6_l7), ne'zs of the Nicae-
an take-over reached the Lat ins at Daphnousia and made them return.
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183,5-6. The church of the Archangel Michael, located at Anaplous,
a village on the western, C'opeari bank of the Bosphoros, was ori-
ginally built by Constantine tne Great and restored by the Emperors
Justinian I and Isaac II; see R. Janin, 	 Eg-lises et lee Monastres,
333-31+0; idem,, 'Les sanctuaires byzantine de saint 	 E 33
(1931+), 37_hO. Skoutariotes includes this church in his list of
buildings the Emperor John is said to have salvaged from destruction
during the Latin occupation: ed. Sathas, 5O9,3k.
183,7-12. The Venetians had been granted a. liv3.3g quarter in Constan-
tinople by a chryso'oufl. of Alexios I in 1082. It was located on the
southern shore of the Golden Horn to the east of the Phanar district
and was about 1/3 mile in length. Beyond this, to the east, were tha
quarters of the other Italian maritime states, the Analfitans, Pisans
and Genoese. On this see H.F. Brown, 'The Venetians and the Venetian
Qnarter in Constantinople to the close of the Twelfth Century', Journal
of Hellenic Studies +0 (1920), 71-76; Janin, Constantinople yzantine,
21+6-250 ; t1I,III,13,19,22. Pachymeres attributes the idea of setting
fire to the hones of the Venet.ans and other foreigners in Consta.nti-
nople to John Phylax, a Greek 11 the employ of the E'iperor Baldwin:
i,ih-6,i-ik8,+.
Akropolites'	 (1.12), a transliteration of the
Latin campos (fields, plains, places of assemôly) is probably a reference
to the I.L3oXcL o' districts n wnich the Italians had tneir living quar-
ters and trade buildings see Brom, JHS 1+0 (1920), 75. The word
is used in Venice to refer to city squares.
1d3,12-15. Thirty Venetian 7essels and one Siciliam snip had gone to
Daphnousia; -esuziabl these ;ere JBed in the evacuation. See Geanako
los for an estnate of te nuer o ren ir:rolved (ero	 ichae1, 113111+
L1 1 8
183,16-17. Baldwin left the city witn the Podestà and the Latin
Pa.riarch; see D&-idolo, 311,5-1 0 ; Bar Hebraeus (trans. Budge, k29).
183,1 8-23. For the date, 25 July 1261, see Pachymeres I, 1k9, 1-5;
157,1 6-17; Schreiner, Kleinchroniken, nos.'7, 8, 22. dews reached
Hiomedia on. the 27th; see Pachymeres I, 1k9, 7-8.
LXXXVI. 183,2k-25. lleteorion, known only from this passage, is
thought to have been located in the Hermos river valley or oust north
of it; see Abrweiler, 'Smyrne', 73; Ramsay, Historical Georaphy, 131.
183,26-18k,21. Both Pachymeres and Holobolos relate in detail how
Eirene, Uichael's sister, conveyed the message to him, waking him from
his sleep. Particularly striking are the sirni].arities in the accounts
of what Eirene said and how Michael replied; see I, 1k9-152; Treu,
68-69. For Eirene, whose daughter by marriage to John Kaii:akouzenos
was married to George Mouzalon, see Papadopulos, Versuch, 18-19;
Pachymeres I, 128,15-129,2.
18k,22-185,13. According to Pachymeres (1,152, 6-19), it 'jas the Bight
of Baldwin's crown and sword, as well as letters describing the taking
of the city which convinced everyone; §ee below 185,15_186,1+.
185,23-2k. Both Kalamos and Achyraous lie on the road to Constantinople
from the Hermos and Kaikos valleys. The village of Kalamos (Gelembe)
was at the xorthernriost limit of the Neokastra theme (28,3-k) while
Achyraous, north of Kalamos, was situated in the i'egion of the Kiininas
mountains (above 27,22-28,1); see Tomaschek, TopograDitie, 93-96.
Balduin's crown, which only Akropolites specifies as 'Latin'
in shape, was perhaps similar to the so-called crown of St. Louis in. the
Louvre, a circular band decorated with jewels from wich trefoil-shaped
ornarients project; see E.F. Twining, EuroiDean lealia (London, 1967), ike.
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HoT ever, Baldwin's seals portray him in a karnelaukion type crown, a
he-nispherical-shaped headpiece with a gem on top; see Zacos, Veglery,
Byzantine Lead Seals I, 102-10k, esp. no. ilk; plate 28.
186,7-17. According to Pachymeres, tne Emperor cnceived the idea
for prayers of thanksgiving before ne left Nymphaion to go to Con..
stantinople (I, 157,9-11). If this is so, he would have commissioned
Nikephoros Blemmydes before he departed for Constantinople. It is like-
ly that this did in fact occur and that Blemniydes was reluctant, or
even turned down the Emperor's xroposal. Enough is known of Blemxny-
des' attitudes to make this plausible. Akropolites' use of	 vi5ci
(1.1k) is noteworthy because it irirolies that Mchael would have had to
press Blemmydes to write the prayers. This certainly confirms what is
known about Blemmydes. The learned man never returned to Constantinople,
his place of birth, but died in Asia Minor in his monastery at Emathia,
near Ephesos; see Pachymeres I, 3k2,9-10.
186,18-28. In an oration addressed to the Emperor Michael, Manuel
Holobolos refers to the prayers and their themes; see Treu, 73,27-31.
Akropolites' statement that each prayer had its own theme is repeated
by Holobolos who lists the subjects: i) the power of Emperors 2 the
orderliness of the people 3) their obedience of the law k) the mild-
ness of the seasons 5) the abundance of food 6) the banishment of
everything that destroys: famine, earthquakes, fire, floods, winds
7) good upbringing of the young 8)a comfortable old age for the elder-
ly 9) prudent management 10) increase in 3ustice 11) revival of
courage 12)flowering of uisdor'. Parts of this list read like the
litanies in trie litur on behalf of the city and its inhaoitants; see
F.E. Bightman, Lituries eastern and "estorn (Oxford, 1896), 335,25 ff.,





- This enumeration of subjects should probably be taken at
face value since Holobolos makes a point of listing them. However,
Akropolites does specify thirteen prayers while the themes Holobolos
lists appear to add up to twelve. His list contains prayers for the
city, as he himself says. The thirteenth prayer could have been in.
honour of God or the Emperor. For Michael the number thirteen had
a special significance. He sty1ed himself the New Constantine, the
of the city, and had a statue built outside the church
of the Apostles depicting himself holding a model of the city in
offering to the Archangel Michael. Therefore, the thirteenth prayer
could have been a symbolic reference to the Thirteenth Apostle, the
Emperor Constantine. For references to Michael as the 	 Constantine'
see Pachyxneres (1,300,13-16) who claims that the Patriarch Gertnaxios
(1265-1266) first gave Michael this epithet; H.and H. Busobausen, Die
tiarienkirche von. Apollonia in Albanien (Vienna, 1976), 153-15k.
A poem published by Mercati and tentatively identifed by him
as one of the prayers Akropolites wrote may be the 'missing' thirteenth
prayer. The verses are dedicated to God and their theme, as indicated
in the opening line, is 'the deed is Yours, not mine, 0 Logos of God';
see 'Giambi di Ringraziamento per la Riconquista di Constantinopoli (1261)',
BZ 36 (1936), 289-290.
LXXXVIII. 186,29-187,2. flichael's entry is described by Pachymeres
(I,159,16-162,k) and Holobolos (Treu, 72-77). All sources agree on the
sequence of events and teveal the organisat ion and planning behind the
ceremonial entry. Although ilichael heard about the taking of the city
a the end of Jul.j (see 183,20-23), he 'iaited until 15 August, the
feast day of the Virgin's Koiriesis or Dormition to i-take his triumt,hal
adventus into the city. For the date see 187,1-5;
?retabyz3nina 1 (19k9), 62. tlichael was careful to cultivate the
favour and approval of the people and the clergy by paying honour to
God or, by placing e!phas1s on things divine rather than human. Thus,
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he chose a church feast day an hs day of entry. The Virgin, the
City's protectress, was the centre of attention; see N. Baynes,
'The Supernatural Defenders of Constantinople', Byzantine Studies
and Other Essa-rs (London, 1955), 25+ if., for the Virgin's associa-
tion wi.th the city. The Virgin was not only the city's special patron-
ess, she was Michael's as well. She appears on. certain of his gold
coins, r'inted sometime between his coronation in 1259 and trie recovery
of Constantinople. It is by tne Virgin that Iiichael is crowned; see
D. Iliescu, 'Le Dernier Hyerre de 1'Empire Byzantine de Nicee',
BS 26 (1965), 9k-97; Hendy, Coinae, 261 and p1. 36,1.
187,3-k. The Kosmidion monastery was the most famous monastery dedicated
to the saints Cosmas and Damian. in Coñstantinople see Janin, Constantino-
le Byzanttne, k61-k62; As the:e are no remains of the monastery, built
under Theod.osius II, its exact location is not known but it 18 thought
tc have been outside the city walls on the Golden Horn in the EyUp dis-
trict. The Blachernai district (Ayvansaray), at txie nortnern end of
the city, in the angle made by the land walls and the Golden Horn, was
approximately i km. from the walls; see Janin, Constantinople Byzartir..e,
Lf8, 57-58, 32k. Contrary to Akropolites' account, Pachymeres (1,160,5-7)
claims that ulichael encamped by the Golden Gate, considerably to the
south of the Blachernai district.
187,6-10. In his Testament Arsenios claims that he was detained at
Skouterr (UskUdar), on the Asiatic srore, until he would agree to cer-
tain derrands nane of him by ticnael Palaiologos: to accept Nikephoros'
aopointment to th rtriarchate as canonical,as uell as all those wrio
nad been anpointed by flkepioros (PG CXL, 953 C D). Akropolites, as
usi1 , is not corp1_ie'itary o2 Arsenios	 (see aoove 177,5-
173,10).
11-12. Geore Kleaas was etrotoltan of Cyzicus on the sea of
tar bra, from Theodore Ii's rein see pistuae, en. 'esta, 198-200.
lf.22
Pachyrieres (I, 160,16) confirms that he pronounced the prayers
while Holobolos refers to him as	 ô' epô ¶fl 'EXXr)ait&VO1
(Treu, 73,24L
i87,l3-i 1f . The Golden Gate, at the south-west entrance to the city,
ras called 'Gold' or 'Golden' in an inscription of Theodosius II
who 'as probably res ponsible for its construction. It is flanked
by two towers; see Janiri, Constantino ple Byzantine, 269.,.272; T, Mac-
ridy, S. Casson, 'Excavations at the Golden Gate, Constantinople',
Archaeoloi 81 (1931), 65-811-.
137,1+-16. The nonastery T63v Oa'rytZv , located near St. Sophia,
in the Seraglio near the sea.walls, is thought to have been. founded
or at least rebuilt in the ninth century; see Janin, La Gograhie
Ecclsiastiqu III, (1969) 2nd edn., 199-207. An-icon of the Theo-
tokos., said to Mve been painted by St. Luke,ijas housed in the rionas-
tery and came to be associated with it, uhence its name ) eOoTlyfrrpfa
(Conductrice). The icon was the oo3ect of special reverence and.
ceretnonal. It was revered every Tuesday and during Holy Week ; see
Pseudo-Kodinos, ed. Verpeaux, 228,231. After 1201 F the icon was the
cause of a quarrel between the Latin 1triach and the Venetian Podestk.
See R.L. Wolff, 'Footnote to an Incident of tne Latin Occupation of
Constantinople: The Church and the Icon of the Hodegetria', Traditio
6 (1911.8), 319-328. The Venetians took the icon and kept it in the
Pantokrator monastery (TT,II, L1.5-21.7) where it stayed until 1261. Pachy-
meres says that the Emperor Michael had the icon brought to the Golden
Gate from that monastery (I, iGO,8-i11-).
Michael chose to include and honour this icon ostensibly
in the ceremonial of his entry both becu.e it played a central role
in the religious life of te people of the city and. because it was
the Virgin's feast day. The last time the icon had been displayed on
the walls of the city as in 1187, to ward off a siege of the city staged
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by Alexios Branas; see Choniates, C$EB k96,18--97,3; ed. van
Dieten, 381,'+6-332,61. See ilici-ael's coins, dating to post 1261,
which represent, on the reverse, the Theotokos orans on top of, or
surrounded by, the walls of tne city; see W. Iroth, Cata1oue of the
Irroerial Byzantine Coins in	 British Huseuri (London, 1908) II,
p. 608, type 1; p1. lxxiv, .
187,20-21. The Kpi.e 'EXW0 ' or 'Christ have mercy' is often
said or chanted in the liturgy after a statement by the deacon.
See Brightman, Liturgies stern and Western (Oxford, 1896), 375.
187,25-29. The Emperor's entry through the Gate was accomplished
esop	 rather than	 at.Xt,x	 because the Emperor walked
on foot with the icon of the Hodegetria leading the way and did not
ride in t-lum]?n in a chariot; see Holobolos, ed. Treu, 75,23-29;
Pachymeres, I, 160, 19-161,3. The Golden Gate was tne official
entrance for Emperors returning frori expeditions. See flobert of
Clan's description of the gate arid, its function as a triumphal entry:
trans. Mc Neal, 108-109. Pachymeres relates tne story that Michael,
as a baby, could be lulled to sleep only when his sister would. tell
him that he would become Em peror one day and enter Constantinople th.r
through the Golden Gate (1)128,5-15).
A lead seal depicting !Iichael holding an icon of the
Virgin arid Child above his head is, accoraing to Zacos and Veglery,
a representation of Nichael's procession into the city( B-fzantine Lead
Se.1s, 1,3, no. 2756 bis). However, it should be noted that the repre-
sentation of the icon in the seal shows the Virgin holding a medallion of
Carist before her chest (Nikopoios tyDe) and not on her arm (Hodeetria
type).
187,29-31. The Stoudios ronastery was named after its fifth century
founder who built a church on. his property an dedicated it to St. John
4f
the Baptist. It 12,es on the main road from the Golden Gate to
the centre of the city (about i/k mile distance); see Janin, La
Goraphie EcciSsiastigue III, k30-kko.
1 8?, 3 1 -188	 The church of St. Sophia, originally called the
Great Church or simply Sophia (the attribute of Christ Logos), was
built in the fourth century but the structure as it stands today is
basicafly the building of Justinian's reign.
	 Akropolites combines
the names,the Great Church and Sophia.
188,2-3. According to Pachymeres (I, 161,7-Il) the Emperor Michael
had to inhabit the Great Palace, to the south-west of St. Sophia, be-
cause the Blachernai palace, the favoured residence of the Kontnenoi,
had been left in a terrible state by the Latin Emperors; see above 182,
2-27; Jariin, Conztantinoole Byzantine, 106-122. For the condition of
the city in general see the accounts of Gregory of Cyprus (PG CXLII,
376 BC) and Gregoras (I, 87,23-88,12); Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael, 122-
122-125.
188,8-18. The date of the Patriarch Arsenios' arrival in Constantinople
is not known. It is certain, however, that he did not go to the
capital until a date after 15 August 1261; see note on 187,6-10.
See Pachymeres (1,172,19-173,9) who describes the redecoration of St.
Sophia which took place before Arsenios was formally recved there.
AkrolDolltes makes a distinction between- o
	
V iAet, ana
o cp6xpvro 'rZv &p6v'ov (II. 13-1k), a distinction which is
difficul, to understand or to interpret. The word archon had a
range of meanings from member of the court to 'land-owner'. See
Angold, Byzantine Governrient, 68-71. Here Akropolites may be referring
to the lesser title-holders.
1..25
LXXXIX. 188,19-23. The episode wnich Akropolites alludes to in
this passage either took place on the day of the entry into Con-
stantinople (15 August 1261) or on the day of Arsenios' arrival in
the capital (above, i88,B-i8). In any event, the oration was cer-
tainly intended to be read cefore Michael's proclarnation and coro-
nation in Constantinoole since it was concerned with the promotion
of the idea of the co-proclamation of father and son. The oration
is not knøwn to have survived. See L. Previale's edition of an
anonymous oration addressed to Michael Palaiologos (BZ k2 (19k3_19A9).
Previ3le rejects the possibility that Akropolites is the author on
the basis of language and style. However, quite apart from such ar-
guments the work cannot be the one Akropolites mentions here because
Previale's oration calls Andronikos vc6crcct'rov (k5,3) while Akropo-
Orai..lOn would ,nave had to nave been delivered before Andronikos'
proclamation.
Andronikos, iicnael's second son, was about two
years old in 1261; see Pauadopulos, Versuch, 35; van Dieten, Nikephoros
Gregoras, commentary, 2k0, note 11 1f. (Michael's first son Manuel was dead
by 1261; see Pachymeres, I, 183,12-17.) Androniko was proclaimed Emperor
along with his father by 25 Decer'oer 1261. See Holobolos' description of
the proclamation which was evidently followed by the coronation in Hagia
Sophia: ed. Treu, 93,5-9+,13. It was iichael's third proclamation and
second coronation; see Holobolos, ed. Treu, 92,26-30; Pachyrneres I, 173,
15-18; 191,7-192,2; irth, JD3G 9 (1959), 85-91. By his coronation in
Hagia Sophia and his association of his son on tne throne, llichael com-
pletely secured his oosition and denied the rights of the heir, Jonn IV
uho' he had blinded; Pacnyrneres I, 191, 19-192,15; Schreiner, Ileinchro-
nike no. 22; Arsenios, I, C, 953 D-956 A.
182-29.
	
ikropolices' sta:e-'ert here 'qo,1dseet to inicate tiac
at the tine of the ae1ivej o riis oration any officials and notables
still considered John IV the rightful heir. This is wriy, according
to Pachymeres, flichael took three steps to excluae John IV. His
name was not mentioned in the diptychs, he was not crowned in Con-
stantinople with flichael, and he was blinded on. Christmas day 1261
(I, 190,16-191,13).
189,2. Alexios Strategopoulos, the commander of the troops which took
Constantinople in July, was duly honoured by Hichael Palaiologos who
gave him a triumph and had his name mentioned in the diptychs for a
year; see Pachymeres I, 173, 18-17,2; Gregoras I, 89,10-13.
189,5-8. Akropolits leaves us in suspense as to whether he finally
delivered his oration but Skoutariotes confirms that it was delivered:
tvyvw (ed. Sathas, 555,17_21+). Whether he inferred- this .irom
Akropolites' passage or had some way of knowing it for a fact, is not
known. Akropolites is refreshingly candid in this passage and the
scene he presents is amusing.
The lack of a proper ending to the History is pernaps an in-
dication that it was written late in Akropolites' life and that his
death interrupted the completion of the work. See Heisenberg, 'Stud.ien
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